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Salutations to the Guru

Salutations to the Guru <who with the collyrium

stick of knowledge opens the eyes of the one

blinded by the disease of ignorance^

Salutations to Vinayaka the wish-fielding one,

bom of the Master of mystery in Mount Kailasa,

O Ganapathi, the seer of seers, unrivalled in

wealth. King of the Elders, Lord of Principle

of Principles* Hear us and take Thy place, bringing

with Thee all enjoyment*
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FOREWORD

Ul-he author of this book is an English lady, who is an experienced

teacher and a Visiting Lecturer in World Religions. A Hindu, she has

followed the philosophy ofWorld Religions by her Poorva Janma intuition.

She has been the only woman to serve as a trustee of the LondonHighgate

Lord Murugan temple.

She has been a pilgrim to Tiruvannamalai, the Holy Mountain and the

Lord Arunachaleswarar Temple, for the past ten years. She has also read

much about the development and the history ofthe temple. The result is The

Ught ofArunachaleswarar,

I have read The light ofArunachaleswarar and found the grace ofJyothi in

it. The divine nature is manifest throughout the book. It is very difficult to

understand Lord Annamalaiyar, the secrets ofthe Mountain, thejyothilingam

etc., but these have been explained with great simplicity in the book.She also

explains lucidly the formation of the Jyotir Kngam, the Sivasakthi Union, the

Arthanaryform and the Divine marriage. I read withwonder her descriptions

and explanations ofthe Holy Festivals ofthe Sivan Temple, the Siva Parvathi

union and the theory of the festivals.



The temple plans, the structure of the temple and the prcikarams are all

shown and described- The author explains the theory of Siva in her book,

narrates the divine points and concludes that “The mountain is nothing but

Kngam”* I marvel at how well she understands Vedic theory and how she is

able to clearly explain the greatness ofAppar, Sundarar, Maanikkavaachagar,

Arunagiri Nathar, Sri Seshadri Swamigal etc.

The Hindu religion is an ancient religion- There have been many sages

and rishis who have lived over the centuries. The reader can understand the

greatness ofthem all from this book-

I have asked the authorhow she came to write such a wonderful book and

what made her write it. Her frank answer was that some invisible light

illuminated her mind and she put down what it revealed. This must be so,

because severalunknown things are found and explained in thisbookand this

can only be out of God’s grace.

I wish this book finds itselfin the hands ofevery religious-minded person

as well as the non-religious. As Sri Seshadri Swamigal tells us through Annai

Uma Deviar :

People will like this book.

Sages will like this book,

Siva likes this book,

Everybody will like this Sacred book.

IL MuthiikuBiaraswaniy, B.Sc., B.L.,

President, Advocate’s Association,

Trustee, Lord Arunachaleswarar Temple,

Secretary, Sri Sheshadri Swamigal Ashramam,
President of Tirumurai Mandram, etc.
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FOREWORD

The Light of Arunachaleswarar

sacred history of Siva as Arunachaleswarar is explained in

this book, and every word in it is ofgreat interest. It has been written

with great understanding of the essential points. The author specifi-

cally directs the reader on the attainment of Yoga. By writing it, the

author has given everyone the opportunity to read about

Arunachaleswarar and readers will be initiated into the spiritual life.

There are many h/iohans (divine people) in the Mountain of Siva

who are invisible to us but who have blessed this book. These Mohans

daily bless the people who round the Mountain Linga^and they will also

bless all those who read and understand this book.

Lord Arunachaleswarar has several Rathna-alangararn (divine

garlands) . The author has presented this book. Lord Siva has accepted

it as an Alangaram and wears it.

Here is a book for the people of today, which will guide them
towards enlightenment. It is truly wonderful how every word in the

book has a spiritual, sparkling light.

Ihaparasowhhagyavathi Sheshanadarupini Annai Uma Deviar Ammo,
(reflecting the voice of Sri Sheshadri Swamigal)

.
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To my friend

y friend, life avails us nothing ifwe do not live with Reality

in our hearts. That perfect Truth is within us just waiting to

---—I be discovered. Yet this worldly life appears to our worldly

vision as if sustained by multitudinous conditions. Many of these are

settled for us by our family and the society we live in even before this

birth of ours. It is not surprising, therefore, that we find it difficult at

first to identify with the Truth.

How difficult it is to detach ourselves from those standards which
we have grown so used to, that are nevertheless to the detriment ofour

growth. But, surely you and I should know by now that we are lost if

we fail to recognise the Divinity within, which leads us further into

understanding and realisation. What if while passing through this

birthwe once again fail to fully recognise the Reality within and spend

the time in pomp and idle worldliness? When seized by death our soul

is denied a higher ascent and might be bom again into a world of idle

pleasure.

I speak with utmost joy, for I am joined with you in the ynity,o^

fhendship knowing we both share the same delight of cojiT0anionsBl|t

and confidence in each other. You know accordingly/that t do no^

speak to you in vain, nor do I ever take up your time wijth Hie chatter,

but that in our union, I only aspire to share happinesn'v^^th you. -

What is this attachment we have, if it is not a remembrance of

another age, ofanother life when we made a solemn protoise to each

other, so that we might once again speak of those impons^ht consid'
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erations of life that will lead us to the Divine ? If we did not manage
it in that former life, then my dear friend, we must seek it earnestly

now, for the time has come for us to move into the future, closer to the

Luminous One.

I sincerely believe that there can be no great error in our past as we
have been brought together once again, you and I.We may have been
made to feel that what we do is actually measured, and the result can

be bad or good depending on what we did or did not do. But I do not

believe it is quite as black or white as this. If our deeds were placed in

a measuring jug and appraised in such a way, we would have to deny
the magnificence ofDivine Grace and the opportunity it provides for

us to rise up above the dark that may be tightly holding sway over us,

into the light of truth.

Yes my friend, we hold within us all that is pure. All we have to do
is stand reverently with utmost respect and in our silence allow the

cup of grace to pour inwards, filling up the soul. Then recognition

emerges and glory and beauty evolves within. Then if anyone should

ask, we must answer proudly that this is the purpose of life. For we
have to eventually recognise the Divine Reality within and under-

stand the truth. Then we are free.

My dear friend, we are given pointers; messages and directions on
the way to this great discovery. There are many indicators demon-
strating which road to take. The hand is held out ready to guide. All

we have to do is step forward and be led into understanding.

I know that it is not possible to speak so that everyone will

understand my words, but I do express to you, my friend, that unity

which has brought us together once again in this life, and, in my soul,

which is the perceiver and receiver of truth, I know that this is the

path which all must travel one day if they wish to understand the

power within.

I solemnly declare that it is a marvel of grace which has brought
you and I together once again in this life, and this is a disclosure which
must be pondered upon. Grant me therefore, permission to speak to

you as I did before and tell you about an irmer Call from Arunachales-
warar.

Commencing with earlier periods in this present existence of
mine,the narrative leads to my journey to a holy region called
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Tiruvannamalai in the North Arcot District ofSouthern India, where

the Arunachala Linga Mountain, which is 2666 feet high, stands with

the famous Arunachaleswarar Temple residing at Its feet. The
Temple with its impressive gopurams is the location of the Theyu
(Agni) Lingam, one of the five magnificent Pancha Bootha Lingams.

It was there, in Tiruvannamalai, after so much searching through

many lives, that I eventually realised that the journey had been a

mystic voyage inwards, into my inner soul.

It was a Summons, an inner call,a command for me to make a long

journey to eventually meet Arunachaleswarar at that Holy place.

After travelling and feeling His grace and longing to be ever there at

His feet, I eventually understood, after much heartache, that just a

mere remembrance of that Holy Name, wherever one is in this

universe, brings salvation.

This is the reason why I would like you to join me, my friend, so

that we may journey once more together. By entering into the path of

my life, we can share experience, and by doing so we can grow in

awareness together as we did before and gain through that encounter.
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Recollections — I

You were always here only I was unaware of it,

You were always by my side,

Yet I sought You everywhere,

I looked in great cities,

in books and in manuscripts,

But found you not.

Yet all the time You were here.

You had never left my side.

All things spoke of You,

But none could show me where You were,

I asked questions.

Answers were slow to come.

Yet all the time You were here.

You had never left my side.
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Slowly I was forced by Your compelling power,

To turn my head from its outward search,

I turned around and saw You there.

All the time you were here.

You had never left my side.

Awakened from a dream,

I saw the great illusion,

I had gone places seeking You,

When,

All the time You were here.

You had never left my side.

y firiend, when adoration ofthe Divine enters our being and
takes hold of our existence, it not only engenders deep
anguish in the internal regions of our being, but it also

brings an inner elation, for in truth that unfolding devotion in the soul

is neither joy nor is it ecstasy. It leads us through that unfolding to the

truth.

When I look back and remember those years, when I yearned to

visit Southern India and worship in the temples ofthat land, I can also

recall the bitter-sweetness ofmy inner cry. Love for the Divine had
surfaced within me, but the opportunity to achieve my ambition never

arrived until a much later date. When it did appear,the magnificence

of the Divine Call made up for all the waiting, because it became
extremely clear why this journey had not taken place earlier.

The Belief Systems of Mankind interested me immensely from a

very early age. It was apparent to me that diversity of faith and belief

existed. It was also evident that divergence of belief and understand-

ing, be they derived from religious or other social factors, were the

seeds ofconflict between people. But what I could not grasp was why
this contention could not be settled. It became apparent that if it was

possible to understand the principal features ofworld beliefsystems it

would also be feasible to understand those factors they had in

common and what component kept them isolated from each other. I
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therefore decided to study arduously to understand World Religion

and philosophies. Eventually I became a teacher in secondary and

higher education.

My friend, there are numerous religions of faith in this world and

most of them have followers who believe in God. There are also a

number ofbeliefsystems, as well as political and philosophical schools

of ideology, where religion and divinity are not even considered

necessary elements to be rationalised on at all.

All of these numerous systems contain within them formulated

principles which relate to their own particular convictions and this is

the Key-to-Understanding them.

The doctrines of most of these different systems of belief and

conviction, the majority ofwhich have been fashioned by individuals

or schools of thought, have evolved in a very human way into

organisable structures, held together with pomp, pageantry, cere-

mony, ritual and rites.

Due to the very essential reasons like those of safeguard, protec-

tion and sustenance, and through a very natural instinct, not unlike

all living creatures, we have grouped ourselves into organisable social

structures. It is these structures which have evolved over the centu-

ries ofmankind’s life on this earth into boundaries and confines ofour

own making.

My confidant, you and I were bom into this world and due to this

very birth of ours, bolster up the structure of the social group,the

religion, and the society in which we live. So be it, for otherwise the

very foundation of family life in the different and most varied groups

of the world, and many of the important safeguards that are derived

from these structures cease to exist and mobocracy may take their

place.

Nonetheless,everything in this world of form is liable to transfor-

mation. Changes within our immediate social sphere, within our
family and within society are inevitable. And while many people strive

to stop any alteration taking place, often with great perseverance and
tenacity,eventually transformation must take place. Civilisations rise

and fall. Structures appear and disappear. Buildings rise and they
crumble. Political parties strive for power and then fall into decline.
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Dictators ascend to giddy heights and then plunge into disrespect and
decline. Those ofa wonderful nature make their mark for the good of

the whole, but even their corporality decays,they live on in remem-
brance of the event and the deeds they performed.

Our history books are full to capacity with the wondrous exploits

in the struggle for change in this world ofours. We are bom and from
the time ofour birth go through a process ofphysical change until our

body dies. Everything in this world of form falls within this pattern.

Thatwhich transforms thmgs and fits them together is called Change.

That which stimulates them and sets them in motion is called

Continuity. That which raises them up and sets them forth before all

people on earth is called the Field of Action.

I Chino

—

The Great Treatise

Life has a reason, we have our deeds to perform, and we have it

within us to discover the way towards profound understanding of the

purpose of this life of ours.

While all objects undergo transformation ,there is something that

is unchanging. The Creator is the Unchanging Cause ofExistence. As
the Unchanging Cause of Existence, the Creator transcends exis-

tence, only to enter into the cycle of change;into the world for our

benefit. The Creator is there to open the inner-eye, but demands our

undivided attention so that we may completely know our Self.

Here little cuckoo in the groves rich with honeyed firuit! The
gracious Lord spurned heaven and came to earth to save

men;despising the flesh He entered my mmd and became my very

thought. He came tenderly embracing made me His; this miracle of

grace.

MAANDCKAVAACHAKAR-Tluntvaachakam 18.3

While doctrines of many belief systems state that they were

established by God and other structures, be they political or other-

wise, say that mankind holds within it the key to salvation, essentially

there is no difference. If they do not harm others as a result of their

doctrine and only flowering ofawareness develops, why should you or
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I, my, friend have reason to doubt any ofthese schools ofthought? But

alas, the truth is, my friend, that while most ofthem hold the Identical

Key-to-Salvation in their hands, it is terribly sad and so dreadfully

unfortunate that the door is not opened by them and doubt is

established.

The history of mankind up to

the present day explicitly portrays

the way that differences between

people have led not only to relig-

ious and racial intolerance, result-

ing in billions ofpeople being mur-
dered over the centuries, but also to greed and gluttony amongst the

wealthier nations of the world; resulting in poverty and famine on
other parts of the globe where billions ofpeople have perished. It has

even resulted in the emergence of new deadly viruses, the poisoning

of our world atmosphere, and the loss ofwonderful species of animal

and plant life due to our lack of care. It has resulted in war, and even
provides the predominant dilemma, when trying to resolve internal

and major world conflict.

The damage and destruction to our human sphere is accom-
plished, my friend, by our own failure and our own ineptitude and
inability to comprehend the truth within. The key to human salvation

is in our own hands, we cannot blame God or anyone else for the suf-

fering that predominates in this world because it is all due to our own
human weakness ofpresumed superiority over others and greed. This
egotistical, self-centered, conceited weakness that we nurture, often

unconsciously within us, exaggerates differences between groups and
is the obvious cause for controversy and for suffering in this world.

Nevertheless, we must never lose sight of the pertinent fact that
within organised belief systems there are also contained the essential

ingredients offaith, conviction, expectation, hope, and trust, and this

is what makes them draw followers, usually for safety in numbers, and
by God’s grace, to thnve as a result. And this, curiously, shows the
uniformity of them all.

My friend, society defines itself in the images it produces. Out of
suffering and slavery of the past, a special striving for freedom arose,
and so it continues. As people joined together in combined motiva-

The hey to

salvation is in our

oipn hand^
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tion, large nations with a collective purpose were produced as a result.

Art ofextreme beauty began to fill the museums to capacity, paintings

and sculptures filled our world, showing the expertise of the hands of

the diligent craftsman. Amidst the skirmishes brought about through

differences between peoples, great edifices ofstone, pointing upwards
to the heavens were built to the glory ofGod. Amidst it all the music
of the soul began to fill our world, representing the collective spirit of

peoples striving to be heard. It has always been so that is the spirit in

mankind.

The fact that you or I may choose to join a group does not make
us any the less or any the more accepted by the Divine, it just means
thatwe are in the process ofdevelopment, we are learning and moving
ahead on the Path ofLife. The Divine is here with us all the time, even
if we are unaware of it.

Eventually we must all reach the summit of understanding, even
if it takes longer for some than others. The theory ofKarma is no joke

— as we sow so shall we reap.

We do not perform actions (sow seeds) for ourselves alone, my
friend, but for others also. That is why it is not the private interest of

the individual that is important for creating lasting understanding

between nations, but rather the goals ofhumanity. Everything we do,

every action we perform, be it accomplished on our own or collec-

tively, must affect us individually and affect others also. The result

may not always be instantaneous, but change occurs. There is abso-

lute Truth in this teaching.

The saying is tme, One man sows, another man reaps the harvest. I

have sent you to reap a harvest m a field where you did not work;

others worked there, and you profit from their work.

The Bible NT - John 4 V 36-7

We call on the Divine using many names. Do you call Him Allah,

my friend, or Jehovah, or perhaps it is Siva or Vishnu? It is the same
God. All religions retain the Truth of Divinity within them, even if it

has become well-hidden or seemingly forgotten over the centuries.

It may appear outwardly as if our understanding of the Divine has

been lost in the modem era, but in my opinion it is still very much
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alive,and there are still those Great-Souls, who by Divine grace are

here on this earth to show us the way forward.

Do you not agree that humans are inclined to get caught up in this

world with the gratification ofthe senses?We were given those senses

to use, and it is only natural that, with so much beauty around, we use

them. We only have to stand on a hill top and look at nature, close

our eyes to listen to glorious music, breathe the perfume of flowers,

taste honey, or hold on to the one we love, to use our senses.

We need clothes to dress.Rich drink to quench our thirst. To be

resplendent lovely attire, water and perfumes. To cure all ills, medi-

cine. A young wife for a home. A cottage to rest as protector of kith

and kin. Life passes by as it withers aimless.

So - be merciful to me. Give me the knowledge ofrealisation. Redeem
me from this karma the swirling mountain of life. Will there be a day

when you will reach this slave?

Arunagirinatar -Tintppukal VI. 1860

It is our senses we use with ourMAN-MADE dilemma over land,

money or goods. It is not at all surprising that some of us find sense

pleasure in these items. The great dilemma is that the sense gratifi-

cationwe can obtain from these components can cause pain to others

as a result. It is this personal and often unthoughtful pleasure,

together with those changes brought about by the ability to traverse

the globe and world economics in the modem era, that has brought
us to the ultimate danger. Due to our undisciplined choices we are in

the position, where world conflict seems worse than ever.

You see, my friend, as humans
we have been given these essential

faculties to use. We have freedom
of choice, and we can make our

own decisions, but it becomes
complex because so much is held

up in front of us in the modem era that our senses whirl with the on-
slaught. Mankind has changed due to the different kind of pressures
modem life brings, but the Supreme has not changed at all. God has
always been here and is still available. He is holding out His hand now
to us all, the seekers on the path of the Truth.

: The Supreme
has not changed

at all
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When I make this statement I try to use it sparingly, because I

think, how easy it is to make declarations from a particular point of

view. It may be easy for me to state that God is holding out His hand
to the seeker, that He is the same God for everyone, believing as I do
in the truth ofHis Divinity, knowing how my life has become full due
to this understanding. But how different this can be from a different

perspective, due, for example, to suffering or adversity.

Yet,to feel the beat ofthe hearts ofthe world with compassion and
understanding is no mean thing. It is, I believe, an honest approach
for the good of the soul out oflove forGod and mankind. So when we
express our iimer feelings in this way we indicate that the Divine is

hereNOW. That the Divine is the inner glowing sphere shining in the

cosmos, available for everyone, just waiting to be known and be
discovered. His embrace is available for all the races of mankind,it

does not matter what religious philosophy we may follow or the deeds

we may have committed. God is just waiting for us to recognise Him
and we are free.

Nevertheless, it is not easy, is it, when one is poor, without food or

shelter, or if someone is throwing bombs at you,or at your family, or

your nation, or if your body is wracked with pain? I remember once

watching a person speaking, all bright faced and yet with compassion,

about the glorious peace achieved within. But his body was not

deformed, he was well groomed, he was clean, obviously had a roof

over his head, was eating well, and did not seem as ifhe had suffered

adversity in any way.I thought at that time that his life was obviously

one that was not riddled with the suffering ofhunger and disease. So
I asked myself, “Can he truly speakwithwisdom for those who suffer?”

And decided at that moment to become cautious and sparing in my
comments.

God will bless you if you endure the pain of undeserved suffering

because you are conscious of His will. For what credit is there ifyou

endure the beatings you deserve for having done wrong? But ifyou

endure suffering even when you have done right, God will bless you

for it.Itwas to this thatGod calledyou, for Christ suffered for you and

left you an example,so that you may follow in his steps.

The BMe N.T.- 1 Peter 2.V 19-21

In my childhood my suffering never came to an end. My body was

covered with filth and I craved formy mother’s breasts. Overmy body
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and limbs I had no control. I was pursued by troublesome flies and

mosquitoes. Day and night I cried with the pain ofmany an ailment,

forgettmg Thee, O Sankara! Therefore, O Siva! O Mahadeva! O
Sambhu! forgive me, I pray for my transgressions

The Gospel ofSn Ramaknshna - ‘Narendra’s Hymn to Siva’

Yes my dear friend, life has many aspects. This is Divine-Creation,

this is mortal-life where we exist on this planet of ours, where we use

our breath, our ears, our sense ofsight, smell, and touch, where we go

about our duties using these wonderful senses, feeling a variety of

sensations that affect thewaywe act. Within this conscious life, we are

at the same time expected to discover the inner-truth ofthe meaning
ofour existence. This is difficult to do, and exceptionally demanding
and often, due to this difficulty, it is necessary for us to live many lives

for its flowering.

In youth the venomous snakes ofsound, sight, taste,touch and smell,

bit my vitals,and slew my discnmination. I was engrossed in the

pleasures ofwealth,sons,and a youthful wife. Alas my heart, bereft of

the thought ofSiva was filled with arrogance and pnde. Therefore, O
Siva! O Mahadeva! O Sambhu! forgive me, I pray for my transgres-

sions.

The Gospel of Sri Ramaknshna — “Narendra’s Hymn to Siva’

To initiate a chain of understanding within our life we need first

of all to comprehend the importance of restraint. This training is

important because it facilitates understanding. We begin through
disciplining our thought processes to understand that our behaviour,
the way we conduct our life, affects not only ourself but
others,irrespective of the life-form. So we restrain ourselves further,

knowing that the way we act towards others and the hazards we
encounter on that journey oflife, result in further and further progress

towards comprehension.

Awareness of our acts as we perform everyday functions adds to

our knowledge, displaying any differences that may exist as well as

similarities;it teaches us step by step how we should function. In this

way we are eventually brought to the understanding that there is

something that joins all aspects oflife together, and this is a wonderful.
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enormous step forward towards the Ultimate Truth. When the

flowering of this comprehension blossoms we instinctively know that

this awareness depends on Wisdom and is Wisdom. This awareness

relies on the way we have learnt to use our faculties to allow love and
adoration develop within our soul. In this way we are brought by

Divine Grace closer and closer to eventual liberation from those

snake like fetters that hold us to the world of illusion. This means we
must eventually behold the truth of Reality.

Love joined me to your feet in mystic union. The supreme bliss is ever

full ofmy lovejthis state cannotbe attained unlessmy Lord enters into

me.

You made my thoughts your thoughts; you made my eyes rest on the

blest flowers of your feet... you came to fill my senses and made me
yours...you gave me yourself.

Maanikkavaachakar — Thiruvaachakam 5.26/49.2



If anyone knew Thee, they would love all

If anyone knew Thee, they would see all.

If anyone knew Thee, they would surrender all

If anyone knew Thee, they would receive all.

If anyone knew Thee, they would achieve all.
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hen Ramakrishna said, “A person bom into a religion

should not die in it”, he did not mean that we all have to

change our religion in order to develop on the path of

awareness. What these words outstandingly disclose is that as human
beings there is an abundance of knowledge to be learnt during this

very short span of life and we have to search everywhere for this

learning before we depart from this world,doing all we possibly can to

develop this wisdom, for we are bom again and again until we fully

comprehend the Truth.

There are many organisations available for the seeker with discre-

tion to choose from, not only within, but also outside an individuals’

own group; be they religious or otherwise, and all ofthese are but steps

on the path of human understanding to show us the way of true

consciousness.

In my own search for realization my friend,! maintained an inner

requirement that made me cautiously observant before joining any

kind of association or organisation. Even though I was bursting for

knowledge, which was deeply pronounced and often painful, I was at

the same time also aware of the problems that could be encountered
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by joining any of the “Way-Out” techniques that were available. I did

not want to take any short cuts towards understanding.

Within my soul there was a quest which held within it an inner-

most desire for knowledge of Divinity, so that my exploration into

these realms brought me into contact with numerous organisations.

Yet, although they all made claims of being spectacularly different

with their pronounced structures and formed disciplines, it was as if

these very structures themselves made them similar to each other, so

that none spoke tome in any special kind ofway. I realised that ifI had

joined any specific organisation at that point in time. I would just have

changed one title for another and nothing else would have been

altered.

It is important to ask what is the reahty which is experienced,and

what is the effect not only upon the sensations but upon the life and

character of the person who has had the experience.

Michael Ramsay, Archbishop ofCanterbury 1961-1974

I must conclude that within my soul an inner restraint arose out of

my quest for the TRUTH; That which I sought was the phenomenon that

lead the way. This is what is so wonderful about the inner-search. It is

Divinity leading us one step at a time to Divinity. Everything on the

path is sacred. It leads through its excellent path to holiness.This is

available to everyone and it is there in the mystical teachings of a

number of religions.

My friend, I feel that you should also know that within my soul

Agni burned as a fire of inner strength.The religion of this birth of
mine was fiiU to the brim with structures and conditions; so formu-
lated and designed that they were able to continue the idea that a

special race ofpeople (ofwhich I wasbom a member) ,was better than
any other in the eyes of God. As an ardent believer in equality,

impartiality, fairness and justice, I found that I could not continue to

comply with that opinion.

When I eventually followed my inner inclinations and became a
member of the Hindu Association of Great Britain, the parent
organisation of the Brittania Hindu (Siva) Temple Trust, I did so
because I saw clearly that deep within this religious teaching there was
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emphasised something wonderful for mankind;that the Divine was
available to everyone, irrespective of race or religion. This does not
mean that the spirit of enlightenment is not available in other

religions, but rather that I found specific answers within this religious

teaching that opened up doors ofmy consciousness.

I clearly recall one of the first book I read on Hinduism which was
a small Penguin Book by K.M.Sen. I have it even now. I am apt, as

people often are, to scan a book quickly flipping the pages over from
back to front. I did notknowwhat was in store within those 159 pages.

My eyes rested on page 143, on the opening words of the Mundaka
Upanishad which reads thus:

Two birds, inseparable ftiends, cling to the same tree. One of them
eats the sweet fruit, the other looks on without eating.

On the same treeman sits grieving, immersed, bewilderedby his own
impotence. Butwhenhe sees the other lord contentedandknows his

glory, then his griefpasses away.

I started attending the prayer meetings (Poojas).When it became
known that I was a professional teacher who taught Hinduism as well

as other reUgions, I was invited by the chairman of the Hindu
Association to teach the children while their parents joined in the

prayers during the Friday night Poojas.

So a very happy period started in my life.It was a great pleasure

being with those young students. This was the first time that a

religious class for children had been held, they proved to be a great

success for the children as well as their parents.

I am remembering events ofmany years ago, but I can still recall

most vividly the requests from pupUs for more and more stories from

ancient Hindu times,and their requests to borrow from the increasing

store of library books. There are times when I meet men and women
with their children. They greet me with, “Aunty, can you remember

those happy dayswhenwe were together?” I thinkback and know that

they were very happy days for everyone.

When reflecting back on those days of delight, I know that it was

a special period for many other reasons. I was there at the inception,

the unfolding of a Murugan temple. My ability was never questioned
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by those marvellous people even though I was ofa different race, of a

different colour, and the only female working with an all male admini-

stration. Further, I was the only person who was not bom into the

Hindu religion. What a grand example they were.

It was a very natural progression that I should give more attention

to the progress of the Hindu religion in the United Kingdom. When
land for the Temple was purchased, it was a massive stride for every-

one involved. We stepped into a new phase which had many changes

in store for us all. It was not surprising that when we held our last

Fridaynight Poojabefore moving into thenew premises, the move was
also accompanied with great sadness because we had spent such a

happy period working together.

I first metMr Sabapathipillai, the chairman ofthe Hindu Associa-

tion, many years ago. He visited my home one spring evening and sat

at the table talking at great speed, trying to convince us that member-
ship was the correct thing to do. Although reticent, my husband and
I listened with interest to this man, who was obviously talking with

great inner conviction. Whenmy husband mentioned that my mem-
bership was more appropriate than his, I was rather surprised, but

taking his advice, became one of the founder members.

Mr Sabapathipillai was called Aiya out ofgre^it respect. Bom in Sri

Lanka, he arrived in England with one purpose in mind, and did not
stop until he achieved his goal.We toiled together for many years and
never argued, even if our conversations were punctuated with great

discussions. We had great feith in each other’s abilities.

When the Brittania Hindu (Siva) Temple Tmst was bom out of
the parent organisation, I became secretary of the Advisory Council
and then Secretary of the Board of Trustees. At times I would query
Aiya’s assertive tactics, he would answermy query with a small nod of
his head and explain in his own charming way that assertiveness was
a necessary approach towards achievement of the goal. It was due to
his confident, forceful manner that he started to gain enemies. This
was mainly derived from those members who demanded greater
power for themselves.

WhenAiya left this earth, he left awonderfulmemoryand a lasting
memorial to a great achievement. I pray that he will be remembered
for his great work.
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So, my friend, in this manner I was kept very active. My school and
college duties, together with my even more numerous and increasing

responsibilities in the Saiva Temple in Lxjndon, made my life an
extremely busy one.There was no halt in my search for knowledge
even though my life was extremely busy. I continued looking for

answers in numerous books; hunting the bookshops and requesting

reading material from other countries, due to the lack of availability

of suitable pubUcations at that period. I also went to an occasional

lecture that looked a^if it was of interest.

I have a most vivid recollection of visiting the Ramakrishna
Mission in Lx)ndon for a discourseonVedanta. Therewas a fairly large

crowd and everybody in the room formed a circle around the lecturer,

a priest ofthe Mission. I was intent on listening to what was being said

and managed to find a seat in the back row of the circle, where I was
able to observe the priest in his saffron robe over the top of people’s

heads. I recall this visit vividly because the priest, suddenly stopping

in mid sentence, looked across the heads with a fixed look directed at

me, said very clearly and loudly, “Stop reading.” Well, those two
words, as you must well understand, gave a massive jolt to my senses,

and although I did not stop reading completely, 1 understood his

meaningwell enough, andfromthenonstarted to look deeplyinwards

for the answer to my questions.

My friend, I suppose it is pos'

sible to say that I had personally

determined the large target to aim
for in my search for comprehen-
sion. It was nevertheless rather

more than this, because although I

was moving forward along apath thatwas essential formyprogression,

the Steering-Wheel was not in my hands.

Do you not agree, my friend, that it is much easier to look back on
life and reflect, but much more difficult to look forward and under-

stand and perhaps even more complex to understand how tp behave

correctly on the spur ofthe moment? During that active period ofmy
life there was so much that I did not understand at that moment in

time. I was just conscious that the work placed in front ofme had to

be completed to the best ofmy ability, that there was something ahead

The steerhig wivet.

inimy .

•
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waiting to be discovered. Even
if complete understanding of

the perfection ofwhat was pos-

sible was beyond the scope of

my comprehension at that

point in time, it was not, I sus-

pected, beyond my reach. I was
confident even then of the

dynamic ways ofMother Sakthi

I must explain, my confidant, that at first I experienced great

difficulty learning self-discipline; trying to control unmanageable

thoughts, ideas, judgements and opinions that had a strong hold on

me. T .i1fp most people I had developed a character fashioned from

younger years. But eventually, and subtly, in a most delicate fashion,

antiquated perceptions which I had carried with me since my birth

into this world ofform, gave way to slow comprehension and acknow-
ledgement ofthe uniformity ofthe mystical quest and the equality of

all races and religions. It was such an enormous step forward, such an

immense breakthrough, such wonderful acknowledgement to my
soul, that it.was like breathing fresh air for the first time in this earthly

existence.

I had imperceptibly, and
even unknowingly, devel-
oped expanding adoration for

the form of the Divine
Mother, Sakthi. Her many
names began to fill my life. I recall at one phase praying for more time
to spend on my knees to worship at Her Divine feet, but amazingly
found that I had ever increasingwork to do. While I am sure this could
have caused despondency, due to the seeming inability to answer my
prayers, it did, in fact, do the reverse.I began slowly to understand that

I should not ask for anything, but only follow the direction ofthe light

of Her glance. I grew ever more steady in work and in worship,
deciding that all I wanted was to be devoted to Her and do Her work.
I thus explicitly understood that it must be incorrect to pray for

anything and'that the correct way was complete surrender to the

Breathing fre$h air

for the first time in

^is earMy existence

'
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who was there to guide my path.
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Divine, which is the relinquishment of everything to Divinity.

As love for the Divine developed within, so my soul began to fill

up with adoration and I was increasingly able to trust in the Divine.

In this manner I became surprisingly content, capable ofwaiting, and
full of confidence. I became secure in the knowledge that Mother
would show me the way forward when She was ready. Mother Sakthi

was the only one who understood what was appropriate for me.

I have a secret lover, fairer than the moon itself,

sloivly, When silence covers the world, when noise

is abated,my Lover comes to me.

Her arms outstretched She calls me near,

My lover calls me to Her side.

And I kneel before Her,

Burying my head in Her breasts.

Touclung me, my Lover’s hair sweeps my form.

Her eyes look deeply into mine.

We become joined in the fullness of deep

understanding, and knowing,

1 shed tears as I sit,washing Her lotus feet with my
love,She holds me even closer,we join, in the

wondrous knowledge of One.

My friend, do you not agree that it was perfectly natural for me to

question, while engrossed in my work, and in this manner slowly

develop, in the underlying soul building, aspects of comprehension?

For instance, in those early days, I found it rather difficult to

comprehend why an opportunity to visit the Temples of Southern

India had not arisen, especially as many ofmy students had gone and
I still waited for the time to arrive. I tried veryhard to be content even

though my life was overflowing with so many work assignments. I

would arrive home after a full day exceptionally tired, and after my
bath I would rush to the prayer room where I would fall on my knees

pleading for respite, only to discover that my duties were increasing.

Now that I have perhaps a fraction more understanding, I compre-

hend that I hadno right to ask for anything. Indeed, caught in the jaws

of life how can anyone know what is intended, before the time is ripe?
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I know now that I should have acknowledged the Divine’s Hand
in fillingmy life with goodness, but I was so anxious to do what“I” felt

was good for my inner development, that I did not see that wonderful

presence carrying me all the way. As those hours became filled with

more and more assigiunents, I just persevered. As I did this, I began

to feel an ever increasing power movingme along the path. Thus, this

is the way my life became filled to brimming point, this is how I was

slowlybrought to the point in my life when I could acknowledge with

humility that the time would eventually arrive whenmy life must take

on a different momentum.

Mother, I feel so incomplete,

Are there not many ways of doing things?

Some people have an aptitude to do things well.

The love ofmy life is to look for Thee,

At this 1 wish to be adept.

If I were a craftsman,

1 would learn from a master.

To carve Thee with the greatest skill,

I would become a genivis vinth a tool.

My craft in this sweet life.

Is to know Thee,

So I look to the largest books.

Speak to Thee ofmy love.

And yearn to be a craftsrruxn of this skill.

Of Thy ways.

Yet, I fumble so through my inability.

For in my art,

I know all is done by Thee,

So I need time to spend on my knees.

To speak to Thee ofmy love.

To learn die way to praise Thee.
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hen I look back into my past and see my early childhood

reflecting in my memories I recall most vividly that those

younger years were filled with an aching inner sensation that
I had lost something important. As I grew older I began to understand

how difficult this must have been for my parents who had to deal with

an infant with a far away gaze and strange requests.

I was the youngest of ten children, able to read from a very early

age. Having so much to discover I spent my early years purloining any

available reading matenal from my elders,who would scold me and
then laugh in disbelief, as they did not accept that I could actually read

them.

They were childhood days surrounded by brothers and sisters who
were a great deal older than myself.A period ofdifficulty for everyone.

I can recall most vividly one period when there was only one person

who was able to find employment, that was my mother. We lived in

fear of the rentman and yet, my friend, it was a life full of merriment

which can only be achieved through the closeness of a large, united

family.

Nevertheless, I am sad to say that my life at that time felt barren

like an arid-desert. I had withinme a well-defined conscious sensation

which filledme to bursting point, whichmademe intensely aware that
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I was away from my true place of residence and that there was no
person available within my surroundings who could understand.

I think that Imusthave caused great discomfort tomy parents with

my constant request to letme return tomyhome from whence I came.

“I want to go home,” I would implore.

My dear friend, have you ever listened to the soul-rending poem
of Rumi, the Sufi poet ? His words explain the cry ofmy childhood

years.

Hearken to this reed forlorn,

Crying ever since it was tom,

From it’s rushy bed a strain.

Of impassioned love and pain.

The secret ofmy song, though near.

None can see and none can hear.

Oh for a friend to know the sign,.

And mingle all his soul with mine.

Tis the flame of love that fired me,

Tis the wine of love inspired me,

Wouldst thou learn how lovers bleed.

Hearken, Hearken to the reed.

You and I, who are joined together, understand that Rumi’s call to

the Divine was involved with this blessed soul on earth when it

remembers union with God and longs for release and return home.
Rumi’s soul was like the reed which was plucked from the bed of the
stream. His soul was snatched away from the Divine and was crying

for reunion and understanding.

Entering into the realm ofeven deeper understanding, Rumi bows
further to the Supreme;

He is the King of the beloveds.

He of the lovely face.

It behoves thee O lover,

Turned pale in pining for Him,
To remain sUent,

Composed and content.
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There is no difference in the rendering of a Christian Mystic;

Oh to be nothing, nothing!

Only to lie at his feet,

A broken empty vessel,

For the hAaster^s use made meet,

Empty that He may fill me,

As forth to His service I go,

Broken that so more freely.

His life through me may flow.

Yes, my friend, the Cry for the Beloved is the heart rending call of
everyone, ofall souls calling to the Divine, searching for the pathback
home and reunion with Him-

He is the only reality in us and we are merely an expression ofHim.
We may not every one ofus be capable ofrealizing the truth ofit but

we shouldnot at any time degrade it. One day or other, we shallhave
to express the Divine presence as a living realitym our lives.

SriRamana Maharishi-Erase the Ego

'The mystics cry is long and stark,

Seeking spiritual union with the one.

Yet the spark is not joined unless he knows.

The cry is the Diviners self searching Ught.

For placed there in the cosmic sea.

And issuing from the Cosmic-Dance,

The mystic's soul joins with glee,

The union with the One.

The soul can reach this discerning state.

Who clears itselffrom ego's hold,

And grants the Ught of vision grand,

The Divine Itself to behold.
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My Friend, there are manywho ask the soul-searching question

“WHATAM I, WHAT IS THIS LIFE, HOWCAN I OFFER
MYSELF AND OBTAIN UNION WITH THEE ?”

Listen, my friend, I implore thee.Those seekers on the Path of life

who asks soul searching questions hold onto the reins of the Divine

One and are led, guided step by step, and are given answers on the way

to realising the complete truth.

Do you grasp, that to live with understanding of others is justice:

This is a positive step on the way.

That to live in others as in oneself is love. For that feeling of

nearness to a few, which in mankind is called love, is nothing but a

remembrance of a heavenly life. Those who in Paradise sat near to

each other are also near to each other in this world.

My dearest, you and 1 are

bound together as one. We join in

humility, you and I, and gather up
wisdom, spreading it throughout

the universe. Behold, there is

Divine Light shining over every

soul and when souls meet, their lights mingle and a single blazing light

emerges from them. This is the universal generation of Light which
gathers in waves, covering the universal sea of existence.

Such is the greatness,the wisdom, the beauty ofthat universal light

that it is only the soul as pure as a child that can actually enter into

this Light. This is because that soul which is full ofhumility humbles
itself to the Divine and knows the nature and the virtues of such
existence. That modest soul identifies by the virtue of its own
consciousness and understands that no one exists who does not have
his place in that union.

Filled with the joy of Divine Bliss, the Soul who has offered up
everything to the Divine, starts his song, and that tune is joined wnth
others, filling the universe in the Oneness of glory. The roots and
chords ofthe melodybury themselves deeply into the soul ofmankind,
holding great moving power within them.

: The: universal

generation of light

over Everyone
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All is God and we all serve Him. The Mystery is that we are made
to feel as ifwe are kept at a distance from Him, yet all the timeHe lives

in our souls,living within us. In factwe are withHim all the time even
if we are unaware of the greatness of this.

The fulfillment ofthe longing that abides within us, my dear friend,
spreads outwards in mighty streams to all souls who are seeking after

the Divine. And this mighty hand moves ever onwards pouring the

water of blessedness, extending to those who are unaware, trying to

show them the path home.

The mystery ofthe Grace ofGod cannot be outrighdy shown; that

is the mystery of it. The span of life in this world is between seeking

and longing. At times to backslide on the way. Yet God wants us to

know Him and all the time He puts large pointers directing our Patli.

It is certain, my friend, thatout ofevery actionwe perform, you and
I, something good orbad is bom. This is the validity ofthe philosophy

ofKarma. In every action through which the universal rays ofthe sun

shows it’s light,this is the collected light which affects us all.

God wills that we should serve Him in all kinds ofways and that

we should serve Him using the method we find most suitable.

Some of us have a great long-

ing, a fervour of ecstasy. And this,

my dear one, accompanied with

humility, is the answer to the great

mystery. It is the cup ofGrace and
the key to the Eternal. The Path is

open before this devotion and there are no barriers along the path

other than of our own making.

Think about this, my friend. Grace is the Fervour ofDivine Ecstasy

providedby the Divine, out oflove for us. It opens the inner-eye ofthe

soul so that we may know Him. Grace reveals the true meaning of

life,for without God’s grace, life has no meaning. Even if a person is

possessed oflearning and fulfills all the duties assigned, ifhe does not

feel the fervour ofecstasy granted by the Divine Grace within him he
has nothing.

God is here living within all souls. Do not be misguided by this

world of form, even if a person looks as if he walks like a fool, and

;
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speaks like a fool, his innermost soul can be that of a great saint, full

to the brim of the fervour of ecstasy which is Divine Grace given by

the Almighty One.

God gives Himself to those who, with the humble soul, bum for

Him, and the eye of the one who seeks, sees everything as the

Almighty. All things are unveiled by God.

This day,out ofGrace to me, You risemmy heart like a sun, dispelling

the darkness therem.On thisYour manifested nature I thought till all

volitional thinking ceased to be.

Maanikkavaachakar-ICoiI' Thiruppatbikam

Such is the earthly life of the seeker of the Divine One. It

transcends all boundaries. It enlarges the soul to the Universal Will

and it brings the Universal down into the Soul.

The creation of Heaven and Earth is the unfolding of something

out ofthe Universal Will. This is the descent of the Higher Will into

the lower. Souls that are freed from their constraints within the lower

world, who have removed the taints of the ego, and who cleave onto
God, actually see and comprehendHim in Reality as in the void before

the creation.

It IS by givmg up all desires that one attains consumation (the

realisation ofthe Lord in the heart) , by the attainment ofwhich, the

Custer of roots of the poisonous creeper of desire is cut asunder.

YogavashishthaRamayana -SongoftheSiddhas

THIS IS THE WITNESSING OF THE UNIVERSAL SPIRIT.
STILL MORE WONDERFUL IS THE LIFTING UP OF THE
SOUL INTO THIS ONENESS.
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received a letter from a professor,a colleague who after

retiring from his work, had moved to a warm climate away
from our harsh winters. We kept in contact over the years,

although this communication was not on a regular week-by-week
basis we did so out of regard for each other’s friendship, often

exchanging notes and books. You can imagine my delight when he
informed me that he was trying to arrange a group ofinterested people

to go on a pilgrimage to the Temples of Southern India. “Would you
be interested?” he wrote. He obviously wanted very much to organise

the trip, but had certain misgivings. These were mostly due to his age.

“What did I think ?”

His stimulating letter arrived when many of those duties that had
taxed me over a long period had been slowly removed. I was naturally

very enthusiastic, realising that the opportunity to go to Southern
India and visit those magnificent temples had at last arrived.

Although I had a deep conviction, studied and taught Hinduism,

I had never had the opportunity to go to India. That was the reason

why the journey to that country was something very special to me.Yet,

as important as this was, I thought it was best that my family should
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understand my requirement before agreeing. So it was only after

lengthy discussion that I replied to the Professor explaining that I

wanted to join the group. I then went ahead withmy plans to Join him.

and another lady in Madras, the capital of Tamil Nadu, during the

third week of February.

I must tell you my friend, that I had noticed the gradual withdraw-

ing ofroutine duties for a period of time, and even though I had been

seeking most earnestly in my prayers for more time to worship at the

feet of the Divine, I still found those alterations in my life most

bewildering after such an active life. I was inclined, as people are, to

cling, to old habits, believing them to be meaningful. So it was only

natural that there were times when I felt sad and even distressed at

giving up work that had become to feel important to me.

All areas ofmy life were going through great modification. It was
not a sudden influence or awakening but one of gradual movement.
While these alterations were taking place there was, at the same time,

an internal strength developing within my inner being. My friend, I

felt openly receptive and at harmony with the highest laws in the

universe which were producing within me those conditions which are

necessary for development. This made it possible forme to endure the

external and internal changes that were taking place.

When February arrived, it was an exceptionally cold winter
month, so that when the day arrived for me to leave, snow carpeted
the country, blocking many of the major roads leading to the airport.

Although I managed with great difficulty to arrive for the flight on
time, I spent hours on the plane waiting for the engines to de-ice

before take-off. The weather was so bad that even the catering vans
could not pull up and the flight had to take on food at another
destination.

When the plane arrived in Bombay, although I had previously
spent a few years living in Sri Lanka (Ceylon), it still came as an
immense shock to feel the intense heat. Anyone who has ever been
to BombayAirport will explainthe pressure ofthe crowdswhenplanes
arrive.

It was necessary for me to leave the international flight and catch
an internal flight to Madras. This meant that after collecting my
luggage and going through BombayCustoms, I had to find the bus and
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travel to another airport. Of course this gave me the unexpected
opportunity of seeing some of the sights of Bombay. The bus was
crowded, in fact to overflowing, full of Italians who were on their way
to visit Sri Satya Sai Baba.

After four hours waiting for the plane, in a very crowded terminal

and a one and a half hour journey I arrived in Madras exceptionally

weary, only to find that I had to struggle yet again, with changingmy
money into rupees and contend with taxi drivers. These drivers wait

outside the terminal, ready topounce and snatchup the luggage ofthe

weary traveller. I felt numbed by the onslaught, but eventually, after

much argument agreed upon a fare and was taken to my hotel.

Apart from the conflict with the taxi drivers, which I later found

to be a part of life in Madras, if one wanted to travel by taxi, I found

everyone else very helpful and friendly. In fact, although completely

exhausted after the journey, and wilting in the extreme heat, I felt

surrounded by smiling, friendly people.

I must explain that the difference in time zones between east and
west, and the heat of Southern India were the major factors that

influencedmy decision to stay one week in Madras before I was joined
by the two other members,who were travelling via Colombo.

What a good decision that was and what a lovelyweek that turned

out to be. I had made arrangements in the United Kingdom to stay at

a reasonably priced hotel,but because I was on myown and unsure of

the area, I only ventured out to visit places within walking distance.

Yet I developed an intense affinity for that city and while I missed the

opportunity of visiting places ofinterest further away, I gained much
from my short excursions, and made up for what I missed at a later

date.

I was profoundly astonished at the enormous crowds that filled the

streets of Madras. Even though I was bom in London and well used

to town life, what I encountered was much more than I had ever

imagined. The nights were the most enchanting, when, after the heat

ofthe day, everyone in that great city emerged onto the streets. The
eating houses were always full to capacity,the roads always deep in

traffic and full ofnoise, the cinema houses always had queues as they

were full to overflowing, and the enormous cinema advertisements
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could be seen everywhere. There was definitely a community atmos-

phere which was most pleasurable.

That first weekwent swiftly, so thatwhen the time arrived to meet

my travelling companions at the airport I felt so confident, that just

like a seasoned traveller I took themback to the hotel, as ifI had been

living in Madras all my life.

The intention was to start the journey from Madras making our

way down to Trivandrum, the furthest point in Southern India,

visiting as many Temples as possible on the way. My companions

intended to catch their plane, which would take them back to

Colombo firom Trivandrum. It was my plan to either fly or make my
way back to Madras by bus or train in order to catch my return flight.

We started out with very little luggage. It was agreed that we
should only take one small bag each, as we had a great deal of

travelling ahead ofus, heavy luggage would be exhausting to carry on
and off of buses and trains. We also had the extra burden of the

professor’s bags as, due to his age, he was unable to carry any kind of

luggage at all. My own consisted of a small bag which held the basic

essentials, whichwere those items thatlooked nice enough to keepme
looking presentable. These were chosen because they could be easily

washed and did not crease. I also took great care to select three

washable non-iron cotton saris so that I could be suitably attiredwhen
entering temple premises.

It was a profound and an extremely tiring pilgrimage that took
nearly three months to complete. The full story of that wonderful
journey is best left for another time. I have a vivid recollection ofhot
buses, dusty roads, and of litde food. During that time we visited most
ofthe Temples, not only the very large well known ones, but also the
less known smaller temples that are scattered in abundance all over
the Tamil land.

It was also an extremely hectic journey where we kept to a rigid

busy schedule.There were times when one ofus would became either

over tired or suffered from a bout of sickness. We took great care to

ensure that we boiled our drinking water and asked for boiled water
whenever we ate. This was terrible as we were given glasses ofboiling
water to drink when we were longing for refreshing cool water. I feel

that we were most fortunate as we did not become seriously HI.
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I was amazed that the professor held out, because travelling was
very rough at times. I suffered from a very nasty bout ofcoughing, and
even though I chewed cough sweets, I just continued to cough. By the
time we reached Tiruchendur to visit the wonderful Murugan temple
I was feeling very rough and decided that it was time to consult a

doctor, who gave me an injection and I promptly stopped coughing.

I had obviously caught some strange virus. Of course we expected to

be indisposed at times. Not only were we unused to the food, but the

speed ofthe journey caused great fatigue. Further,the three ofus were,
without exception, used to set time and pattern in the way we lived.

We expected difficulties, those we encountered were much less than
anticipated.

Without exception we worked hard to make the trip a success,

doing what we felt was best for us not only individuallybut as a group.

We all had a special job to do. My responsibility was preparing the

accounts. This entailed working out the daily expense and paying the

bills. I was the holder of the group-purse. I also had a tiny accounts

book for this duty. I was always scribbling in that little book and
handing out coins and notes. My last job at night was working out the

expenditure, collecting their dues and giving change.

There is a saying that the Divine works in astonishing ways. I do

not know why I was given that particular task as I was not very happy

with that worldly chore. My companions had a great interest in

purchasing books, (which made our luggage even heavier) while I was

content to visit the shrines. However, there was my duty, all laid out

and clear - 1 was the accountant holding the purse-strings having to

be physically there when purchases were made, when all I wanted to

do was thank God for the great opportunity that had arisen.



The Journey

In his every movement a man of virtue

follows the way and the way only.

As a thing the way is - Shadowy and Indistinct.

Indistinct and Shadowy,

Yet within it is an image;

Shadowy and Indistinct,

Yet within it is a substance.

Dim and dark.

Yet within it is an essence.

This essence is quite genuine;

Within it something can be tested.

From the present back to antiquity.

Its name never deserted it.

It serves as a means for inspecting the fathers

of the multitudes.

How do I know that the fathers of the

multitude are like this?

By means of this.

Lao Tzu — Too Te Ching
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e left Madras, taking our first bus ride to that wonderful
historic Temple-City of Kanchipuram which is so closely

associated with Parvati, the Divine Mother who did Her
great penance there. Many people are drawn to this Holy City as this

is without doubt the location for atonement and the bestowal ofHer
blessings.

Sri Kamakshi Temple with its unique golden tower is in

Kanchipuram. The Kamakshi Temple is so distinguished by it’s

glorious presence that all the other temples of that city face towards
It as if in supplication for the endowment of Mother Kamakshi’s
blessings.

The image of the Goddess Kamakshi resides in the Sanctum
Sanctorum ofthe Kamakshi Temple. She sits radiating aU Her beauty
outwards on Her devotees. Facing towards the east, having the

Divine-Crown on Her head, wearing the sun and the moon as ear-

rings, carrying the noose, the crook,the bowl of sugar cane and five

flower arrows in Her four Heavenly Hands, Mother Sri Kamakshi is

endowed with All the powers ofthe Divine drawing devotees towards

Herselfwith Her Divine Grace.

We were most fortunate at having the great Temple of Kamakshi
as the first stop on our itinerary, it was also fortuitous because it was
during our short visit to that famous Temple that we witnessed the

Sage of Kanchipuram with His retinuq.walking through the Temple
grounds. We were looking upwards at the golden dome of the temple

when we heard a rustle and looking around noticed to our great

surprise, the Sage with his attendants entering the grounds. We
quickly moved to the side and stood silently as the dignified group

strolled past us. It was obvious how much they were revered by

everyone. This encounter was so unexpectec^ it made our visit en-

joyable. Time seemed to pass quickly that I found myselfcaught up in

a great rush to keep to the busy schedule. I was told that we had to

catch the bus and move onwards to our next destination.

My friend, I believe it was Divine intervention that made us move
onwards so rapidly. Let me explain to you, I was so absorbed in the

pleasure of the journey that it never registered on my mind where we
were going next. I suppose it was natural that I should still feel a little

tired after my journey to India. Nevertheless, my lack of questioning
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was more significant than just fatigue. I had placed myself fully in the

Hands of the Divine and was content to continue without inquiry.

So there I was, unquestioning, dashing from the Kamakshi temple

grounds to the bus depot, where in that hot climate we heaved our

luggage into the bus and looked for a seat. Finding one,we settled

ourselves down to proceed onwards towards the next destination.

There on that hard seat,with the burning heat surging through that

Avindowless bus, I found that Iwas poisedon a pinnacle ofpreparedness

and expectation.

Looking back on the events of those interesting days, I realise that

my two travelling companions must have wondered what kind of

person was travelling with them. If I could have explained to them at

the time I would have done so, but unfortunately events made this

impossible.

At that moment in time, while I was travelling seated on the bus,

developing within me was an inner concentration which was im-

mensely startling, that could never have been explained at the time it

took place:-

There was an amazing intervention of quietness of

spirit which subdued all outward activity and yet

greatly heightened the inner.

This heightened inner awareness continued throughout the jour-

ney, when, suddenly, moving my head from side to side, as if my
hearing was impaired, so I could listen with greater intensity, I heard
the most soul sweetening music filling my head. I can hear that music
even now.

Sing a song of love My child,

A song ofgrace and ecstasy

It moves in the air,

Its direction leads to Me.

Sing a song of devotion My child,

A song ofpraise and adoration.
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With its rendering a movement arises,

It’s direction leads to Me.

Sing a song ofpleasure My child,

A song of love and devotion,

Through it's rendering a love awakes.

It is My love joined to thee.

With great receptiveness, my heart as well as my eyes fully open,

with my body seated firmly on the moving bus, I listened to that soul-

filling music.

Looking out ofthe windowless bus as it hurtled its way onwards on
the- dusty road I saw a row of trees directly ahead, and as the bus

gathered speed the trees started to border the bus on either side.

Raising my head I looked ahead and there in front of me was an
overpowering sight that I had never experienced before in this earthly

life. As I looked upon that scene distant memories of an earlier age

came tomy mind. Ahead I saw a large Mountain. Nestling there at the

Mountain’s feet was, a majestic white Gopuram raising itself tall and
regal into the settling twilight.

There is a town in South India,

A five hours journey from Madras,

The journey to that place is never long.

Because my heart is there.

To pass by acres ofpasture land.

Hot and dusty lanes,

Thatched roofed huts and tiled ones.

Where people live.

Animals also graze.

Passing through Tindivanam with larger crowds.

Flowers sellers too.

In that bustle.

Selling gorgeous blooms.

For the long tresses of ladies hair,

Crowded haUs where people eat.

Music loudly blares.
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To shake and blast ears that have become so used^

They do not seem to care.

Then onwards through Gingee town

Where rocks silently stand,

From earth to sky as if in days gone by,

Hurled by a Kiighty-^hand.

There on top majestic fortresses seen.

With stone carved stairs of miles to climb,

Worn smooth by many feet I know.

But for a younger frame than mine,

I have seen these sights so many times.

In my mind^s eye and travels there.

They never fail to thrill me.

The sights and sounds of the hot Indian air.

As I approach that town in South India,

Mtcsic from within me starts.

In the distance I can see a sight.

That never fails to touch my heart,

A path flanked by flowering trees,

Majestic Gopurams in sight.

The tall Arunachala Hill overpowering all,

Calling, ‘'Enter'' with all It's might.

The Hill It's arms outstretched,

Left and right to hold.

Pulling within Siva's heart.

The Great Arunachala enfolds.

Thus, my journey to India took me far back into the distant past of
my soul and onwards into the future.

Darkness falls quickly in India. The lights were warm and wel-
coming, glowing in the darkness spreading outwards as the bus halted
in the town square.

I looked around and slowly without breaking the enchantment
enquired, “What town is this?”

The answer I received was: “ TIRUVANNAMALAI”



Arunachaleswarar

Head bow downm adoration, mouth praise Him, mind contemplate

Him.- With body as His temple; with mind ever subject to Him; with

truthfulness as purity; with the light of the mind as His UNGA; with

love as melted butter and milk together with the holy water; — let us

offer sacrifice to the Lord.

Saint Appar

he Holy Mountain ofAninachala is visible everywhere one

looks in Tiruvannamalai. This Sacred Siva Mountain is the

Source of the universe. It planted the seed and dominates

the ever growing town ofTiruvannamalai built at ITs feet.

Dedicated to the worship of Siva, the Arulmigu Annamalaiyar

Kovd; the Arunachaleswarar Temple, is the central point for the

gathering ofdevotees who worship in Tiruvannamalai. Every stone in

that blessed Temple illustrates with historical light the devotion that

has taken place over the centuries.

Every action of devotion to Arunachaleswarar and Mother
Apeethakuchalambal has been and, still is, a dedication to Siva’s

greatness as Creator of the universe. No prayer is too small, for the

invocation itself is Divinity which has wings that fly through the

atmosphere, resting as beloved acts for the goodness of the world.
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My dear friend,it is said that through the Aral of the Grace of

Arunachaleswarar, the soul can remember earlier forms of existence

and are sure of their future as of their own heart-beat. It is said that

through His grace one can look from one end ofthe earth to the other

and see the changes as they happen and be aware ofthem as though

they occured in their own body.

Arunachaleswarar is undivided. He is not broken into sections.

The Sacred Linga-Mountain stands representing the undivided

completeness ofthe Divine. Here desolation is extinguished, the pain

ofthe world is stilled, the Grace ofGraces appears and pours blessings

down upon the heads of the devotees.

It was at this place that the Flame of the Jyothi Linga soared,

ascending upwards without beginning and without end. Here, also,

the flame continues to rise as a mighty Linga. It can be witnessed on
this earth even today by the awakened soul.

Never extinguished, the flaming Light is Siva. The Place is Siva.

This is the Place of the Flaming Light. It is the Siva-Linga-Mountain

where division does not exist and where Time stands still.

The flames that rise upwards are the converting light. They are

revealed as a secret, a mystery to the beholder; at times to be seen as

yellow, or waves ofcrimson hue, later changing to blue, even into the

white changeless Light. The Light is always there—The Light of the
Universe.

The flame ofArunachaleswarar — the Mountain — Linga — is Light

and that Light turns into revelation by His grace. The revealed

knowledge to mankind is a profound understanding of Siva as the
Supreme Reality. It is through this exposing light that mankind
perceives the world of form undergoing continuous modification
while the Cause of the Universe is Changeless, Eternal, Everlasting,

and Timeless. Further, it is through this very same revealing Light that
we eventually comprehend that there is actually no divergence at all:

ALL IS SIVA.

Even ifwe believe that we are limited by our senses in what we can
or cannot do in this world ofform, but have an unquenching thirst for

understanding; ifthrough that desire, in our quest for understanding
we pour out our love for the One, that light ofHis Grace moves within
us. The Divine moves and opens up the Inner-Eye of the soul.
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Unknowingly, It touches our inner-being. Then, my friend, a channel
opens and we generate understanding. Suddenly, we find that we
were not really limited at all. What genuinely exists is something
much finer, but we did not comprehend this at first, due to the

covering of our worldly eyes. It is by His light of Grace that we are

taken step by step to understanding.

The Linga-Mount is the Elixir-of-Life. It is the Conscious- Time-
less-Sivalinga-Mountain which saturates the universe with Its Light

and brings revelation to the Soul.

Siva’s IsAountain seen within turns many col-

ours through His grace.

From crimson,blue togold the sky doth change,

the Mountain appearing as white as snow.

And then a beacon appears within to stand

twice as high. Thick and solid It sheds Its

light to move the inner-eye.

Siva Himself does all this for the Mountain is

Himself,

He changes from Blue to Gold,

The Mighty Linga-Mount is His sign.

His Majesty to behold.

Startling glances of Himself,

Yet barred at first from being fully whole,

In case the sight doth go and blindness find.

To keep pure and whole.

This peep into the inner-self the mystery is for

all to see,

It is given by His Mighty Grace,

A vision of Eternity.

People arrivem Tiruvannamalai from all over the world, drawn by

the magnetic call ofArunachaleswarar, for no one is a stranger to that

Holy Mountain. Arunachaleswarar calls everyone to Him for He is

the Controller of our existence.
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I did not know where I was going on that bus, neither did I choose

the destination. I was lead to the Holy-Mountain. The movement to

that Holy Place was in the silence of the pilgrimage. Although I had

a powerfiil inner conviction of Divinity I did not expect anything,

being fundamentally content that I was able to love God with all my
heart.

I suppose, my friend, ifyou askme now what I value most inmy life,

I would have to answer in all honesty that love for the Divine is the

most important. Ifyou were to ask me why, I would answer that this

is because love for the Divine had become an inseparable part ofmy
life. My ability to love the Divine is as necessary as the inhaling and

exhaling ofmy breath, and without it life does not exist.

I must tell you that the strength that initially allowed me to go on
the pilgrimage without questioning the outcome was due to my love

for the Divine, which burnt like a living flame inside me. That
conviction was the nucleus ofmy life - MY LACK OF QUESTION-
ING WAS SIMPLY TRUST.

How can I bear to be apart from Thee?

Knowing all is You.

How can 1 stand aside and let Thy work remain undone?

Knowing all is You.

How can I give my love to another one?

Knowing all is You.

How can 1 fail to tight up my life?

Knowing that Light is You.

The tovm ofTiruvannamalai was in darkness and full to capacity.

It seemed as ifevery room hadbeen taken.We were lucky, when, after

much searching, we were eventually able to find one small familyroom
available at the Aruna Lodge. The Lodge was close to the Temple
above a restaurant ofthe same name. It was there after an exhausting
day thatwe drank a delicious cup ofcoffee from an ever-silvermug and
bathed in turn.

We were without doubt feeling extremely exhausted after such a

tiring day. It felt as if we had been moving around for days without
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rest,and we were certainly ready for sleep- After our showers, which
we took in a small toilet room attached to our sleeping quarters, we sat

on our beds to decide the next phase of our pilgrimage.

In spite of excessive tiredness we were all determined to keep
going, and thus decided to make every effort to move our tired limbs.

The plan was to visit the ArunachaleswararTemple before retiring for

the night.

Events were moving at immense speed. So rapid, that after the

great rush at our first poit-of-call in Kanchipuram, followed by the

long hot bus journey,! was prepared once again for the same kind of

energetic dashing around. This constant activity had not, I must add,

suppressed my inner feeling of contentment and awareness.

My dear confidant,try as I may, it is not an easy task trying to

describe inretrospect those inner feelings ofearlier events as theytook

place. At that time sensations were slowly building within me. My
inner soul felt like a quiet, tranquil lake. Into this, as ifpoured out of

animmense cup, a steady bright stream ofsensations filledmy soul. As
this mixture filledmy being, I felt myselfburning like an intense flame.

This flame of fight fired my soul, so that as I walked through the

crowded street ofTiruvannamalai I felt as if I was being led forward,

powered and guided by a gigantic energy.

Caught up in the enormous crowd of worshippers moving down
Car Street towards the eastern entrance of the Temple, this inner

receptiveness did not leave me.In fact expectancy raised its head even

higher and higher with each step I took.In this manner, I eventually

found myself at the seventh prakaram (pathway), and there directly

ahead was the entrance to the open sixteen pillared Mandapam -

(hall).

This very beautiful open hall is, in fact, of two dates, the original

having sixteen pillars ofornate design,and a much later construction,

standing one behind the other without gap. The earlier section

nearest to the temple, with its ornate ceiling, is divided into nine

blocks. The central three blocks display richly painted scenes. There,

in full view upon the ceiling, looking down on the crowd are painted

scenes of Siva and Sakthi seated on Nandi,the wedding of Siva and

Parvati, and Siva and His Sakthi. The later addition, nearest to the

road, which we walked through first, has a high roof made of wood
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with four stone pillars on either side. On the left ofthe entrance there

is a plaque No 15397. Written in Tamil stating that the plaque was

laid by the Rice Cereal Makers Society,14.8.89.

Thel6-PiUarHaU

Rice cereal is still being sold.The stalls were there, as I entered

traders were loudly calling, selling theirproduce in front ofthe Sixteen

Pillared Hall. The congestion was so great, it was difficult to enter.

Inside, the Open Hall was full to capacity with merchants hawking
merchandise to pilgrims, who were on their way to the Temple,

preparing to worship in thatHoly Place. All kinds ofgoods were being

sold in the shops. Flowers and fruits for offerings in the Shrines. Yellow

saffron threads for placing around the necks of brides were also gaily

displayed on stalls, together with assorted jewellery for anyone who
could afford to purchase these sparkling trinkets. There were pictures

of the gods, assorted varieties of dishes for use in the kitchen, toys for

the children, clips for the hair, ever-sUver utensils of varied sizes and
shapes. Fruits and sweets ofcrinkly sugary syrups, together with buns
for the hungry.
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The noise was tre-

mendous as children

played and adults

busily bought their

wares. Traders called

out with shrill voices

or just sat waiting for

purchases to be
made. Sitting

amongst all this clam-

our were the Holy
men and women,
many of them oblivi-

ous to what was going

on around them.

Thus, we walked

onwards, only ca-

pable of moving
slowly due to the

density of the crowd.

We made our way
through the Open Mandapam towards the majestic eleven storeyed

Raja Gopuram. This was the Gopuram I had noticed from the bus,

when entering Tiruvannamalai earlier that evening.

Then, pausing, I found myself standing face-to-face, miniaturised

in front ofthe Raja Gopuram. There it was, poised in splendid dignity

at the foot of the Aruna Mountain overlooking the town with its

immense height and beauty.

I HAD ARRIVED AT THE GREAT ARULMIGU ANNAMA-
LAIYAR THIRUKOIL - THE ARUNACHALESWARAR
TEMPLE.

Anchored there by the glory ofits immense beauty, I paused on the

spot where ancients ofan earlier era had stood. Then I joinedmy steps

with theirs, walking with the Pallavas, the Rashtrakutas, the Pan-

diyas, the Cholas, the Hoysalas, the Vijayanagars, and the Nayakars.

I walked with the past and with that movement stepped into the

future. With me were the nobles and ordinary men and women of

The Rajagopuram
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countless centuries,all inwardly singing the glory ofArunachaleswara

Siva. Time did not exist.

Letme try to explain the holiness - reveal to you the mystery ofthis

sacred soil where the Siva Linga Mountain has been for countless cen-

turies.

It is here at this very spot that one can discover the flame ofDivine

light. This is the place of the PANCHA BOOTHA THEYU (Fire)

STHALAM LINGAM. This Theyu Lingam is the Divine Siva. This

Light which is Siva was established here by Siva Himself as the Sacred

Aruna Mountain. Indeed, Siva resides here and it has been so for

centuries. The Divine One came to this earth as an immense column
of fire without beginning and without end. Manifested as the column
of fire, for the sake ofthe vision which confers salvation, it became di-

minutive in size. Siva continues to reside here. The Sacred Aruna
MountainTheyu Linga is Siva, calling everyone to Him. He summons
everyone by spreading His Divine Light throughout the world. He
calls so that we may know Him on this earth.

The people of Southern India have demonstrated their adoration

to the Divine in many ways. With a great variety of skills and with

wonderful ability they have hewn stones and laid them on the ground.

They have hoisted granite boulders and built lofty gopuram
towers.They have built large halls adorned with rich designs. The
walls of the Temple act as jewels ofremembrance, scattering the light

of history. Inscribed with names and words ofthe ancient builders, we
have been left a vast richness of heritage to mark the place as holy.

The Arulmigu Annamalaiyar Thirukoil- Arunachaleswarar
Temple, at the Feet ofthe Linga Mountain, is a fitting memorial ofthe
need for the continuation ofthe mighty worship ofSiva. Well into the

future of an age beyond this present life of ours, this work will be
observed by others walking on this blessed spot and it will be a worthy
recognition of Its holiness.

When I entered that Mighty Arunachaleswarar Temple for the

first time in this earthly life of mine, and stood there in great wonder
looking upwards beneath the gigantic Raja Gopuram, I could not help
but feel so small in stature. Yet, as I breathed slowly, caught in its

immense splendour I felt myselfbecoming part of its immensity .1 tell

you, my fhend, that the Raja Gopuram is a fitting memorial to
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Krishnadevaraya, the great Vijayanagar king who built it out of
devotion to the Mighty Siva.

Soaring higher and higher with all it’s greatness, extending up-

wards — as if trying to reach and penetrate into the upper world —
the Raja-Gopuram is breathtakingly beautiful. Lavish with the sculp-

tured art ofthe period, it is undeniably an appropriate entrance to the

Temple of Arunachaleswarar.

The kings who built these wonderful Gopurams left these ornate

edifices of stone to display the way forwards and upwards on the path
to glory.

But, my fiiend, who on this earth of ours is able to stretch his soul

far enough for it to penetrate into the upper world? I ask that ques-

tion now, because there I was standing dwarfed by the Raja-Gopuram
in front ofthe Arunachaleswarar Temple. My sightwas clear, for I saw
everything explicitly out ofthese eyes ofmine. At the same time there

arose before me, as distinct as crystal, an inner vision which was the

innermost depth of mystery, where the soul silently looked into the

source of everything.

Yes, I was mindful ofthat Great-Place. Itwas as ifa door had sprung

open for me and all the darkness,the sadness and the misery had
cleared away; at one stroke, unable to live in that Oneness of Siva,

those unwanted guests had disappeared from my life.

“I had been brought by the Arul ofHis grace near to the Soul ofthe

Universe: ARUNACHALESWARAR SIVA.”

My diary for that date reads thus:

“This is Tiruvannamalai, I have arrived home at last”.

As ripe fruit, flower, fire and Veenai remain united with

juice,smell,heat and melody respectively,so do the released stand

with regard to Siva in the relation ofoneness;thus say the scnptures.

As the moonshine dunng the day remains united with the sunshme,so

do souls the sacred feet of the Lord Siva reaching, m eternal bliss

remain united with Him.

MANAVACAKAM Kantari A.D. 1 25 5 - The Unmawilakkam

The massive iron gates were wide open, pressed against the sides

of the inner walls of the Raja Gopuram. On the left side, within sight
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were two engraved stone plaques . One was dated 21. 11. 1957, disclos-

ing that collections were made for the provision ofgates for the (Mel)

Pai Gopuram,the Raja Gopuram, and the Tithee Vasal Padi En-

trance; this is the small entrance to the right of the Raja Gopuram.

The other plaque was fixed there by the Board of Trustees of the

Temple in 1932.

As I stood in front of the entrance I was immediately aware of the

sound of music emanating from within the Temple premises. My
fhend, the notes I heard were as famfiiar to me as my own breath. It

was just like the clasps ofmy soul had been loosened by a mighty hand
and from that space broad notes,that had been locked there for

centuries, flew outwards into conscious remembrance. Hovering like

messengers, they mingled, moving in and out of each other, making
beautiful, eternal tones. Then the notes joined and became as one.

First they were mysterious, then, as they became familiar to me, the

melody became glowingly transparent like a firmament unveiling its

beauty. They were a diamond bridge leading upwards into oneness.

This day,out of grace to me,

You rise in my heart like a sun,

Dispelling the darkness therein.

On this Your manifest nature I thought,

Till all thinking ceased to be.

O Sivan, whose NONE BUT YOURSELF GOES FORTH,
Goes forth into all things,

Till they are reduced and reduced.

To atomic minuteness,

You alone are,

Maanikkavaachakar- Koil - Thruppathikam

People were arriving in the Arunachaleswarar Temple through
the Raja Gopuram entrance as well as through the Amman! Ammal
Gopuram and the Thiru Manjana Gopuram entrances. The Moun-
tain Pai Gopuram was closed as this gopuram is only unlocked for the
Sri Karthigai Festival.
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I found myselfrunning swiftly ahead onmy own, the melody filling

my ears as ifpropelling me forward. Then reflecting, I stopped to wait

for my companions.

My friend,the overhead lights had turned night into day when I

stepped with bare feet into that world of devotion. Worshipping
PiUaiyar, I entered the Temple ofArunachaleswarar and stepped onto
large flat stones that had been hewn from rock and positioned there

on that floor centuries earlier. Worn away to a burnished sheen, those

ancient slabs had felt the pressure of countless pilgrims who had
entered that holy area over the centuries.

The Temple was full of people who were walking from shrine to

shrine worshipping and offering numerous gifts including coconuts,

flowers, incense and camphor. Some devotees were sitting on the floor

and listening with captivated attention to musicians and singers who
were performingon a raised rostrum. Others were talkingand greeting

their friends who had also come to worship at the many shrines. In the

midst of the dense crowd there were other devotees, deep in silent

meditation, seemingly oblivious to everything that was happening

around them.



The Fifth Prakaram

n entering the fifth prakaram I stood as if fastened to the

floor, full to the brim with the beauty of that place. Slightly

to my left stood a magnificent inner temple, across the

ornate summit were the words - “KAMBATHU ELAYANAR
SANNATHI” written in both English and Tamil. Devotees were

climbing the seven steps leading upwards into the inner chambers of

the temple to pay homage to Lord Murugan.

A glorious statue ofLord Murugan seated on His Mayil (Peacock)

giving darshan (blessing) sat on the top, and on either side of Lord

Murugan were figures of Arunagirinathar and Avvaiyar. Two pea-

cocks, with their tails gracefully sweeping the top of the roof looked

outwards from the front corners where two guardians kneeled.

This was the Kambathu Elayanar Sannathi Murugan Temple.

-

The abode of Lord Murugan, who is just ahead of this one Pillaiyar.

Built during the reign ofthe Vijayanagars, the temple marks the actual

spot where, according to legend, Sambandandan’s boastful challenge

to Arunagirinathar took place in front of Praudadeva Maharaya and
his court.

Throughout the Temple ofArunachaleswarar it is possible to find

many references to the greatMurugan Bhakta Saint Arunagirinathar.

Bom in Tiruvannamalai he is probably the most famous saint of the
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area* He txavelled throughout the Tamil land, visiting all the Muru-

gan Shrines, even going as far as Kathirgamam in Sri Lanka.

O Skanda, the glorious God of the Hills! Pray bestow your

blessings,accept the worship of this your humble son to you my
ancestral deity.

Akunagirinathar- The Tiruppugazh

Sambandandan was a scholarwho had done great Tapas through-

out his life obtaining many boons from Mother Kali. He was a great

favourite ofthe devout King and held high place within the court. He
saw Arunagirinathar as his rival, fearing that his place in the court

would be usurped. This made the conceited Sambandandan propose

to the king that a competition should be held as to who was the most
powerful. Each trying to make their chosen deity manifest in the form

visible to everyone present. This competition was held in the court-

yard of the Temple in front of everyone.

Lord with the spear

You redeem those lonely followers all day mounted,

On your beautiful peacock,

O pride ofprides!

You adorned with the Kura flower.

Grant me your garland ofKatappa blossoms.

Strung round your wide arms!

ARUNAGiRiNA'raAR-TiruppukazhV.6

Imagine ifyou can, my friend, the glorious spectacle of glittering

court life and the mighty words, when in front of the royal entourage,
in response to the challenge and after the Arunagirinathar’s most
magnificent devotion - a stone pillar split asunder and Lord
Murugan appeared.

It is littlewonder that theKam-
bathu Elayanar Sannathi Temple
is especially exalted by devotees of
Lord Murugan. It is one of the
temples that many pilgrims feel

Temple for

:
: ;
<!^or$hip of

: Lpr4
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that they must visit in order to worship and to experience the
closeness to Lord Murugan. It is especially acclaimed for its greatness

ofblessings. The Temple ofLord Murugan is undoubtedly builton the

correct site within the Great Temple ofArunachaleswarar. Everyone
who enters through the Raja Gopuram can immediately see for them-
selves the Kambathu Elayanar Sannathi Murugan Temple, do pra-

dakshina and submit to that greatness.

This is what I did. Walking slowly and reverently around Lord
Murugan’s Temple , I kept the Temple, to my right all the time. I

passed the Siva Ganga Teerthamonmy left and saw numerous people
on the steps and at the waters edge. I came to the sixteen pillared open
mandapam at the rear, where a glorious carving of Pillaiyar engraved

on a stone pillar, could be seen and as I looked upwards towards the

open roof, I saw a lingam carved on the ceiling above the entrance

steps. I then passed the Thousand Pillared Hall. Completing my walk
around the Temple of Lord Murugan, I returned once again to the

front and ascended the steps.

The Temple was divided into four chambers, the very last being

the Moolastanam where the statue of Kambathu Elayanar Murugan
resides.

The first chamber was exceptionally beautiful with a very fine

sculpture over the entrance leading into the second chamber. The
sculpture emulated the wonderful history of the Temple. Kambathu
Elayanar Murugan - the presiding deity on His Mayil (peacock) char-

iot in the centre, flanked on either side by Valli, Deivanai and
Parasakthi carrying thebaby Murugan.On the extreme left the figures

of Narada, Arunagirinathar next to Prauda Deva Maharaya, the

ruling monarch. On the right the sculptured figures of Sambandan-

dan, Prime Minister to Praudadeva Maharaya and the last figure ofall,

Thirububar with the horse face.

The two walls to the left and to the right of this first chamber had

eight pictures — four pictures on the right and four on the left. Below

these pictures,numbered from 1 to 51, the devotional Tevarams

(hymns) of Arunagirinathar in Tamil.

The pictures on left wall are of:

1. Tiruparankundram Temple. - Murugan’s marriage to Deivanai.
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2. Tiruchendur Murugan. - On Murugan’s left, Chandran; the

moon; Sugah Prama Rishi- parrot faced; Verabhahu and Agastya

Munivar. In the centre, Tiruchendur Murugan followed by, Ma-
havishnu, Devendran, Brahma and Narada.

3. Tiruvanakoodi; Palani Murugan - In this picture Murugan with

Lakshmi, Kamadenu, the cow of plenty, Poodevi, Mother Earth,

Lakshmi, Murugan, Surian, Sun, and Agni, God of fire.

4. Swamimalai Temple. - Murugan giving Upadesha to Siva.

The pictures on the right wall are of;

1. Tirutani Temple. - Murugan with Valli and Deivanai.

2 . AlakarTemple near Madurai. - Murugan with Valii and Deivanai.

3. A painting of Sr. Kambathu Elayanar Murugan, the Presiding

Deity annointing Sri Arunagirinathar.

4- A very beautiful painting of Prauda Devamaharaya’s court. De-

picting the Contest between Sambandandan and Arunagiri-

nathar. The sixteen-pillared Mandapam that is behind adjoining

the Murugan Temple.

Walking under the ornate sculpture I moved into the darkened

second chamber and immediately noticed a very large Shatkonam,
Symbol ofMurugan on the left wall. (These inverted triangles are the

same as the Star of David). On the right was a large photograph, on
the wall, of Mahan Sheshadri Swami, who in response to the call of

Arunachaleswarar in his early age, came to Tiruvannamalai and lived

here for over forty years. For most of that time Sheshadri sat and
meditated in the Murugan Temple within the Arunachaleswarar
Temple grounds. This wonderful swami, whose Ashram is in Tiruvan-

namalai, attained Mahasamadhi on 14thJanuary, 1929.There are still

people living today who speak of him with great love and affection,

remembering him as he sat and the way he talked to them, and the

way he walked around the town like amadman in love with the Divine
shouting “Arunachala Shondrinath”. He was known as Chinna
(Small) Sheshadri by many people in his early years.People will also

speak about his wonderful Siddha powers, his great words about the
Divine and his other special gifts. There are, my friend, many people
who remember him and many pictures of Sheshadri Swami adorning
the homes of devotees.
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As a large queue had formed inside the Temple', I waited below the

picture in the second chamber for a short time allowing many of the

devotees to go ahead while I sat on the floor. I sat thus with my back
erect until the queue lightened a little and went into the third

chamber. The third chamber was ratherdark inside. Two straight rods

stretched down the centre acting as a partition with women standing

on the right and men on the left. There was ample space in the centre

for the Gurukkals to move up and down. They went in and out of the

Moolastanam, the Inner Shrine ofMurugan, with theirAarti oil lamps
and offerings, chanting slokams in Sanskrit.

The crowd was immense, but I managed with great difficulty to

move forward, trying very hard to look inside the innermost heart of

the Shrine and obtain a glimpse ofLxird Murugan. I was standing there

wondering if I was going to be denied the opportunity when, to my
amazement, someone, I know not who, called out to me, calling me
inside between the rods, asking me to sit there quietly on the floor by

the side of the Inner Shrine. Ofcourse I was not allowed to enter the

Inner Special Area.

My friend, I know that on account ofmy births and for the years

ofmy life, many ofwhich have been passed in idle worldliness, thatmy
soul has been denied higher assent. That, seized by death and bom
again and again, it has gone through many lives oflonging. Yet there,

to my great joy, I had been called to sit and look inside that Holy

Chamber. As I sat, time crumbled,the limits ofEternity vanished; and

only indivisible Light remained. I saw for myself that blessedness

which brings all sadness to an end.

When the time came forme to walk out ofthe Kambathu Elayanar

SannathiTemple, I passed through each chamber with a lighter heart.

When I descended the short flight of steps that I had climbed when
I had, entered that Holy Temple, there was within me the certain

knowledge that the door is open for everyone. Finding myself outside

1 stood quietly for some time. Then, once again, I looked around and

gave thanks for that wonderful experience.

I must mention at this juncture that years later, 1 had the great

privilege of witnessing for myself the renovation of the floor of the

entrance to the Murugan Temple. A man was sitting on top of the

flight of steps marking out with a chisel the fourteen leaves of a lotus
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onto the floor. I thought itmost interesting to see work still being done

on the temple. Ofcourse, repair work has to be done all the time and
thousands of rupees spent to keep the Temple of Arunachaleswarar

in good condition.

The impressive One Thousand Pillared Mandapam that I had
passed on that earlier walk around the Murugan Temple was very

close to where I stood. Every pillar of that mandapam was engraved

with figures and the roofwith numerous stone Nandis.A small highly

sculptured colouredVimanam (roof) ofanunderground chamberwas
clearly visible inside the One Thousand Pillared Mandapam.

The entrance to this underground chamber was clearly marked. I

found that it was necessary to bendmy back and dip my head to avoid

alowbeamwhen descending the narrow steps and entering. The dark

chamber was lit with oil lamps and the faint glow offered to my sight

a staggering glimpse ofthe Sree Patalingam, a stone Lingamwhich has
been anchored on that spot for centuries.

This was the SREE PATALINGAM which has become uniquely

famous. Sri Ramana Maharishi, in his youth, meditated in this cham-
ber for many years in front ofthe Linga before he attained the state of

awareness and went to live in the caves ofthe Holy Arunachala Linga
Mountain. SriRamana Maharishi sat within the Patalinga Shrine and
such was his wonderful state ofmeditation that he felt no pain, even
though his body was covered with insects and was being eaten by
vermin. Sitting thus, in great meditation, he was also being continu-
ally pestered byyoung boys. It was Mahan Sheshadri Swamiwho sent

Venkatachala Mudaliar and others to assist Ramana.

PATALINGATEMPLE-
.

.

WiffiRE SrRlRAMANA
PERFORB^^t) TAPAS IN.HIS YOUTFL

Renpyatedhy J.FT.Tarapot^ ^4
SWtbata Ffetazit -Tal^ysirlihan

His. Exceflency Sri:ChalcravaftiRajgg<y
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Opposite the entrance steps to the Sri Patalinga,standing close to

the Siva Ganga Teertham is the very beautiful Siva Ganga Vinayagar
Temple. This temple has a stunning coloured ornate roof covered
with a profusion of deities. The Temple was packed with devotees.

The Arunagirinathar Mandapam is located to the right, and the

Kalyana Linga Sundra Eswara Mandapam and Gopurathilayanar
Shrine to the left of the broad flight of stone stairs that lead upwards
to the majestic Vallala Maha Raja Gopuram. To enter the fourth

Prakaram in a direct line from the Fifth Prakaram one has to pass

through the Vallala Maha Raja Gopuram. My friend, ifyou look up at

the Gopuram from the bottom ofthe steps, standing between the two
Mandapams, it is possible to perceive immediately that the Gopuram
has been built in an extremely important position. You will notice that

it is obviously the direct entrance and exit between the Fifth and the

Fourth Prakarams.

The Vallala Maha Raja Gopuram was built by the Hoysala King
Ballala, who was exceedingly active in Tiruvannamalai during

A.D. 1318 and A.D. 1343. Walking around the Temple, it is possible

to see a number of statues ofhim. King Ballala, fled to Tiruvannama-

lai after the accession of Muhammed-bin-Tughluq and the conquest

of Madurai. He was also known by the illustrious name of Pra-

pachakravartin Veera Valladeva. This is the reason why King Ballala

is referred to as King Vallalan.

There is a well known story in Tiruvannnamalai that explains

what happened after the king had completed building of the Gopu-
ram. His great pride in this achievement lead to his great distress and
his eventual humility. Prapachakravartin Veera Valladeva, after

erecting the Gopuram became so conceited and proud of his great i

achievement, that Siva decided that He should be taught a wonderful

'

lesson in modesty, by refusing to leave theTemple through theVallala

Gopuram route. Think of it, my friend. The direct way out from the

Fourth to the Fifth Prakaram was through the newly constructed

Gopuram. There is a special ten day festival when Arunachaleswarar

Siva leaves the Temple premises, carried on His ornate palanquin and

is taken in procession around the Maha Veedi. Devotees are able to

pay their respects and are blessed by Him. However, on the first nine

days, as a lesson to Prapachakravartin, Arunachaleswarar Siva re-

fused to pass through the Gopuram,leaving the Temple every day by
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a different route. When the tenth day arrived the King, who was in

extreme distress, realised his error and humbled himself before Siva,

submitted to His greatness, praying for forgiveness, begging that

Arunachaleswarar pass through the new Gopuram. Realising that he

had learnt his lesson, Arunachaleswarar consented to pass through.

So, my friend, this is what still happens. Only on the tenth day Arun-

achaleswarar Siva passes through the Vallala Maha Raja Gopuram.

Everyone has the opportunity to remember the lesson ofgreatness and

humility.

The Arunagirinathar Mandapam to the right of the stone stairs

contains a most magnificent Murugan Temple. A glorious statue of

Lord Murugan with Valli and Deivanai at His side can be seen inside,

with a small statue of Arunagirinathar praying at His feet.

The walls of the Arunagirinathar Mandapam contain some beau-

tiful diagrams and pictures. One is rather interesting in the shape of

a Ther (chariot) with Murugan’s Peacock flag on the top. The Ther
is divided up into many squares. At the side of this large design are

some of Arunagirinathar’s Tevarams, written in Tamil. To the left of

the Ther there is another most interesting plaque. This is a bold Tamil
AUM containing the Vel of Murugan inside. To the side there are

some prayers written by Bampan Swamigal, dated 1981, with a photo
ofBampan Swamigal above. There is also a picture on the wall ofLord
Murugan blessing Arunagirinathar.

Although I did not know it at that time, many years later I

discovered a door in the right wall ofthe Arunagirinathar Mandapam.
This led me, through an enclosed small hall, and out, passing the

gardens and into the area of the Vanni Maram (Tree) and the Vanni
Maram Vinayagar. My friend, it was rather like discovering a secret

garden. I was simply enthralled by the discovery and the beauty ofthat
special place. There, within the enclosed area of the Vanni Maram
(Tree) is the glorious Vanni Maram Vinayagar Shrine. Although it is

a small Shrine it contains a numberofdeities, stressing the importance
of the area.

Sri Vinayagar sits resplendent, shining glorious in the centre ofthe
group with the Goddess Lakshmi on His left and another Lakshmi
above.In front there is a Shunmuga Vinayagar, and to the left of
Shunmuga Vinayagar, there is Linga (Siva)and Sakthi, and to the
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right Vishnu reclines. Sri Vinayagar’s Vahanam, the rat, sits in

splendour facing the Shrine.

Nine Linga Stones and Murugan’s Vel repose under the tall Vanni
Maram. It was explained that the Vanni Maram is not only very old,

probably the oldest in Tiruvannamalai, but it is also very rare. The
shrine is extremely old. An interesting story relating to the history of

the Vanni Maram and the region has been disclosed. This account
reveals how old it is, by explaining that when the ancient Pallavas

were in retreat from that place, they laid down their arms, burying

them for safekeeping under the Vanni Maram. Looking like snakes

the arms remained there untouched for centuries.

The Shrine ofthe VanniMaram was not crowded on the day ofmy
discovery, only a few devotees were sitting praying there. They
explained to me that they spent most of their hours praying on that

spot. I cannot help thinking that they are most fortunate at having

been given the opportunity through God’s grace to spend their time

in such a wonderful place. Steeped in history and the indwelling glory

ofDivinity it is, my friend, very special. I was able to join them for just

a short time and I thank the Divine Arunachaleswarar for that

opportunity.

The Kaliyana Eswara Sundara Temple is a twenty four pillared

mandapam that lies to the left of the stairs leading up to the Vailala

Maha Raja Gopuram. During the auspicious time ofSivarathri a great

Abishekam is performed in this Temple when the Linga is covered

with rice. The Kaliyana Eswara Sundara Temple can be entered from

a rather small aperture on the stairs or from an arched entrance within

the Fifth Prakaram (Courtyard) . From the courtyard it is a short climb

ofa flight ofnine steps to go through the arch into an enclosed garden.

It is ofgood size, with a round well, and I surmise that it could be made
to look very pleasing. It is just a short walk and four steps upwards into

an open mandapam. The actual shrine where the Linga resides is

enclosed, having a Nandi in front and reached by Gurukkals climbing

nine narrow steps. A small Pillaiyar can be seen set into the back wall

close to the small aperture that leads out onto the stairs ofthe Vailala

Gopuram. Some very interesting Naga-stones rest at the foot of the

right wall. One ofthese has a very beautiful carving ofKrishna playing

the flute, and another has many nagas (snakes) on it.



Kambathu Elayanar Sarmathi Murugan Temple
Fifth Prakaram
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Craftsman Working on Lxitus Design in

Kambathu Elayanar Sarmathi

Fifth Prakaram view
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Temple Elephant

View from Steps of Siva Ganga
Left to Right - KUi Gopuram, Vallala Gopuram and

Ammani Ammal Gopuram
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Author in Front of the Vallala Gopuram





The Fourth Prakaram

hen I started to walk up the spacious steps to go through

the Vallala Maha Raja Gopuram into the fourth

Prakaram, I looked upwards and saw the hundreds of

glorious 'deities looking down at me from the carved white Gopuram.
I could understand why devotees sat for hours on the steps looking

upwards.lt was just like looking into the higher reaches of heaven. I

stood there below that great edifice and thought ofthe great age when
the Gopuram was under construction. Of how the great King, Pra-

pachakravartin Vita Valladeva (Ballala III), planned such a mighty

tower on that spotwhen he arrived in Tiruvannamalai, after his many
battles. Was he not rightly justified to be pleased with his work?

He must have carefully planned and placed all those Divine

Figures on the majestic Gopuram. It is little wonder he was so proud

of his great achievement and was given such an illustrious name.
When Arunachaleswarar Siva decided to teach the king a lesson in

humility, surelyHe must have beengready pleased with the design, so

pleased that there could have onlybeen pleasure in the act ofbringing

the King one step further towards Him.

I could not help but think ofthe many thousands ofdevotees over

the centuries who had stood there before me, gazing upwards and
taking such great enjoyment in the moment. Perhaps they wondered.
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as I did, at its great height

and glory. I thought also of

the wonderful devotion of

Arunagirinathar when, in

his early years, he climbed

that great edifice and at-

tempted to throw himself

down by falling off the

Gopuram, and of Lord

Murugan appearing before

him to save his life.It was

from that time onwards that

Arunagirinathar became
known as Gopura-Thilay-

anar. The Gopurathilayanar

Shrine is to the left of the

stairs.
VaUala Maharaja

View of VaUala Maharaja Gopuram
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The Fourth Prakaram

Then I started my own walk through the Gopuram, passing the

shops on the right that sell pictures, statues and other goods. I looked

upwards and saw on the left, well above eye-level, a statue ofthe great

Vallala Maha Raja himself, covered with fresh flower garlands that are

placed around his shoulders every day in remembrance of his great-

ness.

My friend, I spent some of the happiest hours of my life, over

successive years, in those sacred grounds. I remember with such great

pleasure sitting on the steep stone steps of the square Brahma
Teertham Tank and the Teerthavari Mandapam, watching the huge
fish jumping to catch the puffed rice thrown by devotees.

I remember my first meeting with my close friend, Rajaganapathy
Gurukkal. His family hold the lease of the Book Shop, and have been
traditional priests of the Temple for many years.

I can remember the elephant standing in the Elephant House,
lifting his enormous trunk skilfully to take money from the hand of a

devotee, then rolling his trunk in salute, placing it on the devotee’s

head as if in blessing. On the roof of the Elephant House are some of
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the oldest surviving Temple paintings. These paintings are badly
damaged, but ifyou have good eyesight, my friend, youmay be able to

distinguish the marriage of Siva and Uma, and the churning of the

ocean by Vishnu.

I can recall that during one ofmy longer visits to Tiruvaimamalai,
I would often walk through Big Street and enter the Temple through
theAmman!Ammal Gopuram. In the early morning the stones would
feel cool to my bare feet, but when they touched the hot .ground at

noon I would move very quickly through the Gopuram and into the

shade, due to the heat.

Within the Fourth Prakaram, the majestic Chinna Nandi, in front

of the Kdi Gopuram, seemed to beckon to me to come closer to pray

and walk around it. My friend, ifyou look closely at this Nandiyou will

be able to see the Hoysala Emblem on one of its pillars. It was con-

structed by Prapachakravartin Vira Valladeva (Ballala III), the same
Hoysala king who built the Vallala Gopuram.

I sometimes sit, thousands of miles away, and wonder if devotees

are at the same time seated on the floor in deep conversation in the

Sakthi Visalam and the Puravi Mandapam, or in front ofthe Shrines.

Yes, my friend,! can see withmy mind’s eye the small column ofboys,

walking crocodile fashion, two by two, through the Courtyard of the

Fourth Prakaram on their way to and from the Orphanage. This

Orphanage,whichis Tunby theTemple withhelp from other charities,

does such good work and requires all the assistance it can secure.

My friend, I must also tell you that when I am in the Fourth

Prakaram and stand before the Kili (Parrot) Gopuram, I always pause

for a moment to look upwards as if to reassure myself that the parrot

is still perched high. I know that this may sound silly to you, but the

Parrot is important. This brings another mighty historical narrative to

mind, which I must relate to you.

You will recall, my friend, that Sambandar lost his competition

with Arunagirinatharwhen LordMurugan appeared in the Courtyard

in front of Prauda Deva Maharaya,the Vijayanagar King and his

court. So angry was Sambandar that he hatched another scheme. As
Prauda Deva Maharaya hadbeen blinded by the glorious sight ofLord

Murugan, Sambandar decided to tell him, that ifhe asked Arunagiri-

nathar to go to Svargaloka (heavenly abode) and bring back a Parijata
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Flower, afew drops ofthe nectar from the flower squeezed into his eyes
would restore his sight. Thus, Arunagirinathar was persuaded by the

king to do this. However, in order to go to Svargaloka he had to enter

the body of a parrot which had recently expired.

Arunagirinathar moved his life force into the body of the parrot

and he left his own body resting quietly in the Gopuram, and then
proceeded to go and collect the Parijata Flower. Sambandar, showing
the lifeless body to the King, announced that Arunagirinathar had
died, and asked for permission to cremate it according to custom.

When Arunagirinathar returned with the flower his body had been
burnt and he no longer had a human body. Realising that he had been
tricked, Prauda Deva Raya was grief stricken knowing that it would
be impossible for Arunagirinathar to resume human form again.

Arunagirinathar was untroubled by these events, and resting on the

Gopuram in the form of a parrot, composed the his famous
KANDARANUBUTI as well as other famous poems.

You who have form and who are formless,

You who are both being and non-being,

Who are the fragrance and the blossom.

Who are the jewel and its lustre.

Who are the seed of life and life itself.

Who are the mode and the act of existence.

Who are the supreme Guru, COME,

Bestow Your grace,0 Guha.

Arunagirinathar- Karukranufeuti-S 1

The Bhairava Temple stands on the left, close to the Brahma
Teertham. This eight pillared Temple stands in the comer, but is

certainly never forgotten, with a constant stream of worshippers

climbing the steps to enter the open Mandapam and walk around the

inside of the Moolastanam. Inside the recess stands the eight armed

Bhairava holding the Sulum (Trident), which is identical to that

which is held by Siva Himself. Created by Siva to remove the fifth

head ofBrahma, Bhairava looks as fierce as his Creator permits. The

story ofBhairava’s birth has been explained in more detail later in this

narrative.
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On the roof of Bhairava’s open pillared mandapam, four very

important pictures of great age are painted. All four pictures refer to

the legend ofthe or^^n ofthe Holy Linga Mountain and are therefore

important to the Temple. The first of these pictures, on the roof, in

front of the Moolastanam, is unfortunately greatly damaged and re-

quires immediate restoration work for it to be seen in its original glory.

This picture depicts the argument between Brahma and Vishnu with

many celestials looking on. Both Brahma and Vishnu are trying to

show who is the greatest. The second picture portrays the creation of

Bhairava by Siva in order to remove Brahma’s fifth head, after he had
told the untruth that he had seen the top ofthe FlamingJyoti Lingam.
In the third picture, Bhairava is seen entering Brahma Lokha, where,

in a fighting mood, he nicks the tuft of Brahma’s fifth head with his

finger nail. In the fourth and final picture, Brahma realises his error

and falls at the feet of Bhairava, begging for forgiveness. Brahma is

spared by Siva and blessed by Bhairava.

My friend, Bhairava, specially created by Siva,is closely associated

with the legend of the Holy Arunachala Linga Mountain. He was
given great power,and holds the gigantic Sulum in His hand. This

Sulum is identical to Siva’s Sulum. Bhairava has the Ear ofSiva always

listening, ever ready to answer Siva’s call. Siva’s summons to remove
the fifth head of Brahma is sufficient proof.

It is not surprising that Bhairava’sTemple is always busy. Worship-

pers who enter the Fourth Prakaram can be seen ringing the large bell

and walking around the inside of the Shrine beseeching forgiveness

for any error they may have committed knowingly or unknowingly.

The Shrines for Vinayagar, Subramania, Vidyadheswarar, Vignes-

warar, NaleswararLinga andBrahma Linga, to the left and to the right

of the entrance steps of the Kili Gopuram differ in size and
appearance,and have a great history attached to their construction.

The Brahma Linga which has many faces,is ofexceptional beauty.

This Shrine is closest to the Thiru Manjana Gopuram. Together with

others small mandapams, they stretch in a column, their backs to the

Third Prakaram Wall facing the Brahma Teertham (Tank). The
Shrine closest to the Kili (Parrot) Gopuram is theYANAI (Elephant)

THIRA KONDA VINAYAGAR . This is a favourite place for many
devotees. Six small steps lead upwards to the raised stone platform of
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the Shrine. It has a small aperture and is very darlc inside. The Yanai

ThiraKondaVinayagar Shrine is ofgreat age and has a fascinating tale

attached to it which I must relate,

A king from Andrapradesh having performed great battle, captured

the locality and allowed his troops to occupy the area. During the

night while everyone slept ,the king had a strange dream. He dreamt

that an elephant of great strength charged his troops and sent him

running away. When he asked his advisors the meaning ofhis dream,

the king was told that he had rested his troops on holy ground, and

that the land was protected by Vinayagar, the son of Siva. The king

upon heanng this, gifted his elephants to the Temple asking for

forgiveness. I have been told that it is possible that the Shrine itself

was already there, when the kmg and his troops rested at that place.
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ascended the steps slowly and reverently. Noddedmy head in

salutation to the Temple Guard, as if asking permission

before entering and, with great expectation filling my soul,

for the first time through the Kdi Gopuram.

A picture of Mohini in dancing pose, filling the recess within the

right arch ofthe Gopuram, immediately took my attention. I stopped

and gazed at Her beautiful form. She looked as ifShe was waiting and
watching everyone who passed through the great tower.

I am sure. She is there for a reason. Perhaps as a reminder,or even
to enchant individuals who enter the Third Prakaram without pure

hearts? So, my friend, if it seems that I digress slightly from that holy

walk of mine, do please forgive me. I consider that it is necessary to

explain the story ofMohini to you. Then perhaps you will fathom the

mystery and understandwhy Mohini is dancing in that holy entrance.

There was an Asura who, after great penance obtained vast power
from Siva. Due to this elevated penance the Asura was granted

further grace by the Divine One. On hearing of this advantage the

egotistical Asura requested from Siva a special gift. When this was
granted, he requested thatwhenhe touched anyone on the head, that

individual would immediately turn to ash.

a.
walked



A) TheTemple ofthe Arunachaleswarar Siva. First and Second Prakarams.

B) The Mother Temple ofUrmamulaiyamman..

V) The Sampantha Vinayagar Shrine.

M) The Murugan Palari Andavar Shrine

K) The Kahyana Mandapam - Wedding Hall.

KI) Kili Gopuram

L) Kalatheeswarar Shrine and Yaha Salai.

T) The Sacred Mahila Maram( Tree) ofTiruvannamalai.

D) The Vasantha Mandapam; Devastanam Office.

P) A Shrine dedicated to the eight damsels; Pidari,Renuka etc.

Shrines dedicated to Ekambareswarar, Jumbukeswarar,

Chidambareswarar.

S) Pannir Mandapam,Shops,Temple Kitchen.

T) Pai Gopuram
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In spite of the penance he had done,when the Asura obtained this

special power from Siva he began to misuse it. He started placing his

hands on the heads ofeveryonem order to make them do his bidding.

He even tried to show that his influencewas greater than that Brahma

and Siva by trying to put his hands on their heads.

In great agitation the Devas turned for help to Vishnu, who was

churning the ocean ofnectar. WhenVishnu heard what the dreadful

egotistical Asura was doing, He devised a brilliant plan.

Vishnu commenced by distributing some ofthe Divine Nectar to the

Devas. While doing this, two Asuras who had disguised themselves

as Devas, also received some ofthe Nectar. After they had consumed

the nectar Vishnu immediately recognised them in their disguise and

He transformed them into the two planets called Rahu and Kedu.

Then taking the form ofthe beautiful Mohini went to the place where

the Asura dwelled.

The boastfulAsura thinkinghe had all wisdom, hadbeen spending his

time making everyone do his biddmg.Knowing that if they did not

listen they would be turned into ash, everyone was greatly distressed.

Suddenly, the Asura stopped his dreadful mischief, because he saw in

front of him the beautiful Mohini with a form of great delight and
splendour dancing her glorious dance.

Mohini, completely undisturbed by what was happening, continued

to dance as the dreadful Asura came closer and closer. Looking at her

beautiful form in Her wonderful dance postures, the dreadful Asura
demanded that she dance just for him. Then, as he moved even closer

to Her, Mohini delicately held out Her hand, placed his hand into

Hers, and slowly lifting it She placed it onto his own head.

Immediately the Asura was turned into ash. Everyone was naturally

highly delighted at the outcome. Siva Himselfwent to that place and
when Mohini saw Him she fell on her knees in front of Him.

At that gatheringwhen Mohini and Siva met they immediately fell in

love and She gave birth to child called lyappan - who is the union of

Siva and Vishnu.

I stepped through the Kili Gopuram into the Third Prakaram and
the spectacular Temple of Annamalaiyar (Arunachaleswarar) came
into view. Standing there under the open sixteen pillared Katchi-
Mandapam, where the Panchamurties (five deities) give dharshan to-

gether on Karthigai Deepam Day, an intense feeling ofawe filled my
being, and this inner feeling multiplied with every breath I took.
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My friend, the courtyard was abounding with people, a sanctuary

of activity and joy. Devotees were praying to Vinayagar at the

SAMBANDAR VINAYAGAR TEMPLE, circambulating the

enormous ANNAMALAIYAR ARUNACHALESWARAR
LINGA TEMPLE from left to right. While others, having completed

their walk around the great Temple, were silently waiting in a queue

to go inside and pray. My dear friend, I must tell you that I had stepped

into a sacred place which was a haven of blessedness.

Annamalaiyars Vimanam
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Devotees were sitting silently on the stone floor in front as well as

behind the Siva Kovil(Temple) .Others were sitting under the Mahila
Maram (Tree), the Sacred Tree of Tiruvannamalai that grows on a

raised platform.

Devotees were waiting patiently in a queue for their turn to go
inside to pray in front of the UNNAMULAIYAMMAN Temple
(Apeethakuchalambal; Abidhkujambalin in Sanskrit). There were
also many devotees circambulating Her Inner Shrine and praying at

the smaller Shrines. There were many walking around the Nava-
grahum in front ofthe Mother’s Temple,or resting on the raised steps

of the entrance.In this manner all the Temples and Shrines were full

to capacity.

Beneath the sevenfold gulf,transcending speech,His foot-flower

rests; with flowers adorned His crown of all the universe is crown!

The Lady’s at His side. His sacred form dwells not alone!

Maandckavaachakar— Thimvaackaktxm -

‘Maidens’ song of the dawning’

There are three sacred Mahila Maram flourishing in the Third

Prakaram. Vinayagars can be seen on the same raised platform as the

Sacred Trees,also a most interesting Flat Linga. Four round pillars and
four statues of Dakshinamurthi stand close to this Linga. During the

Vasantha Utsavam Festival, the Linga is filled with water and flowers.

Boon Cradles hanging from some of the branches of the Mahila

Maram were clearly visible. Made of cloth and weighted with a small

stone, these pieces of cloth swung from the branches like miniature

baby cradles. They had been hung there with great reverence by

devotees asking for the blessing of Arunachaleswarar. When the

grace of Arunachaleswarar is received the infant is taken to the

Temple, then the cradle is removed and an offering made.

In front of the raised platform, a circle had been roughly drawn

onto the floor. When standing in the centre of that spot and turning

a complete circle of 360 degrees, it is possible to see all the nine

gopurams of the Temple. At the same time if one raises the head to

view the Sivan Temple, it is also possible to see from that spot the

stone Nandis that face the Holy Mountain Linga. From the same place
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I could also see, high on the wall on the side of the holy Siva Temple,

the stone figure of Deva Singhanam Paramacharya.

Walking around the Sivan Temple (Pradakshina) , I witnessed for

myself in the glowing light of the Temple lamps, the beautiful stone

columns along the side walls ofthe Third Prakaram, and saw the large

Kaliyana-(Wedding) Hall, which was unfortunately locked. This

Mandapam is opened in Panguni (March), for Panguni Uthiram; the

celebration of the marriage of Siva and Sakthi, and for Karthigai

Deepam and other special days.

Then, turning right, we passed the back of the Temple and stood

in front of the locked gates of the Pai Gopuram, looking upwards in

the darkness of the night, trying to see the tall Holy Mountain Linga

ofArunachaleswarar. Rotating right once again, all the time keeping

the wall of the Siva Temple to our right, we came to the Temple of

Unnamulaiyamman on the left.

Although I wanted to do so, we did not enter that glorious home
ofApeethakuchalambal, but continued onwards, knowing that there

would be the opportunity to return that very night.

My confidant, honesty is a necessary requirement for the blossom-

ing ofunderstanding and true fellowship. Due to this condition I must
endeavour to explain what it was like being in the Third Prakaram of

Arunachaleswarar-Siva. The words in my diary read thus:-

“—^In the heart ofSouthern India a door opened for me and inside

I found a room of the greatest joy. Within that chamber awareness

arose, bringingwith it sheer, almost transparent delight. It is Freedom,
Knowledge, and Rejoicing.

From the moment ofentering, devotional music wore a garland of

blossoms that opened the lotus of my soul, petal-by-petal so that

everything appeared glowing and safe in its correct position in the

universe.

Instead of my usual reflective, conventional habits which have
been withme for all ofmy earthly years, I stood engulfed in the Music-
of-the-soul which was melting everything into pure light. It spread
over the heart and covered my mortal eyes with bliss.”
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This,even this same ancient doctrine do I declare toyou today, seeing
you ate my devotee, my fiiend, for this is the supreme secret. When
a religiousman chooses toworshipme with unwavering f^uth, his faith

do I confirm.

The Bhagvad Gua

The Arunachaleswarar Temple, also known by the mighty name
ofThe Anilmigu Annamalaiyar Kovil is the House of worship of the
Illustrious Siva Linga Mount which destroys ignorance through the

fullness of abundant grace.

Built out ofstone which has been hewn by hand,this labour oflove
has been performed over the centuries out of genuine adoration of

Siva, and it has been sanctified by the presence ofthe Holy-Sivalinga-

Mount. Every stone used in the construction of the mighty Temple
has a wonderful historical narrative and devotional story to tell.The

Arulmigu Annamalaiyar Kovil is held in the timeless loving arms of

Siva. It nestles at the feet of the Holy-Linga-Mountain built for the

adoration as the Supreme Lord of the Universe.

I tell you, my friend, that the stage had already been set on the

night I entered the Mighty SivaTemple. From the moment ofmy birth

everythingwas being placed in order.A pattern developed, itwas a life

ofwork and longing so that eventually I was broughthome. There was

the return to Arunachaleswarar. This is karma and destiny.

The mystery of life is that although we enter into this world and

have litde remembered knowledge of what was before,there is a

glimpse oflight in the darkness ofour ignorance. The work thatwe are

able to perform through that small spark ofillumination and through

ourown act of free-will develops our individuality. Then, by the Arul

ofDivine Grace, our foresight becomes much clearer and we begin to

hear His magnetic call; which has been there all the time even ifwe
did not hear it.

When we hear the Divine One, we begin to discard all of those

useless things which makes us feel separate from Him because we
know that He is everything. We can then actually feel Him holding

us like a child in His loving arms.We feelHim carrying and supporting

us, bringing us home toHim so thatwe may fully know the truth ofHis

ways.
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The wise ones state that God
inspires fervour inman and leads

him to ecstasy. It is also said that

this fervour ofecstasy can appear

in all places and at all times, and

that each deed performed helps

to support the time of its arrival.

My friend, the entrance into that Inner Sanctum with its glowing

condition ofpassion and zeal, is not just a sudden absorbtion into the

Divine. To penetrate fullywe have to learn to live correctly. We must

do our duty and every deed we perform has to become a hallowed one

of penance and sacrifice for the sake of salvation of the universe.

THEN WE AEE LED BY GOD TO THE ECSTASY OF
UNION WITH HIM

citp

pfiSfdcereveaU the

trie

That which is attained hfy the mind punfied by penance, by sacrifice,

by charity aind by renouncing everything, even attachment for king-

ship with the idea it is worthless- that eternal supreme Brahman
am I.

SankARACHARYA— Boat ofSupreme Knowledge

The walls of the Arunachaleswarar-Annamalaiyar Kovil are of

immense thickness where very little outside light can penetrate, but
on the night the Gurukkal lead me inside it was full of light radiating

from large glass globes suspended from the massive high ceiling. As we
entered through those open doors I noticed the two Sinha; Lion-faced

statues guarding the entrance, the tall flag staffwith its large platform,

the Kodi Kambathu Nandi (Flagstaff Nandi) , the six tiered candle-

stick of eighty one lamps, and the spectacular chain carved out of
stone that was hanging suspended from the ceiling close to the
entrance*.

The second Prakaram (Path) circuited around the outside of the
Inner Sanctum Sanctorum Shrine; the Garbagraha ofSiva. We began
our walk from the left of the main entrance doors, stopping to pray at
the smaller shrines on the way.
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Written in Tamil on the massive stone pillars that reached to the
high vaulted ceiling were the words -

“SIVA-SIVA”

Against the walls around the Path were numerous statues includ-

ing many lingas. The first we saw as we walked that holy path, were
the beautiful figures of Appar, Suntharar and Maanikkavaachakar
glowing within their shrine on the left southern wall.

Slowly and reverently we paid our respects as we walked the

Giripradakshina path around the Inner Sanctum ofSiva. Crossingmy
arms in front ofmy chest and holding my ear lobes I dipped my head
in front ofVinayaka in the extreme left comer. Stopping and praying

to Somaskanda, then to Venugopala and the Lingabhava who face

each other in the centre of the path, we also passed Brahma standing

in his north-facing position above the Gomukam, Mother Durga and
the Sandekesvara. Shrine past the exist, that led to the glorious,

Unnamulaiyamman Temple, we stopped at the small Bhairava Shrine

and the PalliyaraiNight SwingThrone ofthe Divine Couple.We also

saw the well where the water is drjiwn for the Abishekam and the

magnificent statue of Natarajah. Thus,with great devotion we
completed the Second Prakaram (Path) and found ourselves back

again near the entrance doors.In front ofus were the wide stone steps

that led upwards into the Inner Shrine.

My confidant, we then started to make
our way inwards passing to the left of the

Vilakku (Lamp) and the Ratha Vilakku

Nandi. Up the worn stone steps into a centre

inner room that contained statues of Chan-
dran (Moon) ,and Suriyan (Sun) on the right

with the Pradosha Nandi in the centre. I

found myselfin a very narrow passage which

divided the room from the Innermost
Shrine.In this narrow passage, two massive

doors studded with bells stood open in front

of me. Entering through the doors, I found myself in an enclosed

chamber in front ofthe Moolastanam Shrine that held the Siva-Linga.

I was conscious ofwhere I was, as an ever increasing intensive feeling
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ofharmony engulfed my soul. I have no doubt that this was the most

important journey I had ever made in this life.

The extreme heat

emanating from
within the inside

chamber ofthe Sane-

tified Shrine was ex-

ceptionally
overpowering.My
friend, this heat was

not simply due to the

dimensions of the

enclosed chamber, or

from the incredible

heat ofthe night out-

side, or due to the

temperature created

from the lamps which
lit up the enclosed

space with gleaming

intensity.

IT WAS A DEFINABLE NOURISHING FIRE HEAT
RADIATING OUTWARDS FROM THE JYOTHIR LINGA
OF SIVA

Die heat was so powerful that the whole of that chamber was like

Fire and appeared to be throbbing like the heavy beat ofa large heart.

A heart which had been pulsating for centuries on that very spot. As
it throbbed the wonderful intimate sound penetrated the chamber
and moved outwards into the universe.

THAT CHAMBER WAS FULL OF THE MAGNETIC
FORCE OF ARUNACHALESWARAR SIVA.
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There was an excitement when I arrived.lt was a special time and
I was able to witness the Abishekamofthe Siva Linga. This is the ritual

washing of the Linga which takes place six times daily for Annama-
laiyar. At the same period Abishekam also takes place for Unnamu-
laiyamman and the Parivara Devestha - the surrounding deities:

Vinayagar, Murugan, Venugopal (Mahavishnu) , Shanmugan,
Bhairava, Durga, Pidari and others.

Uthaikalam

Kalasanthi

Uchikalam

Sandyakalam

Erandamkalam

Ardha Jamam

7.30 A.M.

9.30 A.M.

11.30 A.M.

5.30 P.M.

8.30 P.M.

9.30 P.M.

I was captivated, as ifanchored to

that spot. Completely overwhelmed

by the sight ofthe Linga ofSiva which

was just in front ofme, clearly visible

inside the Shrine. TheJBANA of the

Linga which had a thick gold band around Its middle was resting in the

AUDAYER of immense beauty. The specially ordained Acharaya

Priests were performing the Abishekam. The Linga was large and full

of composure. It was living Divinity filling up the entire space.

One who is worshipped by the celestials,

One who is pure effulgence and splendorous,

One who destroys the pom of the birth death cycle,

To the eternal SIVALINGAM I do bow.

‘ Jiwds :

living dwiniiy r

One who is adored by seers and saints^gods and angels

,

One who has burnt Manmata and who is all compassionate,

One who has quelled the pnde of Ravana,

To that eternal SIVALINGAM I do bow.
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One who is full of divine fragrance,

One who is the ZfgJit of intelligence.

One who is worshipped by the mystics and beings ofheavenly

and the nether regions.

To that eternal SIVALINGAM. 1 do bow.

One whose body is adorned with gems and gold.

One whose body is adorned with the King Cobra,

One who destroyed the yagna of Daksha,

To that eternal Sivahngam I do bow.

Sankaracharya

I watched completely enthralled, first standing and then seated

inside the enclosed chamber. Inside the Inner Shrine, the Siva Linga

which had been on that spot for countless centuries looked out at me.

Only a thin rope acted as a partition, with a verynarrow space dividing

us.

I tell you, my friend,that all the variety ofstructures in the Temple
have been built around Siva’s glory and I do not wonder at that work.

The countless kings, queens and commoners who, over the centuries,

have added to the mighty Temple ofArunachaleswarar so that it has

grown surrounding the Linga of Siva were perceptive. THEY KNEW
THAT THE LINGA IS LIVING DIVINITY.

My friend, it is so difficult to explain the wonder and magnificence

of the Abishekam to you. So many items were applied on the Linga:

these included saffron, special powder, rice flour, honey, gingelly oil,

milk, curd, coconut water, vibbhuti, sandalpaste, rosewater, lime,

panchaamirtham, and, in the Tiruvannamalai Temple, gold is also

applied. The great quantities ofwater used in the Abishekam, which
is poured with great ceremony over the Linga,is drawn from a large

well that we had passed when doing Giripradakshina within the Siva

Mandapam.This water is carried from the well into the shrine in large

copper vessels by Brahmins.

I must explain to you that the Abishekam has a deep ritual

significance. Every nectar used for the Abishekam has a purpose,

provided by the Divine for our use in this life. As they pass over the

Linga this significantly, internally, cleanses the soul of mankind.
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The necessity of acknowledging Divine support and intervention

in providing the wonderful sustenance for us is essential. Further, we
also need to understand that the articles used for the Abishekam are

sufficient to sustain us in this earthly life. As we thank the Divine for

this blessing, we also begin to place our life in His hands. Thenwe truly

and fully take part in the Abishekam. As the water of Ufe and the
nectars for theAbishekam pass over tlie Siva Linga they alsowash the
darkness of ignorance from our soul and so we become clean. The
seeker of understanding becomes disciplined and cleansed when
watching the Abishekam.

When the Abishekam of the Siva Linga was completed, the

curtains was pulled togetherm front of the Inner Shrine. Behind this

curtain, away from the eyes of worshippers, Swami (Siva Linga) was
dressed in His robes. Swami was first dressed in cotton, then silk and
last of all in His wonderful golden attire. The Siva Linga is also

adorned with valuable jewellery dependant upon the occasion.

When the Linga was dressed in His gold attire, Prasadam, the act

ofoffering food that has been preparedby the priests was also offered.

This food, consists of many types of rice; curd rice, milk rice, lemon
rice, and pepper rice, and taken as His Prasadam six times a day after

the Abishekam. Prasadam is the way of offering the First Fruits; the

first ofthe harvest to the Lord before we take for our own sustenance.

Other rituals also took place behind the curtain before they were

drawn back once more.

When the curtains were pulled back, the Siva Linga was again in

full view. The sight was very spectacular, so regal, so magnificent. It

was a wonderful, awe-inspiring experience.

Then I watched as Aarti took place, and the Archana, the act of

offering flowers while chanting the 108, 300 or 1008 names or

attributes of Siva one by one, each of these names ending with

Namaha. Special lamps were waved in sequence five times; for the five

visible faces of Siva from left to right in the shape of the mystic word

AUM, which signified the total Divine Illumination, the Grace ofthe

Lord that is the ever encompassing Light. As these Special Aarti

Lights were waved, a number of bells and a tremendous BOOM-
BOOM ofa mighty carmon, was heard somewhere within the Temple

grounds to signify the special sanctified time. During the ceremony.
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mantras were being recited in Sanskrit. I tell you my friend,words
cannot fully reveal the experience within the Sanctum Sanctorum.

To my left, just inches beyond the rope, in a recess of the wall, I

could see a small Vallabah Ganapathy. Next to the Ganapathy a
miniature wooden Ther (chariot). Inside the Thair was the SIVA-
CHAKRA of Annamalaiyar known as MOUNT MERU which is

made out of five precious metals and has the imprint of Siva’s

footprints on top. This Sivachakra is of a very special design and has
a very special function.

Mount Meru

Every evening with great pomp and ceremony. Mount Meru,the
Siva Chakra, is taken to the Palliyarai Shrine which is its resting place
within the Sivan Mandapam. TTaere awaiting for Him is Palliyarai
Ambal; Echa Sakthi, who rests at His left side during the night. Echa
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Sakthi arrives from the Inner Shrine of Unnamulaiyamman where

She dwells during the day. As evening approaches Palliyarai Ambal is

taken in full regalia and with great ceremony, to the Annamalaiyar

Sivan Mandapam, to await reunification with Her Lord and Master.

There, on a swinging throne, they reside together until early dawn ap-

proaches, when once again they are taken in their Thairs (chariots)

to their respective mandapams.

When the Abishekam was completed I made my way out of the

inner chamber. We walked again around the Second Prakaram.

Then, taking the northern exit, we left the Temple ofAnnamalaiyar.

The Third Prakaram - Sacred Mohila Trees and

Sampantha Vinayaka Temple
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The Temple of

Unnamulaiyamman

he Unnamulaiyamman Temple was full of devotees, a

haven of activity. Some were sitting on the steps resting

their backs on the pillars,whale others were praying to the

many deities. There were many worshippers praying to Vijaya

Raghava Vinayagar who was seated majestically within His Shrine to

the left of the open doors. And to the right, a row of nine statues:

Vinayaga, Lingabhavamurti, Ganapathi, Bhairava, Linga, Valli,

Shanmugan, Devasena and Dakshinamurti, sat giving dharshan. Two
large Dwarapala Guardians flanked the open doors to the Inner

Temple, and a magnificent Nandi fticed inwards towards Mother’s

Shrine. Huge crowds were purchasing items at the shop, walking

around the Navagraham ofNine Planets, and carefully paying their

respects at the side of the shrines of Yama, the god of death and His

secretary-bookkeeper, Chitragupthanar.
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I paid my respects to Vijaya Raghava Vinayagar before entering

the large Mandapam and found myself facing the Shrine of Mother
Apeethakuchalambal (Abidhkujambal)

.

In front of the entrance to the Inner Shrine, the Garbagraha of

Utmamulaiyamman, there was another Nandi, and on either side

Mother’s two sons; Chitra Vinayaka and Kartikeya, guarded the

entrance. Glorious ornate pillars representing the eight Asta La-

kshmis and other sispects of the Mother of the Universe extended

from the entrance doors towards the Garbagraha.

These pillars which are of exceptional beauty, must have been

carved by a master craftsman. I could not tear myself tfway from

looking up at them for a very long time. The wonderful countenance

on the faces, the flow of the robes was superb. Each one a work of art.

I have listed all of the pillars for you.

Ashta Lakshmis
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1. Dhanya Lakshmi.

2. Vijaya Lakshmi.

3. Aiswarya Lakshmi.

4. Veera Lakshmi.

5. Adhi Lakshmi.

6. Santhana Lakshmi.

7. Gaja Lakshmi.

8. Dhana Lakshmi.

9. Rudra Durga.

10. Maha Sakthi.

11. Maha Saraswathi.

12. Kalanthakara - Markandeya.

13. Veena-Tharar.

14. VeerapathixaT.

15. Kartikeya. - right of entrance to Inner Shrine.

16. Chitra Vinayagar. - left: of entrance to Inner Shrine.

When I was able to move away from that glorious sight, we began
walking around the Mother’s Inner Shrine from left to right within

Her Second Prakaram. Displayed all around the walls of this large

Amman Kovil Prakaram, were sixty nine pictures ofthe Mother ofthe
Universe. Although some of these pictures are changed at times,

many remain. I have therefore listed them in order for you, my friend,

so that when, you get the opportunity to go there yourself you will

know them immediately.

Entering through the doors to the left ofthe entrance on the front

wall are ftve pictures.

1 . MeenakshiAmmanwithKamakshiAmman andVisalakshi

Amman.

2. Saraswathi
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3. Rishaba Vakanam Somaskanda Swami.

This picture depicts Siva, Saktbi and Murugan on the

Nandi, called Somaskanda. On the left of the picture

Kaimappa Nayanar can be seen. Siva is looking down. On
the right ofthe picture, Markandeya with a rope around his

neck is embracing the Linga ofSiva. Yama, theGod ofdeath

riding an oxen is waiting to take the life ofMarkandeya on
the completion of his sixteenth year. Siva prevents the

death ofMarkandeya by granting a boon.“MaTkandeya will

always be sixteen years of age”. Hence Yama is prevented

from taking the life of Markandeya.

4. Lakshmi the Goddess of Good Fortune.

5. Vijaya Lakshmi in Her battle form.

On the left wall of the Amman Temple there are twenty nine

pictures.

1. Pathra Kali.

2. Bharava Kali.

3. Chandi Kali.

4. Maha Kali - seated.

5. Raja Kali - on horse.

6. Nandana Kali - eight faced.

7. Yutha Kali - (fighting) nine faced

8. Ukkara Kali - on lion.

9. Mari Amman.

10. Ardanarisvara. - The Union of Siva and Sakthi. Nandi can

be seen in the background.

1 1. Siva and Sakthi.

12. Vinayagar.

13. Sakthi and Murugan.

14. Ganapathy. Aadhi Parasakthi. Balamunigan.

15. Siva and Sakthi. Brahma and Saraswatlii.

'

Vishnu and Lakshmi.
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The Divine couples are depicted standing on the world

listening to Aadhi Parasakthi. The word, “AUM” appears at

the beginning of the creation of the world.

16. Santhana Lakshmi with child.

Dana Lakshmi; Boon giving.

Vara Lakshmi; Boon Giving.

17. Ganapathy.Siva and SakthuMurugan.

18. Lakshmi. Durga on lion. Saraswathi.

19. Karumari Amman seated on throne.

20. Karpaha Vinayagar. Boon GrantingfNr.Ramanatha Pu-

ram).

21. Thandayuthapani' Palani Murugan.- The Recluse.

22. Bhuvaneswari.

23. Siva. Sakthi. Murugan.

Sakthi is depicted giving the Vel to Murugan for fighting the

wicked Asuras.

24. Swami Ayyappan- Union of Siva and Vishnu.

25. Wedding of Meenakshi Amman - Madurai.

26. Ganapathy. Sakthi with Murugan seated on Her lap.

27 . Dhanya Lakshmi- Cereal Giving. Gaja Lakshmi — with ele-

phant. Vijaya Lakshmi - victorious.

28. Murugan with Valli and Deivanai.

29. Lalitha Ambal.

On the back wall ofthe AmmanTemple there are four pictures on
the wall, as well as shrines and engravings. In sequence these are:

1. Sakthi Amman.
PARASAKTHI SHRINE.

ELEVEN PANELS— Maanikkavaachakar’s twenty verses

ofThiruvampaavai - (Our Sacred Lady) engraved on eleven
panels.

The THIRUVAMPAAVAI, (Our Sacred Lady) was sung by
Maanikkavaachakar in Tiruvannamalai. It is the adoration of Un-
namulaiyamman - Sakthi. Sakthi is Parvati, who, according to the
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Puranas, performed great austerities over several births to gain the
hand ofSiva. It was in Tiruvannamalai that Parvati did great penance
and became as one with Siva,taking Her place in the Lord’s left side,

Ardanarisvara. Maanikkavaachakar’s adoration of Siva and Sakthi

clearly expresses the wonderful penance. The Holy Mountain is

mentioned by him in his adoration. It is certainly not within my
humble ability to even try to understand the full scope of

Maanikkavaachakar’s Thiruvampaavai. Many commentaries have
been written. The twenty verses that are sculptured on the panels on
the walls ofthe Unnamulai Mother Temple in Tiruvannamalai are in

Tamd.The actual work is ofa much greater length. I mustrecommend
a very readable book by, G.Vanmikanathan called ‘The Pathway To
God.’

O you deceptive one, with rndk and honey-exuding tongue, who
speak tales as that people like us will come to know the Mountain

Whom Brahma and Vishnu did not see, open your door.

Even if we yell Civan! O Civan!”, singmg of the form of Him.

Whom the earth, the heaven and all the rest do not know, and ofHis

nobleness in ridding us ofour faults and graciously enslaving us. You

’Will not comprehend,comprehend you will not, O you with carda-

mom-scented tresses!

Verse 159 - Thiruvampaavai

Come forward and shrink in the sea,and rise up,parade in the hue of

Her who owns us, reverberate like the golden Cilambu on the holy

feet ofour Mistress,display the bow like Her eyebrows, AND POUR
AS RAIN like the very grace which She Who lords over us rains on

the devotees of our King Who is never separated from Her.

Verse 170 - Thiruvampaavai

2. Sri Kamadenu - Cow of Plenty.

3. Bhavani Amman.

4. Karumari Amman.

On the right wall of the Amman Temple there are twenty seven

pictures.

1. Saravanabavan - Murugan depicted in the mystic symbol

.

2. Tiruchendur Velan -Murugan.
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3. Katpura Chambihi Amman' Protector.

4. The eight Ashta Lakshmis.

5. Venkateswarar ' Tirupathi.

6. Siva and Sakthi.

7. Dakshinamurthi.

Dakshinamurthi, that youthful form ofSiva, faces the southern di-

rection. He is depicted seated serene and composed with His eyes

closed, with His right hand in Chinmudra showing the union of the

Jiva with Siva. His left hand ism Shantamudra establishing universal

peace. He is the young teacher who sits under the tree ofknowledge;

the universe watching in silence and unaffected, but without Him
nothing moves. Around Him, close to His feet are the Sanatkumaras,

the elderly aspirants watching and waiting for His guidance.

I have chosen the first and the last verses from the Hymn offifteen

verses, to Dakshinamurthi, by Sankaracharya.

Seeing the universe contained within Himselfjike a city seen in a

mirror but appearing as ifproduced outside by Maya or illusion as in

sleep as being really in the Self, Hewho realises at the time ofspiritual

illumination His own immutable Selfalone, to Him, incarnate as the

blessed Teacher, to Sn Dakshinamurthi, is this salutation.

I worship Dakshinamurthi, the young Guru who teaches Knowledge
ofBrahman through silence, who is surrounded by very old disciples^

Rishis devoted to the Knowledge of Brahman,the Teacher of

teachers,whose hand is in the pose for imparting Knowledge,who is

bliss itself,ever sporting in the Selfand who is ever silent.

Sankaracharya-Hymn to Dakshinamurthi

8. Alamelu Mangai - Tirupathi Lakshmi.

9. Madurai Meenakshi Amman.

10. Hari Hara Moorthy Rishapa - Kanchipuram.

Siva and Sakthi. Vishnu and Lakshmi with Kamadenu the

cow of plenty, and an elephant.

1 1 . Angalaparameshwari Amman.
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12. Lakshmi - (a small picture)

13. Patchai Amman, (green)

14. Vinayagar. MeenakshL Murugan.

15. Rudra Thandavar.- Siva as Natarajah with His left leg

raised. This picture depicts a competition between Siva and
Sakthi. The competition iswonby Siva as modesty prevents
Sakthi from raising Her leg as high as His.

16. The Lingabhava of TiruvannamalaL

17. Shanmugan Jeganan. The birth of Arumugan; the six

sparks.

18. Sakthi collects the six babies, embraces them and they

become Arumugan.

18. Valli. Murugan. DeivanaL

19. The contest of the brothers Murugan and Ganapathy to

circumvent the world. Ganapathy walks around His parents
while Murugan rides His Mayil(Peacock).

20. Saguna Brahma.- Lalithambikawith Her left foot restingon
the Sri Chakra. She is seated on the navel ofSiva. On Her
right is Saraswathi the Goddess of Learning, on Her left is

Lakshmi the Goddess of Fortime.

21. The marriage of Murugan and Deivanai, the daughter of

Indran. Indran is standing in the centre — Tiruparankun-

dram.

22. Rudra Thandavar - Siva and Sakthi.

23 . Sri Maanikkavaachakar sings his praises to Siva and Sakthi.

Natarajah dances to his song.

24. The Beautiful one makes the Sand Linga at Kanchipuram-

Mother Kamakshi. Siva looks down at Her from above.

25. The eight Asta Ganapathies.

26. Mariamman - Samayapuram.

27. Somaskanda - Siva, Sakthi, and Murugan on the Nandi.

The side wall to the left of the entrance door has a further three

pictures.

1 . Parthasarathi -Krishna driving the chariot ofAijuna at the

great battle of Kurukshetra. (Bhagvad Gita)
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2 . SriMaanikkavaacKakar stands to the left; ofthe picturenext

to him is Sri Suntharar. In the centre of the picture, in full

golden regalia, is the Siva Linga ofTiruvannamalai. To the

right of the picture stands Sri Sambandar and Sri Appar.

3. Katpurachambihi Amman.

It took a long time for me to walk around the Second Prakaram of

the Inner Shrine of Unnamulaiyamman and view all the wonderful

pictures that were hanging there. It was difficult to absorb everything

as I walked and this meant that it was necessary to visit this beloved

Temple many times. It became a sanctuary of rest for me. Every time

I visited the Temple, it was rather like opening a very holy book - A
Book ofHeaven. Letme explain, my friend. - Every time a very Special

HolyBook is opened,something new,something that one has not seen

or noticed before, leaps out to capture the soul; this is what makes it

Holy. This is because something Sacred has happened to the words.

Every character is touched by the Divine to make up the complete

book. The words become winged messengers.This is what the Mother
Temple was like for me. Every time I visited it, there was always

something new and more enchanting to discover.

There was, nevertheless, a very special time and that was on my
first visit. That will always remain. The intense majestic fervour

radiating from inside the shrine expressed Mother’s great benevo-

lence; the compassion, the kindness, and the love, which She extends

out into the world.

Friend, it is impossible to speak of the Mother’s beauty when its

glory surpasses the tongues ofmankind. So many people have tried to

explainwhat the presence ofthe Divine Parasakthi means to them, for

in all religions, She raises the heads of those who are devoted to Her.

Manifestations of Her glory show in power of immeasurable
might.Throughout the universe; powers that swell.The sea of birth

and death;forces,that change,and break up the Unchanged, and
changed again. Where shall we seek refuge, save in Her?

SWAMIViVEKANANDA—Hymn to the Divine Mother
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How magnificent is the Mother who manifests Herself nurturing

what is in mankind.

How magnificent is the expansion of Her sport;

She pierces Mountains.

Flashes lightning.

Wields nature in myriads of ways.

Creatures appear and disappear.

The fire bums.

The earth evolves.

The seasons change.

This is the function of Her dynamic ways.
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Entering Unnamulaiyamman’s wonderful Temple with the vi-

brant sound of bells ringing in my ears, proclaiming the special time

of worship, brought delight to my soul. Crowds ofworshippers stood

putside and inside the Sanctuary. I joined other devotees andwatched

with delight the wonderful form ofthe Divine Mother standing there

before me, in the InnerChamber dressed in pure gold. Here, inside the

Garbagraha, the light was intensified; it was the glorious converting

light of the Mother. As I saw Her within the recess of the Inner

chamber in Her glorious form, there was upon Her a hidden glory,

colourless and Invisible, revealed as a mystery only to the beholder.

Howers were placed into my hands by a Gurukkal who had been
within the Inner Chamber. These flowers had been taken from where

they had been placed with so much devotion at Her lotus-feet during

the Archana, prayers of adoration. Taking these coloured petals, I

pressed them to my eyes, and to my mouth, and to my heart, praying

that they would transfer some ofHer Divine blessings to my body and
soul.

O Mother, Thou art the Supreme Knowledge, Maya, Intellect,

Memory, Delusion and the great prowess of the gods as well as the

demons.

Thou art the cause of everything, of the three Gunas.Thou art the

nightofthegreat dissolution.Thou art themghtofBrahma as also the

terrible night ofignorance.

Thou art the Selfof everything, ofwhatever thing existing at what-

everplace or time,whether cause oreffect.Thou art thepowerbehind
that; how canst Thou be praised.

From Brahma’s prayer in The Chandi

Leaving the Mother’s Temple, we purchased gingelly oil in the
small shop in the open forecourt and waited in the queue to worship
at the Navagrahum (Shrine of the nine Planets) where Abishekam
takes place six times daily.

The Navagrahum stood proudly without facing each other on a
square stone platform. Gingelly oil was being used with great abun-
dance to keep the oil lamps alight, making the Navagrahum glisten

from the polished sheen ofthe oil. Worshippers were purchasing small
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gingelly oil lamps at the shop and with this offering, with heads bowed
and hands clasped together, they were walking around the Shrine

with great reverence.

I was not surprised, when I saw so many people praying at the

Navagrahum. I had to wait for a very long time in the queue for my
turn to pray.

A person, from the moment of entry into this world is deemed to

be under the influence of any of the twenty seven Planets (Stars)

Natchatrams. The Navagrahum— the nine planets are worshipped

because they exert great influence on the individual’s birth Natcha-

tram.

The Navagrahum are worshipped with devotion so that the

influence will be beneficial, good or less harmful. At sometime during

an individual’s life cycle,one or more of these Navagrahum may
occupy their birth Plsmet. For instance, Saneeswaran : Saturn, is

supposed to enter three times into a life cycle. Each time Saneeswaran
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enters, it stays in that place to effect the individual for approximately

seven and a halfyears before leaving. The influence of Saturn can be

harmful, less harmful andeven good. Guru ; Jupiter, when entering an

individual’s birth planet, can bring success, and Surian; Sun, brings

hope and light.
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I enjoyed the visit to the Unnamulaiyamman Temple immensely.

On entering thatTemple, I felt as ifI was in the Mother’s home. It was

illumination for me, as a slender woman with a friendly countenance

greeted me at the door and requested me to enter.

What I had become used to through habit of sight melted away.

Instead, in front ofme was a vault of light shot through with a variety

of different hues imbibed with blessedness. All of the stunning

pictures on the walls in their variety of colours became alive, all

moving to an iimer song that was deep within me. Light and darkness

was undivided,and happiness and joy was everywhere. Had it been
possible, I would have stayed there in that splendid Temple, the

Mother’s home, much longer. But, even though it was not possible,

those moments I spent within Her Temple came solidly into my pos-

session and have lingered with me ever since.

Sing a song of love My child,

A song ofgrace and ecstasy,

With its rendering a fragrance rises.

Its direction leads to Me.

Sing a sorrg of devotion My child,

A song of praise and adoration.

With its rendering a movement comes.

Its direction leads to Me.

Sing a song for pleasure My child,

A song of love and devotion.

Through its rendering a love awakes,

ft’s My love joined to thee.

There were two Mandapams in the line ofpath when leaving the
Temple ofUnnamulaiyamman in the Third Prakaram.One ofthese is

the Shrine of the Kalatheeswarar Linga. To its right is the Yaha Salai

Mandapam where special ornaments -(Kalasams) are taken for invo-
cation during special festivals.

Passing the Vasantha Mandapam which is used as the Devas-
tanam Office, makingmyway back to the Kili Gopuram, I discovered
four interesting shrines in the comer. Standing within this group was
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a large ornate stone Sulum. This Sulum is in front ofthe Shrine ofthe
Eight Damsels. As I bentmyhead to peep inside the Mandapam, there

was the immediate impression ofgreat age . It was very shadowy with
just a glimmer oflight from oil lamps. I saw Pidari and Ayyapan on one
side and Vinayagar and Renuka Aunbal on the other.

My friend, as I left the Third Prakaram thoughts filled my being.

You have shown me Your Mountain home. Why did it take

me so long to come here? What is my life if I cannot serve

Thee? Let me understand so that 1 may offer everything to

Thee.

Now that those twinkling moments have passed, I consider those

thoughts once more and I say,{f all is God then we all serve Him even

if we do not know it.— This then is the mystery from which we are

seemingly kept at a distance.lt germinates in devotion. It is the rapture

ofillumination. It is outstandingly linked to the rhythm ofour actions.

It develops as knowledge in the life of the seeker who becomes
possessed by the Divine. IT IS THE DIVINE.

My friend, when we bring the longing of our soul as the sacrifice

to the Altar of the Divine, it is God himselfwho speaks the words of

the sacrifice. When we say,“Enough” to the dissensions within and
serve the Divine in all ways, we then bind our actions toHim and carry

those actions into eternity with us. Yes, every action as a prayer; walk-

ing, speaking, standing, looking, hearing, every single deed we per-

form. Then we are truthfully praying and that prayer is Divinity.

It was later that night, while my companions were seated on the

steps of the Brahma Teertham Tank in the Fourth Prakaram, that I

walked quietly on my own to return once again, to visit the Inner

Shrines of Arunachaleswarar Siva and Goddess Unnamulai.

All was silent, as I found a solitary place and seated myself to the

left of the massive Inner Shrine of the Siva Linga within the Second

Prakaram. I restedmy back for a few moments on one ofthe tall pillars

of the raised stone platform. Lingering thus, I closed my eyes and

reflected on my journey to that blessed place.

"While seated, my heart beat, moments passed, and I discovered

that I had never been away from the Door. I had been afraid not
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knowing how to knock in fear of error. At times I had not known
where to turn, so scared was I to call out to Thee. Yet there was I back
home again resting in my awkward human pose, near to the Heart of

the Universe, brought there by His magnetic spell-binding inner call.

I went on ajourney,

The path was long and torturous,

1 tried to move from the path to ease the pain.

But Thy voice kept calling me back.

Often I cried.

At first with the pain of anger.

Yet, gradually it took on a different momentum.
I began to cry with the pain of separation,

The path became a longing,

A search for Thee.



The Divine Plan

Ibowdown to Siva,the abode ofGauri’s joy, theGod ofgods, the Five-

faced One, granter of all desires to those who have taken refuge m
Him, the destroyer ofsin, the Lord of the worlds, the destroyer of all

poverty and misery.

Sankaracharya

o explanation can be sufficient to explain the profundity of

the great mystery that surrounded the journey of mine to

the Siva Linga Mountain where the mighty Arulmigu An-
namalaiyar - ArunachaleswararTemple, the Temple ofthe Siva Linga

Mount, resides at Its feet.

I had travelled to Southern India and at the end ofthat exhausting

day,m the darkness that falls quickly in that temple land, I had

unknowingly arrived in the town of Tiruvannamalai.

Even though I was exhausted and in great need ofsleep, the effort

was made, and together with a mighty crowd ofworshippers, I entered

into that great temple of the Mountain Siva Linga - The Temple of

Arunachaleswarar.

My dearfriend, the nightwhen I entered the Temple ofArun-

achaleswarar, that night I stayed awake was STVARATHRI
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NIGHT that special night dedicated to Siva, which is spe-

cially blessed for the worship ofHim. The night of devotion

to Siva, when it is better than any other time of the year for

die worship of the Divine One.

I had arrived in. Tiruvannamalai with a feeling ofinner peace and
felt an ever increasing awareness which has never left my soul. Every

day the name ofARUNACHALESWARAR enters my thoughts as if

awakening from the deep sleep of ignorance.

There still exists within me a deep longing to be there next to the

Siva Linga Mountain in the wonderful town ofTiruvannamalai. Yet,

due to startling recognition of the Holy Aruna Linga Mountain, my
soul confirms ancient wisdom, and the yearning has been transformed

due to the calmness of His guiding hands.

My friend, the wise say that all is unveiled and that God gives

Himselfto those whobum for Him. That the eyes ofthe one that seek

the Beloved may see Him in all things of this earth.

If You O Lord,think it possible for me to see it,then do, O Lord of

Yoga, show me your Eternal Self.

Behold My Forms, O Partha, by hundreds and thousands, manifold

and divine and of multi-colours and shapes.

Behold here today, O Gudakesa, the whole universe of the moving
and the unmoving, and whatever else you desire to see, all mtegral of

My body.

You can see Me with these eyes of yours; I give you divine sight;

BEHOLD MY SUPREME YOGA.

Visvarupa Darsana Yoga - The Bhagvad Gita

My friend, I have no doubt that

we have to take on many
forms.That we are destined to

wander over the planet living in

those silent and noisy places, and
at the same time develop con-
scious understanding of the pulsations of the Heart of the World.

;
Tk^e is a dwti^
plan in the order

of e4;-(gnts
•

'
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We are expected to live and to work for the sake ofhumanity, and
on the way intelligently gather the petals of trust, faith, and
conviction scattered by the Divine.

The soul is required to reside for a time on this earth in the world

of the senses and think longingly of return to the source.

It is the Divine plan that we place ourselves in His hands and that

it is by His grace that we find the way back to the source.

Why did You show me as Thyself

In that land as the Arunachala Hill?

In that sight my heart was lost,

So I cannot bear separation from Thee.

Why did you call me to You there,

Yet made me turn away?

So that pain engulfs my frame.

My send in torment doth implore.

What did you expect ofme.

Effulgent Arunachala Hill?

The distance between us spreads.

My worship ever greater in its search.

Is it wrong to ask of Thee,

Not to let me die in this way of life?

Rather let my body lie,

In that place where my soid doth rest.

FOR I CANNOT BEAR SEPARATION FROM THEE,
ARUNACHALA
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was still awake when early morning light shone over

Tiruvannamalai. It was the day following Sivarathri, and

even though I was still without sleep, we did Giripradaksh-

ina around the wonderful Siva-Linga Aruna Mountain. We kept to

the left side of the road, acknowledging the route of departed souls,

who, with consecrated devotion, still wander the sacred Mountain

Path.

My steps were light at first, as if I was walking on the smoothest

ground, even though I was unused to walking with bare feet. Then
slowly, as the heat of the day increased, the ground seemed to bum
through the soles ofmy feet, growing rougher with every step I took.

Sri PalaniAndavar, SriMaanikkavaachakarand Anni Annamalai
temples. The Panchamukha Shrine where it is possible to observe the

Mountain with all of its five faces. The Indra Teertham. The Anni
Annamalai Teertham, The Ramalinga Teertham, The Arulpan

Teertham, The Durga Teertham, The Rishapa Teertham, The
Santhara Teertham. The Peria(large) Erie Teertham. We stopped at

all of the sacred places at all the Lingams along the circuit to

momentarily pray and rest and experience the growing import of the

area.
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The Skanda Ashram of Sri Ramana Maharishi, with its very

distinctive white painted stone wall built high up the mighty Siva

Linga Mountain is clearly visible from the town. The Mountain caves

of Sri Ramana Maharishi still survive as a living reminder of those

days, in the not so distant past, when the great Maharishi lived on that

Holy Mountain.

My friend, if a person is fortunate enough, it may be possible to

meet one ofthe Sadhus; holy men and womenwho still live in retreat

in the caves and small dwellings on the Mountain. Or even see them
amongst the large crowds, who visit the Ashrams of Sri Ramana
Maharishi and Sri Seshadri Swamigal, situated in Chengam Road,
which is on the Pradakshina route at the foot of the Mountain.

It is wonderful to watch the Sadhus arrive at the Sri Seshadri

Ashram for their daily meal. At the Ramana Ashram, at the behest of

the Great Rishi himself, there is always a line ofbeggars, holymen and
devotees (one cannot distinguish between them) for everyone, in-

cluding the many visitors, (you also, my friend, if you were visiting

there), residents, and Sadhus, are offered refreshment if they care to

partake of the gift of food — Prasad.

Completing the holy walk on the day following Sivarathri, it was

not at all surprising that I fell asleep immediatelywhen I lay onmybed
when night arrived.

When I awoke the following morning, there was litde forme to do

but pack my small bag and say farewell to Tiruvannamalai. Yet some-

thing had happened, as part ofmy soul stayed there.

I remember the streets so clearly.

Walking through the intense sunshine of those days.

The nights holds a special glow,

In the place that fills my dreams.

I can see every sign with my inner~eye.

Of that place I know so well.

Every stone and blade of grass is clear.

To me it’s like my inner send.
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I remember walking through the Temple,

The Ashram’s grounds,and by the wondrous tanks.

Ofgoing through the Inner'Shrine,

The holy-water passing over the Stone.

I can hear the musk that the musicians played.

Upon the floor they sat.

And then to wander in that ^orious beat.

Around the Temple and Mountain high.

Yes, I remember die people of that place as well.

The Gurukkals and the Sadhus all.

Praying in Arunachaleswarar’s Temple,

I can remember it aU so well.

Making a solemn Promise to return before leaving India, I climbed

into anotherbus and with the thought ofthe Commitment inmy soul,

left: Tiruvannamalai.

My Confidant, I kept my pledge. After travelling and visiting

nearly all the sacred temples of Southern India, I eventually arrived

inTrivandrum, and there, after taking leave ofmy two travelling com-
panions, who left by air for Colombo, I made my way back to

Tiruvannamalai by train. It took me nearly two days to return to

Arunachaleswarar -to the area ofHis blessed Linga - to the Holy Linga
Mountain - SIVA.

Have no doubt, my friend, be convinced, Tiruvannamalai is an
area on this earth like no other. The Aruna Mountain Linga of Siva
is accessible to all individuals, who seek assurance that God is

available on this earth.

The Mountain of Siva spreads Its grace out into the universe like

a magnet calling souls unto Himself. Feeling this magnetic call we are

captured in the love ofthat embrace, so that lost in the caress, we need
nothing else.
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Coming bodily to your real home.

Nothing more was needed,

Such IS Your grace,

Arunachala,

When You approached me,

As my only God,

You annihilated me,

Antnachala.

Melting more and more with fonging,

1 took refuge in You,

There itself You stood revealed,

Arunachala.

When I thought of Your name.

You grabbed me and dragged me away,

Who can gauge Your glory,

Arunachala.

Mountam of medicine,

Why hesitate to give,

Medicine endmg confusion,

Arunachala.

Taking aim at me.

You hurled Your shaft ofgrace,

And devoured me and my life force,

Arunachala.

Dragging me from my home by stealth.

You revealed it as Your home,

ARUNACHALA.
Sri Ramana Maharishi - The Bridal Garland ofLetters

I have moved around majestic Gopurams,

Tanjavur and Trichi I have seen.

I have looked at the wonders of Chidambaram,

Kanniakurnari was no dream.
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But heart was opened in Tiruvannamalai,

Where the Holy Mountain and Temple stand.

For there my hve spoke out to me,

Gnana for me there.

I have been to Africa and Asia,

Wandered the streets ofLondon Town.

Taught children words of Hinduism,

Never have I frowned.

Love I have always felt unthin,

Sakthi hve so bright.

But never so open as in Tiruvannamalai,

There it was all LIGHT.

Touched my heart with Bhakti,

Touched my soul and mind in pure deep hve.

Bhakti joined with ecstasy,

MotheT'Father'Siva'Sakthi ALL WAS ONE.

It was there I heard the song so vivid.

As if I was bom for this.

I was called home to Tiruvannamalai,

To be joined that day with Him.



3
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Where is the place that is Thy dwelling?

Is It creation’s crown and crest.

The universe’s top and summit.

Or in the great beyond unguessed?

Or midmost in the sun’s bright mansions?

In the fire where dwells the pnmal flame?

Or where in temples to Thy name.

Thy saints devoutly render worship,

Before the idols in the shnne,

And, see thro’ symbols, there ansen.

The presence ofThy form divine?

Art Thou where leads the four directions.

Or where they cease and lead no more?

Or in the splendour of the Vindu?

Or sound that soundeth from before?

Or in Vedanta or Siddhanta?

Art Thou in what the eye can see?

Or where all go into non-being.

Decay and die and cease to be?

Art Thou in present, past or future?

Or where beginnings have their birth?

Or rather, Lord, Thy home Thou choosest.
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The holy deed to all world senses?

Declare, O God, Thy way to me.

Thyself the guide to lead Thy servant,

In graciousness at last to Thee.

TAYUMANAVARSWAMY

11 of US in this life, out of that spacious love the Divine has

for us, will be given the opportunity to witness and acknowl-

edge Siva’s force in this world of form. We either have to

recognise and accept His Divinity in this life, or in another.

The Supreme Divinity -Siva, the Cause of the universe is GOD
and all of this universe and all knowledge is, in fact, part ofHim. Not
only is Siva, all ofthis universe and all knowledge, but Siva transcends

the universe and knowledge as we know it. He alone is above

everything. He alone is the condition for the cosmic operation of

creation, conservation, as well as destruction.

How then, my friend, do we comprehend Divinity; this universe of

God which is God, who not only IS everything but also transcends

everything - transcending knowledge, the universe and this world of

which, as humans, we are a segment of the living entity?

When trying to fathom the answer to this important question, we
can clearly see that it is not easily achieved through mental gymnas-
tics.

If the Divine could be simply and clearly understood in this way,

the complexity ofexplaining what God is and how God can be known
assumes that, everyone in this world can assimilate wholly and com-
pletely every aspect of knowledge that is in the universe, in the same
way, through the use of the worldly senses, and, as we are well aware,

our human mental faculties leave much to be desired when trying to

understand the Creator of All.

As practical experience has shown, individuals not only absorb in-

struction in different degrees, depending on the receptivity of the
student, some people seem to learn quicker than others and this also

depends upon what is being taught and by whom.
Nevertheless, my fhend, as perplexing as it may seem, there is a

way, and it is not necessary for us to be geniuses, or even have the
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capability to read our own mother tongues, to pick up a book, or even
have the capability to study another language or any other science, to

understand.

The ancients have explained and we can know, within our hearts,

that Siva can be revealed, known, and experienced, and this clearly

means that all of us, whatever situation we are in, or whatever ability

we have, can communicate in the idiom that is suitable for us. This is

SIVA REVELATION.

My fnend, REVELATION is the way the Divine discloses Himself

to us, and admission ofRevelation is the waywe act, the wayby which
we demonstrate our awareness of him.

Revelation, which comes to us through Divine benevolence,

God’s grace, ultimately explains, that while God alone is responsible

for the cosmic operation. He is not remote from us and is, in fact,

within the realm of experience. Although, at the same time, revela-

tion also demonstrates that knowledge ofHim is also within the realm

of inner-vision, and this is important, for it can go well beyond the

evidence ofour ordinary senses. Seen internally, revealed within the

realm of inner-vision, God becomes our Personal One, to whom we
show our devotion, and for that reason devotion is the most uncom-
plicated and the simplest way towards understanding Divinity.

Loving the DivineOne is sheer delight, my friend.We can pour out

so much love and receive abundance oflove in return. In this way we
can know Him as ourPERSONALONE. But even thenGod does not

only belong to us; God belongs to everyone. We have to discern that

the Divine is not detached from others just because He has become
so private to us.

A great deal of anger, and even war has been justified due to the

egotistical, boastful, self-centered belief that the Divine One is so

private that He belongs to an individual, or to a group of individuals

who believe they are special or chosen. They take their self-centered

rights so far, they believe that they have the prerogative to speak for

the Divine One, and by that self-conferred privilege also consider

their way as the only Path to Him.

God can be very personal to us, but that magnificence which

manifests His greatness in everything, can be obtained by everyone.
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not just a few. There are many Paths to the Divine. Many routes for

us to follow.

My dearest friend, whenyou and I say, “God exists”, we must affirm

His existence withinour soul.Whenwe add reason to ourwords in the

midst ofour effort, when trying to destroy and conquer our egotistical

attachment to the senses, we show our growing refinement and our

added awareness in the reflection of His greatness.

We must grow inwardly, develop discipline and in that growing

awareness try to conquer those treacherous senses, so that we can

begin to acknowledge that He is the Creative One, the One who
transcends creation, the Guru, Creations Revealer. He is the Con-
server who can be known through His Grace and Revelations within

our domain. He is the Destroyer, who destroys the blindness of

ignorance.

As we mature inwardly, we begin to notice that we are carried. He
holds us in His arms and shows us the way. As we grow even more
refined, we can begin to perceive with even lighter vision and are able

to acknowledge and feel the warmth of the embrace. As we begin to

grow, we see Divinity in everything. The Cosmic One -Creation,

Conservation, Destruction:

Siva - All knowledge Just waiting to be known.

Sivan. transcends the whole world but also stands within the world as

ifHe were not in it.

Even the Siva-Bhaktas who are ever united withHimknow not what
His nature is till this day: How can I express what it is; His nature is

such.

As there is no sign to express Him but that He is mseparable from all

other bemgs, there is no reality to compare with Him; the incompa-
rable Siva-Bhaktas are the authority for this.

THETlRUKKAURRUPPATrYAR

Of course we have to acknowledge that, it is very difficult to
conquer those treacherous senses as the onslaught on our faculties

never stops.
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Saiva Siddhanta demonstrates the difficulty of comprehending
the Truth ,

Siva, through the doctrine ofMaya. This doctrine explains
that we are hidden from the Truth that everything is Siva, due to the

covering ofour inner-vision. Whatwe see is only partial.This covering

is the Divine’s own Leela (screening grace) and that Maya (illusion)

needs to be removed through our conscious effort, with God’s Reveal-

ing Grace.

The One,the most precious,the Iniirute,camedown to earth;I did not

despise His descent as Guru who appeared in grace.

Siva,the mighty Lord, as honey and as sweet ambrosia,himself

came,entered my soul and gave His grace to me, His slave.

Maankkavaachakar - Tlvmvaachaakcim

Ifwe think about thismy friend, we can understand that a covering

is also a protection. It is Merciful love. When we love we also have

the desire to protect from harm. We cover our children to protect

them from the cold or the heat, from danger and privation. Yet,

because we know our children have freewill, when a child has learnt

how to do things on his own and starts to grow and develop, we begin

slowly to withdraw, but never failing in our duty, we hold on deeply.

We never forget to love and protect. This is what the Divine does for

us.

Siva’s Maya, His Leela, is the Divine Covering, the Divine Security

which is around us all the time, never removed although we may be

completely unaware of this. This Divine protection is here with,

us,teaching us in order thatwe may learn to advance through ourown
conscious effort. Divine grace is here to help us along the path. Siva

never leaves His great family.

The Divine is with us all the time, but stillwe have to learn tomake
decisions by our own conscious effort, through unceasing devotion.

Then we are ultimately granted the fullness of the Revealer’s Grace.

Then the veils that cover our vision fall offone by one and we see face

to face. Oh, what great love !

Whatwe seenow is like adimimage in a mirror; thenwe shall see face

to fece. What I know now is only partial; then it will be complete-as
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complete as God’s knowledge ofme. Meanwhile these three remain:

feith,hope,and love; and the greatest of these is love.

The Bible N.T. — 1 Corinthians: 13

Love joined me to Your feet in mystical union.

The Supreme Bliss is ever full ofmy love; but this state cannot ever

be attained unless my Lord enters into me.

You made me Yours, thrilling my frame through every pore; You are

the Lordwho melts my bones, enteringmy innermost Selfas a shrine.

Dissolved in bliss the soul melts utterly in rapture, laughing,sheddirvg

tears,paying homage of hand and Up to see with joyous thrill the

sacred form of Siva.

MAA>nKKAVAACHAKAR - Tbmwaachakam

We have been granted the precious faculty of free-will,which

means we have to make conscious effort. As it is absolutely necessary

to become filled with purity, in order to make the correct decisions

about theway we live our life, we require significant jolts to our senses

to turn them away from their everyday way of looking at objects. We
need to grow alert, acknowledge our SELF, (the Anna) and turn this

knowledge inwards, so that we can see the reason for the life we are

living with deepening significance.

The IDivine picks us up in His Hands-of-Grace, and gently shows
us the pathway, a step at a time. Little by little we are moved, and with
each step on that path, we learn a little more about His glorious

creation. This may take many lives, but that is not important. What
is significant is that we eventually begin to grow inwardly, so that we
can partake of more and more of His Grace.

We are led all the time, but need to comprehend this significant

fact. As we start to realise that our life is for the purpose ofunderstand-
ing the Source ofour Being, we are stimulated further in order that our
senses can knowingly grasp hold ofthe wonderful reins ofSiva and His
Sakthi, that are held out to us.

While we are trustingly grasping hold of those reins, Siva and His
Sakthi continue to guide us along the pathway, and as we move along
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this road, objects which are part of the Divine appear clearly before

our vision. These strengthen our ability to understand and that

strength builds faith and confidence within.

The popular description of the Divine is conceived as being the
SUPREME LORD OF ALL : GOD. It is the Divine power of the

Creative, that leads us through varied paths of existence, that have
many names and forms, to eventually experience the God-Head. The
Creative governs all mankind; all souls through the Arul ofHis Grace,
according to individual Karma.

Even though the Divine is One andHe wants us toknowHim fully,

it is through His obscuring power thatwe call Him by different names.
God governs everyone through His Divine Covering, because He
knows how we need protection on our way towards knowing Him
fully. His creative Divine Energy is organised out of His love for us,

so that we may become, through conscious effort, tnore aware of His

Grace in the process of our many lives. We are bom and we die, and
continue to do so many times until we find the true meaning for our

existence on this world; then we are on the TRUE PATH.

My fiiend, we must be prepared to exert ourselves and even

struggle to develop an inner awareness, which is provided for the

benefit of our development. Even though it may take many lives we
eventually develop understanding and learn to comprehend the

reason for our existence in this world of form. We do this in many
ways, using many techniques and due to this tread different paths.

Some of us develop intellectual abilities and others, who perhaps do

not possess or even wish to exert such skill, simply place themselves

in the hands of the Divine. In this way, developing so much trust in

the Beloved, that the path ahead is complete due to His guidance.

Yet it does not matter, what

route opens up for us because not

only do all of them lead to the

Divine, but all Paths are the Di-

vine. We are carried by Divine

Grace all the way. This is why, we
say that Everything Is the Divine Beloved - The Lord of All.

All ar^ ^he

t)imne and All

lead to the Diving
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I was floating down die current ofdie worid and its traditions; on the

path, I met the True Teacher, who showed me the way to Light.

Kabir A.D. 1398 - 1527

My confidant, this is the reason why Saivism totally rejects any

pluralism of the Creative, viewing different aspects of the Divine, as

belonging to the Divine alone. The manifested world around us is

known as Siva’s performance, which involves no effort as we know it.

We can only attempt to interpret the Supreme Function, in order that

we may comprehend. Through His Divine Gfrace, we move /coward

on, the path He has ordained for us.

The Supreme One, out of His Sublime love, presents to our inner

consciousness in the most rewarding way, just like a gift, the Personal-

Path, that is the most suitable for our developing inner vision. This is

done, so that we may cultivate devotion on that Path, move forward

and learn to worship Him. Eventually to recognise the ignorance

[Maya] that fastens us to this world ofthe senses.We are Led through

His Divine Arul to spiritual life and Moksha.

Siva, the Great Maha Yogi, does not possess any form of embodi-
ment as we know, nor can it be said that He is void of form for He is

the fullness of everything. When He willed the production of the

worlds, it was His Divine Will and His Divine Creative Power which
existed in the form of the highest organised. It was the Sublime
Purpose of Siva’s Will to form creation, preserve it, and even destroy

it so that we can, through His Grace end the endless round of, birth

and death. The Supreme governs and wisdom predominates. It is His
potency that is both male and female; Siva with Sakthi. The mascu-
line and feminine energy which is heaven and earth, the seen and the
unseen,the universe of wisdom and the world of the senses.The two
energies in which wisdom and action are perfectly balanced.

Think of it, my friend. The perfect balance of the Supreme Siva-

Sakthi energy in the production ofthe world, the ever present, never
ceasing love and grace ofillumination. What other explanation do we
require,indeed what else do we need?

When we develop understanding, we KNOW that He Alone IS

the Creator of All, who grants through His grace that essential

knowledge. Then we also know that. He IS the One who cleanses us
from Mala (impurities)

.
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When the Jeevatnia (soul) be-

comes fully possessed by Siva, it

sees all things as Siva. Then it is

said tobe fully enjoying the sight of

Siva.This is the experience of

Satchid-ananda; Experience,
knowledge, and Bliss. OhI to feel

the glory of that experience !

Siva, in relation to the human
sphere, has provided many marvellous ways, towards the gaining of

virtue and understanding Him. He is the Master of all functions and
there are many Paths towards this understanding and many places in

this world of form, where we may pay homage to His greatness.

My friend,the Sadasivan ofperfect balance andharmony has great

love for us. The union ofSiva and Sakthi, has given us the wonderful

opportunity, to actually recognise Him in this world of form.

It does not matter where one looks

For everywhere there is God.

The expanse of His form is so great

It covers everything.

See — The rivers are His veins.

The forests His hair,

The mountains and plains are His parts.

His blood is the water of life

Feeding the multitudes.

His hair is the shade and the lush

green vegetation where thy body

obtains its protection.

Above all His spirit is in everyone

Just waiting to be found,

Never removed.

Always there.

T^is is thte summit

i cfihe l0^ ;

; reco^ition bjP ife
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See - Stretch out your hands and touchy

For even the senses can be used

for this great discovery.

Friend ofmy heart, letme add a further insight in order that I may
Whet-your Appetite and develop the highway of the soul. I have

selected the following resume ofthe Kabbalistic teaching, taken from

Eliphaz Levi’s ^Clef des IS/lysteres ^

.

This is the tradition,

From the skull ofHis head hang down a thousand thousand myriads;

seven thousand and five hundred curlmg hairs,

White and pure;

Which have not been mingled conJfusedly,

Less inordinate disorder be shown in His conformation.

All are in order so that.

Not one lock may go beyond another lock,

Nor one hair before another.

And in a single curl are four hundred and ten locks ofhair according

to the number of the words, ‘Holy’.

But these hairs,

Radiate into four hundred and ten worlds.

But they are hidden and concealed,

No man knoweth them.

And He radiateth in seven hundred and twenty directions,

And in all the hairs there is a fountain.

Which issues from the Brain of the Skull,

From the Skull of the Head depend all chiefs and rulers.

All are bound together.

They adhere unto the Supreme Light,

Which sarroundeth His Head,

The light goes into their brain.

Which is illumined from the Father.

Thencefrom, even from the light which sarrounds Him,

From the Mother who is forever conjoined with Him.
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From the second brain, proceed long locks of hair.

In the parting of the Hair a certain path is connected,

With the path of ancient days.

All these paths are the paths ofGod.

All these paths intermingle with each other.

Mutually entwmed.

Hence all regions proceed from the Skull of the Head.

All the mysterious is well hidden in the manifest.

There are the holy centres of the world and there are abundant
temples, all of them built by mankind, over many centuries, out of

devotion to the Supreme. These temples are here, so that we may
gather together, to pay homage to the Supreme. There are also some
ofus who have built shrines in our homes, where we may pray in soli-

tude. There are others amongst us, who pray on barren rocks and even
on the high seas. There are also those amongst us, who have built

shrines deeply into their hearts. All of these tabernacles have been
placed there by the Divine through His grace, in order that we may
know the way forward and reach Him.

The Esvara Gita teaches that Siva loves those who approach Him
with devotion. His grace is the offering of Gnana Yoga, knowledge.

The Esvara Gita enlightens us further by explaining that BhaktiYoga;

the development oflove for the Divine in the soul, is also a gift ofSiva’s

grace. Siva takes us step-by-step aU the way. First it is necessary to take

refuge inHim for love’s sake.To worship Him, notwith the craving for

Moksha but out ofpure love. It is with the love ofGod for love’s sake,

that we lay everything at the feet of the Divine.

If all the flowers in the universe were '

gathered in their mtdtjtpude <4 cxdours

and piciced at your feet, myLank they

wouldinpi explain the Bhakti that fills

my heart
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The Vedas and the Puranas together with abundant works of the

Rishis, Saints and scholars within the many religions that exist and

endure for our benefit in this world, have been made available to us

out ofHis love for us- Ifwe so desire, these can provide us with avid

and wonderful descriptions of various aspects of Bhakti; devotion to

the Divine, Then, in our choice of path, we are lifted up and shown
the way forward, so that we may become perfected through His grace

and eventually obtain union with Him-

The souls perfected on this earth pass on to another station. After

traversing the planets they come to the Sun. They then ascend into

another universe and recommence planetary evolutionfrom world to

world, and from sun to sun.

In the suns they remember.

In the planets they forget. The solar days are the days of eternal life.

The planetary days are the nights with their dreams.

The planetary lives are composed of ten dreams of a hundred years

each.

The solar life is a thousand years.

Therefore, it is said - a thousand years are in the sight ofGod as one
day.

Every week, that is every fourteen thousand years, the soul bathes

itself and reposes m the dreams of forgetfullness.

Onwaking therefrom ithas forgotten the evil and remembers only the

good.

Euphaz Levi - Clefdes Mysteres

I seek not the world that is less value than a blade of grass

So long as I do not find the beloved I he in a cage.

Union is all I seek; That is all I can say.

Ifyou must treasure someone in your abode.

Let it be Hun and no other— be sure

Sarmad lies intoxicated with the Love of His beloved,

Lost to everything, His cup is filled with the wme of love. Thus doth
He reach unity.

Sarmad d.l657AD

Love grows not in the garden, nor is it sold in the market place.
Whosoever likes to purchase, be he king or subject, let him offer his
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head and have it in return.

I have drunk the cup of love full to its brim and the knowledge be-

stowed by the teacher has illuminated me.

The emotion that overpowers you for a moment and passes away the

next instant that carmot be called love.

That is love which ever kindled and enlivened in this body all the

twenty-four hours. The love of the Lord.

Kabir 1398-1527 A.D.

He who hates no being, who is fhendly to all ,who is free from the

feeling of‘F and ‘Mine’, who is friendly and compassionate, and even
minded in pleasure and forbearing. Ever content, steady in medita-

tion, self-controlled and possessed offirm love and conviction, with

mind ,and intellect fixed on me, he My devotee is dear to Me.
The Bhagmd Goa Ch Xllvl3/14

It is possible to read many wonderful stimulating works that are

within the various religions, my fiiend. But even ifnone ofthese were
available to us, we only have to stay silent in order to touch, to feel,

to meet the Master who, that is within.No book on earth can actually

teach us this - only the Master Himself in a very personal way.

In the Bhagvad Gita, the

Bhakta is told to live an intensely

active life of worship and social

usefulness. There is also general

belief that worship and devotion

cease, once knowledge is attained.

Reading Holy works will help us considerably.because all of this

literature is placed there for our benefit in order that we may move
forward on the path of understanding. However, the time must arise

whenwe have to put the writtenword aside. Then, holding the Master

in our heart, in the silence ofour soul. He moves us in a very personal

way.

Narada quotes the authority of Vyasa, to prove that worship may
be continued even after realisation. We only have to look deeply

inwards, you and I, to understand the truth of these words ofwisdom.

Witness, for example, how Arunagirinathar, SanJcara, Ramanuja,

Madhva, Ramakrishna, Sri Ramana Maharishi, Seshadri Swami, and

many others, engaged themselves in devotion after realisation.

have to

sti^y to ine^
: the withifi
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It is the person who continues to wor-

ship, who deserves the name: ‘REAL-
ISED ONE,’ because that soul has the

full vision ofthe glory of the Lord, whom
he worships. It is the Realised One who
worships with the heart full ofthe Divine,

and with the soul untainted by ego.

The world speaks ofthe Beloved expressed in word and in deed,in

prayer and in study, in reading the scriptures and listening to them,

and in singing the praises of the Divine. All and many more express

love for the Supreme.

My friend, when everything is laid at the feet of the Divine with

pure love Siva reveals Himselfin the soul as the Author ofeverything.

Through His grace, out ofHis love for us, the Sadasivan of Illumina-

tion lifts us up in His arms and removes the five sheaths ofignorance,

until we are delivered into that mystical state, where we can worship
Him, untainted by ego. Then we are in the Bliss of His Being.

This is Siva’s Eye of Understanding.

His Grace.

His Knowledge.

His Will.

The initial sacrifice which we may have found very difficult to

accomplish at first, was not renunciation at all. Itwas surrender to His
Win where we are led by His Grace, firom the unreal to the real.

We are led to complete inseparable Union with Him.



The Lingam of Siva

he Siva Parana specifically states that there is no greater

worship of Siva than the worship of the Sivalingam. The
Sivalingam holds within It all the sacred principles, that

explain the functioning of the Creative in the universe. In order to

bless the world, Siva decreed the greatness of His form as the Linga

visible to everyone in the holy centres, as well as inother places. There

is no limit to the number.

The entire earth, the entire universe is in the form ofa Lingam, and

that whatever is seen, described or remembered is Siva’s form.

KomuDRASAMHiTA - Sivu Purana

The SIVALINGAM is the cosmic unity of Divinity. The Lingam

is RUPAARUPAM revealing that Siva is the Form and Formlessness

of the universe.

The Lingam is visible or invisible, stationary or mobile. Many
Sivalingams have a cylindrical stone, that is rounded at the top resting

on top of a large circular stone. The circular stone has a spout on one
side that faces north. There are Lingams ofdifferent shapes as well as

sizes.They are formed ofearth, ofrock, and even ofmetals - the entire
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universe of the seen and the unseen being a Lingatn. Siva and
Sakthi.

Just as Lord Siva remains ever in close embrace of the Goddess

Parvati,so also the emblem holds onto the pedestal, forever.

VXDyBSVARASAMHTTA-SwaPurana

The Sivalingatn in Tiruvannamalai is one of the five Sthalams

known as the “PANCHA BOOTHA LINGAMS” that stretch in

their majestic Yantric Pattern, across the Indian Southern land and
influence the soul of the holy nation.

For thebenefitofthe world the SivaLingam inTiruvannamalai is the

Self Manifested Holy Mountain, the reddishARUNA Mountain.

ViDyESVABASAMHirA-SivaPurana

Inherent in Yantric design, is the geometrical spacingand its inner

form. In other words, that which can be seen; It’s FORM, and the

power and influence derived from it; It’s FORMLESSNESS =
RUPAARUPAM.

.71..
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The Prithvi — Sand (earth) Lingam in Kanchipuram,
Ekaambareswarar.

The Appu — Water Lingam in Thiruvanaikkaval,

Jambukeswarar

.

The Theyu — Fire Lingam in Tiruvannamalai,
Arunachaleswarar.

TTie Vayu — Air Lingam in BCalahasd, Kalatheeswarar.

The Aakasam — Ether Lingam in Chidambaram,
Chidambaraeswarar.

These five elements: Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Ether are the

ETERNAL ELEMENTS OF SIVA within our earthly realm and
make up the composition ofour existence- These elements, so crucial

to our life on this earth, should be seriously reflected upon, because

they are our vital energies. Through sincere contemplation on the

significance of these energies, one can endeavour, through Yogic

practice, to obtainmastery over those factors which hold usback from
progress.

The earth(food)when eaten becomes threefold; its grossest portion

becomes feeces, its middle portion flesh, its subdest portion mind.

Water when drunk becomes threefold; its grossest portion becomes

water, its middle portion becomes blood, its subdest portion breath.

Fire (i.e. oil, butter, etc) when eaten becomes threefold; its grossest

portionbecomesbone , its middle portionmarrow, its subdestportion

speech.

For truly, my child, mind comes of earth, breath ofwater, speech of

fire.

He who worships all as Brahman obtains all desires.

Chaandogya Upanishad — Fifth Khanda

Worship of the Divine Sivalingam has been kept active through

the act of ritual veneration passed down from the Age-of-Faith, so

that we may continue to take part in rites, and be obedient to laws

ordained by the Author Himself.
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The T .ingain of Siva is RUPAARUPA -• The form of the

formless One

Fixed ceremonial modes ofworship of the Sivalingam take place

at prescribed times in the Inner Shrine, the Sanctum Sanctorum of

the Temple.

We are indeed within the realm ofthe Divine when we have been

given the opportunity to enter close to the sanctuary, where the

Sivalingam resides.

We should try to think ofthe ground plan ofthe Temple as a Holy-

place, where with each step, we find ourselves moving closer and

closer to the Divine in the Sanctum Sanctorum. Indeed, we must also

think of our life in the same way.

We make our life holyby our actions, so thatwe canmove forward

towards the Divine, because OUR BODY IS THE TEMPLE OF
GOD.

Symbolicallywe need to think ofour body as the place, where the

Divine resides. Each step we make towards understanding, we grow
closer to comprehending the Divine within. This is not only part of

Hindu tradition, butan essentialcomponent ofthe traditions ofmany
religious philosophies.

The Temples of Tamil Nadu have seven areas. There are seven
paths known as Prakarams. These Prakarams match the seven sites

of our body, and these can also be compared to the seven stages of

spiritual awakening, the removal of the seven veils of ignorance that

cover our being.

My friend, when we enter the Temple, the House of the Divine
One, and move in those beautiful surroundings from Prakaram to

Prakaram, (from path to path) it is similar to moving from one stage to

another through spiritual awakening, until we reach the summit of
understanding. This is the reason why we need to make our life one
of service and devotion to God.

^JCTienwe enter the Temple ofthe Divine, we have to walkthrough
one of the four entrances of the Temple; either north, south, east, or
west. As we enter, we step into one ofthe Prakarams; the paths ofthe
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Temple. As we make our way through the Temple we are all the time

moving from Prakaram to Prakaram, nearer and nearer to the inner*

most shrine.

As we walk, we are symbolically casting of, the sheaths of ^o*
ranee so that by the time we arrive at the Moolastanam, the Sanctum
Sanctorum, the Garbagraha, we are cleansed by the experience and
ready to stand and worship Him, in His symbolic form on earth.

Life is similar. We come from the north, south, east, or west. We
walk, we come by tram or bus, andwe even cross the oceans. Climbing

onwards life after life. Oh! so long, we continue our journey, until we
reach out, casting off the sheaths of ignorance, that hold us to the

world of the senses.

Eventually, after much searching through so many lives, we begin

to understand, that we do not even have to enter aTemple to be with

the Divine, the Temple is everywhere.We can worship the Divine

enshrined within our hearts, placing our own personal Lingam there.

Then we look up and see the universe as a ^gantic Ungam and we make
ourselves a Temple of the Divine.

Thus, after travelling so far, through all of those existences and

those coundess lives, we eventually realise that we were held tightiy

all the time, because He carried us all the way in his arms. Only in the

earlier state we did not realise it, we did not feel His warmth. When
we ask why we could not see this clearly before, why we did not fully

comprehend? That is the timewhenwe can clearlyand honesdy grasp

hold of die reigns of love and sincerely know that, it is through His

Sadasivan of illumination that we see Him face-to-face.

The Vedas aie the toad. The Agamas the steed.

And Thine the guiding hand. But ofThy foim I need.

Full vision, O my light. Lord of mid-set eye.

Till then, with word and will I give Thee worship high.

TAYUMANAVARSWAMy



Tradition

he incomparable Blessedness oftraditions, that have, with-

outdoubt, brought all the saints, sages, rulers and common-
ers to the Holy Linga Mountain, have traversed the many

ages of man.

Probing deeply into consciousness, this knowledge is superior to

other forms of information. So profoundly sacred, that the one who
has obtained access, either by listening or reading, is indeed blessed

with the Lord’s grace. Understanding them, is the very foundation of

salvation.

^tes&edUtheqm
gre0tne$^ of in

ancient accounts*-
‘

Of the sacred traditions and rituals connected with the sacred

Mountain in Tiruvatmamalai, the legacy of the Theyu Qyothir) Fire

Linga is the profound enlightenment concerning the manifestation of

Divine Siva as the sacred Mountain Linga that confers salvation.
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Siva, for the sake of the vision and worship of the world, became
diminutive in size resembling a mountain of fire. Famous as the

reddish Aruna Mountain.

The other wonderful account that concerns the greatness of the

location is the profound legacy of Ardanarisvara, This heritage

explains with utmost clarity, the wonderful penance of the Divine

Mother and the delight, when She attained Siva’s left side: Oneness
with Her Lord and Master.

These important Efivine living legacies are the Blessedness which
have come direct from Siva Himself,and they have without doubt
established the area of Tiruvannamalai as a gathering place for the

worship ofthe Divine. It is due to this Blessedness that the Arulmi^
Annamalaiyar (Arunachaleswarar) Temple developed at His feet and
continues to thrive. It is also due to this Blessedness that individuals

from all walks of life have passed their earthly lives living and
worshipping here.

My friend, in this manner the area is uniquely blessed, for it is the

place ofLingasthana and also the Holy Location, where MotherUma
did Her great penance, which resulted in the unification ofSiva with

His Sakthi — Ardhanarisvara.

It is also blessed through the tnily miraculous appearance ofLord

Murugan, in answer to the wonderful Tevaram prayers of Saint

Arunagirinathar. The Arulmigu Arunachaleswarar Temple echoes

the inspired prayers of all Muruga Bhaktas. This is how this Siva

Temple has also become a focal point for the worship of Lord Siva’s

son, Murugan.

Yet, still I have only “touched” on the Special Blessedness of the

locality. Many saints and scholars, kings and holy men, knowing the

sacredness of the Aruna Mountain Linga, have left their mark in

prayer and in monumental stone. All ofthe devotees who have been

to this Sacred Area, have arrived in their thousands, over many
centuries, are called to the Holy Siva Linga Mountain by Siva.

It is Siva’s grace, that extends outwards to us all, calling us toHim.

It is due to the glorification of the Lord that the architecture of the

Mighty Temple has enlarged and the locality has developed.
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The Theyu Jyothir Linga

0 all-pervading Lord I worship you,

If, as a fruit of that worship.

You grant me the privilege,

ofbecoming a Brahma or a Vishnu,

1 shall have to assume the fonti of a swan,

Or even a boar to see You agam,

And, after failing in that effort.

How can I bear the sorrow?

Therefore, grant me O Lord,

Without delay - eternal bliss-

Aadhi Sankaracharya — Swananda Lahan

any years ago, before our forebears existed, during the first

Kalpa of the world an egotisical argument arose between
Brahma and Vishnu, as to who was the greatest.

The quarrel commenced when Brahma saw Vishnu reclining on
His thousand-headed serpent couch surrounded by His wonderful
retinue of attendants. Seeing Vishnu resting in this manner, Brahma
asked him who he was and why he did not get up from his couch and
pay homage to him in the appropriate manner.
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On hearing Brahma’s words Vishnu became very annoyed, ex-

plaining in His thunderous voice that everyone in the universe,

including Brahma, sprung from the lotus blossom ofHis navel region.

Thus the contest between Brahma and Vishnu began with both of

them trying to show superiority over the other.

The two monarchs, with increasing agitation, and with dignified

show of presence, mounted their respective Vahanas (vehicles), the

mighty Swan and Garuda. Then the courageous pair in their attempt

to show who was the most distinguished, commenced their fight,

clashing in unrestrained combat in their battle for supremacy.

The sky erupted as they fought, their missiles and weapons blazing

and clashing in the skirmish. Brahma with His terrible Pasupata

weapon and Vishnu in His fury, discharging the Mahasvara weapon
at Brahma. The earth and sky shook, clouds of smoke billowed eve-

rywhere as arrows and weapons of every description filled the air.

The Devas in their chariots looked on withdismaywimessing their

monarchs fighting this terrible battle for superiority. It seemed as if

there was nothing that could stop them.
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Terrible to behold, their battle weapons blazing like a thousand

suns, Brahma and Vishnu raged like a terrible storm in their attempt

to show who was the greatest. Their armour clashing and missiles

flying through the air, a maelstrom of destruction was caused.

The Devas, in their concern at being caught in the devastation

emitting from the terrible wrath of tlieir two monarchs decided that

something had to be done to restore tranquillity. With trepidation,

they decided that they should appeal direct to Lord Siva Himself, to

setde the dispute.

Flying in their chariots to Kailasa,the wonderful abode of Lord
Siva,the Devas saw the Supreme Lord ofAll together with Uma, His
wonderful Gleaming Consort, seated on an altar of fine gems. Shed-
ding tears ofjoy at the awe-inspiring sight,the Devas fell to theirknees
at a respectable distance, bowing in reverence to the astounding
jewel-crested Divine.

O Infinitely Infinite Effulgence,

Obeisance to You
\

O Lord adorned with snakes,

Obeisance to You
|
Obeisance to You

]

O Ancient Cause,

Obeisance to You
|

O Effulgence
\
O Flame

|

O Lamp of encompassing light.

Obeisance to You
|

O half of Uma of curly tresses,

O transcendent One,

Obeisance to You
\

O Milk-white ash-smeared One,

Obeisance to You
|

O the One whom Brahma of the lotus and Vishnu do not know,

Obeisance to You.
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On hearing their words of reverence to His wonderful jewel

crested form, Esvara consoled them thus :

Children mine, all flourish in their duties to Me
All is known to me.

Agitation is ofno avail

Sweet as the honey is the way of the Lord ofAH.

Hearken, how the flutes play their tune

See how the Omkara Chariot flies with swiftness through the air

See how Ambika sits in beauty by my side knowmg all that happens

The flags wave in the breeze

The Karthigai Flower descends scattering

Perfume fills the air.

I WILLSETTLE ON THE BATTLEFIELD LIKE A BLAZING SUN.

The Siva Puranam - Vidyesvarasamhita Chap 7

When seeing the Blazing Light ofSiva, rising like a column offire

on the battlefield, the two princes terminated their fight in mid-battle,

and gazed upwards in astonishment at the stupendous flame of Siva.

Startled at the glory of the intense light covering the universe, the

mighty monarchs wondered at the form of the miraculous flame.

Where is the beginning 1

Where is the end 1

Assuming the form ofa boar, Vishnu began His search downwards

to discover the origin of the flame. Digging into the earth, He
descended downwards, searching all the time for the very root-end for

the Origin of the flame.

Brahma, assuming the form of a swan, ascended into the higher

regions. Flying higher and higher, searching and seeking for Its origin,

but finding no end to the glowing Light of the Flame.
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Lingabhava — Sivan Koil
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Brahma, with senses highly alert saw a flower in full bloom falling

slowly downwards in the midst of the burning light of the flame.

Suchwas the mysteriousnature ofthe Karthigai flower fallingfrom
above within the flame, so strongwas the perfume emanatingfrom the
flower that the fragrance filled the sky.

Looking at this amazing sightBrahma stopped His ascentwhenHe
heard the Karthigai flower calling out to him.

I am the Karthigai Flower

Falling from the head of Siva

It has taken me a very long time in my descent

In this primordial column.

You cannot see the top

On seeing me the Karthigai Flower

Say that you have seen the summit.

I will act as a witness for this event

Even falsehood is recommended in times ofdanger.

The SivapuTonam — Vidyesvarasamhita Chap 7 v 22'25

After the wonderful journey, the great Vishnu was begiiming to

feel tired. His long journey into the earth, searching for the root ofthe

flame had been arduous. Deciding to return from whence He came,

he joined Brahma.

Together they stood in reverence, facing Siva in His wonder-

ful visible flaming form.

Vishnu, with hands clasped together in reverence adoring Siva,

the Creator ofAll, explained that he was unable to find the root ofthe

wonderful awe-inspiring flame.

Seeking to delude, Brahma said, “In my flight upwards I found the

top of the glorious flame and I have the Karthigai flower as a witness

of this event”. (Vidyesvarasamhita Chap 7 v 27-28).

When the Almighty Infinite One heard Brahma’s speech. He be-

came greatly enraged and created the mighty Bhairava who, after
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requesting reverently what his duties were, proceeded to seize the tuft

of hair from Brahma’s fifth head.

The gigantic Bhairava was an impressive and most terrible sight to

behold, standing astride with His chest puffed out and head thrown

back. With the tuft of hair caught between the nails of his mighty

fingers, he prepared himselfto detach the head ofBrahma with a nick
and one great twist of his gigantic wrist.

Great shudders offear filled the hearts ofthe spectators, when they

saw what was happening. Then falling down, supplicating themselves

before the Blue T^oated One, they pleaded for mercy. Seeing their

wonderful entreaty, Siva demonstrated. His great benevolence by

sparingBrahma.Yetbecause the deed committedbyBrahma deserved

punishment, the Great One rebuked Him for trying to assume a false

role in such a manner.

My friend, it is very difficult to understand the Great Siva, the One
full of wisdom. He has so much love for the world, that even His

punishment is for our development.

When Siva punished Brahma, the Great One decided that He
could not leave the world without the help of the monarch. He thus

proclaimed that, as punishment for the deed, Brahma would never be
honoured in this world by having a temple in his name. Further

Brahma was granted a special blessing from Siva that is difficult to

achieve. From that auspicious time due to Siva’s grace in remem-
brance of that event, Siva said :

Even though a sacrifice is complete with all the ancillary rites and
ofierings of gifts, it will be fruitless without you.

The Sivapuranam — Vidyesvarasamhita Chap 8 v 13—14

With hands joined together and with the utmost reverence the

two greatmonarchs paid homage to Siva acknowledging His greatness

and their allegiance to the Mighty One.

The column of fire gretv and grew and was shown to be Siva

Himself without beginning and without end,

WTien the column of fire grew and grew in its wondrous mighty
Flaming Linga Form, the wondrous force was shown to be Siva
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Himself - without begituiing and without end. On seeing the truth of

this wonderful sight, Brahma and Vishnu, who had been made
humble, supplicated themselves before the Mighty One. Special

articles were used to glorify Him; lamps, sacrificial threads, garlands,

incense, camphor, sandal-paste. Music was played, mantras were
chanted together with many other items that constitute the excellent

worship for the adoration of the Lord of All.

O Brahma andVishnu, I amBrahmanbecause ofBrhatva (huge sire)

and Brmhanatva (causing to grow). O children,! am Atman due to

Samatva (equality) and Vyapakatva(Pervasiveness).The Isatva in

me IS to be known as the embodied form and this symbolic column
is indicative of my Brhamativa.Since it has ail the characteristic

features of my emblem,it shall be my symbol. O sons, you shall

worship it everyday.The LingamSymbol and the symbolised Siva are

non-diiferent. It brings devotees quite near to me. It is worthy of

worship.

The Siva Pumrurm — Vidyesvarasamhita v 37-44

Forgive us our sport, for You are Lord of all,

Behold Esvara, who everyone is entided to know.

Who is the Primordial Fire,

Who has no beginning.

Who has no end.

Who can be worshipped in His linga state.

Who is that hdountain ARUNADRl Column.

Worship Him with due respect.

With all the mighty thin^ as we do now.

Adore the Lord of all.

With due reverence.

Adore Him.

Siva

The Mi^ty Arunadri Mountain

Siva spoke, “Since I manifested in the form of a blazing Linga in the

field of battle, this place will be known as Lingasthana.
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This column without root or top will henceforth be
diminutive in size for the sake of the vision and the

worship of the world.

The Linga is the onlymeans ofworldly enjoyment and of

salvation. Viewed, touched or meditated upon,it re-

moves all future births of living beings.

Since the Flaming Linga rose high, resembling a Moun-
tain of Fire, this shall be the famous reddish Axuna
Mountain.

Many holy centres will spring up here. A residence or

death in this holy place ensures salvation.

The celebration of festivals, the congregation of devo-

tees as well as sacrifices, gifts and offering of prayers in

this place shall be millionfold efEcacious.

Ofallmy sectors this sector shallbe the greatest.A mere
remembrance of me at this place shall accord salva-

tion

The Siva Puranam — Vidyesvarasamhita



The Siva Linga

Mountain

t the time of the Anidra-Star at the auspicious time of

Margashirsha, which falls in the earthly months ofNovem-
ber or December, very special worship is performed to the

Jyothir-Mountain Linga, which is Siva’s embodied image.

The glorious adoration of Siva, which lasts for over ten days, is

known as the Karthigai Deepam Festival. It is a spectacular festival of

veneration and celebration as well as a very special time for remem-
bering that it was here that Siva manifested instantaneously as a

colossol Linga of fire that had no beginning and no end: the Jyothir-

Linga Mountain. (Maha Sivapurana Chap 7 v 12)

Out of His Divine Arul (Grace) for reason of salvation of the

world. Lord Siva manifested as the Jyothir Linga at that place, known
as Lingasthana. This place, known as Lingasthana, is the only place

for means of enjoyment and salvation in this earthly world of the

senses. The Mountain Linga can be seen, touched, and meditated

upon, and is available to everyone.

Since Siva grew so enormous as the Column-of-Fire, and because

He is the Cause of the whole universe which was generated out of

Himself , which has no beginning and has no end, it is out of His

Divine-Love that the Mighty One reduced the vision of Himself in

size, so that we might take part in this miraculous sight.



Since the column rose so high resembling a colossal mountainous

Linga it has become known as the ARUNA MOUNTAIN.
Mafia Sivapurana — Chap 9 v 18 to 21

Since the Aruna Mountain is embodied here on Earth for all

mankind - IT CALLS SOULS TO IT.

The Jyothir Linga Mountain is the Living Siva and is the centre of

the pilgrimage of this world.

The area ofthe Jyothir Linga is without doubt the most venerated,

wonderful spot on this earth. THE MOUNTAIN LINGA IS THE
MIGHTY SIVA, THE CAUSE OF THE UNIVERSE. LINGAST-
HANA.

In Krita Yuga the Linga was in the form of a flame; Jyothir

In Tetra Yuga the Linga was in the form of a Jewel.

In Dwapara Yuga the Lingawas in the form ofa Hill of Gold.

In Kali Yuga the Linga is in the form of the Hill of Marakata
which is at present reddish in colour known as the Reddish
Aruna Mountain.
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It was decreed that many holy centres will spring up here, and that

a residence ordeath in this place ensures liberation- That the celebra-

tion of chariot festivals, the congregation of devotees, the presenta-

tion ofordinary as well as sacrificial gifts and offering ofprayers at this

place is manifold efficacious. It was also said that ofall the sectore this

sector is the greatest. That a mere remembrance ofArunachala Siva

at this place accords salvation to all souls. ( Maha Sivapurana Chap 9
V 22 to 24)

For the means of salvation of soub, the Aruna Mountain calls

loudly to seekers ofTruth. Unknowing,in what seems like unfathom-

able mystery, Siva’s Mighty-Call reaches out like a powerful magnet.

Siva’s magnetic call reaches outwards, far and wide into the world

ofsouls, living in faroffplaces. Then, ifthey so desire, they can go and
see and witness for themselves the Mountain ofVision and be forever

knowingly joined to Him.

The Call ofthe MightyAruna Mountain is Siva’s Call to everyone

who has developed the ears of the soul, so that they might hear and
partake of the Truth of the vision in this world of form.

Can you hear this call, my friend? Shall we answer and witness for

ourselves that wonderful love, bathe in the warmth of that glorious

light and cleanse ourselves of all impurities that hold us back from

knowing that He is here on this earth by our side?

When I approached Thee as having form,

Thou standest as a Hill on earth.

If with the mind the seeker looks,

For Thy essential form is formless

He is like one who travels the earth to see.

The ever passing ether.

To dwell without thought upon Thy nature.

Is to lose one’s own separate identity,

Like a doll of sugar when it comes m contact

with the ocean of nectar.

When I came to realise who I am,

What else is this identity of mine.

But Thee.

Oh, Thou standest as the towering Aruna Hill.

SriRamanaMaharishi—

S

tansias to Arunachala
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Of all sectors of the world a mere remembrance of Siva asArun-

achala brings salvation to the soul.

We are asked to worship Siva at this place. Stand near to the

Aruna Mountain, and circumambulate the Mountainous Linga.

Worship Arunachala, Annamalai, the mountain that makes bond-

age non-existent. Worship Arunachala Siva, the Creator of all, who
destroys the bonds that hold us to this world of the senses.

See the Arum Mountain,

The Linga of Siva.

See His grace,

As He destroys the bonds of karma.

Pray to Arunachaleswarar,

Watch as water is poured over the stone.

At that Holy Place,

Known as Tiruvannamalai.



The Prayer of Vishnu and

Brahma

n the Arunachala Mahatmyam, Vishnu and Brahma,
clearly define, in their prayer to Siva that of all Lingas that

are on this world; all ofwhich are divine, here alone it is Self-

Originating : “In order that the Devas, Danavas and Gandharvas who
travel in mid-air, might not be impeded in their passage, we prayThee,
to draw this bright pillar within and establish Thyself, in the form of

a hill with the name of Soixachalam (Arunachala) and so bless Thy
devotees.We pray toThee, also to take the form ofa Lingaon the East
of the hill, so that we can worship Thee by pouring libations ofwater

over It and by waving lights before It.”

Accordingly the Lingas appeared, to the great joy of them both.

Friend ofmy soul, of all the Lingas that have been installed by the

Siddhas, who are the divine-beings ofgreat purity, or by humans, one

alone is Self-Originating, through the abundant grace of the Eldest-

One, who manifested with the name of Arunadri. This Linga abides

as the Motionless-Grace fulfilling Mountain.
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I truly abide here on earth in the form of the named Arunachala, for

bestowing the attainment of Liberation.

Smce it, this Hill(LINGA), removes the sin from all the worlds, and

since bondage (RUNA) becomes non-existent when one sees It, It is

called ARUNACHALA.

In ancient days, when a fight arose between Brahma and Vishnu who
were from part of Me., It was I, who manifested m the form of the

blazing, splendid column of fire in order to remove delusion.

It was I, in the form of the Effulgent Linga at their request became a

Motionless-linga named ARUNACHALA.

As themoon and other such light-shedding bodies get their light from

the sun, so all the holy places denve their light from Arunachala. As

the mountain is red in colour and unreservedly gives salvation, so it

goes by the name of Arunachala. Since it cures the disease of

deception ofbirth and death, it is called the Mountam of Medicine.

Arunagin alone is the luminous linga, which is the cause ofenjoyment

which does not cease to be even at the end of the cosmic cycle.

Those who see, m any one life, Arunagiri, which tastes sweet like the

juice ofthe sugar cane in the heart ofHis lovers, will become sages in

this very life.

The Skanda Malm Purana - Lord Siva's teaching

Siva^s names are so numerous, that even ifone continues to recite

them over many lives the end could not be reached.

Surely I tell you, my friend, that it is not even necessary, it is

sufficient just to mention or think of the sacred title ARUN-
ACHALA to attain salvation. Nevertheless, I list some of Arun-
achaleswarar Siva’s sacred names for your benefit, as you may like to

know or even repeat some ofthem. These are : Aruna, Arunachalesa,

Sonachalesa, Arunagirisa, Sonadria, Amrutesana, Bhaktapasavimo-
chakan, Mukaaranghripathi, Mrugamadesevara, Gaurisa, Spati-

kachala, Gnansambandhanatha, Vedamurthi, SiddhaSraraja, Ksha-
marupi, Balamurthi, Digambara, Sarvavidyesvara, Aruna,
Peradakshinapriya, Aksharakriti, Anadi, Antavahitha,
BhaktavanchitadSayaka, Gnanaprada, Ascharyavaibhava, Mukti-
prada, Svayambhu, MaragatShachala, etc.



The Siva Sakthi Union

The Lord of all creatures who is besmeared with ashes,

who has swallowed poison and has the quarters of the

world for His garments, who has matted hair and is

garlanded with the King of the Serpents, and who holds

a skull for a begging bowl in His hands, is called

Lord of the Universe because of His marriage with Thee

O Mother Bhavani.

Sankaracharya - Hymn to the Divine Mother

he second magnificent tradition associated withTiruvarma-
malai explores with utmost depth the union ofSiva with His

Sakthi. This union profoundly discloses the deep mystical

foundation that maintains the universe in perfect equilibrium.

In order to explain the wonderful significance of the second

tradition to you, my friend, one must endeavour to explain the union

of the Intelligent Infinite One, the Creator of Everything, with His

Sakthi. This is not only difficult, it is indeed impossible to explain in

its entirity, with the fullness of complete essential purity contained

within it.

In Siva there exists an unlimited abyss of glory, and from the

profundity of glory emanating firom the Great One, who is capable of

producing many an offspring, there goes forth but ONE SPARK
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which makes all the glory of the sun, and of the moon, and of all the

stars and planets, and of all living beings.

One spark makes all the glory

Thus Siva is both the Father and the Mother— The Producer of

All. Ofeverything that can be seenby us and ofthat whichwe cannot

see. He is the Maker of everything; The Creator of the Universe.

Siva’s Sakthiis eternally conjoined with Him for the maintenance
ofuniversal order. As the Mother, she is the most evidentformwe can
know in this world of form. Through Her, all can be understood.

The Mother’s names are many, and beautiful are her wondrous
forms. She is the Mysterious Eldest One, the Great Tripurasundari,

who dwells in the Kadamba Forest, shining brighter than a thousand
suns. She is the Great Lalitha of a thousand names. She is the Divine
Mother, who holds the thread upon, which the universe is held
together.

She is the Bride, the wife of Siva, called Bhuvaneswari, who is the
Mother of the Universe, Ruler of the Devas, who has an access of

mercy and love out ofHer truly beautiful nature.

She is the Beautiful Path of wisdom, and knowledge.
Non is equal for She is always with Him. Through Her grace, the

father can be found. The Mother manifests in all states. She wears the
garland around Her graceful-neck and hidden in Her are the roots of
all letters, all numbers, and all knowledge.
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The Mother is wisdom combined ivith understanding and love,

where one can lay at rest, sweetened by the perfume ofHer presence.

She is.the Wife of the Ruler ofMatter. The five senses, which are

open by Her grace lead to salvation. The potentiality of the whole
object-world exists as the Sakthi of Siva.

Supreme, Siva is Pure-Consciousness. Matter is Maya, which is

unconsciousness arising from the phenomenal world of the senses.

The linkbetween the two, Pure-Consciousness and matter, is Mother
Sakthi, who is full of an infinity of aspects, the chiefofwhich are;

CIT

ANANDA
GNANA
KRIYA

Intelligence

Bliss

Knowledge

Creative-Powers

It is the Mother who mediates between Pure-Consciousness and
Matter and thereby is the Nature ofConsciousness forever engaged in
the rescue of souls fi-om the Fetters ofMatter (Maya). To know Her
is to know all.

My fiiend, to attaining perfect understanding of Pure Conscious-

ness, which is the Balance of the Universe, one must completely

destroy the fetters, that bind the soul to matter for it is the fetters that

create illusion in the world of the senses.

Mother Sakthi adores devotion. Entering the body the Bride of

Siva leads the devotee through right-action to Her Groom. She
descends out ofHer love and all that takes place are ofHerdoing. This

is the Force of the Sweet Mother sending flows of current to fill the

body and mind ofthe devotee. So vibrant are the effects ofthe power

of Mother Sakthi, an added intensity fills the blood, as it pumps
through the arteries ofthe entire bodymeeting the headand the mind.

The Great Mysterious One of a thousand names, letters, and num-
bers, spurs the individual to conscious strength of purpose, without

attachment to anything else, but seeking love at Her feet.
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Knowing Thee has taught me to love You,

I sat and gazed upon pictures of Thy form,

Seeing Its beauty.

When suddenly You became alive.

At first You were silent.

Then as I wondered at Thy beauty.

You began to ^ow.

As I shed tears of longing.

You began to answer.

You became alive.

Now You stroke my hair.

You sit by my side.

You guide my path.

You teach me to love.

From seeing and knowing your form.

You have lead me to formlessness.

All the Mother’s names are mysterious, hidden in them is the

source of all wisdom and all knowledge. Chanting them brings Her
sweetness of understanding to the soul. Through the Light of under-

standing on the beautiful path ofHer grace the soul moves on its way
to understanding and wisdom.

With eyes ever open, shining in the cosmos, unlimited by time and
with unfaltering knowledge, the Omnipotent-Supreme-Reality,
Creator of all, works with His Sakthi.

The ever-wakeful Reality ofthe Universe creates everythingby the
force ofHis will. The world appears in Himself as if it is distinct from
Him - BUT IT ISNOT SO. Siva, the Creator, is forever alert, waiting

for our understanding ofHim in this world.

The truth is, we are always with Him, but the illusion of the

world of matter makes it appear, as if we are apart from him.
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The Divine Mystical Marriage of Siva with His Sakthi explains,

Siva’s movement into matter out ofHis love for us all.We see howHe
placed His Sakthi as a link in this world of matter, She is forever

engaged in the rescue ofsouls from the illusory activities, which tie us

to the world.

By placing partofHimselfin this worldofform.The GreatOne has

made it possible for us to acknowledge his wonderful Divine'Inter-

vention, and learn the way of discipline. Then even with the use of

our worldly senses, we can begin to remove the impurities that cover

the soul. Then we can realise, that we ARE truly with Him all the

time.



Ardhanarisvara

THE JOINING OF SPIRIT AND MATTER
This is the moimtain ofthe great I-ord., the on,e who is joined with

Uma, whose breasts have not been sucked* The moxintain where

chastity is resplendent* Uimamulaiyammai (Alpitakuca) The
female halfofArdhanarisvara* The marriage ofSiva and Sakthi on

this spot*

TmUGNANASAMPANDAR - Potikam

on Tiruvatmamalai

he lengthy exalted story from the Puranas, which epitomises

the Magnificent Divine Marriage is a spectacular one. It

examines with great reverence, the banishment ofUma to

the world of form, Her inspired penance and the eventual profound

reunification of Siva with His Sakthi.

The story has an abundance of glory; it is a Hallowed Divine

Specific Teaching Message and a joy to read, disclosed by the Divine,

so that we might, even in this world of form, fully comprehend
urrification of spirit with matter.
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Mjj friend, for the receptive sold the narrative is knoum to be the

Uberating Spark of immense light which joins the soul to die Divine.

It is not granted to anything on
this earth ofours to re-create itself

and to pass into a new form, until

it has first arrived at nothingness.

Without this even a bean cannot

sprout. So it is, with the under-

standing ofthe Divine Message. Thus, ifany one wishes to be created

afresh, then that soul must do everything in its power, to enter into

this condition. Then the EHvine will make New and he will become
as a spring of water which does not cease to flow in ever freshening

coolness.

In the glory of the Divine narrative we see how the Supreme
Siva,who is ever wakefulwith His three eyes— the Moon, the Sun, and
Fire — forever shining in the universe, has them momentarily closed.

This is the mysterious beginning of the account, which eventually

leads to the Divine marriage of spirit with matter.

Parvathi, who is always obedient to Her Lord and Master, the

moon-crested Lord, served Him, coming and going without hin-

drance out ofimmense love for Him. She worshippedHim reverently,

with many types of offerings. Accompanied by Her maids. She sang

exquisite songs of such wonderful tone that increased love in the

hermitage of Siva.

With the aid of Kama, the God of love,who is able to enchant

others and charm all living beings. She used Her sweet smelling

glorious form to charm and capture His heart. Yet although,

Ksucna could play many tricks where all living beings fell victim to his

wiles, but not on Siva,the Lord of the Ganas. It was Kama who said,

“Siva, an expert in Yogic practices, caimot be charmed. Neither I nor

anyone else has the power to enchant Siva”.(Sivapurana

Rudrasamhita, Chap 9)

The Great Yogini’s adoration for Siva never wavered. It was

because, She wanted the world to learn that the Sun, Moon and Fire

were His light - giving three eyes, that She gaily, but reverently,

coveredHer Master’s eyes with Herperfumed lotus hands. Due to this

loving act, the Mighty Siva’s vision became obstructed. Darkness

Arrwe at

Nothingness to be

bom ane^
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filled the universe and His creation suffered. This was just half a

minute of the Lord’s vision —NIMISHAARDHANADEVESAYA,
but it was thousands and thousands of years for the world.

Then, in the swiftness ofHis immense glory, Siva opened the third

eye in the middle of His forehead, sending its radiant beam shooting

outwards to lighten the universe once more. Hurtling forward, the
beam burned Kama, for the mischief he had caused.

My filend, I must tell you, that so dynamic was Mother’s loving

gesture, that suddenly allofpulsating creationbecame dark,silent and
stationary:- the powerful rhythm of the Creative Dance was
stopped. The Master of the Universe in His dynamic Cosmic-Form
known as Natarajan, Lord of the Dance, immediately stopped His
creative dance and the universe became dark, silent and motionless.
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Friend ofmy soul, listen to the significance of the Dancmg pose.

At the sought for holy foot is NA,

The adjoiningMA is the abdomen,

The shoulder of the extended arm is the Cl,

The famed face is VAA,

And is YA end in the crown of the head.

The grasped drum is Cl,

The flung out sweeping hand is VAA,

The fear-dispelling hand is YA,

If one-researches into it.

The fire in the hand of the Lord is NA,

Below that foot where Muyalakan rests is MA.

NAMA- CrVAAYA- CIVAAYA- NAMA.
Thiruvaachakcan — ‘The Five Mystic Letters'

NAMA-CIVAAYA-CIVAAYA-NAMAHA

Sivan as Natarajan, the Cosmic Dancer — Lord of the Dance — is

the manifestation ofEternal-Energy, whichHe creates out ofHimself.

These are :

Grace Creation

Maintenance Veiling

Destruction

I tell you my friend, that it is said that, he who has knowledge of

the Sacred Dance ofSiva, which can melt single stuttering words into

the song of the unknown beyond, such a soul will be full of God’s

power. Such is his deliverance, that it stretches out into the firmament

unto the silent depths of the Universal Will.

Yes, harken and remember these words,there are the three signs:

the world, the soul, andthe deity, and these rise and entwine and unite

with each other. It is because a man has enshrined his soul in

understanding that they unite with one another, they rise up, and

great rapture is bom.



But letme return tomy discourse. It was at Ekambara Kshetra near
Kanchipuram that Parvathi, accompanied by Her maidens, was sent

to atone for her deed. She was sent by Her Lord, to do penance there,

under a mango tree, to expiate her sin. And it was there, on the banks

of the River Kamba, that the Mother of the Universe commenced
praying to Lord Siva, for reunification with Him.

At that auspicious place, knowing the greatness of the Linga of

Siva, the Goddess formed a Lingam out of sand with Her own hands.

KneelingonHer exquisite knees in the bed ofa stream, She fashioned

the Linga ofSiva out ofsand. This is the tradition ofthe place, where
a shrine now stands, the Ekambaranathar Temple in Kanchipuram.
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The Mother’s devotion for Her Overlord was so great that She did

not stop Her penance. So strict was she with Herself, that She did not
cease in rendering Her devotion to Her Lord, appealing continuously

to Siva for forgiveness for the offence. She had committed.
In order to test Her devotion,to observe if She had the ability to

continue Her great penance further under constant stress, Siva sent

a great turbulence in the water ofthe stream, where the Mother ofthe
Universe sat.

Anxious that Her Sovereign should not be washed away in the

roaring stream, the Divine Mother sat claisping the Sand-Linga to her

sweet breast. Sitting thus in the midst of the stream, with the water

raging around Her, holding the mighty Linga tightly to Her. As She
sat the ornaments which were hanging, embellishing Her sweet neck,

fell downwards onto the Sand Linga, embracingHerLord and Master.

While She sat thus in the stream, clutching the Sand Linga to her

sweet self for safety, the turbulence of the water slowly began to

subside. Then the water disappeared completely, so that the river bed
became dry. Bowing Her head to the Linga with Her glorious

ornaments falling upon it, the Mother of the Universe heard the call

of Siva, Her Lord and Master, speaking to Her with a mysterious

unknown voice.She was told that, ifShe was to perfect Her devotion

and make it flawless, it would be necessary to go to the Arunachala

Hill to do penance at that Sacred place.

“Come to Arunachala which ever shines as the self-bom Linga, a

thing that was not understood by either Brahma or Vishnu, and there

become halfofmyself.” Then the Lord went into the Linga and settled

down there as Ekambareswara,the Lord of Kamakshi who wears the

Konrai flower garland on which bees sound unceasingly.

(The Arunachala Mahatmyam - Part 3)

The glorious One answered the mysterious magnetic call of Siva

without hesitation. Full of joy. She hastened to that sanctified spot.

At the hermitage ofMaharishi Gautama. The Maharishi expounded

the greatness of that Holy Axuna Mountain site to Her.

Amongst his many words to the Mother of the Universe explaining

the greatness of the Holy Anma Linga Mountain, Gautama said:
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“ To die east of this mountain is Arunapuri, known as the famous

Sthalesvaram, in the centre of which there is the Siva Temple that

contains the self-hom Linga of Siva (Swayambhu) The luminous

form that is sought hy the Yogis who,realising the impermanence of

the universe and the body, withmind turned inwards enters the heart,

IS THIS LINGAFORM This Mountain is the purifier bymeans of

vision in the case ofthose who see it and purifier by means ofcontact

in that of those who touch it with the mind, speech or body”.

The Arunachcda Mahatmyam, Chap 3

Then the glorious sweet-smelling beautiful one, cleaned an area

on top of die Aruna Hill in readiness for Her devotion. Laying an

altar. She supressed all sense organs and with Her mind stilled,

commenced reciting mantras.

He whose pure mind turned inward searches, ‘Whence this T arises’

knows the Selfaright, and mergesmYou, Aruna Hill, as a river in the

sea.

He who with heart to You surrendered, beholds forever You alone.

Sees all things as forms of You. And loves and serves them as none
other. Then the Self, O Aruna Hill, triump because He is immersed
in You, whose being is pure bliss.

Sri Ramana Maharishi — Sri Arunachala Pancharatnam

The Goddess was undisturbed in Her profound penance there on
that Sacred Hill, until that day, when the Demon Mahishasura flew

over in his aerial chariot. Bom of the race of Hiranyakasipu, having
obtained much strength and many weapons, he had great
power.Looking down from his chariot, he observed the glorious one
meditating, glowing with radiance from Her great penance, and he
became filled with desire and lost all reason. Landing there before Her
Mahishasura, did his utmost to cause mischief, in order to destroy the
Mother’s great devotion to Her Lord and take Her for himself.

Becoming extremely disturbed by his constant roguery and un-
wanted attention,the Mother of the Universe took the form of
Mother Durgadevi, mounted a lion, and with a mighty sword in one
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of Her many hands, She made ready to fight Mahishasura. Sur-

rounded by the countless Yoginis on their many Vahanas, created

from Her own divine limbs, all were in readiness. They were a

terrifying sight to behold with their eyes blazing, tongues rolling, faces

red with anger, and with their weapons held high in their countless

hands, ready for the battle. The sound of the drums, the blowing of
trumpets, the bellowing and roaring ofthe animals,the charge and the

clash of the immense battle, shook the earth.

War raged around the Goddess at Arunachalam, flowers were
scattered on the battlefield as Mother Durgadevi fought with Her
mighty weapons.Then, with a powerful stroke ofHer gigantic sword.

She severed the head of Mahishasura from his mighty body, and
behold, to Her amazement, the Papanasa Linga ofcrystal fell out onto

Her hand. Lifting Her mighty sword above Her head. Mother Durga
hit the immense weapon against the Holy Mountain with tremendous
force, to expiate the deed ofkilling the demon, (for it is said that even
evil cannot be killedwithout atonement) . As the sword struck against

the Linga Mountain, water gashed outwards from the aperture, form-

ing a Teertham washing over Her,healing the wound,purifying the

sword and the deed. The Mother then installed the Linga on the

Teertham, where my friend, it can still be seen together with a Sree

Chakra.

At once a Teertham of blessed water was formed; which is now
known as the Durga Khadga Teertham. (This is the sacred history

of the Durga Teertham).

Wherever 1 chance to live,0 Mother,in forest or in grove,

May my mind,day and night dwell at Thy Lotus Feet.

Whether at last I die a natural or sudden death,

Oh,may my tongue repeat Durga’s name at the end

Tell me. Mother, where else shall I hear so sweet a name?

Thou may even say to me: “Step asidelGo away!”

Yet I shall cUng to Thee, O Durga! Unto Thy Feet.

At Thy anklets I shall cling, making their tinkling sound.

When,0 Mother,Thou sittest at mighty Siva’s side.

Then I shall cry from Thy feet, “Victory unto Siva!

Sri Ramakrishna — Sung at Dakshineswar on 29.9.1884.
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Thousands ofyears and numerous earth seasons passed while the

Glorious One remained seated on the Blessed Aruna Hill, reciting

mantras and praying to Her Lord.

The Divine Yogini meditated

through the wet seasons, when the

torrential rains flooded the earth.

And as the rains fell they washed

over the Mother’s perfumed
form,over the Holy Siva Linga

Mountain, and continuing the journey, poured into gorges as the

water of life, ready to feed the valley below.

The Divine Mother meditated in the hot dry seasons,devoting

Herself to Her one and only Love, causing the mighty Agni, the Lord

of Fire, always resident at that Holy location, to roar like an angry

furnace, as ifhe was trying with all his might to turn that Mighty Hill

and all the earth into shimmering burning hot liquid gold. Everyone

in the world ofthe Asuras and in the world ofmen sought refuge from

the heat emanating from Her exalted penance.

As the Mother of the Universe continued to recite Her prayers to

the Mighty Siva, the fervour from Her mighty repentance spun

upwards and outwards, like a mighty whirlpool, covering the earth

and the heavens.

Everyone heard and felt the charismatic devotion emanating from
that Sacred Area. So that, in extreme excitement, they found them-
selves drawn to that place like a magnet, and by doing so gave up
everything they were doing, in order to hasten to that sacred Linga

Mount.

Do you not agree, my friend,

the way the Divine calls everyone

to Himself, whoever they may
be, is often very difficult to

fathom?

The Siva Linga Mountain is such a sacred area on this earth, that

everyone, either in this life or in a future life, is destined to be
CALLED to witness Divinity there at that sanctified spot.

It is

Gfur

destiny

Pouring <wer the

JUngOt feeding the

world
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Brahma and Vishnu were there by the Divine Yogini’s side. The
Devas and the Asuras were there. Many devotees gathered together

at that holy spot, Discussing and seeking each other’s advice about

whatshould be done to help the Great Mother achieve Her goal. They
were concerned, anxious for the welfare of their worlds. So great was
the heat emanating from Parvathi’s continued penance.

Gathered together at that sacred locality, they sought each other’s

advice about what should be done. After careful reflection, it was

decided that in order to save their worlds from calamity, knowing

how trulybenevolent He is, it was necessary to go to Kailasa, the great

mountain, to request help from the Mighty Creator of All

.

Obeisance to Thee, Lord Siva, from whom the mobile and the

immobile beings have originated. Obeisance to Thee.Obeisance

to the great Panisa. Mahesa, the supreme Isa and the great Atman,

Destroyer of Karma.

Obeisance to the One worthy, who is profuse splendour, the

primordial seed of every one, the Cidrupa, the Parusa beyond

Prakriti. Obeisance to Thee who created this world by whom it is

illuminated, from whom this originated, by whom this is sus-

tained, to whom this belongs and by whom everything is kept

under control.

We bow to the self-bom deity who is beyond this and everything

that is great, who is the undepraved great Lord,who sees these

within Himself. We seek refuge at His feet.

Swapurana -Rudrasamhita Chap 15 v 36 to 39

Here Me, - Kama was burnt by Me for the achievement of the

universal-goal. May you all due to this stay free from lust certainly

along with Me. Meditate upon what has been done. The stubborn

archer Kama leads to hell. Lust leads to anger, and anger leads to

delusion, and delusion destroys penance.

Sivapurcana -Rudrasamhita

Brahma and Vishnu together with the seven celestial sages and

other favourites of Siva, remained at that Holy place continuing to

pay reverence to the Lord and plead for the sake of the worlds, while

the brilliant Yogtni accompanied by Her maidens, continued Her

great penance, shining with effulgence on the Mountain.
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Lord Siva, speaking to the seven Celestial Sages said:

The great Goddess Parvathi,the daughter of the mountain is

performing penance now in the mountain with steady tnincL She

is desirous of attaining me as her husband. She is being served by

all her maids. She has discarded all other desires. She is deter-

mined in her resolve. Go there atmy bidding. With love in mind,

conduct the test of her resolve.

Sivapurana -Rudrasamhita Chap 25 v 13 to 17

Thus the seven celestial Sages went to Parvathi, who was still

seated on that Blessed-Hill, shining like a brilliant star in the

heavens,longing for reunion with Her Beloved. There, mentally

bowing to her,the seven sages humbly spoke to her, after being warmly

welcomed and worshipped by her. They asked her, why she peformed

the penance, “Tell us what is your purpose please tell us now?”
Parvathi answered :

“O great sages, listen to my words with hearty affection. On
hearing these words you will laugh at me considering my proposal im-

possible. I hesitate in revealing it but what can I do? I am performing

steady penance with the desire that Rudra be my husband. May my
Lord fulfill my desire”.

No other will I take but Him,
I am the daughter of the Mountain,
Toughness of the rocks are My frame,

Parvathi is my name.

Siva is Brahma, the Creator of All,

He assumes many shapes and forms.

He cares for His devotees.

He cares for Me,

Siva is Bliss.

He is without attnbutes,

He is the Cosmic-Being,

Let the heat of the fire cool.

Let the lotus bloom on a rock,,

I will not budge in my love for Hun.

I know Siva only, - It is He that I shall wed.
Sivapurana — Rudrasamhita Chap 25 v 23 to 27
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Thus the Great One, the beautiful Mother of the Universe,

continued to sing praises to Her Lord unceasingly, out oflove forHim
alone. On hearing the wonderful lengthy discourse in praise of

Him,which never failed in its adoration and devotion, Siva made
Himselfknown to her in the attire ofa Brahmin priest with wonderful

countenance.

Disguised as a Brahmin Priest, Siva disclosed Himself
to Parvathi, at that place on the Holy Aruna
Mountain.

Surrounded by Her handmaidens, and looking as pure as the

shining moon on a clear sparkling night, the Mother honoured the

Brahmin, and in answer to His question, explained why She was

seated in that Holy place.

“But alas” She continued, “even though I have worshipped for

thousands of years, I have not attained unity with My master”. Then
the Beautiful One prepared Herself in readiness for consignment to

the blazing fire.

The Brahmin gazed at the

spectacular display, as Parvathi’s

prayers radiated all around her

glorious form, and explained that

Her penance was wonderful to

behold.Then Inquiring further

from the numerous devotees who had gathered by Her side on that

Sacred Hill, it was explained that the Goddess had been performing

severe penance on that spot for centuries.

Parvathi, never faltering, further defined Her actions, when she

explained why it was necessary for Her to be at that Special Place:

"Whiere*i^ I take

births (miy Siva

wll I

ListenO Brahmin, I am tellingyou the truth,! have been wooing Siva

m the world ofthe senses with mind, speech and action as well as by

means of ascetic feelings. I know that it is an inaccessible object.

How can I attam it? Still out ofmy eagerness I am performing this

penance.

Sivapurana ~ Rudrasamhita Chap 27 v 1 to 3
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Then, entering into prolonged discussion, they both delved deeply

to examine the problems that could be encountered, should such a

unity take place*

The Brahmin said “I know Siva through and through with all His

weighty attributes. I shall tell you the truth. Listen with attention.

The great lord is bull-bannered. His body is smeared with ashes. His

hair is matted. He is clad in the hide ofa tiger. He has covered his body

with the hide of an elephant.

On your head the divme plaited hair shines with glossy splendour. -

Siva has only matted hair.

You are moon faced. - Siva has five faces.

Sandal paste is your body. - Siva has the ashes ofthe funeral fire on

His.

His birth and pedigree cannot be traced. He is devoid of the enjoy-

ment of a householder. He has ten arms. He is almost naked and is

ever accompanied by ghosts and goblins.

If he had money to spare how would He be a naked being?

There is not even a single qualitym this odd-eyed one, that is pleasing

to a woman.

Kama was burnt by Him. He insulted you by sending you off.

Why do you fix your mind on Him ? Poison is even in His throat.

What is the reason whereby you wish Him to be your husband? O
gentle lady,where has your wisdom gone. Think well and tell me.

Turn your mind from Hun. Everything concerning you is mutually

discordant,

Sivapurarui — Rudrasamhita Chap 27 v 10 to 38

Parvathibecame angry with these words, all the time holding Siva

in Her heart, and with Her face shining with the joy ofknowledge and
wonderment, spoke at length of His great worth. Resolved that She
would never turn from Her Beloved. That her ambition was to attain

the supreme lord who is favourably disposed to his devotees and who
blesses the distressed.

Ifyou say that the ash of the funeral pyre is unholy, how is it that the

same transferred from Siva^s body is taken thence and worn on the

heads by the gods? You say that you have knowledge ofSiva. But you
should know that the Eternal Siva is notknown at all. Whatevermay
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be the form or feature of Siva, He is muitiformed He is my favourite.

He IS without aberration and beloved of the good.

Sivapurana - Rudrasamhita Chap 27

On hearing the excellent words Siva at once made himselfknown
to her. Appearing as the blazing light of the Aruna mountain

^Beloved of mine, come near

me, 1 am your bridegroom. You
are my bride from today. I am
your slave bought by you by per^

forming penance. You are my
eternal wife.**

Swa and Sakthi -
The bride joined

with her groom

THE BRIDE OF SIVA BECAME AS ONE WITH HIM.

Friend ofmy soul, it was the Divine Mother of all, who saw Siva’s

wonderful form after doing great penance on the Hill.At His request.

She did pradakshina aroundHim the Blazing Mountain Linga. After

she had passed around the north west side it was She that took Her
rightful place in Her Lord’s left-side.

How magnificent is the Motherhood of God,

Who manifests Herself nurturing within

mankind.

How magnificent is the expansion ofHersport,

As She pierces mountains, flashes U^tning,

Wielding nature in myriads of ways.

Creatures appear and disappear,

The fire bums.

The earth evolves,

The seasons change,

This is the functioning of Her dynamic ways.

The Bride of Siva obtained union with Siva after great

penance.They became bound together in the Mystical Marriage as

the One-Luminous-Supreme-Wisdom. This wisdom is the Force
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inherent in existence. It is this Force that is ARDHANARISVARA
who spreads the light of the Siva-Sakthi Union into the world of

matter.The Bride stands next toHer Groom - The Siva-SakthiUnion
shining on many paths,expanding the truth ofUnion into our world.

Ardhanarisvarar

What this means, my friend is, on one side there is the material

universe with different names and forms, and on the other the

Supreme out of which the material universe emanates. This is the

marriage ofthe Supreme Siva with His Sakthi, the ever united couple,

whose marriage is being celebrated every second. This is the harmo-
nious linking together of the Divine and the natural world, as is also

the ideal in all ancient beliefs. Be they Chaldean, Egyptian, Chinese,

Hebrew or Indian.
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Everything is the Divine. The very ground of the earth itself,

including trees, plants, minerak and every living, breathing entity,

because we are all part of this earth and heaven.

Call it what you will- Light, Life, Love, Father, Holy Spirit,

Mother, Son - Take them all as being the very nature of that One
Element -Divinity. For the Creator created All as part of Himself.

Some call this knowledge, “Concealed Mystery” because it is

difficult to understand this balance out ofwhich all is produced. But,

friend ofmy soul, it is open to all who have love for Ae Divine and
the heart to listen.

Since the Creator is the Head in all that is supreme. He alone is

withoutbody for the purpose ofestablishing things.The Supreme goes

forth from the concealed as that revealed White Brilliance ofglorious

influence expanding into the many paths in this world of form.

Forever joined as Divine Light with that world. He, that Ancient

One, who is the Grace of Graces is manifested. All things are light.

Mother is understanding. The Divine Couple are associated

together. They generate and expand in truth. And since Mother
Sakthi is crowned with the crown ofthe bride by the groom. His grace

is forever in Her, whereby all things may be purified through Her.

All things are thus. If it seems that the father is more concealed of

the two, this is because. She, the Bride of Siva is His ornament of

ornaments. His way ofplacing Himselfin this world. It is between the

Two, where the Divine Couple stand and bless the world,that the lives

of saints and devotees oscillate, serving Divinity with longing in the

germs oftheir ecstasy - the true mystery is discovering that there is no
division. The Divine Couple are One.

If one fixed Siva who is the golden light reflected in nature in one’s

thoughts, and praised Him as the Lord of All things, and with love

sought His grace, then Sivan will bestow final bliss.

Tirumoolar — TirtmantiTcmi v 264

So long as one element ofthe being, one movement ofthe thought is

still subjected to outside influences not solely under Thme, it cannot

be said that the TRUE UNION is realised.

Sri Aurobindo- December 2, 1912
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Festivals

he creation ofthe earth is the unfolding ofthe Creative de-

scending from the higher plane ofexistence into the lower.

It is, my friend,those ofus who cleave unto God for support

that see and comprehend Him in reality as in the void before creation

that free ourselves of these earthbound forms.

This is certainly the purpose ofworship and prayer.This is also the

reason why people like to gather together to proclaim His greatness

and to supplicate themselves before the Creator of All. Prayer is very

special.No worship can thrive within the narrowness of self. Prayer is

itself service and service is prayer.

To realise God within, we have to find our own special way
forward. Some people will acknowledge the Divine by praying,

gathered together in large congregations, accompanied with the

clammer of clanging bells. They prefer mixing with like people and
worshipping together with them. In this manner many religious

groups have evolved on this earth of ours. This is the way people fill

up with Divine Bliss.

There are also individuals who speak those identical prayers

inwardly. Solitary souls whose prayers, although inaudible to the

naked ear, hover silently in space and reach the Maker of all. This is

the way they fill up with Divine Bliss on this earth of ours.
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There ate also people, who do not always mix with religious groups
but who are nonetheless doing God’s work. Their prayer is service,

they worship the Divine in a very special way. They dwell very much
as part of the world, each act of theirs becoming more and more
hallowed.These people cleave unto God by walking with others that

are fastened to this world by their deeds, helping them in their terrible

times. This solitary ear of the Divine hears Ae depth ofsorrow in the
pit of degradation.

Yet, while walkingwith others in the pit ofdespair, this soul cleaves

onto the Supreme. This is the way they serve others. Giving us all the
opportunity to shake off the fetters that bind us to this earth.

My friend, words that are said from day to day by people without
devotion,love or pity,have no wings. They remain within the walls of

the temple,they squat on the floor, they just make up layer after layer

of matter that is unfit for the prayer room.

We have to take with us into the House ofthe E>ivine One, prayers

that come from within the depth of our soul, prayer itself being

divinity.The highest service we perform is prayer.

The secret ofcommunion with God is that of the joining together

of the Higher and the Lower.lt is our worship of the Creative,

revealing the true meaning of life.

The festivals we celebrate day after day, year after year, within our

temples, must come from true devotion to the Divine. This worship

purifies the nation. Worship of the Divine should not be just repeti-

tion of words, nor should it be merely for providing a building for

worship, and not simply because we want to join together in a group

to show what we can personally do. It has to incorporate all to be

TRUE DEVOTION TO THE DIVINE.

Friend ofmy soul, the truth is that the one who serves God on this

earth is just a messenger laying his soul bare, ready forwhat the Divine

may command. In the realm of this human life we are able to

understand this Sacred Command when, by Divine Grace, all barriers

have fallen, all boundary stones have been pulled down, and all

separation is annihilated. He is the true one ready for the mighty ray

of God’s redemption when he has laid his soul bare, safely in the

mighty hands of the Divine One, who is Heaven and Earth and the

unknown Worlds and Planets.
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This one walks with God even on this earth of ours, so that when
the time eventually arrives to turn corporeality into spirit, it is he who
feels this bliss of the Divine and rejoices.

There are many celebrations that take place throughout the year

in the Temple that are traditionally revered by devout Hindus.

Amongst these are:-

Abishekams Anointing, inaugurating or consecration

by water — bathing of the Deity.

Pujas Worship.

Thiruvila Festival.

Utthiram Special days.

Utsavam Celebrations.

Viratham Fasting, etc.

I have specified in chronological order some of the Festivals and

Pujas that take place in the ArunachaleswararTemple. There are also

the six daily Pujas to Annamalaiyar, Unnamulaiyamman and the

Parivara Devestha, as well as a vast number of pujas and other

traditional ceremonies that have not been included.

As the dates change from year to year, those given here are a guide

and the temple or almanac should be consulted. The date and the

time ofthese festivals depend on the position ofthe sun and the moon
and natchatrams: planets. This science of astrology is complex,

requiring great knowledge. Firsf the Panchangam, almanac of astro-

logical data, is consulted, then the time is fixed, this depends on where
the planets are in the heavens and their relationship to each
other.This, of course means that the specific date of any ceremony
cannot be a fixed to any calendar other than that of the stars.

This is similar, my fidend, to the way our life is affected by the

planetary positions of these heavenly bodies at the time ofbirth.This
is the reason why many people pay a great deal of significance to

astrology.

The twenty seven stars, Natchatrams, also known as the twenty
seven ladies,joumey round throughout the year from one month to

another. They move in and out ofmonths, but not in a fixed routine

as in our contemporary calendar. It is not possible to say for example.
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that one particular Natchatram will appear on the same date every

month, in fact, it is not expected.

The twenty-seven ladies move in their own special way, each of

them having distinct characteristics and attributes that affect our

lives. Out of these luminaries there are those that are deemed to be

more auspicious than others. Some are gentle while others severe and

much more complex. Ifbom with an auspicious lady in your sign, and

other planets in good position, it is most fortunate.

The twenty seven Natchatrams (ladies) are:-

1. Aswini 10. Makam 19. Moolam

2. Bharani 11. Pooram 20. Pooradam

3. Krithigai 12. Utthiram 21. Utthiradam

4. Rohini 13. Hastham 22. Thiruvonam

5. Mirugaseersam 14. Chitirai 23. Avittam

6. Thiruvaadhirai 15. Swathy 24- Sathayam

7. Punarpusam 16. Visakam 25. Poorattathi

8. Pusam 17. Anusham 26. Utthirattathi

9. Aayielyam 18. Kettai 27. Revathi

The Tamil year begins on Chitirai 1st which usually falls on April

14th. I commence the list of Festivals held in the Amnachaleswarar

Temple from the start ofthe new year on Chitirai 1st, PASALI 1401-

(14.4.91). The Festival of Karthigai, PASALI 1402- (26.11.92 to

12.12.92)
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Chitirai

14.4.91 Tamil New Year

15.4.91 Somavara Abishekam

18.4.91 Subramania Utsavam

19.4.91 Vasantha Utsavam (10 - day festival)

to on Mirugaseersam Natchatram.

1.5.91 Burning of Manmatha

10.5.91 Sri Appar Swamis birthday

VASANTHA UTSAVAM is a ten day festival depicting the

blossoming of love. During this sacred event, Swami and His Amman
are eminently decorated with many jewels. With the Temple Ele-

phant fanning them with SHAMARA GRASS, they are taken with

great ceremony in Maha Pradakshina round the sacred Mahila Trees

within the third prakaram, ten times every night for ten days = one

hundred times.

On the third day, the birth of Manmathan, also known as Dha-
nanam, and Kama the God ofLove (lust) is depicted. He is looking for

Siva. When 9 p.m. arrives on the fifth and eighth days, the Temple
lights are switched off and in the dark after the tenth round of the

Sacred Trees the lights are turned on once more, to great rejoicing.

On Chitirai Natchatram, the tenth and final day, Siva opens His

third eye and the burning of the effigy of Manmathan takes place.

During this sacred period theJumbo Keswara Linga, which is inset

in stone on the raised platform in the midst of the Sacred Mahila
Trees, is filled to capacity with water. Inside the recess of the Linga,

plants and flowers float and make the Linga appear as if It is levitating

and blossoming.

SRI APPAR. SWAMI’S BIRTHDAY takes place on Sathayam
Natchatram day. Sri Appar Swami is taken on a chariot round the

Maha Veedi.
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Vaikasi
31.5.91 Kambathu Elayanar Murugan’s Abishekam on

Visakam Natchatram. Subramania taken around
Maha Veedi.

3.6.91 Sri Sambandar’s Birthday on Moolam Natchatram.

Aani
19.6.91 Sri Natarajah Utsavam

8.7.91 Dhatchanayana Utsavam (10 days-half flag) Half

Year Festival.(Swami around Maha Veedi)

to

12.7.91 Maanikkavaachakar’s birthday on Aayielyam
Natchatram.

13.7.91 Lx)wering of flag

SRI NADARAJAH UTSAVAM - Ten Day Festival. Sri Na-

darajah is taken to the One Thousand Pillar Mandapam in the fifth

prakaram the previous night fully jewelled and decorated. At 10 a.m.

the following morning, on Utthiram Natchatram Sri Nadarajah

leaves the Temple by route of the south feeing Thirumanjana Gopu-

ram, into Thiruvoodal Street and is then taken in Pradakshina around

the Maha Veedi.

Aadi
4.8.91 Parvathi Amman Utsavam (10 days)

5.8.91 Aadi Kavadi- Palani Andavar on Krithigai

Natchatram. Special Abishekam and Kavadi

.

1 2.8.9

1

Valai Kappoo Ceremony. Fire walking near Amman
Temple Tlurd prakaram. Teertham.

12.8.91

Sri Sundaramoorthy Utsavam on Swathy

Natchatram.
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PARVATHIAMMANUTSAVAM lasts for ten days complet-

ing its cycle on PooramNatchatram. On the first day ofthe festival the

flag is hoisted above theAmman Temple in the third prakaram ofthe

Temple. Every day Apeethakuchambal is taken around the Maha
Veedi. On Pooram Natchatram; the Valai Kappoo (Bangle) Cere-

mony takes place in the Valai kapooMandapam in the fifth prakaram.

This Mandapam is just behind the Murugan Temple.

On the same day the flag is lowered and the Fire-walking takes

place in front oftheAmmanTemple until midnight. Then once again

the Mother rounds the Maha Veedi before retiring.

SRI SUNDARAMOORTHYUTSAVAM on Swathy Natcha-

tram is aone day festivalwhichcommences at S.a.m. withAbishekam.

Fully decorated with jewels and other garments, Sri Sundaramoorthy

is taken in glorious procession, accompanied by special musicians

playing drums and flutes around the third prakaram.

When this pradakshina is completed, the procession moves out of

the ArunachaleswararTemple through the ThitteeVassal (door way)

to the Durga Amman Temple, which is on the main road leading to

the bus depot in Tiruvannamalai. In the afternoon at the Durga
Amman Temple, Pandits (learned teachers ofHindu religion, history

etc.) give sermons on Sri Sundaramoorthy’s life. When this is

completed Sri Sundaramoorthy is taken once again on the journey

back through the crowded streets to the Arunachaleswarar Temple.

Meanwhile, within the Arunachaleswarar Temple, Sri Chan-
drasekara is being beautifully decorated, and after much preparation

is carried to the Kambathu Elayanar Murugan Temple in the fifth

prakaram and then to the Thittee Vasal (door way).

The crowd becomes immense outside the small Thittee Vasal
gateway of the Temple where everyone waits with great expectancy
for the procession to arrive. The night is darkwhen it does appear. Ad-
ditionally, all the lights have been extinguished. The procession waits
in the dark for ten minutes for Sri Chandrasekara and Sri Sundara-
moorthy to rendezvous at the entrance, and when they do, the lights

are turned on once more.

Sri Chandrasekara and Sri Sundaramoorthy, riding on a silver

elephant, join together in their pradakshina round the Maha Veedi.
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They stop at intervals, sometimes for as long as two hours, to give

dharshan to the enormous crowd of worshippers. All the time the

musicians play their glorious tunes. The procession returns to the

Temple by five the following morning.

Aavani
14.8.91 Sri Chandrasekara Utsavam

14.8.91 Kambathu Elayanar Abishekam- Visakam
Natchatram

21.8.91 Sri Varalakshmi Viratham.

Special Abishekam to Unnamulaiyamman.

21.8.91 Natarajah Abishekam

11.9.91 Vinayagar Chaturthi

Red Sambandar Vinayagar in third prakaram.
Special abishekam. Musicians etc.

Sri Krishna Chaturthi.

12.9.91 Special Abishekam Venugopal (Vishnu) in second

prakaram.

12.9.91 Kambathu Elayanar Abishekam — Visakam
Natchatram

Purattasi

14.9.91 Sri Chandrasekara Utsavam

18.9.91 Kambathu Elayanar Abishekam-Visakam
Natchatram

20.9.91 Sri Natarajah Special Abishekam

5.10.91 Arunagirinathar Swami birthday on Moolam
Natchatram. Sermons and Bhajans.

7.10.91 Navarathri Utsavam

Alangaram.

12.10.91 Saraswathi Puja

13.10.91 Amman around Maha Veedi
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Amman is dressed in Alangaram of different styles representing

Her diverse functions during the ten day Navarathri Festival.

Day One Parasakthi Alangaram.

Day Two Raja Rajeswari Alangaram.

Day Three Gaja Lakshmi Alangaram.

Day Four Manonmani Alangaram.

Day Five Rishaba Alangaram.

Day Six Aandal Alangaram.

Day Seven Saraswathi Alangaram.

Day Eight Lingapooji Alangaram.

Day Nine Mahishasuramardani Alangaram.

On the tenth and final day Amman is taken in great procession

around the Maha Veedi returning to the Temple after having de-

stroyed Mahishasuran.

Aipasi
14. 10.9 1 Sri Chandrasekara Utsavam.

5.11.91

Deepavali.

5. 1 1 .9 1 Sri Chandrasekara Utsavam.

6.11.91 Kambathu Elayanar Abishekam-Visakam
Natchatram.

7.11.91

to Sri Skandashasti Utsavam.

10.11.91

SRI SKANDASHASTI UTSAVAM lasts for six ^days. Lord
Kandha is taken in procession round the Maha Veedi for approxi-

mately one and a half hours, commencing at eight in the morning.
Before leaving the Temple Kandha goes in procession to the Mother
Temple in the third prakaram where he obtains the VEL with which
He detroys Sura Padman. On the sixth and final day ofSkandashasti,
a special one hundred thousand Archana is performed.

“The Lord emitted six sparks offire,one from each of the six eyes.

The heat emanating enveloped the universe, the oceans became
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dry,the earth cracked,the winds stdl, and all beings trembled for life.

Recalling the sparks to the Ganges, the Lord said that the Ganges
would, in turn, leave them in the Saravana Poikai. The Lord gave

Vaayu and Agni the capacity to handle the sparks and complete the

errand. The Lord announced, to the great happiness of the Devas,

that the sparks would in due course take the form ofa Son of the Lord

in the Poikai and that Son would destroy the Asuras and give

complete relief to the Devas.

The Supreme Lord who has form and no form, who is One and

Many and is Beginningless and Endless appeared as a glowing Person-

ality with six faces and twelve hands.the very ocean ofkmdness and

mercy and the very best Hope of the worlds.

Kandha Puraanam Chap 3 V 1

“Lord Siva, greatly moved, asked KandhaWho was by His side to

destroy the most powerful Asuras led by Sura Padman,to restore the

Vedic traditions and modes of life, to relieve the Devas of their

sufferings and to return to Indra his kingdomand restore his authority.

Lord Kandha accepted the commission. Lord Siva then made the

eleven Rudras become eleven powerful weapons and handed them

over to Kandha. The Lord also specially created a VEL (spear) and

gave it to Kandha. That VEL is an extraordinary, powerful weapon

capable of taking away the strength of one who is struck by it”.

(Kandha Puraanam Chap 5 v 1)

Karthigai
4.12.91 Kambathu Elayanar Abishekam-Visakam

Natchatram

11.12.91 Parasakthi Utsavam

11.12.91 Maanikkavaachakar’s Thiruvila celebration

12.12.91 - do -

13.12.91 — do —

10.12.91 Kartigai (Nov)

to

2.1.92 Margazhi(Dec)
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Karthigai Deepam Festival 1992 -

Pasali 1402

Karthigai, the celebrated festival of Tiruvatmamalai has become

observed, destined to be held forever in remembrance of that signifi-

cant moment, when Siva Himself appeared as the Blazing mighty

Jyothir Linga.

Divine Siva established the greatness of this place by manifesting

in the form of a Blazing Linga, that had no beginning and no end. It

was the Divine One Himself, who, for the sake of the vision and

worship of the world, directed that the Linga shall become famous as

the reddish Aruna Mountain.

The Karthigai Festival was organised,in remembrance of that hal-

lowed time, when Siva became visibile as a mighty column of fire.

High on the top of the Linga Mountain of Siva at that special time,

every earth year,a mighty beacon is lit, in appreciation of that

miraculous event.

I tell you, filend ofmy soul, that it is in Tiruvannamalai, that one
can confirm the complete love and grace ofSiva to the fullest extent.It

is in the town ofTiruvannamalai, thatwe can find the area, where Siva

established Himself as the Jyothir Linga. He did so that, we might visit

and witness Him as the Siva-Linga-Aruna-Mountain. So that we can
seeHimwith these eyes ofours in His Linga-Form, and know that Siva

IS the Creator of everything, who has no beginning and is without

end. Sri Karthigai festival begins according to the cycle of the moon,
when the full moon is conjunct with Pleiades, Krithigai.This period

normally falls in the English months of October, November or De-
cember.

Lasting for over ten days, the festival begins with the flag hoisting

Ceremony. Enormous Thers (chariots) carrying Arunachaleswarar
Swami and Apeethakuchambal Amman, She who bears the name of

“Unnamulai”, and other main deities known as THE PAN-
CHAMOORTHIES, are carried in great splendour out ofthe Temple
and conveyed around the Hill and the main streets of the town of

Tiruvatmamalai.
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Karthigai Deepam
Festival 1992

Sri Durgambal Utsavam
26. 1 1

.92

Thursday

Sri Pidari Utsavam
27.11.92

Friday

Vignesvara Puja

Procession

28.11.92

Saturday<

First Thiruvizha

29.11.92 Sunday

Morning
Thiruvila

Evening / Night
Thiruvila

PANCHAMOORTHIES
THE FIVE DEITIES

Silver Chariot

PANCHAMOORTHIES
MOOSHIGAN
Mayil(Peacock)

,

Adihara Nandi (Bull),

Sina Rishaba

Chariots.

Second Thiruvizha

30.11.92

Monday

Sri Vinayagar

Sri Chandrasekara

Vimanams(Chariots)

of Sooriya Prabha;

the Sun.

Panchamoorthies
Silver Indra

Vimanam Chariots

Third Thiruvizha

1.12.92 Tuesday

Sri Vinayagar

Sri Chandrasekara

in new Vahanams

Panchamoorthies
Simha
Vahanam(Lion)

,

Silver Swan etc

Fourth Thiruvizha

2.12.92

Wednesday

1008 Sanka
Abishekam
Sri Vinayagar

Sri Chandrasekara

Vimanams- Naga
(Cobra) Vahanam

Panchamoorthies

Silver Kalpataru

Kamadenu (Cow of

Plenty), Ruby and

silver Chariots
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Fifth Thiruvizha Sri Vinayagar

3.12.92 Sri Chandrasekara

Thursday Glass Rishaba

Vahanams
Silver Elephant

Sixth Thiruvizha

4.12.92

Friday

Sixty-Three

Nayanmars (Saints)

Sri Vinayagar

Sri Chandrasekara

Mooshikan

Panchamoorthies
Silver Mooshigan
Silver Mayil

Large Silver Bull

Rishaba Vahanam

Panchamoorthies
Indra Vimanam -

Silver Car, Etc.

Seventh Thiruvizha

5.12.92

Saturday

Big Wooden Chariot Panchamoorthies

The Maha Radham reach Ashthana

around roads of Mandapam

Eighth Thiruvizha

6.12.92

Sunday

Sri Vinayagar

Sri Chandrasekara

Silver Chariot

Panchamoorthies
start with Horse

Vahanams etc at

night 4.p.ni.

Pichandavar in

Golden Meru

Ninth Thiruvizha

7.12.92

Monday

Sri Vinayagar

Sri Chandrasekara

Glass Vimanam

Panchamoorthies
Kailasa Vahanam,
Kamadenu-Cow
of Plenty,

Raveneswaram
Vahanam etc.

Tenth Thiruvizha
8.12.92

Tuesday

Mahadeepam Day
4.a.m. Maha Barani

Day time Tank
Teertham Ceremony
4.00 a.m*

Panchamoorthies
in Golden
Vimanams 6.p-m.

Deepam fire on top

of Mountain.

Tank Ceremony
9.12.92

Wednesday

Sri Chandrasekara
Boating Festival

Panchamoorthies
in Golden Rishaba

Vimanams.
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Tank Ceremony
10.12.92

Thursday

Sri Parasakthi

Boating Festival

7 p.m,

Sri Arunachaleswara

& Mother Apeetha-

kuchalambal,

Sri Chandikeswarar

Tank Ceremony
11.12.92

Friday

Sri Subramania
Boating Festival

12.12.92

Saturday

Sri Chandikeswarar

Festival

Sri Chandikeswarar

Utsavam Rishaba

Vahanam Silver Bull

THE BLESSINGS OF LORD ARUNACHALESWARAR
AND MOTHER APEETHAKUCHALAMBAL KARTHIGAI
DEEPAM

Pancha Moorthies:- Five deities— Annamalaiyar, Unnamulaiyamman, Vinay-

agar, Murugan and Chandikeswarar.

The Karthigai Festival lasts for ten days without ceasing followed

by other important Festivals. Every day a joy to behold. The final

Thiruvila commences in the early hours of the tenth day with the

Bharani Deepam, culminating in the awe inspiring sight of the

lighting of the Great Maha Jyothi Deepam, on the top of the Holy

Aruna Mountain at 6.00 p.m.

From the first to the last day, glorious ceremony is taking place

within the Temple and the chariots (Ther) are seen throughout the

streets of Tiruvannamalai. On the fifth day along with other Thers,

the Rishaba (bull) chariot bearingSwami andAmman is taken in pro-

cession, accompanied by the chief priests. This is followed on con-

secutive days by Gold and Silver Chariots. On the Seventh day, the

Maha Radham; the massive woodenTher is taken through the streets

from 5.00 a.m. to 6.00 a.m. the following day. On the ninth day, the

Raveneswaram Chariot.

The lengthy procession ofsmall Chapparams; booths, which hold

the minor deities, are also displayed on the streets ofTiruvannamalai
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on one day of the festival. The Chapparams are carried around by

school boys, vrith the aid of wooden poles, which are inserted into

ringed openings on the sides.

The crowded processions are extremely varied and gloriously dis-

played with different kinds of ornamentation. These processions

extend from the early morning until well into the night, over the full

ten days of the festival. At night, the Ther-chariots are well lit with

coloured lights which show clearly in the early darkness.Many of

these chariots have their own large generators, which provide the

power for the lights.

The Thers pulled around the streets of Tiruvannamalai are a

lovely sight. A few ofthem are mounted on vehicles, but the majority

are either carried or pulled by thousands of devotees.The biggest of

them is theMaha Radham: BigWoodenTher carrying Annamalaiyar

and Unnamulaiamman.

TheMaha RadhamTher is gigantic, absolutely beautifulwithmas-

sive wooden wheels and statues offour white prancing horses in front.

It has a roof of five tiers with garlands, hanging from the lowest and
a spire at the very top. The Maha Radham is the largest of all the

Thers, yet it has no vehicle to propel it. Thousands ofdevotees arrive

in Tiruvannamalai intent on being amongst the crowd, who have the

distinction of propelling the great wooden chariot.

Due to its colossal size, the Maha Radham Chariot moves very

slowly with large wooden props placed under the back wheels, so that

greater control and support is achieved. These thick wooden levers

are inserted under the wheels, and with great earnestness selected

ones jump up and down on them, so that the great Ther is moved
forward. All this jumping on the back ofwooden levers is accompa-
nied by a fanfare ofshouts, so that hundreds of ‘Pullers’, holding onto
lines of thick stout ropes in the front of the Maha Radham, know the
exact moment the ‘Jumpers’ at the back have completed their work.
Then, with the utmost care and precision, necessary due to the mighty
weight and size, and with loud shouts and chanting,in one great

heave, the Maha Radham Ther moves off. But only for a few places,

to be halted so that it can all start again.

All this time, way above the crowd inside the Maha-Ther, Guruk-
kals stand, passing down sacred vibhuti and flowers from their active
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devotion to Father Arunachaleswarar and Mother Apeethakucha-
lambal. The Divine couple who sit majestically within the great

chariot, spreading their glorious light upon the heads ofeveryone in

that blessed place.

Accompanied by music and song this wonderful colourful, display

fills the town of Tiruvannamalai over the festival period, bringing

enormous crowds ofworshippers and sightseers.This naturally causes

great congestion, as all the roads of the main area become congested.

One is advised to arrive in the townbefore the Karthigai Festival is due
to begin, and book lodges well in adveince, otherwise there are great

problems in finding a place to stay.

On that special day Arunachaleswarar and the Mother Unnamu-
lai Amman are dressed in their magnificent garments with crowns,

necklaces, and jewellery of every description. These glorious articles

and precious stones, some ofwhich are ofimmense age andvalue, are

placed upon their beautiful figures.

Seated inside a special guarded room in the iimer Temple of Siva,

Gurukkals, who have been specially chosen for this splendid work

carefully remove the precious articles, one by one, from their special

Annamalaiyar’s Croum of Precious Stones
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jewel cases, displaying them to devotees before placing them on the

Divine Forms.

Some ofthese Jewels, many ofwhich are hundreds ofyears old, are

carefully placed into the hands of seated devotees, who with great

reverence and devotion, and with exclamations ofwonder, pass them
to another waiting Brahmin priest, to be placed lovingly on the head,

neck, arms or waist ofFather Annamalaiyar and Mother Unnamulai.

At 4.00 a.m., in the early hours the Bharani Deepam in five

agantams are lit in Arunachaleswarar’s Sannithi. In the evening, just

before the flame is placed on the Maha Beacon,the Panchamoorthis

sre brought to the Katchi Mandapam. At dusk Arunachaleswarar is

taken out to the five Deepams and then my friend, the breathtaking
experience ofthe Maha Jyothi Deepam takes place, and fills the soul.

This is wonderful to experience and glorious to behold. The sight must
be seen in all its wonder.
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On the tenth and final day, everyone who has been able to obtain
an entrance ticket to the Temple is there, filling every available space
to overflowing. All on the pinnacle ofexpectancy, worshipping Axun-
achaleswarar Siva. Magnificent worship is taking place within those

sacred walls all the time. It is wonderful witnessing this devotion to

Arunachaleswarar especiallyon this final day. At the same time as the
Panchamoorthis are worshipped in the Katchi Mandapam, the Maha
Bharani Deepam is being ignited on top of the Linga Mountain.

The Maha Jyothi Deepam, glows from the top ofthe Holy-Aruna-
Mountain-Linga. At night, when everything is so dark that nothing
else can be seen, when even the shadow ofthe Mountain is not visible,

the flame of the beacon of fire, burning on top of the Mountain, can
be witnessed for miles around. This fire looks as ifit is burning without
any visible support around it. The flame shoots upwards, glowing in

the midst of the dark sky, appearing as if it is signalling firom the

heavens, calling out to all the world, so that everyone can hear the

magnetic call of Arunachaleswarar Siva.

As the torch is put to the Maha Jyothi Deepam, a tremendous call

firom thousands of throats is heard from the enormous crowd of

worshippers inside the Temple of Arunachaleswarar, crying in one

mighty voice:-

ARUNACHALA SIVA,
ARUNACHALA SIVA,

ARUNACHALA
ARUNACHALA SIVA,
ARUNACHALA SIVA,

ARUNACHALA
AROHARA AROHARA AROHARA

Then, in the darkness the clouds cover and the rain showers, down
onto the Deepam and onto the raised waiting heads of the crowd of

devotees as ifanointing, blessing everyone present at that Holy Place.

Every room in the town ofTiruvannamalai, is brimming to burst-

ing point during the Karthigai Festival, no space can be found. The
gates ofthe Arunachaleswarar Temple are left open day and night, so

that pilgrims can find room to rest their weary limbs. In fact, most of

the people seem to have no place to stay, and theydo not seem to care.
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eating and sleeping where they can find a small space. Having

travelled many miles to be at that Holy Place for the Karthigai

Festival,they seem prepared to live anywhere, and might well consider

it unworthy to even think about a place to relax.

My dear Friend, it is necessary to witness this Festival to appreciate

its greatness. Everymoment during those ten days ofthe festival is like

illumination to the soul. It is difficult to explain the wonderful

sensation when observing the thousands of pilgrims in the early

morning light of the final Tenth Thiruvizha Day climbing the Holy

Linga Mountain, so that they can witness the lighting of the ‘Great

‘Maha Jyothi Deepam’ at the top for themselves. On the top of the

HolyMountain, is a large copperum containing enormous quantities

of oils, carried there every year for that special time. Devout worship-

pers all dressed in white can be seen climbing upwards from the

bottom to the highest point of the Holy Aruna Linga Mount. Many
people join the line, some are old and some are even infirm. As the

devotees climb upwards, theyform a moving, winding line on the path

of the solid rocky face of Aruna,and eventually appear so small, to

those watchingfrom below, that theybegin to take on the appearance

of a winding stream ofwhite-worker-ants, all ofthem joined together

with one collective purpose in mind.

While devotees climb the Holy Mountain, other worshippers are

doing Giiipradakshina;walking the path around the Mountain or

walking many times around the second prakaram of the Siva Temple.
It is a most illuminating sight, witnessing the never ceasing devotion

to Arunachala Siva.

And why do they all do this? Why do the young and old from all

walks of life and from many continents come to Tiruvarmamalai to

devote themselves throughmightyworship to Arunachala Siva?Why
is the area so blessed?

Friend of my soul, devotees believe that the Linga Mountain of
Arunachaleswarar Siva is Siva. Theybelieve that, when they take part
in all the ceremony, service and ritual, they are devoting themselves
to Siva.They believe that, when they do Giripradakshina aroimd the
mountain, they are devoting themselves to the Divine who is the
Creator of Creation, and who Is Creation. When devotees are in

prayer in the Temple, they are near to Him, and when they do
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pradakshina in the Second prakaram, they also know that they are

near to Him, the Linga which was placed on that spot by Siva Himself.
When they do all this, it is done by them out of pure bhakti

devotion. Some have never heard or read the scripture, yet they feel

within their souls, the tenderness of that knowledge, with all the
absolute conviction it brings. They know what the Holy Linga Aruna
Mountain Is and what It confers.

My friend, the area is distinctively sacred because of the truth of
the mighty traditions. The Pillar ofFire that appeared before Brahma
and Vishnu is the Aruna Mountain.

O Brahma and Vishnu, I am Brahman because ofBrhatva(huge size)

and Brmhanatva (causing to grow). Similarly I am Atman due to

Samatva(equality) and Vyapakatva (pervasiveness).

It is in order to make my Brmhanatva understood that my emblem
rose up. In order to clarify my Isatva, unknown hitherto, I have
manifested myself here immediately in the embodied form.

Smce It has all the qualities ofmy emblem it shall be my symbol. O
sons, you shall worship it every day.

The Linga Symbol and Siva are non-different. Hence it is identical

with me. It brmgs devotees near to me.

Swapuranam — Vidyesvarasamhita Chap 8 v 37 to 43

He who sees Me on the day ofArudra star in the month ofMargasirsa
m the company ofUma and worshipsmy emblem or embodied image

is dearer to Me than even Guha.

On that auspicious day the vision alone accords ample results. Ifhe

worships too, the result cannot be adequately described.

Since I manifested Myselfin the form ofthe LingaEmblem in the field

of batde.this place is known as Lingasthana.

Since this column is without root or top it will henceforth be

diminutive in size, for the sake ofthe vision and worship ofthe world.

This emblem confers bliss. It is the only means ofworldly enjoyment

and salvation. Viewed,touched or meditated upon, it wards off all

future births.

Since it rose resembling a mountain of fire, this place shall be famous

as reddish Aruna Mountain.

Many famous centres will spring up here.A residence or death in this

holy place ensures liberation.

Celebration ofchariot festivals, congregation ofdevotees, the presen-

tation of ordinary as well as sacrificial gifts and offering of prayers at

this place shall be millionfold efficacious.
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Hence this sector shall be greater than all other sectors, very

auspicious, full of all sorts of welfare and according salvation to

everyone.

Worship me inmy supreme Linga Form at this place and performing

the other sacred rites shall accord the five types of salvation .

Sivr^raTuim — Vidyesvarasamhita Chap 9 v 15 to 27

This is why we go to Tiruvannamalai. We like to spend our time

within the walls of the Temple and walking around the Holy Moun-
tain. There in that Holy Area, we feel very close to Arunachaleswarar.

It is true that God is everywhere and that we are told to feel content,

but, speaking asmy soul dictates, I tellyou that I need to be where God
is King, designatedbyHim as a special place on this earth ofours. That

is what all devotees long for, to be near Him. This is why we go to

Tiruvannamalai. It is His abode on this earth.

If I could speak as my soul dictates,

Of the way my soul sings at times.

I would be able to tell you the truth of my quest,

And not hide behind die shadows ofmy form.

If I could speak openly ofmy life.

Of what I feel within.

Then you would see a smile on my lips.

And light would shine from my eyes.

It is a destiny unfulfilled,

I am unable to speak or to move.
I long beyond measure for the grace of God,
To spread down and Uji this load.

I need to be where my heart dictates.

Where my soul can always sing.

Where my form is lightened by His grace.

The place where Siva is King.

Do not let me die in this place of abode.
Where no lightness is fuU within.

Why not show me Thy love and lighten my load,

There in Tiruvannamalai Thy palace home.
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Indra Vimanam
Karthigai Deepam



Simha Vimanam
Karthigai Deepam
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Goddess in Kamadhenu
Karthigai Deepam
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Rishabha Vahandm
Karthigai Deepam
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Maha Radham
Karthigai Deepam
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Margazhi
14.12.91 Maanikkavaachakar’s Thiruvkha (continues)

to

20.12.91 Siva Dharshan to Maanikkavaachakar etc

Thimvaadhirai Natchatram Day

14.12.91 Sri Chandrasekara Utsavam

15 . 1 2.9 1 Sri Vishnu Abishekam

1.1.92 Kambathu Elayanar Abishekam-Visakam
Natchatram

5.1.92 Uthrayaana Punyakalam FLAG RAISING
to 10 days. Half year Festival.

13.1.92 Sri Natarajah Utsavam (2nd Festival)

Thai
14.1.92 Sri Chandrasekara Utsavam

14.1.92 Thai Pongal Harvest Festival

15.1.92 Mattu Pongal Festival of Cattle

15.1.92 Thtruvoodal Thiruvizha.

18.1.92 Sri Chandrasekara -Teertham Thenpennai River

to Festival

19.1.92

17.1.92 Kannappa Nayanar Guru Pooja.

20.1.92 Thai Kavadi, on Thai Poosam Natchatram Day.

30.1.92 Kambathu Elayanar Utsavam.
Thai Vilakku Puja. Utharayam Punyakalam - half

year festival, ten days.

Thai Pongal, Harvest Festival is followed by Mattu Pongal; the

Festival of Cattle and Thiruvoodal Festival.

During this period the five Nandis; the Pradosha Nandi in the

Moolastanam, the Ratha Vilaku Nandi in the second prakaram, the

Kodi Kampathu Nandi in the third prakaram, the Chinna Nandi in

the fourth prakaram, and the Peria Nandi that stands in front of the

Vallala Gopuram in the fifth prakaram, are all beautifully decorated
with garlands offlowers, vadai, bananas, cereals and other sweet foods
of a variety of descriptions, together with unshelled rice.



Penya Pattam Chinna Pattam
Sathasiva Gurukkal, Thiagarajah Gurukkal

Ulthurai Pattamaniam Elavarasu pattam
(Young Prince)

On Thiruvoodal, the Eluyntharule (Utsavar) statue of
Arunachaleswarar is carried by numerous attendant devotees on a

special chariot, covered with a large gorgeously decorated sunshade.

Every alternate year, depending on whose turn it is, the oldest and
most senior Gurukkal from one of the two leading Gurukkal families

sits with his assistant on the decorated chariot performing arathi. This

couldbe a seniormember ofthe Peria Pattam - (Big Group) , or a senior

member ofChinna Pattam- (Small Group) . The present holder ofthe

Peria Pattam is Sathasiva Gurukkal, Ulthurai Pattamaniam. Thiaga-

rajah Gurukkal is the senior member of the -Chinna Patam-Small

Group — who holds the hereditary title of Elavarasu Pattam - Young
Prince. This distinguished title was bestowed on his family many years

ago by an ancient ruler.
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Before leaving the Temple Swami gives His blessingHe goes to the

Kodi Kampathu Nandi in front on the flagstafffacing the Sivan Kovil

in the third prakaram and gives dharshan to Nandi as VEERAT-
SWARRUPAM, symbolising the movement heavenwards.

Swami as EKAPATHAMOORTHY,stands on one foot giving

dharshan to the Devas. Swami then gives dharshan once more, this

time as a Priest. When this is completed, Swami Divides into three

and gives His blessing, representing the Trinity of Brahma, Siva and

Vishnu.

Dharshan is given in front ofthe KiliGopuram to the eleven Rudra

representatives of Siva. Then Dharshan is given to the fifty eight

thousand Munis, Rishis and other Siddhas,Vidyadhara (learned

people) .In fact, my firiend, dharshan is given to everyone as the cav-

alcade rounds the Maha Veedhl three times. The three times that

Swami rounds the Maha Veedhi represents three times round the

Creator, the Destroyer and the Guardian, which are all Himself-Siva.

The procession which commences at dawn and completed by

sunset, travels around the Maha Veedi three times. Starting from the

Inner Temple of Siva it passes through the Temple grounds. When
reaching the Fifth Prakaram, it advances through the small Thittee

Vasal gateway entering the Sixth Prakaram.

The wonderful cavalcade, Avith the senior Gurukkal looking re-

plendent in his special robes, passes through the open Sixteen Pillar

Mandapam into Theradi Veedhi (The Street of the Chariot

Procession),the Seventh Prakaram. There, moving slowly, due to the

enormous crowd ofworshippers, the chariot circuits the Temple three

times on it’s journey. Then as night approaches the lengthy journey

around the Linga Mountain begins.

In the early morning, the Mother waits inside the Sivan Temple,
when upon Siva’s return. He finds Her door closed. Sri Sundara-
moorthy acts as the mediator between them. Then Siva enters amidst
the crowds of worshippers. The breath taking sight within the Siva
Temple is most wonderful to behold. Jointly the Divine Couple come
out of the Siva Temple giving Dharshan to everyone in the second
prakaram as ANUGRAHA.
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The excellent account concerning this festival recalls,

there was a Rishi (ascetic), called Bringi who only worshipped Siva.

He never worshipped the Mother Uma. Bnngi did great penance,

worshipping Siva for centunes. Then when Siva went to confer en-

lightenment on Bnngi the Mother of All, opposed this provision,

saying that Brmgi should also worship Her before he obtained illumi-

nation.

The Voodal comes at this point. The word, Voodal means Petty

Quarrel. Ambal expresses that She is displeased with Siva for granting

enlightenment to Bringi Maharishi.“He should also worship Me. You
have the Ganga on your head. I am very displeased with you”. Thus
she returns to Her quarters. Siva gives enlightenment on His own to

Bringi.

According to the narrative, Siva’s reply, demonstrates His true

benevolence. As the Creator, Provider, and Destroyer He does

nothing for Himself. If what develops from His mighty benevolence

requires remedy He is forever ready to take everything upon Himself.

I do not do anything for myself. When the Ganga Devi was called to

earth from heaven she came with such a force that she could have

destroyed the earth. I subdued her takmg her onto my own head. I go

as a beggar with a begging bowl to subdue ego because ego can destroy

all.

-Anon

My friend, so much happens during this festival,that while I have

endeavoured to give a short and simple explanation, no interpretation

can be adequate. One has to witness all ofthe wonderful ceremony for

themselves to comprehend fully. Not only this, for it is said, the one
who watches the Thiruvoodal will never be bom again.

SRICHANDRASEKARA is taken to Manalurpet for Teertham,

approximately 30 kilometers fromTiruvannamalai. The large proces-

sion leaves at midnight on the 4th and reaches Manalurpet at 8 a.m.

on the morning of the 5th. Twenty small temples send their Utsavar

Deities to Manalurpet. At the special time of twelve, noon, Siva’s

SULUM is immersed in the Thenpennai RiverTeerthamby the Chief

Priest.
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THAI KAVADI, Thai Poosam is the January Penance that takes

place for Lord Palani Andaver on Poosam Natchatram Day. The

Kavadi, which is an impressive sight, starts from Swami
Arunagirinathar’s Temple and rounds the Maha Veedhi, seventh

prakaram, with one hundred^and-eight Kavadis or more.

Masi
14.2.92 Sri Chandrasekara- Maha Veedhi.

19.2.92 Sri Nadaraja Utsavam.

20.2.92 Masi Makam

26.2.92 Kambathu Elayanar Abishekam-Visakam
Natchatram

5.3.92

Maha Sivarathri

MAHA SIVARATHRI. is of special importance as this is the

place ofLingasthana. It is here that Siva appeared as a luminous pillar

before Brahma and Vishnu. There is also the sacred tradition, that the

Linga in the Moolastanam was bestowed at that auspicious time.

When Brahma and Vishnu paid homage to Siva and those per-

sonal articles were used to glorify Him; the lamps, sacrificial threads,

garlands, incense, camphor, sandal-paste and many other glorious

objects that constitute the excellent worship for the adoration of the

Lord of Alljthese splendid articles were established as a precedence,

so that Siva may be worshipped with such glorification forever.

Delighted with the excellent admiration paid to Him, together

with the veneration in His honour, the astounding Esvara Siva

proclaimed a Holy Day in remembrance of that adoration to be made
famous as Sivarathri-The Holiest of Holy Days

Dear Children, I am delighted at your worship on this holy day.

Henceforth this day will be famous as Sivarathri, the holiest of holy

days pleasing to me.

The devotee shallobserve a faston Sivarathn,both during the dayand
at night. He shall perfectly restrain his sense organs. He shall adore
to the extent of his strength. He shall not deceive anyone.
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This IS the time when the virtue ofdevonon to me, increases like the

tide in the ocean. Festivines like the installation ofmy image and so

forth on that day are very auspicious.

The day on which I manifested myselfm the form of a column of fire,

is the Arudra star in the month of Margasirsa (November -Decem-

ber) , my child.

Since I manifested in the form ofa Linga in the field ofbattle this place

will be known as LINGASTHANA.
Sivapurarui-Vidyesvarasamhita Chap 9 v 10 to18

My friend, when worshipping Siva on Maha Sivarathri in the pre-

scribed manner, the devotee attains that fruit which usually accrues

to one who continuously worships Siva for one year. The devotee is

expected to observe a fast (Viratham) both during the day and night.

To restrain the senses, to adore Lord Siva with flowers to the extent

of one’s capabilities.

When worshipping the Sivalinga, we are honouring and venerat-

ing the Great One Himself. When we worship the Sivalinga on the

auspicious time ofMaha Sivarathri, while at the same time glorifying

Him with the prescribed articles for that worship, we are certainly on
the path to salvation.

We have numerous functions to perform every day of our short

lives. ButwhenMaha Sivarathri arrives is the time which is supremely

blessed. It is set apart, so that we can turn our minds Godwards, that

we might remember the One Supreme God of AIL

It is a time when the virtue of devotion to Me, increases like the tide

in the ocean at the rise of the moon.

Festivals like the installation of My idols on that day are very

auspicious.

The Maha Sivapuranam

Sivarathri generally falls between two Amavasya periods, before

the Hindu New Year or Chitrai first. There is a special reason for this

choice.

The special moment when three orbits: the Earth’s orbit, the

Moon’s orbit and the Sun’s orbit are conjunct.When they are joined
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together at one point the year begins for us. This is the start ofthe year

for the Celestials.

When all the nights coincide -the Celestial night, the Solar night

and the Earthly night:- that is when it is night for us on the earth, from

six in the evening until six in the morning - THAT NIGHT IS

MAHA SIVARATHRl.

Glorified in the dark half of the month, Maha Sivarathri is per-

formed when Chaturdasi extends up to midnight and is the path

designed for us in this world of form for reawakening into the full

Divine Light - the Light of Truth.

The day is the period that most ofus have to work, although there

are many people who have night duties to perform. After working

hard during the day, we also try to find extra time for other activities.

This is when we meet our family and friends, go to clubs and try to do

things that benefit others. So that, when night arrives we begin to

stretch and yawn. Most of us find it difficult to stay awake and are

ready for sleep. Naturally tired after doing our many duties and
activities, it is not surprising that we need the rest so that we can get

up to a fresh start the following day.

When the auspicious time ofMaha Sivarathri begins, it is six in the

evening. While most of us are not tired at that time, as the auspicious

period continues its way throughout the night to complete its cycle at

six in the morning, we can become very tired because we are not used

to going without rest

However, because Sivarathri is

the special time, the night dedi-

cated to Siva, it is the time whenwe
must make every effort to stay

awake. Believe me, my friend, it is

necessary for us to stay awake
because when we keep from sleep on that special-night, it is just like

turning all that is dark within us into light.

On that special night, we observe a fast (Viratham), not only
giving up food in the physical sense, but also spiritually giving up
unwanted thoughts that hinder our progress.

Stay awake
it IS

Sivarathri
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Come on get up, Its dawn now%

How long are you to be -

Eating,

drinkmg,

E>ymg and

Decaying.

How long to remam in

Samsaras* snare.

The Katho LJpanishad

The Puranas explain to us, that we must observe a fast and keep

vigil at the time ofMaha Sivarathri. The scriptures also make it clear

that for the benefit of our soul and for learning discipline we should

fast at least once a week, or even once every two weeks, or once a

month, or if we cannot even manage that, once every six months. If

that is impossible we must observe fast and vigil once a year when we
celebrate Maha Sivarathri. When we keep awake on Sivarathri and
observe fast we are conquering all the dark forces that are within us.

At that Special time of Siva, we celebrate His greatness.

We have to be like the hunter, who even in his ignorant state

stayed awake that auspicious night and gained salvation. For such is

the greatness of this night ofSiva,that the hunter, while he waited all

night in the branches of a tree in order to lure an animal in his net in

order to fill his hungry stomach, unknowingly performed Japa and
gained through Siva’s Great-Grace, food for the soul and salvation.

Hence the devotee shall worship Sivan by performmg ntes,

Sivan’s sacred ntes for the blessmg of His favour.

Sivan’s Japas and mantras always.

Sivan is delighted by the dedicanon of souls,

He bestows salvation.

Maha Swapuranam

Siva is the One who is the Supreme Reality. He is the Self-

Existent, Self-Luminous. He is the One Infinite, Eternal,Partless,

Subtle and Taintless. Siva is Perfect and Absolute. He is the

Imperishable-Supreme-Self, who is full of Eternal-Goodness. Full of
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Eternal-Consciousness, He is the Infinite Cause of the universe. He
is also its Witness. Siva is the One-Transcendental-Reality whose

nature is One; uniform and undivided. He is the Embodiment of

Knowledge; Janavigraha.

Siva is the Revealing-Revealer of all objects of experience. He is

also the Experiencer of all experiences. Siva is full of Eternal-Con-

sciousness.

Siva is Self-proved, Auspicious and Good. WithinHim is the past,

the present and the future - He is the Lord-of-All-Time.

Endowed with All-Powers Siva creates the worlds with His power

which is called Prakriti. He controls Prakriti from within Himself.

How can Siva be known? Siva Transcends the grasp

of ordinary experience. Siva can be realised through

prajna intuition experienced throuh spiritual realisa-

tion illumined by him.

On Maha Sivarathri the Arunachaleswarar Temple is full with

many worshippers doing pradakshina within the third and second

prakarams. The Moolastanam overflows with devotees, all anxious to

be there when the great chanting of names and the Special

Abishekam is being performed.

The path round the Holy Linga Mountain is also crowded with

devotees, all walking around the Siva Ltnga.Maha Sivarathri is a very

auspicious time when devotees think back to the origin of the Linga

which resides on the earth at this spot. The worshipper understands

that this is Lingasthana. They try as much as they possibly can to

worship on Maha Sivarathri with the prescribed articles of devotion,

flower garlands, camphor, water, bells,sandal paste and much more.

The Temple ofArunachaleswarar has been built at the foot of the
Holy Aruna Linga Mountain. As devotees walk from prakaram to

prakaram within the temple grounds and look at all the structures that
have been built from ancient time, they walk with Siva.And as they
pass over stone and under Gopuram they join with all those ancient
peoples in their devotion to Him. Within their heart and soul they
hold onto Siva who is this place.
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Panguni
14.3.92 Sri Chandrasekara — Maha Veedhi

19.3.92 Panguni Utthiram — Five day Festival

20.3.92 Sri Chandrasekara Teertham at Kelnathur

21.3.92 Arunachaleswarar Swami and Amman to Kalyana

Mandapam. Third Prakaram

24.3.92 Sri Somaskanda to Lotus Pond.Germination ofseed.

PANGUNI UTTHIRAM. The celebration of the marriage of

Siva with His Sakthi takes place on this auspicious Natchatram in the

Kalyana Mandapam (Wedding Hall).

On this wedding day Shastri Brahmins arrive from the Sri Ramana
Ashram to recite the Shastrams-holy verses — and conduct the wed-
ding according to sacred rites. In the evening the Divine couple are

carried around the third prakaram, through the Temple, and around

the streets in the seventh prakaram. On the fifth day the Lord goes to

Kumaran Temple (south side) where special alangaram takes place.

The Kalyana Mandapam, in the third prakaram of the temple, is

usually locked, but this is one ofthe major festivals when it is possible

to go inside and see this highly decorated hall. The Mandapam is also

opened on Karthigai Deepam, Thiru Vilakku Puja and on other

festivals.
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Saints and Scholars

well advanced language and culture has been in existence

for many centuries, in the Tamil south. The changes that

have taken place over the centuries bringing India into the

computer age, have not been able to remove one speck of that special

kind of essence which is characteristic of that land.

Many of the saints, scholars and devotees who heard Siva’s call

from the Aruna Linga Mountain have travelled to that Holy area for

centuries. Only, in the distant past their journey must have been
much more difficult than ours. In those early days they had to make
their way through dense forest, having no map or gopuram to identify

the area. They answered a summons and went to pray at a shrine on
the Hill. Sekkizhar, the author of the Periyapuranam mentions that

Saint Appar and Thirunavukkarasar, who lived in the 7th century

worshippped Siva in the Hill Temple.

My friend, we may not know the names ofcountless devotees who
have worshippped Arunachaleswarar Siva, but we can identify their

spint for they cling to Siva. It is said that their devotion never wavers.

So strong, that those ancient ones round the blessed Linga even now.
Their perfume fills the air and touches those of human form who do
giri pradaskshina.

Mrigamadesvara, onginally Pulkala, the Asura, lived on the Holy
Linga Mountain worshipping Arunachaleswara continuously, and by
doing so was anointed by Arunachala Siva and obtained the form of
a sweet smelling Civet.
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Thirunavukkarasar arrived in Tiruvannamalai after travelling

through many areas ofSouthern India. The rest of his mortal life was
spent worshipping Arunachaleswara Siva. He composed the

Thirukurunthokai as well as many more devotional hymns in praise of

Siva.

The poet Vaadhavooran Maanikkavaachakar, the author of

Thiruvaachakam, that great spiritual work, The Pathway to God, is

sufficient to demonstrate the true pattern of greatness inherent in

Tamil literature. Maanikkavaachakar is reported to have been bom
in Vaadhavoor, a village seven miles from modem Madurai on the

banks of the river Vaigai. He was bom into a Brahmin family which
had, for several generations, provided the kings of Pandinadu with

ministers. He later became a minister himself. The late Maraimalai

Adigal places Manikkavachakar in the third century while others as

late as the tenth century. I do not think the date is important, it is

immaterial to the impact of the mighty influence of his work.

Maanikkavaachakar’s stanza of twenty verses composed during his

stay in Tiruvannamalai translated by Dr.G.U.Pope is called

Tiruvammaanai,

VI) Let us play Ammaanai,

Singing about those bliss over-flowing blossomy Feet not possible of

being seen even by the red-eyed Vishnu though he went down as a

boar and burrowed for it.About the sublime mercy of the Lord of the

South teeming with coconut groves. The One with the beauteous

eyes which graciously came down to earth as the most compassionate

One ”.

V9) “ Ofthe magnificent One who graciously endowed a prize for the

melody-beanng song, of Him with one part of His body bearing a

woman, of the Lord of Perunthurai ”.

V13) “ Of the partner of Her with cup-shaped breasts, of the

Southerner, of the Lord of Perunthurai, of Him of the nature of un-

failingly melting the hearts of those who have sought refuge at His

feet....

V 16) “ Let us play Ammaanai singing ofHim with one halfofHis body

gleaming with the radiance of Her of parrot-like soft speech, of the

wise One unseeable by Vishnu and Brahma who set out to see Him,of

the clear honey of enlightenment, of the compassionate One ”

Maanikkavaachakar - Tiruvammaanai

Ammaanai - The holy game exalting bliss
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Saint Arunagirinathar bom in approximately A.D. 1330 in the

Temple city ofTiruvannamalai is identified with a number of excel-

lent stories about the Arunachaleswarar Temple. He is probably the

peak, the greatest language communicator in the Tamil language

amongst the Tamil poets. His songs reveal an immense wealth of

vocabulary, most of the sounds are, I suspect, sacred.

The Kambathu Elayanar Sannathi Murugan Temple in the fifth

prakaram of the Arunachaleswarar Temple marks the actual spot

where Lord Murugan appeared to Arunagirinathar, who, was without

doubt the greatest Muruga Bhakta, composed over 87,000 songs of

Tiruppugazh - Praising God — as well as other compositions. It is

practically impossible to explain the love expressed in Sri

Arunagirinathar’s works, and the impact he has made on the cultural

heritage of Southern India.

Like a child unto the barren tuomb,

Like a mine ofnew-found treasures^

Like a floor of diamonds,

So be my songs.

Like the wilful embrace of Lovers soft bosom,

Like a string of the purest gems,

Like a garden offragrant blossoms,

Like the river that descends from heaven,

Even so be my songs

Luke the daughter of the ocean.

Like the eyes unto poets.

Like a stream full to the bnm easy to drink,

Like a vase of the nectar of Thy beauty,

So be my wondrous songs of love.

By Thy grace, O Lord .

Arunagirinathar - stanza translated by

Subrahxnanya Bharatx 1882-1921
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There is authenticating evidence within the Tiruppugazh Tevaram
composition “ ATALA SEDANAR ADA” which was sung by Saint

Arunagirinathar in the courtyard ofthe Arunachaleswarar Temple in

Tiruvannamalai, which substantiates that the ‘Raya’ Arugirinathar

refers to in that Holy Thevaram, as Prauda Devaraya, was a Vijay-

anagar Raya. The title Prauda Devaraya was only given to Vijayanagar

Rayas (kings) . This is also supported by the outstanding, contribution

on the life of Saint Arunagirinathar by Swami Avananda.

...O Lord Murugan who resides in the heart of Prauda Devaraya in

such away as to make it dance with joy! Come dancmg,O lord, come
dancing in such a way that when you dance everything dances ....

...In the midst of the assembly ofYour devotees, who deserved Your
compassion and with the chanting of the Vedas being heard. You
came once inTiruvannamalai. Howcan I forget the sight ofyour lotus

feet in my mind or even in my dreams

...Oh Victor on the peacock! You came to my help in Tiruvannama-

laim a way that the people of the world can perceive and praise Your
great compassion!

Living until the age of approximately seventy-five years, Saint

Arunagirinathar lived through an era ofgreat change and unrest. He
spent his years travelling the whole of Tamil Nadu visiting all the

Muruga shrines, even going as far as Kadirgamam in Sri Lanka. He
was the quintessence, the purest form of Muruga Bhakta.

I tell you, my friend, the Arunachala Temple is a paradise for the

Muruga Bhakta. The wonderful influence of Arunagirinathar is very

much alive. This mighty power calls out to devotees from every nook
and comer. There is the distmct feeling within that mighty edifice

that one is actually brought into the presence of Lord Murugan. A
framed picture of Bamban Swami who was a great Muruga Bhakta,

hangs on the wall of the Arunagirinathar Temple.

Guhai (Cave) Namasivaya belonged to the Virasaivite sect.He

was bom in approximately 1548 AD and was the disciple of Guru
Sivananda Desika of Sailam before he came to Tiruvannamalai.

Guhai Namasivaya initially found it difficult to enter the Temple, as

he was a Virasaivite which prohibited him from worshipping there.

Later, however, he had a vision ofhis Guru entering the Temple and
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acknowledging this vision as pennission for him to enter,he took up
residence in the Temple entrance. Remaining there and begging for

his food, Namasivayawove a garland offlowers, composing a beautiful

verse every day with each flower he threaded, each one expounding

the greatness of Arunachala Siva. When Siva appeared before him,

commanding that he should go to a cave and continue his yogic

practices, Guhai Namasivaya left the entrance and went to live on the

side of the Holy Linga Mountain in Tiruvannamalai. His Temple
shrine can be clearly seen on the Aruna Mountain when looking

upwards from the Third Prakaram of the Temple.

Many times I have wreathed Him with flower garlands and adored

Him with song garlands. My tongue has sung a thousand melodies m
praise ofHim. To see Him, the Lord Sonachala (Arunachala) , femed
all over the earth, I, worthless as I am, need a thousand eyes.

Guhai Namasivaya

Guru Namasivaya arranged for many endowments to the Temple
and also composed many songs. There still exists a Mutt to the

memory of both Guhai and Guru Namasivaya in Tiruvannamalai.

Sri Seshadri Swami
was a Jivan-Muktha who
lived in Tiruvannamalai
in the first quarter of this

century at the same time

as Sri Ramana Maharishi.

Sri Seshadri Swami born
in Kanchipuram on 22
January 1870 was re-

nowned as having many
attributes. His life mani-
festing God’s glory at all

times. He spent most of

his time within the Muru-
gan Shrine in the fifth

prakaram of the Arun-
achala Temple, where his

picture can still be seen.
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Sri Bhagavan Seshadri. Swami lived his life full ofGod realisation.

He was often seen walking around Tiruvannamalai speaking to the

traders and devotees. He was older than Sri Ramana and had a close

affiliation with him. Sri Bhagavan Seshadri obtained Mahasamadhi
on the January 4, 1929. Yet, he is still a living presence guiding many
souls.

Sri Ramana Maharishi, who was bom to Venkataraman in

Timchuzhi near Madurai on December 30, 1879, heard Arunachala’s

call when he was very young,arriving in Tiruvannamalai on Septem-
ber 1, 1896. He never left Amnachala Siva.He spent his ministry in

that Holy city at the feet of Arunachaleswarar, teaching through his

wonderful example the way of egolessness. A meteor hurtled across

the Amnachala Mount as he cast of his earthly body and his soul

obtained Mahasamadhi on April 14, 1950.
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Many older inhabitants of Tiruvannamalai still remember these

great souls, and they will speak openly about the way the great ones

committed themselves and expressed their great devotion to Father

Arunachaleswarar and Mother Apeethakuchalambal. They will also

t-allf with great affection of their childhood days when they played at

the feet ofSriRamana Maharishi. They recall also Bhagavan Seshadri

Swami walking round the Mountain and the town. Indeed,a visit to

the respective Ashrams in Tiruvannamalai has been an inspiring and

stimulating event for many a visitor over the years.

Devotees of many continents arrive in Tiruvannamalai just to

obtain a glimpse ofthe place where Bhagavan Ramana lived at the feet

ofSiva. They spend days in the Ashram in meditation and walking on
the Might Hill. Some have even purchased or rented houses. They
find such great tranquility being there at that place near to the sacred

Arunachala Mountain, that they find it difficult to leave.

Ocean ofcompassion manifesting as a mountain.have mercy on me,

give me your grace, O Arunachala.

Gem of awareness shming on all creatures low or high,destroy the

meanness in my heart, O Arunachala.

O Arunachala, you who stand and shine before me in the form ofmy
Guru, destroy utterly my faults, cure me and convert me, and as your

servant govern me.

Sri Ramana Maharishi —Mantal Garland ofLetters V. 17/19

Yogi Ramsuratkumar, also known as Visiri Swami, can be seen
today in Tiruvannamalai, waving his fan. He lived very close to the
Temple’s Raja Gopura entrance,to the side of the Sixteen Pillared

open Mandapam. An Ashrama is being built by his devotees within
the precincts of Tiruvannamalai town. This is as ordained by
Arunachaleswarar who proclaimed, “Many holy centres will sping up
here”. (Siva Puranam)

Calling himself a Beggar, Yogi Ramsuratkumar is a person ofgreat
foresight. I can distinctly remember his bright face and his loud laugh
as if his soul was full to the brim with pleasure and happiness. He
seemed as if he was unable to contain this rapture within himself,
wanting to share it with those around him. His laughter spreads
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outwards from his

shining face with
such great pleasure,

that one feels com-
pelled to join him in

the merriment.
Once, when I was
within the Temple, I

walked over to ask for

his blessing. He re-

marked that I must
be devoted to come
to Arunachala so

often.I remember my
answer well, explain-

ing that asmy life and
love was only for

Arunachala Siva, my
constant plea was
only to be near to him
and feel His pres-

ence. That made me
a supplicant ofArun-
achaleswarar.

Yogi Ramswatkumar

A cave on the Arunachala Mountain is a reminder of the Saint

who lived there. Isanya Gnana Desikar, whose original family name
was Kandappan Desikar. He is well known for his love ofArunachala.

He had many disciples and composed many songs in praise of Arun-
achaleswarara. One of these called Thothira Pamalai. He obtained

Maha Samadhi in 1829.

My friend, I can go on and on, mentioning name after name of the

great ones that form the glorious heritage, but the life that has been

granted to me on this earth is not sufficient to do this. It is an
iippossible task, for as each day the sun rises and it sets again, so many
other lovers of the Divine, from all walks of life spin their webs of

devotion and take their rightful place amongst the mighty weavers of

this glorious heritage.The outpounng of devotion from these souls
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constitute the music and the poetry of the Thevaram hymns that

make up the immense depth of culture prevailing in Southern India.

This is God’s grace, nothing has changed, it has always been the

same. The sublime early religious tradition relates that at the ancient

Pandiyan capital ofMadura there was an academy, ofwhich scholars

were members and the president ofthe college was Siva Himself. The
President is still with us, we are in the academy of the world and we
are but humble pupils in His hands.

Thou art the perennial nectar

Ohj Kingt holding the pointed vel

OfGnana, the treasure house I

Can one express it, when

by your grace, that I

that was mine was devoured.

It stood by itselfever — lasting,

transcending all.

SaintArunagirinathar-Kandaranubhud

He with the crescent moon, the Bard of the Vedas, the Lord of

Perunthurai, He with the thread of several strands, on stately steed

He rides; dusky is His throat; red-golden His form; ashes white

thereon;first in all worlds is He.

Maanikkavaaotakar—

T

hxruvaTTiTnaaTUW v 183
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Shrine to Temple

SHRINE /TEMPLE

Tiruvannatu Mahadeva

Tiruvannamalai Alvar

later called

Arunachaleswarar Koil

also called

Arulmigu Annamalaiyar Thiru
Koil The Temple of the Illustrious,

Siva Mount - Linga who destroys

ignorance through the fullness of

abundant grace.

AREA /LOCALITY
Tiruvannar — Divine Locality

Tiruvannadu Divine District

Tiruvannamalai — Location of

Illustrious one ~ Mountain
(name dates from AD 871 — 955)

of

Administrative District

called I

Madurantakavalanadu
later called Aruiiasamudra

and Raja Rajavalanadu

now known as

North Arcot Sambuvarayar
District

Mighty Siva is ineffable; too great for description in words. He is

not only of this Divine Location, Siva IS the Divine Location,
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magine, ifyou can, my fnend, the flowering ofthe Arulmigu

Annamalaiyar Kovil: the Arunachaleswarar Temple, from

a small shrine at the foot of the mighty Aruna Linga

Mountain, into its present grandeur. Built for the glorification ofSiva,

the Arunachaleswarar Temple took many centuries to flourish into

the enormous edifice, that we can see today, that extends over 25

acres. This blossoming has been achieved through a mighty depth of

committment and the glorious dedication of countless millions of

devotees, who have lived and pilgrimaged to the sacred area over the

centuries. Saints, teachers, philosophers, ordinary men and women
through their wonderful sense of adoration have added their devo-

tional prayers. Rulers from dynasty after dynasty have made their

mark.Thus the Temple grew larger and larger, rising into mighty

gopuras extending upwards and outwards. All these devoted ones

over the countless centuries have come to the Mountain Linga

because they want to be near Siva. The Siva Linga Mountain is a

reminder for everyone ofthe power ofthe Divine in the terms ofaction

in this world of form.

Built out of stone and on the foundation of the prayers of genera-

tions of people, the Temple of Siva rests at the feet of the Sacred

Aruna Siva Linga Mountain. Tiruvannamalai is one ofthe five sacred

shrines ofthe Southern Land. It is the Pancha Bootham- Theyu (fire)

Sthalam. Out of the six Athara Kshetrams, Tiruvannamalai is the

Manipooraaga Kshetram.The holy location is the Aruna Linga

Mountain.

Somuch Bhakti and committment has been put into the construc-

tion of the Arunachaleswarar Temple that it is manifestly clear that

this flowering is intricately woven with the lives of many supporters

over the centuries. This is similar in dimension to the history of the

development ofmany temples in Tamil Nadu (land) and very much
in evidence in cultural heritage. This is the reason why it is not
possible to look into the growth of the Arunachaleswarar Temple in
isolation. We need to view the picture as an undivided whole.

The temple is still very much, as it was in the past, the centre of
social activity and prayer. It is the heart of social life of the people
where the individual lives his or her existence worshipping the Divine
and acknowledging the Divine origin of the world in which we live.
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People still walk from prakaram to prakaram, pray and gather in their

thousands, meet their friends in the Temple grounds as they have

done for centuries. Staff still keep the Temple functioning.

In earlier days the Temple was the Public Records Office as well as

the College for studying the Vedas. Poets and scholars met in the

Temple halls, kings, surrounded by their entourage, celebrated their

victories in the halls with great pomp and ceremony, worshipped and
offered gifts. The Temple was, in fact, the focus of social enterprise

which kept many people in employment.

Apart from the important central worship, there was the teaching

of the Vedas, the feeding of the priests, cultivation of the temple

gardens, making of garlands, cleaning the premises. There were also

conch blowers, watchmen, cooks, hymners, musicians, carpenters,

blacksmiths, weavers, dyers, sandal paste makers, canopy makers,

lamp cleaners and fillers, polishers, stonemasons for the inscriptions.

Mahouts to care for the Temple elephants. Ghee and milk suppliers,

physicians, and many more. In this manner the Temple benefited a

number of people and was a massive contributor to the welfare of

everyone.

This social relationship, in an earlier era, was originally a method
of discharging one’s duties in life which were clearly defined for

everyone by the laws of Manu. These laws explicitly laid down the

obligation of all classes.A system ofsocial order where everyone knew
what their duty was and was obligated to do it. It was also, my friend,

a method where checks were made for unrestrained antagonism

against the system. The obvious theory was, that mankind’s foremost

duty was to the Divine. Personal and public interests were not

expected to come into conflict with this major responsibility. Every-

one had their duty to perform with a spirit of detachment within the

structure, andn'o individual, be they ruler, warrior or ordinary man
was released from the superiority of the Godhead.

Yet, as we well know, mankind has many obstacles which it must
cross before it reaches the summit ofunderstanding, at the top ofthese

hurdles is the way we make use of the gift of free-will. Originally a

system which attempted to prevent the growth ofprestige and power
concentrating into individual hands, it is not at all surprising that the
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system of social order eventually evolved into social caste struggle of
very human inclinations.

Nevertheless, despite indisputable difficulties that cannot be
underestimated, there has developed a system of creative religious

fervour which has been sculptured into stone, inscribed onto copper
plate and developed in the literature ofSouthern India. This creative
activity, despite the effort ofman to preclude, does not have a dividing
line as it is open to all. It is this religious activity that makes Southern
India so unique. Against forms ofopposition, whatever the form oflife

one leads, there is the undeniable right to commune with the Divine.
This prerogative does not discriminate between people of race or
caste. It is a unique experience which is available to all.



The Arunachaleswarar

Temple

hen we commence our analysis of the growth of the Arun-
achaleswarar Temple, we immediately realise that the study

of the history of Southern India is comparatively new and
that there is a scarcity of information. However, while an accurate

diary ofevents in the courts ofkings and smaller chiefs have not been
left for us in themodem era, there are otherforms ofevidence that can
be obtained. This evidence of the historic past of the Southern Land
can be gleaned from ancient stone inscriptions, copper plates, coinage

and also from literary sources. Stone Inscriptions and Copper Plates

are essential if we are to obtain a complete picture of what was

happening in the very early era in the Southern land. In fact, everyone
of these components are exceptionally important. If one segment is

missing from its vital place in history, we cannot hope to obtain a

completely true picture of events.

Fortunately, a valuable amount of stone inscriptions still remain,

albeit a great deal of stone has withered with age, or has become
damaged, fragmented, vandalised, seized or lost. These copious stone

inscriptions, which increase considerably from the sixth century, can

be discovered throughout Southern India, constitute the edicts of
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humankind over the centuries. The earliest stone inscriptions written

in ancient forms ofTamilwere in the rock cut caves in theTamil areas.

The early inscriptions ofthe Satyavana Dynasty are to be found on the

walls and pillars of their ancient rock cut temples.

Copper plate was also used wellback in time. The Satyavanas used

copper and, significantly, some ofthe dynasties that followed are only

known about through copper plate inscriptions. The Cholas used

copper, and the Chalukyas placed great emphasis on this metal.

Almost all of Chalukyan history is based on their copper charters,

which is important to understand when trying to fill in gaps in the

history of the Arunachaleswarar Temple. Copper was essentially a

very valuable metal, used only by the most powerful rulers and a great

status symboLCopper plate scrolls are not only substantially fewer in

number than the stone inscriptions, but a great deal of copper plate

has been lost. Unlike stone, copper was easier to damage and simpler

to fabricate, and this has caused great difficulty for historians. These

copper scrolls, which were held together by great copper rings, were

much easier to remove than stone.lt was comparatively simple to

carry them away, where they could rest in museums or even be lost or

broken.

Nevertheless, even if it appears that there are gaps that have been
left unfilled, I feel sure you will agree that not all deeds performed by

mankind are recorded. I think we can confidently say thatmany ofthe

ancient rulers and chiefs of Southern India who contributed to the

success ofthe Arunachaleswarar Temple, did so as an act offaith, and
the offering to Siva was itself the lasting memorial.

These ancient leaders of Southern India had many
challenges.While this aspect ofthe past may not appear pertinent,the

turbulence they were experiencing in their lives did, in fact, make an
important impact on what they were able to accomplish. They had to

defend themselves and protect their land against invaders. They also

had to protect their position in court life, their throne and even their

life. There was a great deal ofpolitical intrigue which resulted in many
skirmishes.

Some of the ancient rulers were able to do more than others, this

was dependant on the period in which they lived. In times of plenty
great structures were erected and endowments given. At times ofwar
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or civil strife, the amount ofwork that was done in the Temple would
depend greatly on what was happening during that period of control

and strength of the ruler. In the history of the Arunachaleswarar
Temple there were times when work seems to be unaffected, in fact

there were periods when the Temple even grew in stature. But there

are also periods when work was delayed or even ceased. The available

evidence for whatwas happening during the reign ofsome ofthe rulers

is not always conclusive. Yet, I feel confident, that if there was more
substantial testimony available, this would demonstrate that recogni-

tion ofthe importance ofthe Temple did not falter, even ifthere were
periods when work had to cease because there were major problems

that had to be dealt with.

I would certainly relish giving a complete history of the glory of

courtly life, a description ofevents and furnish names ofall the people

that have contributed towards the construction and development of

such an enormous temple complex. Nevertheless, just by looking at

the many structures within the Temple one can visualise the glory of

the past. It is easy with the mind’s eye to see the kings ofold with their

queens and their courtiers walking and sitting within those holy

grounds. It is easy to see the holy men singing the praises of Siva, just

like they do today. It is simple to visualise the workmen and women
chipping at the stone.lt is just as easy to know that an abundance of

prayer has moved upwards to the heavens from within that holy area

for centuries.

This, my friend, is the ecstasy of the spirit illuminated by the

dazzling light of Arunachaleswarar. It is through His grace, with our

eyes wide open, that we can see inwards to the very depth ofour souls

as well as outwards to the highest point ofthe Holy Aruna Mountain,

to witness there the highestbeam ofbrilliant glory pouring downwards
onto the waiting heads of devotees in the Temple below. Nothing
truly dies. Our soul is reborn again, and again the link that forges our

destiny. Where we step we have walked before and our ancestors have
been before us. As I walk on the path ofkarma I always remember you,
our love and the intercourse of our souls.

While it is not my intention to give a comprehensive description

ofthose ancient days, I feel it is imperative that ifwe are to know about

the people who have made such an impact on the Tiruvannamalai
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Temple, this should be understood in the light of their history. As we
travel together along with the narrative and take part in each period

of activity, we can, you and I, merge our minds with the Pallavas, the

Katavarayas, the Pandiyas, the Cholas, the Chalukyas, the Banas, the

Hoysalas,the Rayas of Vijayanagar, the Nayakas and many many
more. Joining with the kings, chiefe and rulers ofthe past as they lived

and made history, we can become a member of their family in line of

heritage, or take part in court life as a member oftheir entourage.We
canevenget toknow theirfriends and their enemies. At the same time

we can also obtain a glimpse, a briefview, ofthe enormous impact they

made on the cultural life ofSouth India. I pray that it is then possible

to understand, with deepening significance, their devotion to the

Divine and the enormous task they undertook towards the construc-

tion and the development of this mighty Sivan Temple.

Thou hast askedme to build a temple forThee, take a stone or a blade

of grass every day and do this for Thee.

My temple ismy love forThee, so I sit atThy lotus feet and offer myself

to use as Thy wiliest.

I will build Thy temple not only ofstone but ofmyself also. Everyday

I will take somethmg even if it means centuries of work. I will build

a temple for Thee.

In that temple I will place my love, not one stone will cause urJhap-

piness. I will cover the walls with tears of love, the roof with Your
garments and place Your spirit in it forever.
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The Pallavas

If it was possible to be transported back in time to the age of the

ancient Pallavas, we would certainly expect to see the Holy Aruna
Linga Mountain. Further, where the large Temple stands at the feet

ofSiva, the Holy Linga Mountain, we would conceivably find a simple

shrine; possibly made of stone and housing the Linga. The Arun-
achaleswarar Temple took many centuries to build, with many rulers

adding to its glory, sowe would certainly not expect to find the present

Temple standing there looking like it does today.

Further, Kanchipuram, ruled by the Pallavas as early as A.D. 642,

and the Chalukyas, at an even earlier date than this is only a minor
distance away from the Holy Aruna Mountain. We may not be able

to find stone inscriptions in the Arunachaleswarar Temple dating

from this period, but this does notmean that a shrine did not stand on
the spot where the large Temple stands today.

The Siva Puranam significantly bonds Kanchipuram with

Tiruvannamalai as Mother Parvathi moves from one to the other,

eventually completing her penance on the Holy Linga Mountain
obtaining reunion with Siva. Sekkizhar, the author of the Periapu-

ranam mentions that Saint Appar and Saint Sambandar,who lived in

the 7th century, worshipped Arunachaleswarar in the Hill Temple.

My fiiend, while the Temple with all the prakarams and beautiful

gopurams that we can see today would not have existed at the time of

the Pallavas, the seed had germinated, its birth had already begun. I

suggest that what we see now has been built around the root-source,

the Linga of Siva, and that this truth originated from a very early

period from Siva Himself.
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The Cholas of Cholamandalam

The long reign of the Cholas is well known as being a period in

which many ferocious battles took place.They concentrated their

strength with great courage against all forms of opposition to their

rule. Even so, we must never lose sight of the important fact that the

Cholas, being fervent Saivites should also be remembered for their

religious zeal, and for their outstanding organising ability.

Continuing in the Pallava tradition, the Chola dynasty which rose

to power under Vijayalaya in A.D. 850, established the foundation of

Temple structure as we see it today. Vijayalaya took the initial step at

the inception of his reign in A.D.850 towards the growth of temples

in the Chola Empire when he established a Temple to Durga in the

captured Tanjore.

E>uring the imperial rule ofthe Cholas, superb temples, numbering

many thousands, came into existence and it is this design that has

continued to influence the growth ofTemple architecture in South-

ern India. At first temples were small in size, but later these modest
styles were replaced by huge structures which were crowned by an
ornament (finUe) raising the structure even higher. Thus,the style was
set for the Sikhara which has continued with variations to the present

day. One of the finest examples is the magnificent Tanjore Temple
with its wonderful stone inscriptions dating from the reign of Raja
Raja Chola Deva I, (A.D.985-1016).

The long Tamil inscriptions on the walls of the Tanjore Temple
dating from the reign ofRajaraja I, provides us with useful information
about the glory ofthe Cholas and the grandeur of their empire at that

time. This was the golden-age for the Imperial Cholas, for the

development ofthe temple and for the maturation ofSouthern India.

The later, even clearer, Tiruvendipuram stone inscriptions, dating
from the thirteenth century during the reign of Rajaraja III,

(A.D.1216-56), also supply us with a detailed account of the
Cholas, but this is a different kind of tale. Inscribed near to the
conclusion of their empire, this narrative is one of troubles and
conflict.
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Being great navigators, with a powerful navy, the Cholas were mo-
tivated to build their stone temples in towns and villages of other

countries. During their rule they marched their armies to Calcutta,

conquered Elamandalam (Sri Lanka), and built temples on that

island. In A.D.1025, the son of Rajaraja I, Rajendra Chola Deva I

(A.D. 1012-44) even sent their large Chola naval force against

Srivijaya, the controller of the China and the Indian seas, going as for

as Malaysia, Singapore, Sumatra and Java. Successful in their raids,

the Cholas arranged their vast conquered area into well organised ter-

ritorial units in the care of administrative officers.

The effectiveness of the Cholas was established in the way they

created the fully elected village democracy, this was also the success

of their Empire. They paid great attention to education and the care

of the sick and established hospitals. The Tirumukkudal Inscription

of Virarajendra Virachola who ruled for a short period between A.D
1063-9 provides us with a list of medicines that were maintained in a

hospital in that area.

Under Cholas, rule, the fabric ofadministration rested on a collec-

tion of villages.These group of villages were called a Kurram or

Kottam. Each Kurram or Kottom managed its affairs in a union
through an assembly called a Mahasabha. The Mahasabha members,
who were elected yearly, exercised extensive powers but were under

the control of the Royal Officers called Adhikari. The fact that the

Mahasabha had extensive powers meant that the union of villages

had control over village lands, cultivation, irrigation, revenue, taxa-

tion, tax exemptions, justice, and temple endowments by the king’s

officers, with committees to look after many aspects of village life.

This system also assured the Chola Central Ruler of considerable

support from local chiefs.

A certain number ofKurrums constituted a district called a Nadu,
and a group of districts formed a province called a Mandalam. The
actual kingdom ofthe Cholas, divided into six Mandalams, was called

CHOLAMANDALAM. While Copper scroll inscnptions do exist,

knowledge ofCholamandalam (Cholapuram) is based mainly on epi-

graphical evidence dated between AD 800 to AD 1300.The records

of the work relating to this period have been engraved in their

thousands onto the walls of the Temples of Southern India. The
period is also remarkable for its sculptures and bronzes.
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THE ARUNACHALESWARAR TEMPLE— EARLY
CHOLA RULE

During the early Chola period, in approximately

A.D. 871-961, ARUNA the Sacred Area of the Siva

Mountain became known as Tiruvannamalai. Before

that period the sacred area was known as Tiruvannar
and Tiruvannadu. Siva, earliest recorded titles were —
Tiruvannatu Mahadeva and Tiruvannamalai Uttiyar -

Alvar. It is not possible to distinguish between appella-

tions. Siva rises tall and grand on this site as He decreed.

Siva is the Divine Aruna -the Illustrious wish-fiilfilling

Siva Linga Mountain.

The Cholas, renowned for the temple building, constructed them
far and wide throughout their expanding empire. Vast numbers of

inscriptions can be found describing how they showered attention on
the Holy Site of the Aruna Mountain. These inscriptions describe

how the Cholas bestowed gifts, awarded endowments, did work and
repairs. They administered the land under the rule of the law,

enforcing the law by engraving their charter onto copper and stone.

The stone inscriptions, of which I can only give a few examples,

establish that structural work was in-progress from a very early period.

While many are lost, the earliest recorded inscriptions, still re-

maining in the Arunachaleswarar Temple, are to be found rather

fragmented and damaged on the south and west walls of the Central

shrine. These inscriptions project the light of early history into the

present day. They demonstrate that work was done during the early

reign of the Cholas.

I think we can safely say, that as early as the 9th Century, with the

advent ofChola Rule, the Cholas did structural work on the Central

Shrine. This date is important for a number of reasons. Chola

patronage of the Holy Aruna Site at this early period, demonstrates

the importance ofthe area from the beginning ofChola rule. Further,

it also illustrates that the sacredness of the Holy Mountain area

predates Chola rise to power.

On the west wall ofthe Central Siva Shrine, there are inscriptions

of gifts during the reign ofParantaka I, (A.D.907—955) This period is
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marked by major work on the Central Shrine and irrigation work.

There is also a recording of a gift of twenty cows for curd rice (Tayir-

amudu) to Tiruvannamalai Alvar by the conqueror of Kanchi, the

Rashtrakuta King Kannardeva, Krishna III(A.D.939'966).

An inscription during the reign of Aditiya II (A.D.964'969)

records a gift: ofgold by his queen, Kilandiga.There is a most interest-

ing inscription by Parakesarivarman on the south wall of the Central

Shrine which records gifts of lamps to Tiruvannamalai Alvar, or

Andar, attributed to the third or fourth year ofParakesarivarman “He
who took the head of Virapandiya” Another inscription from the

same period is by Queen Deviyar of Perumandigal. Uttama Chola is

also mentioned in an inscription.

An inscription registers a gift of a copper lamp to Tiruvannatu

Mahadeva by Arkunran of Vannakkopadi. There are other inscrip-

tions with unknown dates, disclosing gifts oflamps to Tiruvannamalai

Alvar or Lord ofTiruvanna. An inscription indicating a gift oflamps

to Tiruvannamalai Alvar by Cheruman Deviyar Kilandiga - a Kerala

Princess. Another inscription records a gift oflamps to Tiruvannama-
lai Alvar by a royal officer of the court called Tennavan Brah-
madhirayan of Chola Nadu.
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RAJARAJACHOLADEVAI (A.D.985^1014), sonofParantaka

II was an ardent supporter ofSembiyan Mahadevi. He was known by
the special name Sri Rajarajesvara after the grand Temple he built in

Rajarajesvaram. Raja Rajawas indeed a great ruleri temple builder and
a outstanding general. He was also an administrator of exceptional

ability. He had a religious heart which was shown in the composing of

Thevaram hymns. It was during his reign that the Saiva Scriptures,

which included the Vedas and Tamil Thevarams, started to take

shape under the capable hands of Nambi Andar.

Great transformation in temple architecture and sculpture took

place during Raja Raja’s period of control. By this time temple archi-

tecture had developed considerably and temples were being built

throughout the Chola Empire. Although still moderately small in size,

they were already growing upwards into gopurams and outwards with

smaller shrines with enclosure walls. Sculptured onto the walls were
figures in many poses, animals ofdifferent species like the recumbent
bull. Raja Raja not only built temples, but he also gave extensive lands

to temples and made elaborate arrangements during his rule for their

security. Under his royal command his orders were inscribed onto
stone.The magnificent Siva temple of Tanjore, with its informative

stone inscriptions, is a superb and lasting memorial of the achieve-
ments of his outstanding reign. Details of the vast amounts of lands

and villages donated by Raja Raja Chola Deva are displayed in one of
three inscriptions he inscribed dealing with land he donated to

provinces. One of the other important aspects of this reign was the
extensive survey, the classification of lands undertaken by RajaRaja
Deva wherever he went. This catalogue unparalleled in its kind, un-
doubtedly demonstrates the importance of learning during that
period.

It is also worthy to note the tremendous force of Raja Raja Chola
Deva. With his powerful naval and armed forces he conquered the
Chera Kingdom and the Chalukya Kingdom, which had originally

been takenfrom the Pallavas in the 7th century. He also subdued large
parts of the Deccan, defeating QuUlon, Kalinga, and the island of
Ilamandalam. Raja Raja Chola Deva retired inAD 1005. Then, very
closely associated with his son and heir, Rajendra Chola Deva contin-
ued with his work.

It is important to note that the authority of these two prominent
decisive Chola monarchs. Raja Raja Chola Deva I and his son Rajen-
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dran Chola Deva, spanned fifty years of Chola rule. Under their

patronage there was great motivation for building temples wherever
they went.

RAJENDRA CHOLA DEVA I (1012-1044), the son of Raja
Raja Chola Deva ruled for many years along with his famous father.

He resembled his renowned father in many ways. Rajendra had a

religious heart and excelled in temple building. He was known as

Tribhuvana Chakravarthi and Jayangonda Cholamandalam, after

Gangaikonda Cholapuram,the magnificent capital city he created,

which was said to have even outstripped those built by his eminent
father. While nothing remains ofwhat was once a great and beautiful

metropolis, with its magificent temple and freshwater tank, the an-

cient ruins still exhibit a glory confirming the greatness of the

extraordinary city and the glory of the Cholas.

Rajendra I, made extensive conquests during his father’s lifetime

and in his own right after his demise. He sent his forces across the seas

and was reputed to have overrun Kedah and Sumatra. InAD 1023 he
even went as far north as Bengal, attacking Mahipala, the ninth King
of the Senas (A.D.978-1030).

THE ARUNACHALESWARAR TEMPLE
A.D.985 - A.D.1070 (Chola)

The era when Raja Raja Choladeva I and his son Rajendra Chola

Deva I ruled, were years ofimmense importance to the Chola Empire

and to the growth of temples.

In the Arunachaleswara Temple in Tiruvannamalai, inscriptions

from the years of their administration and control have been found in

the Central shrine, on the second prakaram wall and there is even one

to be found on the floor of the Devastanam office in the third

prakaram. An epigraph has also been discovered relating to the same

period credited to the Banas who were feudatories of the Cholas.

From the location of the epigraphs, on the wall of the second

prakaram, engraved, fourteen years before the end of the reign of

Rajendra I, we can discern that the second prakaram wall existed at

that early time. Further, due to the revealing nature of the content of

these inscriptions, we can also discover the wide variety of business

transactions and the painstaking method in which they were exe-

cuted by the temple in the name of Tiruvannamalai Uttiyar.
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Many stone inscriptions have also been discovered in different

places within the temple suggesting that the original shrine must have

been dismantled at some period, the early stones removed and placed

either into the new shrine or in other parts of the temple. From these

epigraphs, we are able to obtain valuable information. One of them

registers a grant oftwenty kalanju ofgold from the son ofa Bai la chief.

This epigraph is of particular importance as it mentions, for the first

time, amongst other appellations, the names, “Tiruvannatu and

Tiruvannatu Mahadeva”.

Unlike the epigraphs belonging to the period of his father, the

majority from Rajendra Chola Deva’s reign are ingood condition. The
information and the position of the text are most valuable in ascer-

taining what was happening at that period. Important information

concerning the sale ofland to the temple in lieu oftax is specified, land

boundaries and the names ofthe owners ofland also mentioned. One
such sale specifically designated for the purpose of providing food

within the area ofGod Tiruvannamalai Uttiyar. Another inscription,

dated in the nineteenth year of the Raja’s reign, registers a donation

by an officer ofthe Court; a bronze deity ofPitchandeswarar, together

with the provision of food for the deity, daily abishekam for the deity,

lamps for the deity, and the burning of fourteen lamps around the

Vimanam.

There are also two recordings engraved on the north wall of the

second prakaram. These date from A.D.1050, three years before the

end of the short reign of Rajadhiraja I, (he who lost his head at the

battle of Koppam) . This is a particularly important date, during the

time the Cholas were fighting Somesvara Chalukya.

One epigraph refers to a grant ofpaddy to be offered as food during
the procession of the deity, and the other, which is of particular

interest,records the acceptance of Kalanju of pon by the Temple
committee from a royal servant. The agreement is to provide sandal
paste every year for Natarajah ofthe temple ofthe God Tiruvannama-
lai Uttiyar during the Karthigai Festival, as well as providing sandal
paste for spraying during the procession.

Virarajendra Vira Chola’s short reign from A.D. 1063 to A.D. 1070
was a period when numerous changes took place in the Chola and
Chalukya kingdoms. While this period began with discord and
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battles, it ended with unification of the Chola and the Vengi king-

doms under Rajendra Kulottunga I.

It is not surprising, that there are only two inscriptions in the

Arunachaleswara Temple that relate to this short period. One of

them can be found in the third prakaram. The second, which is on the

wall of the Kili Gopuram; the entrance into the third prakaram,

probably the most interesting of the two, is viewed with caution. This

inscription suggests that the Gopuram was already on the site during

that time. However, not only was the period unfavourable for the con-

struction of the Gopuram, but it also appears to be of a much later

date, Further, the names mentioned on the epigraph appear on
another inscription belonging to the reign of Kulottunga III. Thus,

many scholars feel that the Gopura was probably built between

A.D.1178 and A.D. 1-218, during the reign of Kulottunga III.
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The Cholas - a.d.io70 - 1170

Rajendra Kulottungacholadevar : When Rajendra Kulottunga,

the son ofAmmangadevi and Rajaraja Narendra, became the ruler of

the Vengi he also acquired the Chola throne. Thus , in A.D.1070, a

new Chola period began. Before this time succession from father to

son created the natural heir to the Chola throne. Even though there

were furious battles between the Chalukyas and Cholas, plotting and

scheming as well as political negotiation in an endeavour to change

the course of events, eventually on the death of Virarajendra Chola

in A.D.1069, it was the son ofAmmangadevi and Rajaraja Narendra,

the Eastern Chalukya next in order of progression for the Vengi

throne, who became the ruler of the Chola kingdom.

Thus, when Rajendra Kulottunga, succeeded to the Chola throne

in A.D.1070, he had to contend with a legacy of problems left over

from two ancient kingdoms. His immediate difficulty was his old

adversary, Vikramaditiya VI, whom he had displaced from the Vengi.

Vikramaditiya had a continuing vendetta against his brother

Somesvara II. The undermining ofSomesvara’s authority eventually

reached such immense proportions, that Somesvara sought the aid of

Rajendra Kulottunga and made an alliance with him. When war
broke out between the two great sparring partners in A.D.1075,
Vikramaditiya was defeated. However,this did not stop him turning

back in retaliation against his brother Somesvara and throwing him
into prison. Vikramaditiya made himself the new Western Chalukya
ruler. Thus, within five years of the new Chola era which began in

A.D.1070, a new Vikrama-Chalukya Era also began.

The Arunachaleswarar Temple
A.D.1070- A.D.1 170

There is a curious deficiency of Chola inscriptions in the Arun-
achaleswarar Temple commencing from the juncture when
Virarajendra’s reign ends and Kulottunga’s reign begins in A.D. 1070.
This absence of inscriptions, which has given rise to a great deal of
surprise and much speculation, lasts for approximately one hundred
years. It endures through the reign of four Chola monarchs;
Kulottunga I, Vikramachola, Kulottunga II and Rajaraja II, ending in
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the fourth year of Rajadhiraja’s reign in A.D.1 170. It is only natural

that many people find it very difficult to comprehend how these rulers

could leave their deeds unrecorded. Indeed, we have to ask, how is it

possible to preclude them from the history of the growth of the
Arunachaleswarar Temple, when the Temple in other ways exhibits

signs of their historic presence?

Our reliance on stone inscriptions for many details ofSouth India’s

historic past, is due to the extreme deficiency in other sources. Never
theless, there are other factors that have to be taken into account,

particularly when dealing with the epoch in question. We must
therefore, turn our attention to other important details of South
India’s past to ascertain if we can find an explanation.

Many stone inscriptions have been discovered in the
Arunachaleswarar Temple dating from the years of Raja Raja Chola
Deva I,and his son Rajendra Chola Deva I. Following this period,

presumably due to the immense political problems that commenced
and continued, Chola inscriptions decreased in quantity. It is logically

possible to accept that this decrease was due to pressure of responsi-

bilities of the time,in particular the continuous battles between Chola
and Chalukya. However, while it may be possible to accept this

explanation for a certain period oftime, we have to ask ourselves if it

is a worthy explanation that can account for the total absence of

inscriptions which lasted for nearly a century.

Although there may be lack of information about the land of the

Tamils before A.D.600, this does not preclude social organisation

from existing. We must always remember, when viewing the history

ofSouthern India; this was one of the oldest inhabited regions of the

world, that where people live social contact exists. Certain aspects of

this history may be obscure, but as shrouded as it is from our modem
eyes, it was this ancient civilisation that gave rise to several dynasties

with their own cultural and artistic traditions.

The Cholas, who were ardent Saivites, were very concerned with

the Hindu religion. They built their temples far and wide and saints,

artisans, poets and education flourished during their rule.We cannot,

andwe should not, exclude four kings from this outstanding greatness

just because stone inscriptions are not discovered within the Amn-
achaleswarar Temple. The KalingaWar Poem, Kcdingattupparani was

written by Jayangondar during the reign of Kulottunga I. The other

poet of the Chola court was Kuttan, who lived through the period of
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the four great kings, singing the greatness of each of them in turn.

Further, the TiruttcmdarPuranam ofSekkizharwas also written during

the reign of Kulottunga II. It has been reported that the king himself

ordered Sekkizhar to define the lives of the Saiva Saints, and that

Sekkizhar sat in the Chidambaram Temple, filled with Divine grace

and did just that.

A new period began in A-D.1070 when Kulottunga I, who had

already obtained the Vengi throne, acquired the Chola throne.

Kulottunga’s acquisition was historically founded on intermarriage

between the Cholas and Chalukyas, settled after feuds between rival

factions and civil war. Succession to the Chola throne prior to this

period was in direct line from father to son, with the exception of

Adhirajendra in 1067, placed on the throne by Vikramaditiya Cha-

lukya. When Kulottunga’s reign began in 1070, it was a departure

from the normal. It outstandingly emphasised the relationship

between the Cholas and Eastern Chalukyas. Further, before this time

there were defined demarcations ofterritory withmany cherished and

separate divisions and social habits. When Rajendra Kulottunga

began his rule, different kinds ofsocial factors must have emerged and
entered the system, many ofwhich had been passed down fromfather
to son for generations in both lines of heritage.

These factors would have undoubtedly made changes in the ex-

pectations as well as the role ofthe monarch, and certainlywould have
effected Kulottunga when he entered the scene. Some would no
doubt have been an obstacle to his progress, while others must have
played a great part in halting challenges that separated the factions

the first instance, thus adding strength to his authority. Kulottunga
could not have necessarily expected to immediately proceed with all

the work that had been started by the Chola monarchs before him,or
even to continue exactly as they had done,but rather he had to adapt
to anew role for aChola monarch, while at the same time ruling a large

empire where the affairs at home and abroad kept him so busy that

there must have been very little time to deal with every matter that

demanded his attention. Rajendra Kulottunga Choladeva I, known to

be a steady diplomatic ruler with great ability, could not afford to

neglect the revolts that were taking place throughout his kingdom. In

Professor Shastri’s wotds, “Kulottunga must rank amongst the great

Chola monarchs....He avoided unnecessary wars, and the permanent
results of his policy appeared under his successors”.
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There is no doubt that scholars have looked at the stone inscrip-

tions in the Arunachaleswarar Temple with great diligence. This is

important as stone inscriptions, of which there are an exceptional

number throughout Southern India, usually record gifts and endow-
ments that have taken place. When land is mentioned, the
boundaries are also carefully explained, together with details oftaxes,

and a description of the donor, if the person happens to be anyone
other than the ruler. Some stone inscriptions can also give a much
more detailed picture of the administrative work of the temple.We
can, for example, gather a great deal of information concerning the

rule of Raja Raja Chola Deva I, and his son RajendraChola Deva I

from the very detailed stone inscriptions on the second-prakaram wall
of the Arunachaleswarar Temple and from the detailed inscriptions

on the walls of the Tanjavur Temple. During the reign of Rajaraja

Chola Deva III (A.D.1216-1260) there are over thirty nine inscrip-

tions in the Tiruvannamalai Temple. The Tiruvendipuram inscrip-

tions from the same era are the finest of their class.

However, if there were no inscriptions in the Tiruvannamalai

Temple and we were to look for a different kind of evidence for the

reign of Rajaraja Chola Deva I, we could possibly turn to the copper-

plate scrolls of the twenty-first year of his reign, which, according to

evidence, do exist. Yet, even ifwe know where to look for the copper

plates relating to that reign, where do we look for the rest of the

inscribed deeds of other great monarchs ?

Copper, as a prescribed metal, was a status symbol used in great

abundance from earliest times by the most powerful rulers to engrave

their charters. Copper-plate scrolls, whichwere held together by great
rings and sealed with the insignia of office, were usually much longer

than stone inscriptions thus giving a more detailed and precise picture

of what was taking place. Even though copper scrolls were easy to

falsify and thus became a questionable source, this data is a valuable

necessity, because while we can gather information from the stone

inscriptions of the early Chola period, almost all of early Chalukya
history is based chiefly on their copper plate inscriptions. It is

possible therefore that the period in history we are looking at has

disappeared like the rest of this knowledge, easier to remove and

subject to increased deterioration than their heavy stone counter-

parts, sadly gone and lost forever.
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Nevertheless, this may not be what happened. The answer to the

question may exist elsewhere.The period of these four Chola mon'
archs was different inmanyways to the glorious earlier period ofChola

rule. As the new Chola era began in A.D.1070 the new Vikrama-

Chalukya era also began. From the ' start, faced with a legacy of

problems there were great difficult to overcome, many battles had to

be fought and won. Over the years these rulers had to deal Avith the

loss and the regaining ofthe Vengi. The loss ofElamandalam (Ceylon

-Sri Lanka), the rise of the Hoysalas and the Pandiyas and the unrest

in other feudatories, the dreadful Kalinga wars. The civil war of the

Pandiyas which brought great fighting and bloodshed, the interfer-

ence in their affairs by the great Parakramabahu of Ceylon, the

eventual loss of land and decline of authority.

It is more likely that preoccupied with political and social discord

throughout their kingdom, the Cholas had very little opportunity to

do building and maintenance work in Southern India during this

period. Although we know that renovation work was done at the

Chidambaram and the Sri Rangam Temples, work in temples in other

areas that lay further away and offthe main routes, like Tiruvannama-
lai, could not be included due to difficulties elsewhere.This does not,

ofcourse, necessarily mean that they were not knowledgeable ofwhat
was taking place, that they were not conscious of the importance of

the Temple, that gifts and endowments were not made, or that the

Temple was left without their support. More likely, in the capable

hands offeudatories like the Vanakovarayans; the Banas. It was a way
ofdealing with important religious affairs during those intervals, when
they only had time to deal with dreadful difficulties further afield.
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The Cholas A.D. 1166 ^ A.D. 1280

RAJADHIRAJA II

KULOTTUNGA III

RAJARAJA III

RAJENDRA III

1166- 1182

1178- 1218

1216 - 1256} * (Imprisoned )

1246 - 1279/80

We now turn our attention to the next and final period of Chola
rule, which lasted for nearly one hundred and seventy four years. This
was a lengthy period of contention between the Cholas and opposing

forces. It was also the time, due to the force of prevailing circum-

stances, that the Cholas had to make dynastic alliances with loyal

feudatories who were emerging into greater prominence. Unfortu-

nately, some of these loyal followers, encouraged by other fighting

factions, eventually found defects in the Chola chain ofcommand and
did battle for themselves. This resulted in the loss of the empire.

Nevertheless, my friend, I do not want to give you the impression

that this was a period where only battles took place. We must never

forget that the total lengthy period ofChola rule, was one ofadvance-
ment of social and religious activity, with many beneficial changes

taking place in the Southern land. The foundation had already been

laid for the flourishing of the land through the process of administra-

tion. Stone masons were granted royal privileges and temple architec-

ture steadily began to change, together with temple ritual. Wonderful
sculptures and bronzes were produced. Hymns and verses, in praise of

the Divine and the saints, were composed, with Tamil grammar
leaping forward as a result. Inside the temples, learning went side by

side with worship. Schools flourished within the imperial court.

Within the temple grounds holymen gathered and the poet-laureates

composed masterly works, their genius still very much cherished

today.

RAJADHIRAJA II was appointed Rajaraja IPs Yuvaraja in

A.D.1166. Rajadhiraja’s task was not an easy one as defects in the

Chola empire had already began. His year ofsuccession was disturbed

by the fierce succession disputes that broke out in the Pandiyan
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country between Parakrama Pandiya of Madura and Kulasekara.

These disputes eventually lead to a ferocious civil war ofthe Pandiyas,

with the Cholas and Sinhalese rulers taking opposing sides. Due to the

weakness of the Chola empire at this period, the end result was the

Pandiya’s gain and loss of valuable Chola territory.

KULO'ITUNGA CHOLA DEVA III, began his reign in July

1178, six years before the end of Rajadhiraja’s rule. He was undoubt-
edly the last ofthe great Chola Kings. He was also known to have held

the title ofTribhuvana Vira Chola Deva from the twenty-fourth year

of his reign. Kulottunga Chola Deva III, made many changes during

his thirty eight years ofrule. It was a period in which he showed great

interest in the Temple in Tiruvannamalai. The Kuhttunkakovai,

was written about this great Chola monarch by an unknown author.

Another most beautiful panoramic view of life during that period is

obtained through the wonderful Tamil Ramavataram by Kamban. It

was Kamban who enriched the story ofRama and Sita with the beauty
of the period in which he himself lived. In Professor Shastri’s words,

Thus his (Kamban’s) description ofKosala is an idealised account of

the features of Chola country, and he compares the bnghtness of

moonlight to thefame ofhis patron, SadaiyanofVennai-nallur. Rama
himselfwas as much master of the Tamil idiom as of Sanskrit.

Neelakanta Shastn -Literature

Kulottunga Ill’s first difficulty on his succession was the re-

emergence of the problems between the Pandiyas, rekindled by Par-

akramabahu ofCeylon. Vikrama Pandiya sought Kulottunga’s help in

his fight against Veera Pandiya and an invasion of the Pandiyan
kingdom followed, with Kulottunga taking part in the second war of
Pandiyan succession by sending Chola forces into battle. It was the
adroitness of this warrior king that caused a crushing defeat to both
leaders in this Pandiya war, which resulted in the defeat of the
Pandiyas and Sinhalese, Vikrama Pandiya being installed on the
throne of Madura and Veera Pandiya sent into exile.

Nevertheless, as the course of events proved, this problem be-
tween the Cholas and Pandiyas was not so easily alleviated.
Kulottunga III, was later provoked by Veera Pandiya’s brother and
successor, Jatavarman Sundarapandiya I (A.D. 125 1-83), and had to
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commit his forces to another attack when he once again demolished

the capital ofthe Pandiyas. This attack was not forgotten and was later

avenged by Kulasekera’s brother, Maravarman Sundara Pandiya, in

an act ofreprisal in A.D. 12 15, when he invaded Chola territory. This

attack took place at a time when Kulottunga Chola Deva’s Chola
forces had become weak through continuous battle. Exposed, not just

from dealing with the wars ofPandiya succession, but from battlingon
other fronts also. Further, there was the immense discord amongst the

once loyal feudatories, who were also challenging Chola authority.

Kulottunga was very vulnerable when Jatavarman Sundara Pandiya

attacked.

In this way, my friend, yet another page in history is unveiled for

us. In answer to Kulottunga’s appeal for assistance against Sundara

Pandiya,the Hoysala Ballala I, sent his son Narasimha II, to

Kulottunga’s aid. It was through Hoysala’s intervention that Sundara
Pandiya was forced to restore the Chola Kingdom and acknowledge

the suzerenity of Kulottunga III and his Yuvaraja, Rajaraja III.

Further, even though the Hoysalas were already a challenging force,

Kulottunga Chola Deva’s need ofHoysala assistance was so great that

it stopped him from halting their progress. In this way an alliance was
formed between the Cholas and the Hoysalas, that was advantageous

to them both. It not only protected them from each other’s animosity

,it also shielded them to an enormous degree from other types of

adversity.

RAJARAJA CHOLADEVA III succeeded to the Chola throne

in A.D.1216, two years before the death of Kulottunga III. Both he

and Kulottunga III had to make formal submission to Jatavarman

Sundara Pandiya I, acknowledging Pandiyan suzerenity, and it was

only through Hoysala intervention that the Chola lands were re-

turned. The problems that were encountered by Rajaraja III and the

help he received from his allies the Hoysalas, can be clearly seen on
the large stone inscriptions be found in Tiruvendipuram. This vivid

historic message is a fitting epitaph of the period, and is in many ways

far superior to others due to its clear and impressive historical content.

This was an extremely vital period for the Cholas, a period which

required a ruler with great depth of wisdom and understanding. It

seems that Rajaraja III was far from being a great political strategist.
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His inability to comprehend prevailing difficulties did much to accel-

erate the end of Chola rule. The Cholas at that time needed the

protection of the Hoysalas and feeling shielded by them against

opposing forces, Rajaraja bestowed a great deal ofauthority on them.

By doing so, he not only unwittingly established Hoysala influence

over Chola territory but also hastened his own decline.

From the start of Rajaraja’s reign, other chiefs, some ofthem who
had always been faithful to the Cholas, began working against him,

eventually to become powerful groups in their own right. According

to epigraphical evidence, a Vanakovaraiyan (Bana) Chief called

Vanakovaraiyan Camanta Mudali, left the Cholas to become extre-

melly influential in the south, doing work in Tiruvannamalai.

The Kadavarayas, originally feudatories ofthe Cholas, under their

resourceful chieftain, Kopperunjinga I (1231-63), and his son Koppe-
runjinga 11(1243-79), also emerged as a powerful group in Southern

India, during this period. The ability ofthe Kopperunjinga should not

be underestimated. Both father and son brought great wealth to the

Tamil South. In fact, they became so assertive they declared their in-

dependence from the Cholas, ran their own government at Sen-

damangalam at the same time as the Cholas,and even though they

eventually made an alliance with the Pandiyas, they were so powerful

that they were able to ignore both the Cholas and Pandiyas without

difficulty. Being ardent worshippers ofSiva, they spent a great deal of

their wealth in temple work, including the temple in Tiruvannamalai,

where they were extremely active. They even improved the surround-

ing area of the Holy Site by constructing roads and were also respon-

sible for the development of many enterprises in the sacred locality.

Rajaraja chola Deva III must have been experiencing difficulties

when he surprisingly resumed hostilities against Jatavarman Sundara
Pandiya. When he did this, he significantly hammered the nail into

the coffin ofChola decline. With Rajaraja’s hostility still ringing in his

ears, the celebrated Pandiya king retaliated against the Cholas and
their Hoysala protectors. He invaded Chola territory, defeating
Rajaraja and imprisoned his queen.

This, however, is not the last we hear of Rajaraja III. After the
massive defeat at the hands ofSundara Pandiya, he attempted to meet
up with his Hoysala allies, and while doing so, he was seized and
imprisoned by the Kadavaraya chief, Kopperunjinga. Nevertheless,
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the Hoysalas, under their leaderNarasimha II, were still faithful to the

Cholas. Determined to help Rajaraja, the Hoysala forces attacked,

overcame the Chief, so that after a series ofmajor assaults Rajaraja was
re - established on the Chola throne and continued to rule from
A.D.1231 until A.D. 1256.

There is little doubt, that Rajaraja Chola Deva III, appears to be
judged bymany learned historians as being a ruler who lacked political

experience. He ruled for over forty years during a very difficult period

indeed. Not only did he take over a legacy ofproblems but he also lived

in an era which, I believe, would have been exceptionally troublesome

for a ruler with much more political experience than he appears to

have had. This was a period like no other, for it was near to the end
of Chola rule. A period when many chiefs grew in prominence and
status. There were numerous instances of defiance against the edicts

of the ruler. The Kadavarayas grew so powerful that they were able

to set up their own govemment.The Hoysalas, whom the Cholas

increasingly depended upon, steadily increased their strength and
were able to spread their influence throughout the Chola kingdom. It

was through these vital years, when the Cholas required a ruler with

strong political leadership ability, that Rajaraja emerged as a leader

who made many serious political miscalculations.

It is these errors ofjudgement that appear to have hastened Chola

decline. Even so, Rajaraja Chola Deva III, does not emerge as an

historic figure who should be scorned. In some ways he appears to

have been maligned. Rajaraja was essentially a monarch who was able

to hold his kingdom, even ifhe did lose it to the Pandiyas for a short

period. When he died in A.D.1256, the Chola country was virtually

the same as when he took over in A.D. 1216. 1 would like to suggest,

that Rajaraja was different to the those earlier Chola monarchs who
could find little time to spare to deal with religious matters while they

engaged in warfare and battled for supremacy. Rajaraja III appears to

have given his time for matters which he felt to be important. What
was different about this Chola monarch’s reign was that scores of en-

dowments were made during his period of rule, attested through

inscriptions discovered throughout Southern India. Thirty-nine of

these in the Arunachaleswarar Temple in Tiruvannamalai

alone.
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RAJENDRA CHOLA DEVA III, who was made

Rajaraja’s Yuvaraja in A.D. 1246, is considered by many historians to

have been a much abler leader than his predecessor.

He ruled during a most harrowing period for the Cholas, as, pro-

pelled by events of the era, they moved into swift decline. The power

acquired by the Hoysalas and the escalation of demands by local

chieftains, had already greatly reduced Chola authority. Rajendra’s

task was not an easy one. He not only had to contend with the decline

of Chola authority, he also had many other controversial matters to

deal with, while he tried to turn the tide of Chola control that had

been lost over previous years. Unfortunately for him, this was the time

when Pandiyan power was at its ascent, to reach the pinnacle of

splendour under Sundara Pandiya.

Throughout this turbulent period, Rajendra III, made an impres-

sive effort to re - establish his political might and regain the power of

the Cholas. In close association with Ramanatha the brother ofNara-

simha III, the ruler of the Tamil areas of the Hoysala Empire,he

committed himself to contest after contest, with opposing factions

throughout the land. Nevertheless, he was unable to hold back the

tide of events.In A.D.1279 Rajendra III, together with Ramanatha
Hoysala, were defeated by Maravarman Kulasekhara Pandiya.

Maravarman Kulasekara was the eldest of five royal Pandiya

brothers. He succeeded to the Pandiya throne on the death of

Jatavarman Sundara Pandiya I in A.D. 1628. These were five brothers

who were called “five royal kings” by Marco Polowhen he spoke about

the splendour ofhis visit to the Pandiya kingdom in the 13th century.

There is little doubt that Maravarman Kulasekara Pandiya was an
extremely dominant ruler. He not only became the established ruler

ofChola and Hoysala terrain after defeating Rajendra Chola Deva III

and the Hoysala Ramanatha,but he also conquered many other do-

minions, including Elamandalam (Sri Lanka) and Tondaimandalam.
The Mahavamsa of Sri Lanka relates how Maravarman Kulasekara
Pandiya conquered the island during the time of a great famine in

A.D. 1284.
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Thus, my friend, this is the way Chola rule came to an end and they
disappeared from the political scene of Southern India. The
Chalukyas eventually became small chiefs, with most of their posses-

sions falling into the hands of the Yadavas and the Hoysalas. Then for

one century four major kingdoms ruled the south along with other
minor groups. By the end of the century the Muslim invasions of the
Deccan began and with it the dreadful disturbance of all the ruling

kingdoms.The next great epoch being that of the Rayas of Vijay-

anagar.

The Arunachaleswarar Temple

A.D. 1166-A.D. 1280

During this lengthy period, of great change which lasted for over

a century, agriculture flourished and the Arunachaleswarar Temple
and the surrounding area prospered as a result. Gifts ofcattle, endow-
ments of land,lamps and jewellery as well as other gifts were donated

to the temple.The temple epigraphs richly reflect these prevailing

conditions.

Nearly one hundred Chola inscriptions have been discovered in

the Arunachaleswarar Temple, commencing from A.D.1170.

RAJADHIRAJA II (A.D. 1166-1182) - Five epigraphs have

been discovered, dating from the reign of Rajadhiraja II.We can tell

that theJumbukeswarar and the Chidambareswara shrines, which are

to the north ofthe Kili Gopuram, existed during his period ofrule. The
inscriptions, which are engraved on the walls of these shrines, are

amongst the earliest recordings of Rajadhiraja’s reign. These epi-

graphs refer to gifts and donations to Tiruvannamalai Uttiyar. One of

these to expiate a sin for an accidental killing and another being an

oath of allegiance made by three men acknowledging a feudatory

chief. Other inscriptions have also been discovered, which must

originally have formed part oflonger records, but are now fragmented,

persumably broken and removed, following reconstruction.
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KULOTTUNGA CHOLA DEVA III - (A.D. 1178 - 1218)

Had! Prospenty! It is the year 579 of the reign of the king Tirubuva-

nachakkaravartikal emperor over the three worlds, Sri Kulottunga

Chola Devar. We, the Tanmavaniyar undertake to supply clothes for

thebannerduring the three festivals ofthe temple ofthe godTiruvan-

namalai Uttiyar Nayanar till the moon and the sun endure. This is

protected by the Pan—Mahesvaras.

A.D. 1 183 ' Inscription, Kill Gopuram, south wall, west side

The inscription mentioned is one of forty-nine inscriptions in the

ArunachaleswararTemple dating from the reign ofKulottunga Chola
Deva III. Numerous inscriptions dating from this period ofrule furnish

a wealth of information about gifts and donations, together with
details about the temple and surrounding land within the holy area.

These inscriptions outstandingly point to the important fact that
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Kulottunga III was extremely active, displa>ing great interest in the
Arunachaleswarar Temple and surrounding territoiy', throughout his

reign. The position of these inscriptions, together with the appella-

tions (names) carved upon them, provide us ivith important data,

showing that it is highly probable that the third prakaram and Kill

(parrot) Gopuram was constructed dunng the time of this mighty
Chola ruler. Bhaskara, who was an important minister ofKulottunga
III, is mentioned in epigraphs. The great temple builder of the period,

Arula Naralokavira, was also most probably involved in its construc-

tion. Further, from inscriptions we can also conclude that the

Goddess’s shrine existed at that time.

.. .For the purpose of taking out in procession of Snpeli an image of

the Goddess was set up in the Goddesses’Shnne. Towards providing

ornaments for this image 10 kalanju of pon was endowed

A.D. 1180- Inscnption, III Prakaram, Chidambaresvara Shrine

RAJARAJA CHOLADEVA III - (A.D. 1216-1256) - As many
as thirty-nine inscriptions have been traced to the reign ofRajaraja III.

Although these inscriptions do not indicate the political problems

that he was experiencing during that time,there are inscriptions from

other sources that do attest to this fact.Donations to the Temple of

various kinds are recorded during Rajaraja’s reign, showing his relig-

ious zeal and his attachment to Arunachaleswarar. All of them for

providing services to the Temple. Lamps, cattle and gifts of land are

specified, even the gift of a village. Numerous names of donors are

mentioned with these gifts. Some donations, like gifts of land, in-

tended to last forever, to provide income to feed the Supreme Deity

constantly. Other gifts to provide for festivals or for garlands, to

provide for the kitchens, for the lamps which are Eternal Lights, never

to be extinguished. Cattle of various kinds were endowed and left in

the care of people employed by the temple, to be cared for within the

expanding temple land. (Incidentally, when I first visited Tiruvanna-

malai, the Temple was devoid of cattle. I am pleased to report that

when I visited last time, the administrator, who obviously understood

their value,had designated special areas within the temple. People

were being employed and cows were roaming the precincts once

more)

.
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RAJENDRACHOLADEVAIII- (A.D. 1246-1279/80) There

are only five inscriptions dating from the reign of Rajendran III. This

deficiency is no doubt due to the great problems experienced during

that period when he had to resort to contest after contest with

opposing factions, which resulted in the swift decline. Two ofthese in-

scriptions concern gifts of land donated to Tiruvannamalai Uttaiyar

Nayanar and another refers to gifts of lamps.

Let there be auspiciousness 1 Simhana-dandantha, the son of the

sister ofKampaya'Camputi,gave afterconquering Prithvikanka in the

world, Vakulavalli together with all incomes, to the Lord of the

illustrious Sonasaila (Red Mountain), He gave the great town of

Vakula to the Lord of the illustnous Sonadn (Red Mountain) after

conquering Prithvikanka to defray the expenses ofthe festival called

Tiruvekampamutaiyan held in the month of Chittrai.

Text Verses T-S- Inscription, Second Prakaram Wall A.D.1251

The very interesting inscription mentioned above is to be found on
the north wall of the second prakaram. It quotes the kings fifth year

i.e. A.D. 125 1, and details the gift ofthe town ofVakula together with

it income in taxes and other income to the God of Tiruvannamalai.

This donation which specifies the usage of the gift and the works to

be done, is particularly fascinating due to its historic data. The
donation was made by Mahapradhani Simhana Dandantha i.e. Sin-

gana Dandayakaya, who was the General of the Hoysala Somesvara.

(Somesvara was killed by Jatavarman Sundara Pandiya in A.D. 1267)

The offering mentioned was made for the welfare of Singana
Dandayakaya’s uncle, Sampaya Dandayakaya, and states that it was
made following victory in battle.
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Other Endowments
THE PANDIYAS

Hail! Prosperity! the - year of the king Chaitaivapanmar
Tirubuvanachakkaravartikal EMMANTALAMUM fCON-
DARULIYA SUNDARA PANDIYA DEVAR

Inscnpaon

The Pandiyas made many pious donations during this period

throughout the southern land. They were obviously aware of the

religious importance of the area in Tiruvannamalai. The three in-

scriptions made by the outstanding Pandiyan monarch, Jatavarman
Sundarapandiya I, on the east wall of the second prakaram of the

temple are ofspecial religious and historical interest. They specify gifts

of cattle, land, food,lamps and rice for the holy place ofTiruvannama-
lai and are dated A.D.1265, A.D.1267 and A.D.1268(9). The last of

these recorded in the seventeenth/eighteenth year of the Pandiyan

monarch reign.

Jatavarman Sundara Pandiya, was without doubt a most brilliant

monarch. His inscnptions are to be found in many temples through-

out southern India. Aided by his able general, Jatavarman Veera
Pandiya, his conquests included conquering Elamandalam, the Bana
and Kongu countries, killing the Hoysala, Somesvara and occupying

his territory, defeating the Kadavarayas (Kopperjingas), killing

Gandagopala,occupying Kanchipuram and many other outstanding

exploits.Thus, the Pandiya king accumulated much wealth through

his acts.

When trying to understand the chronology of the ancients the

immediate problem one confronts is the procedure whereby there are

several members ofa family bearing the same name. Where very often

the grandfather’s name may eventually disappear.The fact that there

were several Pandiya Kings who bore the same appellation adds to the

confusion when dealing with their historical achievements.

Nevertheless when Maravarman Kulesekara Pandiya (the eldest

of the royal Pandiyan brothers) captured the Chola country and de-

feated RajendraChola Deva III and the Hoysala Ramanatha in

A.D. 1279, he must have done he done this while Jatavarman Sundara

Pandiya was still living or after his death. It is possible that the
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inscription dated 1268/9 mentioned above, was inscribed in the

Arunachaleswarar Temple in Jatavarman Sundara Pandiya’s final

year.

Many inscriptions have been discovered throughout Southern

India, attributed to Jatavarman Sundara’s successor, Maravarman

Kulasekara Pandiya.Ten of these in the Tiruvannamalai Temple are

spread over a period of twenty-seven years, from A.D.1275 to

A.D.1312. Unfortunately, some of these inscriptions are somewhat

damaged. According to the work on Tiruvarmamalai Inscriptions by

the Institute Francaise de Pondicherry, one of them was wilfully dis-

figured at some date. At the beginning ofthe epigraph, which is dated

in the 14th year ofthe king, only fragmented words remain. However,

the remaining letters exhibit names of the other important social

groups ofthe era- Reference is made to the Ceylonese, Hoysalas, Sam-
buvarayas, Kopperunjingas, Katavaraya chiefs etc. It is most unfor-

tunate that passages have been destroyed they must have contained

some very valuable historical information.

Nevertheless, although there are parts missing, the remaining text

together with the other nine inscriptions give useful information

concerning to donations, gifts, purchase and sale of wet and dry

land,taxes, gifts ofvillages, offerings offood and other items, all for the

God of Tiruvannamalai.

When I, the illustnous king Marupanmar alias Tirubuvana-
chakkaravartiKonennmmaikontain was seated along with my queen
Ulakamula Umayal, and in order to provide for offerings of food and
other items during a service instituted in my name viz., Kulasekaran
to the god of Tiruvannamalai Uttaiya Nayanar, I gave, to the

Tanattar ofthe temple ofTiruvannamalai Uttaiya ofAnna-natu,the
village ofPakkam in ...natu in Makarai-mantalam. The gift includes

wet land within the four boundaries, dry'land,habitation site,garden,
tank and the tank land, but excluding from it previously gifted

Inscription, Second Prakaram Wall (somewhat damaged)

A.D. 1282
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The Katavarayas

This holy history would not be complete without mention of the

Katavarayas i.e. Katava kings. Originally feudatories of the Cholas,

they began to assert their independence during the reign of Rajaraja

Chola Deva III. The famous Kopperunjingas, father and son, ulti-

mately rebelled against Chola authority, to run their own government
at Sendamangalam. Many other local chiefs also ascended into promi-

nence during the ensuing years.All of these pious people have left

their mark, their importance exhibited through gifts of varying size

and value.

The Katavarayas spent much time and great wealth in the sacred

area ofthe Siva Linga Mountain. Over thirty six epigraphs dating from

A.D. 1235-6, have been discovered in the Arunachaleswarar
temple attesting to this sacred work.

It would be possible to spend a great deal of time dealing with the

records oftheir achievements, all which are ofgreat interest. These in-

scriptions give a very deep understanding of the esteem devotion of

the Katavarayas. They help us to understand what life was like in

those times. Within their ancient words there remains the memory of

the cultural actions of the people.

I do not think it is possible to adequately explain the vastness of

their accomplishments. These Rayas were fervent worshippers, of

Tiruvannamalai uttaiya and the goddess Unnamulai donating whole

villages,wet and dry land, cattle, nanda lamps, clothes and splendid

jewels of different kinds to :

....the god of Tiruvannamalai uttaiya nayanar and of Anna-natu^to

provide for the worship ofand the works in the temple of the god of

Tiruvannamalai uttaiya nayanar,till the sun and the moon endure...

....to decorate the dancing feet ofthe god ofTiruvannamalai Uttaiya

nayanar tiruvacikai...

...nanda lamps for the bummg m the temples of the god ofTiruvan-

namalai uttaiya nayanar and the goddess Unnamulai-nachiyar of the

goddess’ shrine three standing lamps, each of hve tiers, and 96 cows

and 3 bulls for this purpose.

Inscription
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A verse on the first prakaram wall sheds light on this glory, showing

that a gold necklace of three hundred and thirty kalanju in weight,

together with gold and silver vessels, was donated to the temple by

Kopperunjinga’s wife, Sadium Perumal. Kopperunjinga II gave the

rings from his ears,the crown set with jewels from his head and his

footstool made ofpure gold. Rock was taken from the Sacred Hill and
laid upon the floor to look like stepping stones. Many offerings were

made. Oh, my friend, if I could only recite all the beautiful verses

engraved on the temple walls during those years. They built streets to

walk upon, buildings, Mandapams, tanks and flower gardens.Yes,

they knew the value of the Siva Linga Mountain. Even when the

Cholas had declined in the late 13th century, when Rajendra Chola
Deva III was waiting to be called from this world, their beautiful words

were being engraved on the temple walls. Their love was so great that

the temple and the area has continued to flourish due to their great

understanding and achievement.

Other endowments

Rajagambhira Chedirayan (534)

The Chieftain of Tagadur in Ganganadu (536)

Cholendra Simhan Pridvi Ganga (537)

Karikala Chola Adiyumadalvan (538)

Karikala Chola-Adiyumadalvan (539)

Cholendra-Simhan Pridhvi Ganga (558)

Nangai-Alvar, the wife ofofchieftain Nilagangaraiyan; gift of a lamp.
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The Banas
The Bana Chiefs who held the title of VANAKOVARAIYAR,

were an important South Indian family datingback to the 4th century.

We know from available evidence that after they were defeated by
Parantaka Chola Deva I, they continued as feudatory chiefs under
Chola rule. There are over twenty inscriptions within the Arun-
achaleswarar Temple dating from as early as the reign of Aditiya

I.This evidence,together with other epigraphs discovered elsewhere

within Tamil Nadu, supply some interesting information concerning

their historic past.

During the thirty-fifth year of the reign of Kulottunga III, i.e.

A.D.1216, there was an area of Southern India ruled by a powerful

chief bearing the name of Ponnarappina Magadesan, alias Va-
nakovaraiyan of Alagar (Bana). He is known to have guilded the

Central Shrine of the Arunachaleswarar Temple and to have given

three villages to the Temple and giving 96 cows and 3 bulls for the

purpose of burning three Nanda Vilakku lamps to the god Tiruvan-

namalai Uttaiya Nayanar. This is inscribedon an inscription to the left

of the entrance. The special name was acquired by the chief after

having guilded the Srivimana of the Temple. Members of his family

also have a number of inscriptions to their credit for building temples

in the district. One of these family members, who was also a minister

of the chief constructed a Mandapam in the Keelur Temple and also

contributed greatly to the Tiruvannamalai Temple. He is known by

the name ofAruagalur Udaiyan as well as bearing the auspicious name
of Rajarajadevan.

It is possible that Ponparappinam Magadesan may well be the same
Vanakovaraiyan, Bana chief, who later withdrew his allegiance from

the Cholas during the reign ofRajaraja Chola Deva III, when Rajaraja

decided to take to arms against the Pandiyas. The Banas who became
a feudatory of a Katavaraya Koppereunjinga I, later joined them and

their allies the Pandiyas, in their dispute with the Cholas. Evidence

supports this change of alliance is suggested through a number of

poetic epigraphs dating from the 13th century in the Arunachales-

warar Temple. The courage and triumph of the Banas against their

enemies, is also exhibited throughout these poetic inscriptions. They
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also display their understanding of the sacredness of the Holy Moun-
tain of Arundri through the skill of well chosen words of greatness,

while at the same time paying no attention at all to the monarch, the

traditional use of the ruling monarch’s name noticeably absent from

their prose-

You the rulers of the earth which is surrounded by the deep sea, have

seen that it is the practice of the sun-like Vana, who bestows

elephants on learned men just as the sun showers, to instruct you on

proper conduct i.e. to decide your fate just as Brahma decides the fate

of all men. You the Tennar, the Pandiyas, present to me beautiful

images like the tnbutes paid by Sn Lanka. If you fail to do so, you

should understand that we would put you under the feet ofelephants

given as tnbutes to the Cholas. This is our forewarning !

Inscnption, Second prakaram wall- 13th century Bana, v 2
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The Hoysalas
A.D. 1022 - A.D. 1343

Somesvara before his death divided his kingdom between his two
sons; Veera Narasimha and Ramanatha. These brothers later fought

a civil war. Ramanatha allied himself with Rajendra Chola Deva III.

They were later to be defeated by Maravarman Kulasekara Pandiya,

who confiscated their territory.

King Ballala III - Veera Vallaladeva of Arunasamudra - Emperor
of the South

Veera Narasimha’s successor was Ballala Ill-Veera Vallalan,

Emperor of the South (A.D.1291 - 1343). Although still hostile,

Ballala’s succession was not disputed by Ramanatha, thus Ballala was
able to rule over a united Hoysala Kingdom until approximately by

A.D. 1300. Then Ballala applied himselfto the task ofrecapturing the

lost territory and extending the kingdom northwards. His effort was
curbed by the Islamic assault on the South which commenced inAD
1310. It was, during this period, through the reign of the Hoysala,

Ballala III, that massive alien influences on the South began. These
foreign and, often hostile, influences caused immense problems and
created greater demands on the rulers of southern India.

It was in early 1311 that Sultan Ala-u-din sent out an expedition

in furtherance of his aims to plunder and loot the South.With his

favourite slave general, Malik Kafur at its head, the plundering army

made its way southwards to ravage and pillage the Pandiya and
Hoysala kingdoms. It was unfortunate that just at that time, Ballala,

not knowing what was about to happen,decided that he should take

advantage of the prevailing situation in the Pandiya kingdom, where

Maravarman Kulasekara’s sons were in dispute with each other, to try

and recover the captured Hoysala territory from them. Thus, while

Ballala was absent, Malik Kafiir was able to advance unchecked and

spread destruction in Hoysala territory. When Ballala returned he

could do very little. He was compelled to surrender to the Sultan.

Then, Malik Kafur turned his forces towards the Pandiya kingdom,

where the quarrelling brothers did their best to resist the attack. They
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obviously fought well, because Kafur had to'make his retreat, but not

before he was able to obtain great wealth and take enormous Southern

bootyback with him. On his return to Delhi, Malik Kafur spoke highly

of the Hoysalas so that the Hoysala kingdom was returned back to

Ballala.

By A.D. 1330, after the accession of Muhammed-bin-Tughluk in

February 1325, the conquest ofMadura took place. Muhammed-bin-
Tughluk was able to annex many kingdoms to the Delhi Sultanate,

these included the Pandiyan Kingdom,leaving only the Kampili King-

dom and the Hoysala power of Ballala independent in the Deccan.

King Ballala was able to survive and keep the Hoysala kingdom

functioning by obtaining permission to govern from the Delhi Sultan-

ate. In 1327 Muhammed attacked Dorasamudra. Unable to resist this

particular attack, Ballala had to withdraw. It is believed that he

returned to Arunasamudra i.e. Tiruvannamalai, at that time.

Not wishing to enter into the complete history of the Muslim
invasion of the south, I must turn to the year A.D. 1340 when King

Ballala was again in Tiruvannamalai. By this time the monarch had
performed distinguished work. His patronage of the temple in

ARUNASAMUDRA i.e. Tiruvannamalai, has recorded his out-

standing ability. There is little doubt that Ballala had, in fact, devel-

oped great ability of command and had become the most powerful

Hindu ruler of the penod. Known as Emperor of the South, with the

help ofa number ofunderlings, he was able to deal with many difficult

issues of the period. Prominent amongst his helpers were the sons of

Sangama; a family of five brothers viz, Harihara, Kampana, Bukka,
Marappa and Muddappa. With the able assistance of these Dan-
danayaka generals, with Harihara and Bukka at the head. King Ballala

was able to achieve a great deal and preserve his kingdom. These
brothers were given special pnvileges by the monarch and supported
him m every way. Yet, even though Ballala had this outstanding
capability, had able generals, and did all he could to stem the rise of
the Islamic invasion, m A.D. 1340 he was forced to transfer the bulk
of his forces to Arunasamudra - Vallala-Pattana (Tiruvannamalai).

To understand his predicament we need to try to understand the
immensity of the problems he was encountering. This was a time of
transformations of immense proportions . A period when great
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Struggles were taking place. Hindus were being forced to take sides.

Some ofthem had found it necessarily expedient to show loyalty to the

Sultanate. Some of these, and there must have been many reasons for

doing so, had even learned to embrace Islam. In defence of ancient

Hindu culture there were many loyal followers of Hinduism, who
attempted to prevent the spread of Islam. In this quest they sought

many solutions even on alien ground, often causing themselves great

humiliation and hardship as a result. But most, like the monarch
himself, sought the way which distinguished him as an able and just

ruler. He stemmed the tide of the Islamic assault through sincere and
competent administration, where he grew heavily to rely more and
more on the Sangama brothers, Harihara and Bukka.

King Ballala was a devout Saivite,we know this from his work and
can tell this from his great patronage ofthe Arunachaleswara Temple.

At the same time he was also a strategist of great ability. With this

great proficiency, the Hoysala monarch was caught up in the web of

the era, so that even though he tried his best, he was unable to stem

the flow ofthe tide ofchange. Religion and politics had became greatly

interwoven in a climate where Islamic attacks were making it increas-

ingly difficult to be independent. With his great expertise Ballala did

a great deal to unite the opponents of the Islamic invaders. At one

time he even sent aid to Kapaya Nayaka, when Kapaya was struggling

against the Islamic forces. Perhaps it is sufficient to say that it was

inevitable that Ballala’s viewpoint, together with his resistance to

religious conversion of the South, should eventually lead him into

hostility with the Sultanate. So it was also, that Ballala’s involvement

with issues of the period and his necessary reliance on the support of

his loyal Dandanayakas (generals) should eventually lead to the

absorbtion ofthe Hoysala kingdom into that ofthe rising Vijayanagar.

While dealing with the problems of their ruler, and by being given

special privileges by him, the Sangama brothers, Harihara and Bukka,

grew from strength to strength.By A.D.1346 they had established

themselves to be sufficiently independent to operate on their own as

rulers over the Hoysala empire, eventually becoming the founder

members of the Empire of the Vijayanagar.

In A.D.1340, in a climate of change, following the assasination of

Jalal-u-din Hasan Shah of Madura, his Amir,Ala'U-din Udauji came
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into power. The new Sultan, Udauji, immediately turned his atten-

tion to the Hoysala Ballala, who by then had involved himself with

continual hostUities against the Muslims and had once more returned

to his southern capital, Arunasamudra (Tiruvannamalai). Udauji’s

assault, in fact, came the following year in 1341. It was then, in the

midst of the battle that Udauji was killed by an arrow of an unknown

assailant.This event seems to have put new life into King Ballala, who

continued his attacks against the Islamic forces.

It was while the king was holding the fort of Kannanur-Koppam,

which was put under seige for six months, that he was taken by

surprise. During the relief of the beseiged fort by the troops of Sultan

Ghiyas-ud-din Damghani, the king was captured on the battlefield.

There on the field of battle, he was about to be slaughtered when he

was recognised as the Hoysala king. He was then taken prisoner and

placed in front of the Sultan where:

Treating him at first with great consideration, Ghiyas-ud-din per-

suaded him to part with all his nches,horses and elephants; and then

had him killed and flayed. ‘His skin was stuffed with straw and hung

upon the wall ofMadura,where,’ says Ibn Batuta, ‘ I saw it in the same

position’ (A.D. 1341).

Prof Shastri - Bahminis and the rise of the Vijayanagar

This is the way the great king died. Virupaksha Ballala IV, the son

of the great Vallala held his coronation in August 1342 one year after

his father’s death. By that time the Sangama brothers, notably

Harihara and Bukka, had firmly established themselves in Hoysala

territory. The Sangama brothers had received comprehensive guid-

ance and training under the great diplomat and leader and pious

Saivite, King Ballala III. Modelling themselves on their great teacher,

the brothers were able to expand their empire so that after only a few

years, their supremacy was acknowledged.
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The Arunachaleswarar

Temple — The Hoysalas

I have given a brief historical account of the famous Hoysala

monarch Ballala III, who held, amongst other illustrious titles, the

name of Prapachakravartin Veera Vallaladeva of Arunasamudra —

Vallala-Pattana — (Tiruvannamalai).

The Vallala Gopuram
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Was there ever a king so acclaimed as Veera Vallala Deva of

Arunasamudra? There is no doubt in my mind that his name is

synonymous with everything that is sacred. It is honourable and fitting

that the Arunachaleswarar Temple remembers his distinguished

presence in this world. It is indeed due to the abiding observance of

his greamess that everyone in the modem era had the opportunity still

to recognise the ability of this outstanding Hoysala monarch.

Everytimewe pass into the ArunachaleswararTemple and walk up
the stairs and through the VEERA VALLALAN TIRUVAASAL -

the gateway ofthe Vallala Gopuram; the gate between the fourth and

fifth prakaram walls, we can see and even touch the memory, and by

doing so acknowledge the king’s patronage for ourselves. Many
statues of the Veera Vallaladeva in the different ages of his life, from

young man to old can be found in the temple premises. There is even

a statue showing him with a bearded face and another with one of his

queens. My friend, when you walk through the Vallala Gopuram,

pause for amoment to look upwards. There in an aperture, high on the

inside wall of the Gopuram where you will find his statue covered with

fresh garlands of flowers. They are placed there with great veneration

every day. Then as you continue your walk and enter the fourth

prakaram, you will see directly in front of you an ornate square

Mandapam containing a beautiful Nandi. This Mandapam is at the

bottom ofthe flight ofstairs in front ofthe Kili (parrot) Gopuram. King

Vallaladeva was responsible for the construction of this Mandapam,
the Hoysala Emblem can be found on the right hand pillar.

My friend, ifwe happen to be in that sacred temple at the special

time when the annual anniversary ofKing Vallaladeva’s death occurs,

which is normally in the month ofMaasi (February) , we can also listen

and learn how this great Saivite King is still honoured. At that special

time the temple priests gather to announce to Arunachaleswarar, so

that all can hear, that the king has died. Then with great ceremony an
image ofVeera Vallala Deva is lifted and carried in procession to the
village of Pallikonda Pattu, where the bunal rites take place. My
friend, Siva Himself has commanded His Temple priests to annually
recall the king’s greatness. Thus, the memory of King Vallala Deva’s
greatness is invoked from the distant past and placed into our hearts

and minds in the present era. By performing the funeral rites, a task
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which is supposed to be done by the eldest son, Siva is telling us ofthe
splendour of the Saivite king.

If we want to know more about King Ballala III - Veera Vallala

Deva of Arunasamudra, he is the illustrious king who is mentioned
with great acclaim in chapter seven of the Arunachaleswarar
Puranam, a Tamil scripture written by Ellappa Nayanar m the 14th
century. This excellent prose with well chosen eloquent words reveals

the nature of the Hoysala monarch and the famous place called
Arunai - Arunachaleswarar, Tiruvannamalai. While I would like to
give a full synopsis of this excellent work, I deem it sufficient in this

instance to simply explain, that this wonderful prose work by Ellappa
Nayanar details the great devotion ofthe king shows and how the king
gave great wealth to Arunachaleswarar. I give one example of this

expressive work.

In a famous place called Arunai there are mansions with jewelled

towers and gardens dense with fhiit trees which reach upwards to the

stars. There dwells the Devadasis who are equal only to Arundhati.

Vallalan.king ofthis city has a virtuous character, he speaks only the

truth and takes careofall beings as ifthey are himself. This king is from

the line ofAgni whose fame is indescribable. This kmg has come to

this world to worship daily at the feet of Parameswarar, to do regular

service to him and to praise Him.

Ellappa Nayanar 14thC —Arunachala Puranam .

The devotion of the king and the illustrious works performed by
him within the sacred area of Arunachaleswarar can also be noted
from nine inscriptions within the temple premises. One of these

inscriptions, dated A.D.1317, was the first and probably the most
important epigraphs belonging to this famous Hoysala king. This
particular epigraph was discovered recently behind the Sambanda
Vinayaka Temple. Although incomplete and somewhat damaged,
there is ample evidence within this inscription to show that Ballala III,

made Tiruvannamalai his southern capital before A.D. 13 1 7 calling it

ARUNASAMUDRA-VALLALA-PATTANA.
It mentions the illustrious King Vallala Deva (Ballala) the son of

Narasimha, who was the son of Somesvara, as residing in his own
capital known as ARUNASAMUDRA. From other temple inscrip-

tions it appears that Arunasamudra remained the king’s southern
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capital. This is further substantiated by inscriptions found in other

parts of the southern land i.e. in Kannada. The king was certainly

stationed in Tiruvannamalai in A.D.1317/18 and returned to his

southern capital frequently. Other inscriptions in the temple in-

scribed in the monarch’s name, dated A.D. 1241, made by his general

VallappaThennayakar i.e. Vallappa Dandanayaka, confirm that mili-

tary activity was taking place at that period. This, in fact supports

other historical evidence that the king, by A.D. 1340, had involved

himself with continuous hostilities with the Sultanate and had by

then, knowing that forces were against him, returned to Tiruvanna-

malai and made it his headquarters. It was in the following year,

A.D.1341, that Sultan Ala-u-din Udauji’s attack took place, it was

there on the battlefield in Tiruvannamalai that Sultan Udauji was

assassinated, killed by an arrow shot by an unknown assailant.

To return to the important inscription which dates from the year

A.D. 13 17. This is a very long epigraph written in both Sanskrit and

Tamil,mentioning the many outstanding titles of the Hoysala Ruler.

It also mentions the many gifts he gave, his great strength and

competence. He was unquestionably the master ofmany kingdoms. It

is the date of the inscription and the great and influential titles of the

king together with the gifts he gave that prove that he ruled with great

power.

He was an outstanding dominant ruler during a difficult period in

history. He had great ability, strength and determination even as early

as A.D. 1317. There are also many other important points ofgreat sig-

nificance, so numerous that it is not within the scope of this work to

mention them all here. For example. King Vallala Deva was able to

confer gifts ofoutstanding value. Details ofofferings made in the name
of the king and his queen are given in minute detail to provide for the

worship of deities; food offering and adornment of Annamalai nay-

anar (Arunachaleswarar) and the Goddess Unnamulainachiyar. Gifts

were also given to provide for lamps, wages ofpriests and servants and
for festivals. Mention is also made, in epigraphs, oftemple repairs and
of major construction works including the construction of an enclo-

sure wall (Tirumathil)

.
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...The illusmous king Vallala Deva ruling over the whole earth and
possessing a physique like the killer of elephants, is victonous. This
Vallala Deva possessing all auspicious things was staying at his capital

which was distinguished by the name Aruna-Samudra belonging to

the Hoysala kingdom which was established with love by his

father

Inscnpaon

The mention of King Ballala Ill’s southern capital is very impor-

tant.

Another major inscription on the north wall of the Vallala Gopu-
ram which was inscribed in A.D.1377, sixty years later, during the

reign of Raya of Vijayanagar, Harihara II, emphasises the date of the

construction of the Vallala Gopuram as being within that sixty'-year

period i.e. after A.D.1317 and before A.D.1377. The later Vijay-

anagar inscription being the one and only epigraph that refers to the

Gopuram gateway as VEERA VALLALAN TIRUVAASAL. I must
stress that the Gopuram between the fourth and fifth prakarams has

always been called the Vallala Gopuram, the king who constructed

the Gopuram has always been known as King Ballala III. Tliis king was
PRAPACHAKRAVARTIN VEERA VALLALA DEVA of many
other illustrious titles whose southern capital was Arunasamudra -

Tiruvannamalai. He is the same king who is mentioned so eloquently

by Ellappa Nayanar in chapter seven of the Arunachala Purana.

The most interesting traditional tale concerning King Veera

Vallala Deva’s vanity after completing the Gopuram has already been

told. However, I shall once more bring to mind this well preserved

story, which explains what happened after the king had completed-

building the splendid Gopuram. When King Vallala Deva’s great

pride in his achievement, led to great inner distress and his eventual

humility.

When the great king completed building the beautiful Gopuram
he became so conceited and proud of his achievement that Siva

decided thatHe should teachhim a lesson. This was to be a wonderful

lesson in modesty. Conse'quently, when the special ten day festival

arrived Arunachaleswarar-Siva refused to leave the temple through

the new Veera Vallalan Tiruvaasal (Gateway) . Arunachaleswara was

carried on His ornate palanquin, taken in procession out of the
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Temple by a different route. Going around the Maha Veedhi,

devotees stood with bowed heads and with hands together in suppli-

cation, paying their respects to Him. As the days passed one after the

other, Arunachaleswara refused to make His way out of the temple

through the new Gopuram,always leaving the temple by a different

route. When the tenth day arrived the King, who was by then in

extreme distress, realised his error, and humbling himself before

Arunachaleswarar begged for forgiveness. This is the way Veera

Vallala Deva submitted to Siva’s greatness and prayed for forgiveness,

pleading that Arunachaleswarar pass through the new Gopuram.

Realising that the king had learnt his lesson, Arunachaleswarar

consented to pass through the Veera Vallalan Tiruvaasal (Gateway).

According to tradition this is the reason why Arunachaleswarar only

leaves through the Gopuram on the final day of the ten day festival.

When this takes place, everyone has the opportunity to remember a

great king’s achievement and the lesson he learnt through Siva’s

grace.

Within the Arunachaleswarar Temple there is an image which

was installed by the Hoysala General, Singana Dandanayaka. This

brave Hoysala general was one of the many generals who were killed

by Sundara Pandiya when he attacked the Hoysalas and captured

Kannaur Koppam in A.D. 1262. There is also an inscription indicat-

ing that the Thirumadhil was erected by Singana Dandanayaka.
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Rayas of Vijayanagar

SANGAMA DYNASTY

Harihara Kampa
1336-57

Bukka Marapa Muddapa
1 357 - 77

Kampana II

1357-74
Virupanna I Harihara 11

1377- 1404

Jammana
1374

Virruppana 11

(Virupaksha I)

1405-6

Bukka 11

1404
Devaraya 1

1406-22

Ramachandra
1422

Vi|ayaraya

Bukka 111

1422

Vijayaraya
1446

Prauda Devaraya II

(Gajabetikara)

1422-46

Virupaksha
1465-85

Mallikarjuna

(Immadi Devendra Devaraya)
1446-65

Padearo
Praudharaya
1485

Rojesekhara - Irayer

1466

Sangama dynasty
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The Rayas ofVijayanagar were the final rulers of an independent

southern India. Their history is a magnificent tale of a great empire

that spanned over 400 years. If I seem to dwell over long on their

history it is because the glory of the Vijayanagar must be elucidated.

Their outstanding contribution is acclaimed as outstandingly impor-

tant in the annals of the South. During this time the temple in.

Tiruvarmamalai developed abundantly, with many of the Rayas

contributing to this success.

The wonders of the ancient capital of the Vijayanagar have been

well documented as being lavish in construction and beauty. Their

ships went as far as Persia,Africa and China, carrying goods and spices

ofevery description and men from different nations were seen in their

streets. The Vijayanagars were great patrons of Hinduism, building

great temple structures and contributing lavishly for their upkeep.

Their administrative ability and technique in preserving the ancient

Hindu religion, and retaining that which was good for southern India

has become legendary.

At the same time the Vijayanagar period was a complex one. Their

Empire was in many ways linked with the Islamic Empire and the later

Sultans ofthe Deccan. Due to this, their history is also one of conflict

with many challenging battles with various Islamic dynasties in an

effort to retain their independence and stem the tide of an invasion

of the South. It is important and extremely interesting to recognise

how these Hindu monarchs proved a formidable barrier against this

Islamic challenge. There were periods when they were so powerful

that even while fighting their many battles, they were able to contrib-

ute lavishly to the development of southern India. Nevertheless, as

impressive and formidable as they were, the final result was the

destruction ofthe city of the Vijayanagar in A.D. 1565. This devasta-

tion effectively put an end to a great dynasty, but not before they had
made a tremendous impact on southern India.

It is true to say that the effect ofVijayanagar rule ofsouthern India

continues to reverberate into the present era. Their grand monu-
ments stand tall and grand all over the southern land as a constant

reminder oftheir regal rule. These monuments are ever ready, waiting

to transport the onlooker back to that glorious epoch when the

Vijayanagars were the rulers of an independent southern India.
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HARIHARA. I (1336'1357) & BUKKA (1357-77). Harihara
was the eldest of the five sons of Sangama. He was the efficient and
loyal general of Hoysala Ruler, Ballala III, Veera Vallaladeva. Under
Ballala’s leadership Harihara and his brother Bukka, were able to

increase their authority and extend their influence over southern
India.

Tradition affirms that both Harihara and his brother Bukka were
in Kampila when it fell to Malik Muhammed in A.D.1317, and that

they were taken as hostages to Delhi. It is also reported that both
brothers were converted to Islam and that while they were in Delhi

they swore an oath of allegiance before being sent back to Kampila to

take over the administration firom Malik Muhammed, who, it seems
was having serious difficulty trying to quell insurrection in the

province. According to conflicting reports, Malik Muhammed’s
power in Kampila had been considerably reduced due to open revolt

in the area. This rebellion was being intensified by the Hoysala King
Ballala III, who by then had thrown ofhis allegience to the Sultan and
invaded the province.

This is how the two Sangama brothers, Harihara and Bukka
having immense knowledge of the South having sworn allegience to

the Sultan and having been given authority by him,were sent back to

quell the uprising in their own homeland.

When they arrived home, it did not take them long to return to the

folds of Hinduism. They became devoted to their gurus, Vidyaranya

and Kriasakthi. They became loyal preservers of Hindu traditions.

Then there was no stopping them,there was no defence against their

expertise. Putting their knowledge of administration to good use, the

brothers started their good work by setting up an independent Hindu
State. InA.D. 1336, assisted by the other Sangama brothers; who were

given special titles and privileges, a new city on the south bank of the

Tungabhadra was inaugurated called VIJAYANAGAR-City of

Victory, and VIDYANAGAR-City of Learning. The Hindu corona-

tion of Harihara I,took place with great splendour in that city on 18

April 1336, when Harihara became the first Raya ofVijayanagar. This

is the history ofthe dawning ofa kingdom which eventually grew into

the powerful Vijayanagar Empire.
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Harihara I, proved to be a Raya ofexceptional ability. Not only was

he the founder member ofthe Vijayanagar empire ,but he was also the

initiator of its well organised administrative system. It is said that

Harihara had great organising ability, always occupied with affairs of

state.This period must have been one of great challenge and change

for the South.

Bukka I, was joint ruler with his brother Harihara from A,D.1346.

As his brother’s nominated successor, Bukka ruled for twenty years

from A.D.1357, when his brother died, untd A.D.1377. His great

commission was to continue his brother’s work.The independent

Hindu state had to be held at all costs. Even so,it seems most
unfortunate that Bukka had to spend most of his life fighting the

Bahmini kings, for he was known to be a great patron of learning and
an exceptionally pious man, rewarding scholars with gifts of money
and land. Sanjaya, the famous commentator of the Vedas, lived

during his reign and was a minister of the court.

Although neither Harihara I nor Bukka I appear to have actively

involved themselves with the affairs of the Tiruvannamalai
Temple,as they were involved with other affairs of state at that time,

this mean that they did not hold the temple in great esteem or visit the

area.The temple had been the capital of the great Hoysala, Ballala

Veera Vallala Deva and this could never be forgotten. The leaders,

therefore, delegated authority leaving the great task of the develop-

ment of the southern land in the capable hands of the Sangama
lineage.

Bukka I, was known to have had a number of sons, all of them
called Kumara There was Harihara II (1377-1404), who was his

father’s successor. There was also Viruppanna I, and Kampana II.

(SON OF BUKKA I) - KAMPANA II. Prince Kampana was
given the special commission as his father’s Viceroy to administer the

north and south Arcot Districts of TamilNadu. According to evi-

dence, Kampana was given the task of establishing Vijayanagar rule

in TamilNadu at the commencement of his father’s reign in
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A.D.1357. However, inscriptions discovered in Tiruvannamalai and
the earliest of Kampana IPs own inscriptions, dated 24 September
1352, which have been discovered at Avur, show that he must have
been given this great commission before that date.

One has to bear in mind that Bukka ruled joindy with Harihara
from as early as A.D. 1346, and could easily have commissioned his

son to start this important task from an early date. Further, there is

also the relevant fact, that the system of family relationships, (which
is still in existence today in southern India) necessitates that the term,

‘father’ would have been spoken with great respect to both Harihara
and Bukka and with even greater honour to the elder, who would be
termed the head of the family. No distinguishing mark between one’s

own son or brother’s son would have been made. Prince (Kumara)
Kampana as son of the family would have been the emissary of the
lineage of Sangama.

The importance ofKampana II’s achievements in Tamil Nadu are

attested not only through his numerous inscriptions, but also through

the much acclaimed epic poem Madhura Vijayam; (Conquest of

Madura) wnitten by his queen Ganga Devi. This epic poem tells of

Kampana’s wonderful dream. Howhe is given Agastya’s mighty sword

by the Goddess of the Pandiyas, who explains in vivid terms the

terrible plight of the people of Madurai under the Muslims, and that

the Pandiyas were no longer capable of wielding such a powerful

weapon of justice. Thus, with heavenly bidding, the Goddess places

the sword ofjustice in Kampana’s hands, and he proceeds to wield the

mighty heavenly weapon in his campaign against Madurai’s

Sultanate.

Kampana II’s inscriptions can be found scattered through this

province. He obviously led a very active life, working diligently

throughout this period under the sovereignity of the Rayas Harihara

and Bukka, to achieve his appointed task. Ably assisted by his famous

generals, notably Gopanna and Suluva Mangu, he brought Vijay-

anagar rule to Tamil Nadu. He occupied Kanchi and conquered

Sampuvaraya territory which originally encompassed the north and

south Arcot districts of southern India, then moved onwards to

destroy the Sultanate of Madurai and, by doing so, he cultivated the

revival of Hinduism throughout the southern land. There are an
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abundance of inscriptions bearing his name, approximately 132, all

mentioning tasks that were undertaken to revive the area that was left

plundered by the Islamic invasion of the south. Assisted by loyal

followers, Kampana II did much to restore life to this territory.

Nine inscriptions have been discovered in the Tiruvannamalai

Temple showing how he did this. These inscriptions refer to gifts of

lamps,land, cash and kind and gifts of flowers. From these epigraphs

we can discover how transactions took place within the temple

premises.Interested participants gathered together and land was sold

for specified amounts, with annual returns to be paid to the temple.

There has been much debate amongst scholars concerning dates

of the events in Kampana II’s life. However,! give the following

resume, to try and fill in the details of the life of this outstanding man
who was a great Vijayanagar leader

The start of the conquest of the Sampuvarayas must have taken

place from the very early period of his authority in the North and

South Arcot Districts and probably ended in A.D. 1363. Various dates

have been given for his campaign against the Sultanate of Madurai.

These range from A.D.1364 to A.D.1371, most likely taking place

later rather than earlier, although no conclusive evidence has been

given. The image of Ranganatha, which was placed in a safe place

during the Islamic invasion of the south, was restored to Sri Rangam
by Kampana in A.D.1371.

Kampana IFs last known epigraph dated 2nd October, 1374 was
discovered in Tiruppullani. No other inscription has been found
following this date.

There is, an important inscription in the Tiruvannamalai Temple
inscribed by Kampana II’s sonJammana, dated 17th December, 1374.

This epigraph refers to a gift of land from Jammana,the son of

Kampana, for performing Adhyanam (chanting of the Vedas) follow-

ing the death of his father Kampana II,as part of the death anniver-

sary. If this ceremony was the conventional practice ofAnthirathi i.e.

the 3 1st day purification ceremony which takes place one month after

the death, it would seem that Kampana II, must have died in mid-
November, 1374.
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HARIHARA II (1377-1404) succeeded to the throne in Febru-
ary, 1377, following the death ofhis father Bukka I. Harihara is known
to have held full title of office and visited the Tamil land quite

frequently, is verified by inscriptions in the area. Two such inscrip-

tions are in the Tiruvannamalai Temple. One of these on the Vallala

Gopuram is an extremely important epigraph and is, in feet, the
earliest known epigraph that refers to this famous Gopuram by name
within the temple premises.

HaAdng a large family, Harihara II, was the supreme Vijayanagar

ruler and was able to unite the system by replacing his cousins, who
were squabbling amongst themselves, with his own sons, who ruled on
his behalf. One ofthese sons Viruppana II (also known as Virupaksha
I), had already been sent as Viceroy to the North and South Arcot
districts. Veera Devaraya I, was made Governor of Udayagiri. His

other son Bukka II, who lead expeditions into Warangal territory was
moved by him from area to area and for a period in 1402 ruled as

Viceroy on his father’s behalf in a district of Tanjavur.

VIRUPANNA II (VIRUPAKSHA I) :There are numerous
incriptions to be found in the North and South Arcot districts that

bear the name ofHarihara’s son Virupanna II (Virupaksha I), nine of

these have been discovered in the Arunachaleswarar Temple in

Tiruvannamalai. These records are of historical interest, not only do

they provide information of festivals, donations, sales and transac-

tions, they also show that the temple premises was the focal point for

meetings, where discussion and transactions took place appertaining

to the Tiruvannamalai Uttaiya Nayanar Temple as well as other

temples in the area. Further, they can also provide us with a historical

glimpse into religious activity and what the area musthave looked like

during that time, and how repair work was undertaken following

disturbance in the area.

When there was no worship and no repair work done in the temple

ofthe GodTontarkaiNayanar ofthis village, the gifts made in earlier

days were disturbed,the wall ofthe enclosure had fallendown,and the

main shnne was ruined,from this Rudra year you should take posses-

sionof this temple of this Nayanar as your Kdni acci and conduct its

affairs. For worship of this Nayanar and for repairs to his temple.
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Penimpallakkatu situated to the south west of.....the tevatnam,

could be taken as ARUNAGIRI-NATHAN ENTAL, where you

should dig up a well, clear the jungle ofthat part of it where there was

jungle, make the area perfect for cultivation, provide a habitation site

and raise crops You should mark the area by planting stones

beanng a Tndent design, cause crops to be raised there and arrange

for conduct ofworship and repairs to the temple ofthisGodTontarkai

Nayanar

Inscriptions - Tondar Temple, Tiruvannamalai - A.D. 1380.

There are two inscriptions within the Tiruvannamalai Temple
that bear the name ofBukka II. These are both dated A.D.1402. One
ofthem confirms the commencement ofdancing in front ofthe shrine

of the God in the temple.

When Harihara II died inAugust A.D. 1404, fierce disputes ofsuc-

cession followed between his three sons and it was his son, Bukka II,

who quickly seized power and for a time had his younger brother,

Veera Devaraya serving him in an inferior capacity. He did not hold

the Vijayanagar throne for long, however, and was quickly ousted

from high office by his brother Virupanna II, who, upon securing the

throne for himself, was able to hold it for two years from A.D.1405.

Nevertheless, in A.D. 1406 he was also ousted from his high office by

Veera Devaraya I, who celebrated his coronation in August, that year.

Thus, it was Devaraya I, who secured the Vijayanagar throne in A.D.
1406 two years after his father Harihara’s death in A.D.1404.

DEVARAYA I (A.D. 1406-22) : It is possible to say that in some
ways Devaraya I,was similar to his father Harihara II. He followed in

his father’s footsteps by deputising his own sons, so that his own
influence extended throughout the land. It is known that, in most of

his work, in all his battles and skirmishes, he was ably assisted by his

son Vijayaraya I i.e. Bukka Ill.It is perhaps interesting to note that only

two ofDevaraya’s inscriptions can be found within the Tiruvannama-
lai Temple due to the fact that he had left his work in the capable

hands of his son.This is, in fact, substantiated by one of the inscrip-

tions which refers to the rule of his son Vijayaraya I i.e. Bukka III.
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Devaraya I was extremely busy. He did much to develop the rising

influence of Saivism. In a joint venture with his brother Bukka II, he
extended the city ofVijayanagar to enormous proportions. According
to Sewell, “did their greatest work by constructing a huge dam across

the Tungabhadra nver together with the formation of an aqueduct,
fifteen miles in length, reaching from the river to the city”. This
channel was so splendid in its construction that even today it supplies

water to the area.

Along with the summary of Devaraya’s mighty works it is also

reported (although there are conflicting accounts assigning reasons

for the start of the skirmish) that he started a conflict with the

Bahmini.

According to Ferishta, it was Devaraya’s act of aggression that

goaded Sultan Firuz into attacking the City of Vijayanagar and thus

into inflicting great destruction. There are varied reasons for the com-
mencement ofthis great battle. One ofthem that Sultan Firuz wanted
to wage Jihad (holy war) against the Hindu king. Nevertheless,

whatever the reason for the start of the conflict, it was Devaraya who
suffered the greatest loss, it was he who eventualy had to make peace

with the Sultan, and it was the Sultan who dictated the terms of the

peace-agreement. Those terms included the tribute of Devaraya’s

own daughter in marriage. Her dowry is reported to have been

magnificent, including cash,elephants and handmaidens. In spite of

this defeat, it seems that Devaraya was not to be held back and as

history explains, he went storming ahead in retaliation for what had

taken place. Eventually weakening the Bahmini, Devaraya moved
forward to overwhelming victory. But all this is another story and

would take up so much time.

RAMACHANDRA I AND VIJAYARAYA (Bukka III) :

When Devaraya I died in A.D.1422 he was briefly succeeded by his

son, Ramachandra I, but this reign lasted for only a very short period

probably only two months. Then Vijayaraya (Bukka III), succeeded

him to the Vijayanagar throne. Various estimates for the length of

Bukka Ill’s rule have been given, some range from a few months to

about five years with the majority of opinion pointing to months

rather than years. As most of Bukka Ill’s ventures were during his
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father’s lifetime; he was an. ardent supporter of his father, there is in

iact, very little to report about his activity during his short reign. Like

his father before him, Bukka also included his own son Veera-Prauda

Devaraya II, in all he did.

VIRA-PRAUDA DEVARAYA II (1422-46) : Veera Prauda

Devaraya II is known to have succeeded as Raya to the Vijayanagar

throne in A.D.1422. This acclaimed king was known by many
illustrious names, including the distinguished title of Gajavetekara

(Hunter of elephants) and the even more distinguished appellations

ofiracatiraca and Iraca Paramesvara. These titles explain the varying

functions Prauda Devaraya performed throughout his reign and his

mastery of them. The name Gajavetakara, a symbol of his power of

strength and determination against his enemies, as well as referring to

his actual love of the sport of hunting. The second appellation

provides us with an insight into his his enormous capacity of love for

the Divine, as well as the pertinent fact that he was a great builder and
had vast literary and scholarly ability.

Five inscriptions during Veera Devaraya IPs reign have been dis-

covered in the Arunachaleswarar Temple.These inscriptions are of

great interest, as they portray the greatness of this great Vijayanagar.

One ofthem is, in fact, a royal edict, a proclamation which orders the

people of Patavitu to remain at the temple for ten days or suffer the

penalty ofa fine. Four epigraphs are on the Veera Vallalan Tiruvaasal.
The other, which is badly damaged, is on the Natarajah Shrine and
may well have been inscribed, in the final year of his reign, which
ended in May 1446.

When the order of the illustrious Maha Iracatiracal Iraca

Paramesvara,Gajavettai kantaruliya Sn-Veera Prauda Devaraya
Maharaya came instructing thatwhen the big festival ofMakaras was
held for Annamalainathan, and when one of the Nayanas from the

stanasm the Patavitu territory visited and hoisted the flag so that the

people ofthe Stanas should visit Annamalainathan and worship him
and return,that this honour shall be done and that this honour shall

be engraved on stone at the gate of the God on Sunday the 5th day
of the bright fortnight of the month of Makara

Inscription - Vallala Gopuram, A.D.1443 .
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The reign of Prauda Devaraya II was a religiously fertile period, a

period when Saivaite literature was produced. While it is not within

the scope of this humble work to delve deeply into the mastery of that

particular age,it is perhaps worthy to note that it was an era when
Saivism was organised into treatises by eminent Gurus and scholars

whose names are still remembered. Discourses expounding the won-
derful aspects ofthe Vaishnava and Saivite doctrines took place in the

royal court. My friend, it was due to that great rivalry and debate that

definition of the wonderful aspects ofHinduism took place and it was
from out of all this great discussion that many great books and stories

were built.

However, we cannot forget that Prauda Devaraya II lived in de-

manding times. He was a great Raya who had to do all he could to

protect and hold the independence ofHindu territory. Like the Rayas

ofVijayanagar before him he also had to endure the seemingly endless

problems inflicted by the Bahmini, in particular Ala-u-din II Ahamed
Shah (1436/58), who in an effort to attam prestige and title for

himself, was the source of great problems during Prauda Devaraya’s

time. In this manner battle after battle was fought between Hindus

and the Bahmini, and this is how in one of these many confrontations

that Devaraya’s eldest son met his death.

Devaraya IPs title GAJAVETTAKARA (Hunter of elephants)

suited him well. He was a dominant ruler, a sovereign who held his

troops like a hunter ready for the chase of battle at all times. Moving
his troops from region to region, he not only held, but also extended

his territory throughout the whole of Southern India.

There had been conspiracies as well as attacks on Devaraya’s life

throughout his reign. At one period, in A.D. 1444, it was his younger

brother who tried to take his life in an assassination plot.Yet despite

this intrigue Prauda Devaraya IPs reign was a long one that lasted for

nearly a quarter of a century.

When I reflect, I cannot help thinking that when this great Raya

died in May, 1446, a king of rare ability passed away. The temple in

Tiruvannamalai was a place of special significance to Prauda Devar-

aya II. He displayed his love for Arunachaleswarar as well as his power

of command when in A.D. 1443, three years before his death, he

ordered the people of Patavitu to stay for ten days during flag-raising
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festival time at the temple, or face the consequences of a fine.This

order, which he had inscribed onto stone so that it outlasted him, has

survived the centuries. It is an extremely rare edict throughout the

whole of India and is itself a fitting monument to characterise the

exceptional ability of this great Vijayanagar Raya.

MALLIKARJUNARAYA (Immadi Devendra Devaraya)

(1446-65) : There are two inscriptions of Mallikarjunaraya, the son

of Prauda Devaraya II within the Arunachaleswarar Temple.These

correspond to the years A.D.1451 and A.D.1453 and refer to him by

name. Mallikarjuna Raya’s ascension to the Vijayanagar throne was

at a time when the southern land,which had been so fearlessly cared

for by his father, was under great stress and had become weakened by

successive wars. Unlike his father, whose names he carried, Mai-

likarjuna was unable to control his nobles. Thus, his reign became
marked by their uneasiness. This happened when all of them were

under attack by Ala-ud-din as well as other Bahmini invaders.

Further,the country was also being threatened by King Kapilesvara of

Orissa, who sent his invading Ottiyan army, lead by his son Hamveera,

to attack the Tamil south. Kapilesvara was able to bring his threat to

fruition, but this only lasted for a very short period.

Mallikarjuna’s reign was,therefore, extremely problematic. It was
a period marked by war, by uneasiness and by agitation from within

the ranks of the feudatory chiefs and nobles. Further, this period is

marked by the pertinent fact that many nobles began ruling in total

independence of their monarch, thus providing evidence of his

decline in authority and leadership.

Vijjayanagar sovereignity was upheld at that time by the diligence

ofthe nobles, in particular the SULUVAS, inwhom the Raya appears

to have placed his trust. A certain amount of success was achieved

militarily by a Suluva noble who held Tiruchirapalli, called Tiruma-
laideva Maharaja and by a Suluva noble ofChandragiri called Suluva

Narasimha, whose power increased remarkably following the death of
Mallikarjuna in A.D.1465.
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Mallikarjuna was without doubt vulnerable to the political ten-

sions of the time. Due to this these problems he has been considered

by some historians as being weak,ineffectual and indifferent to state

affairs. When he died in the latter half ofA.D. 1465, he left behind a
one year old infant as his regent, a son called Rajesekhara-Rayar who
was in his cradle and due to his years unable to rule. (this young prince
was destined to eventually become the ruler of the Tiruvannamalai
district of Tamil Nadu). The Vijayanagar throne was possessed by
Virupa who was, according to different sources, either Mallikarjuna’s

son or a son of Prauda Devaraya II.

VTRUPAKSA II (1465-85) : Virupaksa II was reported by
Nunziz as being a king of many vices; “given over to women and
drink”. The southern land had already been through a difficult period

under the leadership of Mallikarjunara and weakened through con-

stant wars and squabbling. When Virupaksa II ascended the throne

in A.D. 1465, the decline deepened and accelerated. This Vijay-

anagar Raya wsis actually assassinated by his eldest son. The son held

the throne for one year (1485/6), but he in turn was assassinated by

his youngest brother Padearo Prauda Devaraya. He in turn held the

throne for a very short period.

Nevertheless, there are a number ofinscriptions throughoutTamil
Nadu from the time ofVirupaskha IPs reign. These range between the

years 1463 and 1485. One such inscription, which gives the Raya full

imperial titles, dates from A.D.1482, can be found on the east side of

the top wall of the Vallala Gopuram in the Arunachaleswarar

Temple.

While it is historically acknowledged that Virupaksha II was the

Vijayanagar Raya it was Suluva Narasimha-maharaja, the ruler of

Chandragiri, who was the superior leader. He took it upon himself to

preserve the monarchy and uphold the interests of the Hindu State.

It was through his continued effort that the monarchy was conserved.

However, this was only accomplished by him, eventually putting an

end to the old dynastic family and assuming royal status himself. The

coup faking place only after considerable effort on his part and most

probably only after Virupaksa IPs assassination in A.D. 1485.
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Before this, period according to important epigraphs discovered in

the Tiruvannamalai Temple, Suluva Narasimha seems to have sided

with and was subordinate to, the young Prince Rajesekara-Rayer, who
with full title was by that time ruling in the Tiruvannamalai district of

Tamil Nadu. There are five epigraphs of Prince Rajesekhara Rayer

within the ArunachaleswararTemple. These range between the years

1479 and 1486 and refer to him as prince, son of Mallikarjuna Rayer.

These inscriptions provide us with information concerning gifts to

Tiruvannamalai Uttiyar for the purpose of construction work in the

temple.

... Devaraya-Mallikarjuna’s son Rayer Rajesekhara was pleased to

rule...in the month of Karkata, in the year Vikari in the Saka year

140,when the asterism was... and the yoka was Siddha,on this auspi-

cious time I, the illustrious Mahamandalbuuran Metinimicurakanta,

Karrari Sulava Marasimhadevamaharajah gifted on the day of my
natal star Anushum and on the holy days ofParva and Visu and Tula
months the following land to the God Tiruvannamalai Uttaiya

Nayanar who had received.. ..for the purpose of construction

work

Inscription - Vallala Gopuram -A.D.1479
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VIJAYANAGAR SULUVA
DYNASTY

Suluva Narasimha Deva Maharayo

Narasa Nayaka
{Tuiuva) holding

power

Tirumala
-(murdered by
Tymmorasa)

lmmad<
Narasimha
1493 - 1505
(murdered)

)

I

!

I

1

Immodf Narasa
Nayaka

Knshnoraya

Suluva Narasimha became the Raya of Vijayanagar in A.D.

1485/6 by putting an end to the old dynastic family. He laid seige to

he city of Vijayanagar, commanding his general Narasa Nayaka to

lapture the city which was undefended. In this manner Narasa

'Jayaka was able to penetrate the city' through the open gates. Padearo

^raudadevaraya, fled the city and Suluv'a Narasimha became the

Emperor of Vijayanagar.

This is the way Suluva Narasimha saved the independent Hindu

empire from disintegration after a series of assassination plots, but

vhat followed was a series of altercations from antagonists vifro were

opposed to his elevation. This domestic strife on the home front

neant he had to spend considerable time pacifying local chiefs and

tad even less time to deal with difficulties from foreign adversaries,

:hus, weakening his position in many areas. A few of Suluva

Narasimha’s inscriptions have been discovered in Tamil Nadu, but

none have been found in the Arunachaleswarar Temple in Tiruvan-

namalai. He was obviously busy with one difficulty after

another.Unable to resist his foreign enemies he was plunged into

battle, eventually to be taken prisoner by Purushottama Gajapathi at

Udayagiri. Later released, when he agreed to surrender the fort.
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Although he survived this imprisonment, Suluva Narasimha died

soon after, in 1491.

Suluva Narasimha, who saved the Hindu Empire of southern

India, left behind two sons under the care of his general - The Tuluva

Narasa Nayaka. From then on it was the Tuluva, Narasa Nayaka who
held the real power of the state in his hands, although he conferred

status on his old emperor’s sons. Tirumala, one of these sons, was

murdered by Tymmarasa, an old adversary ofNarasa Nayaka. Narasa

Nayaka then, in 1493 placed the younger son, (Tammadeva) Immadi
Narasimha on the throne. However, friction developed between the

new king and Narasa Nayaka, as Immadi Narasimha remained on
friendly terms with Tymmarasa, his brother’s murderer.When Narasa

Nayaka turned his troops against the city of Vijayanagar, Immadi
Narasimha could do nothing else and condemned Tymmarasa to

death.

Narasa Nayaka, was a great strategist. He eventually ruled the

empire of Vijayanagar with full imperial authority. He captured the

city of Vijayanagar during his emperor’s lifetime and was sufficiently

competent, following the death of Suluva Narasimha devarasa, to

keep the independent Hindu empire intact. However, even though

Narasa Nyaka had this outstanding ability and this authority, he was,

nevertheless, a usurper to the Vijayanagar throne.

Throughout his period of rule, although active, the southern land,

no inscription has been discovered in the Arunachaleswarar Temple
in Tiruvannamalai relating to this famous general. No doubt this was
due to the important factor that he was moving from one area to

another quelling one rebellion after another.

When Narasa Nayaka’s eldest son and heir, Immadi Narasa
Nayaka, ascended to the Vijayanagar throne in A.D. 1503/6, the

lawful Suluva sovereign, Immadi Narasimha was not allowed to rule.

Thus, Immadi Narasa Nayaka was faced with similar internal dissen-

sion as his famous father. According to Nuniz the whole land was in

revolt.The murder ofImmadi Narasimha did little to ease the internal

difficulties ofImmadi Narasa Nayaka, whose years of rule were filled

with many battles with opposing factions. However, he was not
without supporters, havingsome very close ministers by his side.

Amongst these was his half-brother Krishnaraya who, according to
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historical evidence, was left in charge of Srirangapattanam while his

brother Immadi Narasa Nayaka went further southwards to lay seige

to Ummattur, before returning to that area.

An interesting report, by Nuniz, states that while on his death bed

Immadi Narasa Nayaka, in order to secure the throne for his eight-

year old son, called for his faithful minister asking him to pull out the

eyes of his half brother Krishnaraya, and that the eyes of a goat were

produced before him to satisfy his dying request. But, as Professor

Shastri so competently explains, “there is, however, no evidence to

show that the two brothers were not anything but friendly, and

indigenous tradition avers that Immadi Narasa Nayaka himselfchose

Krishnadeva Raya for the succession.”

Those were as explained, difficult years of internal dissention and

of fighting with intrigue, rebellions and revolts. During the last years

of Immadi Narasa Nayaka’s reign he was also faced with repelling an

invasion of the Bahminis which lasted well into the reign of Krish-

nadevaraya. Nevertheless, unlike his Father’s reign many inscriptions

and magnificent gifts have been registered throughout southern India

during this period. They have been recorded m all the important

shrines throughout the Ismd; Chidambaram, Gokama, Kalahasti,

Kanchipuram, Kumbakonam, Mahanandi, Rameswaram, Sri

Rangam, Snsailam and Tiruvannamalai.

Nine epigraphs have been discovered within the Arunachales-

warar Temple in Tiruvannamalai. Some of these epigraphs are in a

badly damaged state. Particularly relevant are two epigraphs placed

next to each other on the Kili Gopuram referring to land transactions

and said to be inscribed on consecutive days in the same year,

A.D.1506. In one of these, which is a lengthy inscription, the Raya is

given full royal titles including, ‘Irca Tiraca’ and ‘Iraca Para-

mesvaran’. In the other epigraph, the name of the Raya is clear :

‘Immadi Narasa Nayaka.’ He is given, the full royal title the other than
the two appellations mentioned above. What is also ofinterest, is that

at some period letters have been erased, cut out by an unknown hand.
Disclosing to our modem eyes the friction that was taking place in

those early years. Nevertheless what perhaps is more important to us

during very difficult times, the Arunachaleswarar Temple did, in fact,

receive recognition and donations, along with the other important
shrines tin the land.
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KRISHNADEVARAYA (A.D- 1509 to 1529) :

The reign of Krishnadevaraya was the greatest of all Vijayanagar
periods. Renowned as the king who was able to fight the Bahmini, he
conferred greatness on South India. His full title being:- Cinaro
Macacao, King of Kings, Lord of the Greater Lands of India, Lord
of the Three Seas and of the Land.

Krishnadevaraya’s coronation took place in August 1509 on the
birthday ofLord Krishna.His earliest inscription is dated 26 July 1509.
The first inscription that bears his name in the Arunachaleswarar
Temple dates from as early as A.D.1510, demonstrating that Knsh-
nadevaraya had turned his attention towards Tiruvannamalai from
the start of his reign.

In all, there are twelve inscriptions belonging to the reign ofKrish-
nadevaraya within the Arunachaleswarar Temple. This may be a
modest amount, but does not diminish in any ivay the work this great

king did at the temple. Even though the area was off the main route,

Krishnadevaraya showered his attention on the temple of the Linga
Mountain. Three epigraphs are very extensive, giving details of his

campaigns as well as his wonderful work performed within the temple.

His great accomplishment within the precincts of the holy temple in-

cludes the wonderful eleven storeyed Raja Gopuram,the 1000 pil-

lared Mandapam and Siva Ganga Teertham (tank) in front of it:

The holy works that Rayar Krishnaraya Maharaya dedicated to the

God Tiruvannamalai Uttaiya Nayanar and the Goddess Unnamulai-
nachiyar are -

The 1000 pillaredmandapam;m frontofthis,was excavated a tankfor

the floaang festival in the summer, to supply water to this tank the big

tank called Tirumalai Deviamman-Samutnram was dug up.

An eleven Storeyed Gopuram (Raja Gopuram); - A Mantapa for the

seventh day festival; ' A Temple car for the god Vmayaka; - The
sacred street; - The door for the Vanavataraiyancolan and door

jambs; -The door-jamb and door for the Uttama-Cholan Tiruvasal;

'

Gilding with gold of the window opening of the same doorway, The
Naka design for the front of this door; - Gilding the mask of the solid

Kotunkai of the eave with pure gold,- The western door-jamb with

door for the precincts of the shrine of Sataiperunma Nayanar in the

temple of the goddess Unnamulamachiyar, - Making a doorway and

a door in bronze,and gilding it with gold; - Gilding the Tuvi with gold;
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Digging up the well called Aravamukkinaru in front ofthe kitchen of

the shrine of the goddess; - The jewelleries like Kirushnarayanpa-

thakkam (ornament shaped like a serpent)

Inscription — A.D.1517 1000 Pillared Mandapam

How, my friend, can a person describe the wonderful abilities of

the great Maharaya Krishnadevaraya? We can gain information from

his Arnuktamalyada about the campaigns that he fought so fearlessly.

He has been described as a king ofmedium height, offair complexion

with a cheerful and merry nature,whowas subject to rages,andyet was

a man of great justice. He was said to be not only strong in mind but

also in body, spending much time doing hard physical exercise.It is

said that he often led his armies in person. He was also famous for his

religious zeal, respecting all sects of Hinduism, and was kind to

everyone and given to great acts ofcharity, even to those he captured.

He conferred great endowments on south Indian temples, building

many gopurams, including those in Tiruvannamalai, Chidambaram
and the Ekambaranath temples. Inscriptions throughout southern

India together with the structures he built, are a remembrance of his

mastery.

Epigraphs and structures within the Arunachaleswarar Temple
disclose the depth of his commitment and his great devotion to that

holy area. The building of the extremely beautiful ornate eleven

storeyed Raja Gopuram that rises so high that it can be seen for miles

around is known to be one of his great accomplishments. The Thou-
sand Pillared Mandapam within the fifth prakaram the Sivaganga

Teertham that stands in front of it all make one immediately under-

stand what this illustrious king was capable of achieving. It also

appears that the outer enclosure walls of the fifth prakaram (or the

commencement of them) and the other great Gopurams that flank

the walls may well have been erected by him.
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Raja Gopuram - View from Fifth Prakaram



Ammani Arnmal Gopuram — View from Fourth Prakaram



Thirumanjana Gopuram - View from Fourth Prakaram



Pai Gopuram ~~ Vieu; from Third Prakaram
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I conclude that all the wonderful tasks that w'ere accomplished
under his direction within the Arunachaleswarar Temple are a fitting

memorial to the greatness of this might>’ Vijayanagar Raya. This great

commander ofmen understood that these might\' deeds would outlive

him and that it would be his everlasting mark on the w orld, exhibiting

his love for the Divine and for the w^orld ofmen. Krishnadevaraya did

not only leave impressive structures within the temple, he also left a

mighty message which is available for all of us and this message does
not require scholarly understanding or any translation from one
language to another. You see, w^hen we walk quietly or seat ourselves,

as many do on those holy stones within the fifth prakaram. When we
are in that peaceful reflective mood, we can turn our eyes upwards to

view the pinnacle of his mighty eleven storeyed Gopuram. When we
do this we automatically raise our heads, you and I. Then, as our eyes

turn upwards looking high into the sky, our soul is elevated higher

than ever before. In the silent beauty and wonder of the scene, we
begin to perceive also with the inmost eye and recollect with amazing

brilliance of glowing light and certainity, that we have been at that

pinnacle before.

This is one of the wonderful ways Arunachalesw^arar Siva sum-

mons devotees to Him as well as the purpose of His Divine call.

Arunachaleswarar summons everyone to him in order to show’ us His

existence, His knowledge and His bliss. This, my friend,is the lasting

memorial that Cinaro Macacao, King of Kings, Lord of the greater

lands ofIndia,Lord ofthe three seas and ofthe land, left for us. In those

mighty structures he provided a route towards understanding the

greatness of Siva. To understand that the Divine through His grace,

bestows this blessedness on us within the world of form.

What perhaps is most extraordinary, is when Krishnadevaraya

succeeded to the Vijayanagar throne, the conditions around him were

not at all reassuring. What happened proved that this Maharaya was

an exceptional administrator. Even though he had no dependable

relatives around him, he strengthened the structure of Vijayanagar

authority by placing his generals' (Nayakas) as governors in the prov-

inces to administer the areas where they were given certain privileges.

The Tamil country was divided into three mam areas,the regicm’s

capitals being Gingee ,Tanjavur and Madurai with a Nayaka Gover-

nor in charge of each. These Governors, having their subordinates
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working under them, were given their alioted duties to perform which,

if left uncompleted, was dealt with fairly and severely.In this manner
the Nayakas became great patrons of the Tiruvannamalai Temple.

With his remarkable administrative ability, it only took Krish-

nadevaraya ten years to establish Vijayanagar authority all over south

India, all people came under his command. Not only this, he was also

able to eradicate internal conflict and unite the factions and accom-

plish what other kings had not done before, so that there was harmony

within his broadening kingdom. But all this was not done overnight,it

meant careful campaigning. A mammoth task, bringing all his sub-

jects under his direct rule. Krishnadevaraya had his own finger on the

pulse ofevents, not leaving anything to chance, even riding into battle

along with his forces. He is known to have taken great care in

everything he did, having concern for the welfare of the rank and file,

of his forces often visiting the wounded and the sick personally, and

was gallant and perfect in all things.

Krishnadevaraya’s reign was a glorious age of politics, literature

and the arts. His court was so splendid that the grandeur won the

admiration of many visitors. Interesting debates amongst scholars

took place and he conferred grand titles on many of them.

We know that Krishnadevaraya was involved in many activities,

always working to improve the southern land and adding to his

empire. His inscriptions can be discovered in Tiruvannamalai and
other areas throughout the south.

ACHYUTADEVARAYA (1529-1542) & ARAVITI RAMA
RAYA : Krishnadevaraya was succeeded by his brother Achyutade-
varaya in A.D. 1529. It is said that he was chosen by Krishnadevaraya
in preference to his own son Tirumalairaya, who was only eighteen

months old at the time of the great Raya’s death. A power struggle

developed from the moment of Krishnadevaraya’s death with many
ministers trying to secure the throne for Krishnadevaraya’s infant son.

Araviti Rama Raya, who was doing all he could to strengthen his own
position, proclaimed the infant king before Achyutadevaraya had
time to return,but this attempt to secure the throne was foiled by the
Suluva Veera Narasimha.

During the whole of Achyutadevaraya’s reign there was continu-
ous struggle amongst opposing factions,including internal revolts and
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foreign intervention.The death of the great Krishnadevaraya was an
indication for opportunists and enemies of the State to recommence
their opposition and renew their attacks against the Vijayanagar

empire. It is not surprismg,therefore,that the empire began to totter.

Negotiation and trade that had reached its peak during the reign of

Krishnadevaraya began to weaken considerably. Achyutadevaraya’s

plight also spiralled because his reign followed that of a master

administrator and, unfortunately, he did not have his brother’s power
of statesmanship or command of court life.This deficiency increased

when he agreed to share power with Ram Araviti Raya and antago-

nised Veera Narasimha. Veera Narasimha retired in displeasure from

court life and formed an alliance with other chieftains who set up a

revolt in the southern land. In fact, the Raya’s alliance with Araviti

Rama Raya left Achyutadevaraya in a difficult position where he was

Raya in name only, with Rama Raya assuming many royal titles.

Araviti Rama Raya’s act of destroying the ancient trained nobility

and replacing them by his own family members, increased the troubles

of the Vijayanagar Empire enormously. From that period it is possible

to trace an increase in revolts against the State as well as its disinte-

gration, brought about by petty squabbles and lack of expertise

amongst the new, untrained nobility.

Achyutadevaraya has been considered a weak ruler without suffi-

cient courage who was given to vice. However, one must remember

that Achyutadevaraya reigned during a very difficult period and is

known to have stood up bravely to many difficulties, even achieving

a victory after marching his forces against Veera Narasimha and other

rebels. He may even have crossed the sea to Elamandalam in skir-

mishes with the Srilankans;all which woul$i add to the honour of this

Raya. Further, what is also important is that during this period the

Portuguese were busy settling themselves,building their empire on the

coast of southern India and their attitude towards the native people,

as well as their self justified nght to that land, was far from -jusftjr

pieasant,in fact, devilish in the extreme.

Inscriptions in Tamil Nadu affirm that Achyucauevdraya icigucu

in many of the areas.Further, the construction of temples that had

began pnor to his reign were continued.
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There are seventeen inscriptions belonging to his rule in the

Arunachaleswarar Temple in Tiruvannamalai. These epigraphs re-

late to the sale ofland, villages all for services to God as well as giving

other relevant information about the period. Amongst these epi-

graphs Achyutadevararaya is given the Title Emmantalamum Konta

i.e. Conqueror of all countries; Tulukkatalavipatan i.e. destroyer ofthe

Muhammadan army; Tulukkamokaram i.e. who stopped the conduct

of the Mokaram Festival of the Muhammadans; and Yilamtirakonta

i.e. who levied tribute from the king of Eelam.

VENKATA I (A.D.1542) - SADASIVA - MAKARAYA -

(A.D.1542/76) ; Venkata the son of Achyutadevaraya was very

young and unable to succeed to the Vijayanagar throne following the

loss of his father. Suspecting his uncle Sakalaraju Tirumalai of

intrigue, his mother called for assistance of the Adil Khan, but

Sakalaraju, one jump ahead, had already bought off the Khan. How-
ever, in June 1542, Araviti Rama Raya, who had not relinquished his

rights, countermoved and placed Sadasiva—Maharaya on the throne.

This move was not without opposition and caused great contention,

confusion and revolts throughout the land. It was the beginning of a

lengthy period which lasted for 34 years where the Vijayanagar

kingdom continued to be ruled by the Araviti brothers, Rama Raya

and his nobles.

This epoch heralded the start of great changes for the southern

Land which brought about the gradual erosion of the Vijayanagar

Empire.While the Portuguese where endeavouring to obtain an even
firmer foothold on the south and were even plundering the riches of

temples, the arrival of St. Francis Xavier and the Franciscan monks
brought about the conversions of many Hindus to Roman Catholi-

cism. The Roman Catholic converters inflicted a further systematic

assault on the stability of the empire, especially in the coastal regions,

where they pulled down temples and built churches in their place.

However, this is just an example of what was happening during

that time. Petty rulers, in fear of retribution, or attempting to feather

their own nests, began taking sides with the invaders of the southern
land and their heritage. Araviti Rama Raya was very much caught up
in these squabbles and affiliations, and attempted to restore order out
of the tumult that was evolving around him; although it is debatable

whether these attempts relieved the tension or added to it.
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However, it is not my wish to go into detail of the exploits of that
perplexing period, which was one ofconspiracy and political intrigue.

Many furious battles took place between the Muslims and the
Vijayanagar rulers during that time. The most demanding of those
was the battle of Raksasa Tangadi, against the Muslim forces, under
Hussain Nizam Shah, which took place in January 1565. During that

battle Rama Raya, although still directing operations, had reached an
age that he had to be carried. With his brothers Tirumalai and
Venkatadri aiding him at his side, Rama Raya used most of his forces

against the Muslims. It has been recorded that eighty thousand men
fought on either siie at that battle, and that the earth has never
witnessed such devastation.

In the end Araviti Rama Raya fell pnsoner Nizam Shah, who,
without hesitation, cut off his head and had it placed on the top of a

spike for all his army to see. Great confusion followed the slaying ofthe

leader. Rama Raya, who had held the defence of the city of Vijay-

anagar in his own hands, was dead. No one came forward to take his

place and in that dreadful confusion, the city was left open to the

invaders and many people were slain. His brother Tirumalai made his

escape, taking with him Sadasiva — Makaraya and the women of the

royal household, and all the great treasures that belonged to the Raya,

loaded onto elephants.

Left without leadership, what happened to the great city of

Vijayayanagar and the hard working people who lived there ? One day

it was a great city ofindustry and commerce, and the next day that city

of greatness was left to the pillaging hordes to destroy by fire.The

people who were left undefended were either savagely murdered, left

to die or to witness the destruction of that greatness. The City of

Vijayanagar never returned to its former greatness again.

So, my friend,we see that although Sadasiva-Makaraya was placed

on the throne in A.D.1542, it was Araviti Rama Raya who ruled the

empire. Along with his brothers Tirumalai and Venkatadri and other

family members whom he placed in senior positions, Rama Raya was

able to wield a long arm of enforcement throughout the Vijayanagar

empire.

Tirumalai,wh > escaped from the city along with Sadasiva-Makar-

aya, and all the u ealth, ruled from A.D.1565, following the death of
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Rama Raya, and it was he that held the Vijayanagar empire together

until A.D.1572. It has been reported that he lived in retirement until

his death, although there is some debate about the actual date of his

death between 1573 and 1578. What eventually happened to

Sadasiva-Makaraya is unknown, his name continues to appear in

inscriptions until A.D.1576.There have been various explanations

about his whereabouts and how he died, including both assassination

and natural death.

Tirumalai left three surviving sons; Ranga I, Rama and Venkata

Venkata was in charge of the Tamil south. Although there are

differing views of these dates,from approximately 1571 until 1576 it

was Ranga I i.e. Sri Rangadeva Makaraya,the eldest son ofTirumalai,

who was ruling.

There are eighteen inscriptions in the name of the Sadasiva

Makaraya within the Arunachaleswarar Temple. These range in date

from A.D.1543 to A.D. 1568/9. Most of these discovered wereby the

researchers from the Institute Francaise de Pondichery, whose inves-

tigation into these epigraphs, like the rest of their work in the temple

must have been most exacting. While some of these epigraphs are

damaged, others are preserved and give information concerning land

transactions,gifts and special articles provided for the deity.

One epigraph, although full particulars are not given being badly

damaged, mentions an endowment in the form of a charity i.e. an

establishment of an alms house called UrmamulaiyampiaiChattiram.
Another in pristine condition, dated September 1548, registers a sale

ofland to provide for the smearing ofpunugu (perfumed paste) on the

body of Tiruvannamalai Uttaiya Nayanar. This particular epigraph,

which mentions the ruling king as the illustrious and valiant Sri Veera
Sadasiva-Makaraya, also mentions the name ofUti-Nayakar, the son

ofSennama Nayaka.The Nayak’s are mentioned in a number of epi-

graphs bearing the name of Sadasiva-Makaraya as ruler. The epi-

graphs give further interesting information regarding the period and
development within the temple. Araviti Rama Raya’s name appears

on an inscription on the Kili Gopuram.

Another inscription, dated July. 1567, which is in very good
condition, not only mentions Sadasiva-Makaraya, Tirumalai and
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Acutappa Nayak, but other ancient people like the Cholas and
Pandiyas, who contributed to the growth of the holv area, are also

mentioned.

SRI RANGADEVA MAHAYARAYA -RANGA I (A.D.

1572/85) : Sri Ranga Mahayaraya, the eldest son of Tirumalai, is

known to have made a stout effort to restore the Vijayanagar kingdom
to its former glory. However, he had many obstacles in his path.The
resources that lay at his command were limited. His brother, V'enkata

who had been placed in charge ofthe Tamil south, and Rama his other

brother, did little to assist him at that stage. Not the least of his

problems, was the prevailing conditions inflicted by the Muslim
invasions, causing further loss of territory. At one time, in A.D. 1576.

Ramadeva had to leave his general in charge ofPenugonda, which \v as

being ravaged by Ali Adil Shah, while he went seeking help and
assistance. While he was able eventually to form an alliance with the

Sultan, this agreement was quickly broken so that within three years

the territory was invaded once more. By the time Sri Rangadeva

Mahayaraya died in A.D. 1585, dissension amongst the nobles had

reached its peak. The Muslims had achieved a great deal of

success,much territory was taken and the country w'as divided.The

partition of the Vijayanagar empire had begun. It never fully recov-

ered.

Three epigraphs have been discovered within the Arunachales-

warar Temple that bear the name of Sri Rangadeva—Mahayaraya and

one that does not bear his name, but nevertheless can be assigned to

his penod of rule.

VENKATA Il-VENKATAPATIDEVA MAHARAYA -

A.D.1585 — A-D.1617/18 and Sri Ranga II : When Sri Rangadeva

Mahayaraya died in 1585 he left this mortal world without any off-

spring and his youngest brother Venkata, who had been left repon-

sible as viceroy to the Tamil country, became his successor. Thus,

Venkata II, Venkatapatideva Maharaya, ruled for twenty-eight years,

during which there arose a revival of strength. A strength which

unfortunately, due to poor choice ofsuccession, was lost at the end of

the reign.
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In A.D-1605, the Dutch and the English appeared in southern

India wanting to start their trade in spices and open their factones. In

A.D.1608 it was the Nayaks of Gingee who gave them permission to

open a factory at Fort St George and it took only two more years for

them to get permission from Venkatapatideva Maharaya to construct

a factory at Pulicat, together with special privileges. This was the way

the English came to be given proprietory holdings in southern India.

The dawn of colonial rule rose above the land and the history of the

land of the Tamils changed course.

The succession to the throne ofVenkata II, did little to resolve the

bickenng and fighting amongst the nobles and although the Tanjavur

Nayaks continued their allegiance, the Nayaks of Gingee withdrew

their support. Unfortunately for Venkata, dissension amongst the

nobles developed into a furore when he made his nephew, Sri Ranga

II his successor, against the express wishes of the most prominent

nobles of the state.

Sri Ranga IPs succession to the Vijayanagar throne was obviously

a very bad decision, causing the most severe consequences. He made
ill judged moves and alienated the nobles by making appointments

and selfish, avaricious demands. The new ministerial appointments

and directives from Sri Ranga for land, money and wealth, divided the

nobility into two camps, creating an unrepairable division amongst
them. Two camps developed, those for Ranga II, and those against

him. In this manner, the disagreement developed to enormous pro-

portions.

Within only four months of Sn Ranga IPs succession to the

Vijayanagar throne, the opposition against him grew to enormous
proportions. Supported vigilantly under the leadership of Gobburi
Jagga Raya, the brother of one of Venkata’s queens who became
exceptionally powerful, so influential that Jagga Raya, with the sup-

port of others, captured Sri Ranga and all the members of the royal

family and placed them in prison. At the same time, Jagga Raya
crowned a queen’s claimed son in his place. Attempts to release Sri

Ranga failed, although Ramadeva, Ranga’s second son was smuggled
out. Following this, the royal family suffered even further when the
method oftheir imprisonment was intensified. Nevertheless, another
attempt was made to release them while Jagga Raya was absent, but
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before there was time to release the prisoners, Jagga Raya returned

and orders were given to massacre them all.

News of the slaughter of the royal family swept through the Vijay-

anagar Kingdom so that the name of Gobbun Jagga Raya became
synonymous with all that was abhorrent. Ramadeva.the surv’iving son
of Sri Ranga II, who was skillfully released from prison, obtained the

sympathy ofmany nobles and was proclaimed Raya by them. Even so,

Jagga Raya, who was a skillful adversary, stood by the Raya he himself,

had crowned, not to be defeated by their move. This is the way a

protracted civil war was fought in southern India. Gobburi Jagga Raya
is known to have died with his loyal Nayaka generals by his side. His

crowned king was captured but even then, after all that bloodshed,

the civil war continued.lt was only after his death that it ceased and
Ramadeva was recognised as the head of a remnant of an empire.

From that time onwards, a number of rulers sat on the Vijayanagar

throne. Ramadeva’s successor, as he had no brother or heir, was Peda

Venkata, the grandson of Araviti Rama Raya, but even then that

succession gave rise to much grievance, when an uncle ofRama Raya
claimed he had more right to the throne. In an attempt to sort out this

problem, Peda Venkata sought the assistance of the Dutch and more
people were brought into the conflict. The Nayak generals taking

sides, plotted with the nobles with outside foreign forces joining them
also in their aim. They all took an upper hand in the affairs of the

southern land and are answerable for the consequences.

However, it is not within the scope of this work to deal with all this

political intngue,the friction and the strife this caused, even though

I cry inwardly for the suffenng that was generated. I must leave it,

knowing that when Venkatapatideva Maharaya decided to place his

nephew Sri Ranga on the throne, a great storm that had been brewing

and waiting to be unleashed, spread over the land and battle com-

menced in proportions that was never seen before. The Vijayanagar

Empire, which had always maintained a large combat army, became

a war state and this affected everyone from every walk of life, royalty

and commoner alike. The empire was at war and its government was

dominated not by religious needs but by political ones. It was carnage

brought about through fighting for what was considered as a politi-

cally justified nght in such dreadful proportions, that it devastated the
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country and brought an end to the Vijayanagar Empire. It was this

civil strife, this fighting amongst themselves , that became sustenance

for the newly emerging foreign traders and the converters, who were

waiting on the sidelines for a port of entry . It was this that opened the

doors of the colonialisation of India.
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THE NAYAKARS
One of the most important principalities formed in southern India

was that of the Nayakars. Commencing from the reign of Krishnade-
varaya, the Tamil country was divided into three main regions, the

capitals being Gingee, Tanjavur and Madurai, with a Nayaka Gover-
nor in charge of each. The Nayakars were particularly active during

the Vijayanagar period, holding rank as minor rulers. At the court of

the Nayakars in Tanjavur, members ofthe family ofAppaya Dikshitar

wrote their devotional poems and literary works. It is interesting to

note that the Nayakas had great religious devotion as well as exper-

tise, and that the architecture of south Indian temples reached its

climax under their patronage. The Madurai Meenakshi Temple is

probably the finest representation of the Nayaka style.

The Nayakas were great patrons ofthe ArunachaleswararTemple
in Tiruvannamalai. They assigned many villages, made tax exemp-
tions, doing much work within the temple site. This devotion contin-

ued for many years during which the Sikaras of the Southern Thiru

Manjana Gopruram, the Eastern Raja Gopuram, the Northern
AmmaniAmmal Gopuram and the Western Pai Malai Gopuram were
constructed. Even as early as A.D.1519, during the reign of Krish-

nadevaraya, Timmappa Nayaka held the post of door-keeper in the

Arunachaleswarar temple and was responsible for part ofthe territory.

Mention must be made of Sewappa Nayaka who made an out-

standing contribution to the Arunachaleswarar temple. He was the

son of Timmappa Nayak and was appointed the first viceroy of

Tanjavur byAchyutadevaraya. He thus became the founder ofhis line

ofNayaka descendants. Sewappa Nayaka obviously grew very pow-

erful and influential. This continued throughout his lifetime. He was

assisted by his son Achutappa Nayaka. Both father and son were

devoted to Arunachaleswarar. Further, as an additional asset, Gov-
inda Dikshita was Sewappa Nayaka’s Chief Minister. Collectively

they must have been a distinguished, potent force. Govinda Dikshita

was a descendant of the femily of Appaya Dikshita and, like his

forefathers, in many ways, acclaimed for his learning and administra-

tive ability, as well as his architectural knowledge.

With his faithful circle of helpers at his side, Sewappa Nayaka’s

offerings at the Arunachaleswarar Temple spanned a period of over
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sixty years. It ran through the age ofmany Vijayanagar Rayas. Com-
mencing from the latter part of Krishnadevaraya’s reign, through

Achyutadevaraya’s when he was appointed viceroy. Through the

period of Sadasiva-Makaraya and Tirumalai Devamaharaya who,

although an old man, when he assumed the title of emperor, is said to

have done much to improve the condition ofthe Nayakas, which the

Tanjavur Nayakas appreciated and returned in loyalty to the Rayas.

Then the decline, for although the Tanjavur Nayaka continued to

play a role in the Temple during Sri Rangadevamakaraya’s reign,

these were turbulent times, which resulted in civil war. The admini-

stration of the Nayaka’s declined, displayed through the epigraphs

themselves.

It is understandable that a number of epigraphs within the

Tiruvannamalai Temple are attributed to Sewappa Nayaka. Some of

these, even without reference to the Vijayanagar Raya of the period.

The earliest of these epigraphs is dated March 1569. But this does not

mean that he was not active before that date. His second epigraph,

dated the following year, records the handing over of villages to his

king, Tirumalaidevamaharaya. Other epigraphs continue to furnish

us with a great deal of information, and while some are unfortunately

somewhat damaged, they all demonstrate the devotion of Sewappa
Nayak to Arunachaleswarar. They show the amount oftime he spent

doing this wonderful work, together with the importance he placed on
this work. Throughout these epigraphs there is mention of the

construction of gopurams, the placing of the golden pots on the

top,the names ofthose who were his helpers, as well as the importance
of God and the Temple.

Of special interest is an inscription dated A.D.1572, which is

written on the Raja Gopuram in Sanskrit and Tamil. It praises

Sewappa Nayaka for the erection, or shall we say the completion, of

the Gopuram. This epigraph has naturally given rise to much specu-

lation and reservation as to the verity of Sewappa Nayaka’s claim.

Records ofKrishnadevaraya’s reign, dated A.D. 15 1 7, decisively state

that the great king constructed the Gopuram himself. Nevertheless,
bearing this in mind,one can well understand that such a massive
edifice required the able assistance of many of the great Raya’s
subordinates and that the work on the Gopuram and other work may
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well have continued, albeit spasmodically, after the great Raya’s

death.As those passing years were filled with great wars, where

resources were being spent on batdes, there was little to spare for great

construction work. Yet, Sewappa Nayaka, whose loyalty and close-

ness to Arunachaleswarar did not falter, lived through the reign of

many Vijayanagar Rayas, so it is very possible that the sacred work

within the Arunachaleswarar was continued throughout those

difficult years. Indeed, there are epigraphs to prove this.



Appreciation

The early period is over and we have to leave the history of

southern India with the advent of colonial rule.

I placed before you, my friend, a picture ofthe centuries with many
great kings, nobles, saints, scholars and devotees taking part, all of

them in someway adding their devotion to the greatness ofSiva’s Holy

Linga Mountain.I trust that as we covered that history we have seen

for ourselves how the Arunachaleswarar Temple in Tiruvannamalai

gradually developed from a central shrine to that of a larger temple

with great Gopurams.

Yet, I was aware that I only touched their lives in my endeavour to

awaken awareness of the greatness of the Lingasthana. That glimpse

into the mind and heart of the ancient peoples ofsouthern India, was
just a mere pointer to the depth ofcommittment of what took place.

The continuity ofevents ofthe past has fashioned the present day, so

ifthere are any gaps in the history that I have laid before you, this does

not change an iota ofwhat took place andwhat IS . You see, the growth
ofthe Arunachaleswarar Temple in Tiruvannamalai is about Lingast-

hana . It is a record also of continual striving for improvement of the

temple at that holy place, a record of wonderful devotion. So that,

even if the growth of the temple has been shattered at times due to

historical events, in the religious sphere it has always been undivided.
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Siva has been here always, at the Holy area for every' one to

discover. This is the reason why the ancient rulers continued to

shower their devotion even during periods of great stress. Even
though the Linga Mountain was well off the main routes, they still

came. The reason why the saints, scholars. Holy men and women, all

devotees have continued to answer the call of Siva from that spot

since the beginning of time. Through the ages of mankind they have
come. Yugam, after Yugam since the time when the Linga Mountain
was created out of Himself, the blazing Light of Siva. All have come,
called by the Blessed One, to that special place.

I tell you also, my friend, that there is something special about the

light shining from the Divine Linga Mountain in the modem era. For

while that Jyothi has always reached out spreading into this world,

that Light of Arunachaleswarar has reached new dimensions. Its in-

tensity is being heard and felt more than ever before.

The Aruna Mountain in Tiruvannamalai is like no other moun-
tain on this earth of ours. It is unique because it is a Linga and that

Linga is Siva.

In KaliYugam, the age we live in, there is nothing more beneficial

than doing Giri Pradakshina around the Mountain Linga. When we
do this, we join with those departed soulswho forever cleave unto Siva

and we breath in the perfume of their presence. This is important for

the removal of unwanted karma and for building up the good.

This path is there ready for us ifwe wish to take it. It is a path filled

with Divine light. It covers, protects, shields, destroys ego and

enlightens. It wards off future births. It offers us the opportunity to

show our devotion. It is provided by Siva out of love for us. It is all

knowledge. It is the Divine path that is the Divine. It is Siva waiting

to be known —

ARUNACHALESWARAR

Know that illumination, intelligence and strength develop spontane-

ouslym thosewho have realised the truth, just as the coming ofspnng

beauty and other qualities embellish the earth.

BhagavanRamanaMahasishi
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My friend, at Lingasthana, time crumbles,the limits of eternity

vanish; only the moment remains, and that moment is Eternity. In its

indivisible light, all that was and that will be appears simple and

united; undivided. There it is,as a heart-beat - Lingasthana throbbing,

evident as the One. Those ofus who are freed from those Fetters and

who ever cleave unto God,see Him and comprehend Him there in

reality,as in the void before creation.

This is the true heritage ofLingasthana, that hasbeen passeddown
to us in the modem era, and knowing this, we can do nothing, better

than offer up our adoration and our service as this is the mystics meal

that fills the soul. This is the mystery, which keeps us at a distance but

wonderfully, like a magnet, calls us to Him, which lives in the breast

of all who seek after the Divine. This is the mystery of grace. God
wishes to be sought after, so, my friend,how should He not wish to be

found at Lingasthana, at the Holy Aruna Linga Mountain.

The work continues

It is only necessary to walk through the majestic Temple ofArun-

achaleswarar to realise what an achievement it is and the amount of

devotional work that took place to build it.

Every single stone laid on the temple floor or placed up high within
that Holy place, every statue placed within the temple means that an
individual not only worked hard, but the skill of the craftsman has

been recorded.

Further, every stone and article placed in that blessed place in the

Shrine or in any other area, was put there out of sincere devotion to

Arunachala-Siva.

Some of the ancients had their names and their deeds carved and
recorded onto stone, and these stone markers are there for us to

inspect. This was done for many reasons; perhaps to enforce a rule of

law, or because there was a genuine need to record the work that had
been done, or it could have been done through a show ofdevotion, or

by other kind hands, who understood the requirements offuture eyes.

I think it mustbe true to say, that the names ofmany ofthe devoted
people who have done outstanding devotional work in the Amn-
achaleswarar Temple, in Tiruvannamalai, have not been recorded for
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us to read. But even if their names have not been left for us, they have
truly given us something remarkable.

Although the ancients have left us, the work continues within the

Arunachaleswarar Temple. Nothing stops as the years pass. The
heritage of Lingasthana continues to grow about us. The walls of the

temple can, however, crumble with time and require a new lease of

life; they need to be cleaned and repaired. Many of the colourful

drawings that depict the ancient legends, painted onto the ceilings

and walls, by master artists ofthe past, have faded, and quickly require

experts in the art of conservation. All these tasks and many more
require specialist care and supervision. The flower gardens need to be

dug and new seeds planted, paths need to be swept and cleaned, extra

cattle bought, fed and housed. The orphanage where the boys live and
go about their tasks, requires constant assistance. So many important

tasks need to be done.

So you see, my fnend,even though the ancient rulers have passed

away, there still remain many great assignments that need to be

performed every day within the Arunachaleswarar Temple and these

jobs require assistance from us all. They set us a good example. This

IS a form ofdevotional work that many of us can do to help the temple

to thrive in the modem era. This is what is so wonderful about the

modem era. In this age the Arunachaleswarar Temple, at the feet of

the Holy Linga Mountain— Siva belongs to us all. The area ofLingast-

hana is so holy it is accessible by us all, so that we may visit and offer

our devotion.

Siva said:

Since I manifested Myself in the form of an emblem m the held of

battle this place will be known as Lingasthana.

Since the emblem rose high resembling a mountain of fire,this shall

be famous as the Aruna Mountain.

Many holy centres will spring up here. A residence or death m this

holy place will ensure liberation.

O Sons, this column without root or top wall henceforth be diminutive

in size for the sake ofthe vision and worship ofthe world. It is the only

means of worldly enjoyment and salvation. Viewed, touched or

meditated upon it wards off all future births of living beings.

The Siva Puranam
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If I could think of all the wonders of the world,

The earth, sea and sky and all that’s in it.

They would not mean a solitary thing.

If 1 could not end my days in the bliss of Thee.

I have been told that the earth and sky,

All the comers, are meant for man.

To walk,to fly encompassing all.

To bind their lives in a blinding search.

The majesty of all they see.

Yet, when I move within this frame,

Within the binding walk of earth and sky,

I find I cannot build my life this way.

For fear that life will stain.

My soul moves in a different way.

My life a continuous search.

So that it meets with Yours at its journey’s end.

To that bliss that only you can give.

GLORY TO ARUNACHALESWARAR
PAY HOMAGE TO HIS GLORY
WORSHIP THE MIGHTY SIVA

PRAISE HIM
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